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Chapter I

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
A Comprehensive Reform Agenda of Public Expenditure
Management For Peru

"A successful economic policy needs two inputs: sound technical design
and strong political support to bring it forward. A common mistake

is to believe that both aspects are substitutes rather than complementary
one to each other. In practice, this leads to wrongly believe

that political power may offset poor technical design permanently. "
Juan Carlos de Pablo

"C6mo Fracasa Rotundamente un Ministro de Economia, 1988"

A. RATIONALE AND ORGANIZATION

1.1 For the World Bank and the Inter-American Development Bank, it is a welcome privilege
to provide the incoming Administration of a member country with joint and comprehensive
diagnoses and policy recommendations in those areas that contribute most to enhance the client's
development prospects.' One of these key areas is public expenditure management, which is the
purpose of this report. As the Toledo Administration enters its second year in office, we hope
that the content of this Public Expenditure Review (PER) will be useful for Peru to deal with
some of the formidable challenges the country faces in its development agenda.

1.2 This chapter presents a synthesis of Peru's public expenditure reform agenda from the
Banks' perspective. It is based on, and distills, the thematic chapters that make up this report.
Chapters II-IV examine the core functions of public expenditure management: macro fiscal
aggregates, resource allocations to strategic sectors, and microeconomic efficiency of public
spending. Chapters V-VIII explore selected themes, such as the decentralization of public
administration and the socialTsectors; civil service reform; governance and corruption; and mining
fiscal and environmental Esues. These chapters are, in turn, supported by fifteen topic -specific
background papers, including an innovative public expenditure tracking survey on municipal
transfers, and numerous and valuable comments provided by authorities throughout disseminatiDn
activities.

1.3 We do not attempt to provide full coverage of all areas affected by public expenditure.
Expressing the strategic coincidence between the World Bank and the Inter-American
Development Bank around the idea that poverty reduction is the paramount objective of their
assistance efforts, the report deliberately focuses on social sectors spending and leaves aside
infrastructure and other sectors, which have been the subject of more-specific sector studies in
previous years. This report was finalized in June 2002, and discussed with Authorities in mid-
August 2002. Policy developments that have taken place after that time are not reflected in it.

In the last few years, several sector studies for Peru were published by both institutions in the areas of education,

health, private sector participation and infrastructure, institutional governance, financial management, procurement and

country strategy. However, the last WB Public Expenditure Review was produced in 1994.



PERU: RESTORING FISCAL DISCIPLINE FOR POVERTY REDUCTION

B. MAIN FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

1.4 At the onset of the new century, Peru faces substantial development challenges.
Significant achievements in terms of growth, poverty reduction and improvements in social
indicators up to 1997 have been partially set back by ensuing persistent slowdowns in economic
activity, fiscal indiscipline, political uncertainty, nstitutional weaknesses and poor governance.
The momentum for reform, which used to be strong in the early nineties, ran out of steam in the
late nineties, and genuine efforts by the new Authorities towards reinvigorating it are facing big
social pressure for short-term, populist measures. 2 Populism may perhaps bring palliatives, but is
deleterious for the macroeconomic fundamentals of the country and, ultimately, for the standards
of living. There is rather an urgent need to restore fiscal discipline and build momentum for often
termed "second-generation" reforms, including those in public expenditure, which would provide
longer-term sustainability to the strategy of poverty reduction.

1.5 The new Administration inherited a fiscal system under severe stress. Since 1999, Peru's
fiscal stance remains fragile due to a combination of adverse external shocks, expansive fiscal
policies, elections, and other unfavorable domestic developments featuring the transition to the
post-Fujimori legacy. Led by a primary deficit that for the first time in more than a decade has
become negative since 1999, the combined fiscal deficit significantly increased from 0.4 percent
of GDP in 1997 to 3.2 percent of GDP in 2000, only to be slightly reduced to an estimated 2.5
percent of GDP in 2001. Low, volatile and procyclical tax revenue combined with a rigid public
expenditure facing popular demands complicate efforts to finance an ambitious poverty reduction
agenda, while achieving fiscal adjustment. Despite a multi-year pro-poor budgeting framework,
social spending remains under-funded, diverted through multiple leakages, and mistargeted.
Budget formulation authority's concentration in Lima coupled with discretional and decentralized
budget execution through Transitory Councils of Regional Administration (CTARs), reduce the
impact of social expenditure and the efficiency of service delivery.

1.6 Since his arrival on July 2001, President Toledo has proposed to take actions in the areas
of macroeconomic stabilization; reopening of country's access to international financial markets;
budget modernization and State decentralization; social policy; revamping of the armed forces,
police and internal security services; and consolidation of Peru's democracy and social stability
through consensus-building and transparent and participatory mechanisms. Despite its initial
progress, Peru is not likely to meet these goals in the near term. Achieving success in the medium
term will rather depend to a great extent of how quickly it restores fiscal discipline, shifts scarce
spending to the Government's priorities, and ensures an efficient delivery of public services under
a very complex and politically-driven decentralization process. We summarize the public
expenditure management agenda in seven main messages:

* Restoring fiscal discipline
* Reorienting the budget toward pro-poor expenditure
* Improving the efficiency of public expenditure
* Addressing the promises and risks of decentralization
* Upgrading the civil service
* Improving governance and reducing corruption
* Fine-tuning mining taxation and environment policies

2 In the context of this report, populism is defined as a conception and practice of economic policy that favors
unsustainable expansionary fiscal and monetary polices as the main engine of GDP growth and employment creation.
For a discussion of the concept, see Dornbusch and Edwards (1991).
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1.7 The storyline behind these seven themes is a bit long to tell, but simple. First, significant
primary surpluses are the inescapable premise for sustainable fiscal and debt-management
policies. They are also needed to lay the basis for viable counter-cyclical fiscal and social
policies in the future. Second, shifting expenditure to pro-poor priorities is essential for achieving
desired social outcomes in the medium-term. Budget reorientation requires not only to enhance
transparency of budget cuts and reallocations during implementation, but to review inertial and
in-year seasonal spending. Improving budget protection mechanisms of priority social programs
is useful to consolidate an effective countercyclical social policy. Third, making most effective
use of scarce resources is essential for a country in the midst of fiscal retrenchment. This implies
reducing anti-poor disparities in regional budget allocations; eliminating duplications in social
and basic infrastructure projects; minimizing leaks of public funds, particularly in food
supplementary programs and at the bottom level of service delivery and, if feasible, considering
their gradual downsizing or replacement by cash-transfer programs; and improving targeting of
resources, specially outside Lima, for most social programs, especially those addressing the most
vulnerable. Fourth, it is essential promptly to resolve fundamental questions of the
decentralization process: in particular, what functions must be decentralized? And with what
timing and outcomes in mind? An ill-designed decentralization process, especially if developed
through brand-new regional governments, has considerable potential for provoking a severe fiscal
disarray and macroeconomic destabilization. Thus there is a need to proceed very cautiously.
Fifth, the Government needs to upgrade its human capital in charge of service delivery. The civil
service regime is in total disarray and needs to be overhauled. A trustworthy public registry of
civil servants must be established. The myriad of salary supplements and benefits in cash and in
kind now prevailing must be consolidated and replaced by a more rational salary system. Sixth,
improving governance and fighting. corruption is essential not only to provide a better and less
expensive public service delivery, but to fight income inequality and facilitate business activity
and entrepreneurship in Peru. Local governments, in general, perform much worse than national
agencies in service delivery quality, and extent of corruption and governance problems. Seventh,
fine-tuning mining taxation, mining-canon transfers and mining-related environmental policies is

needed not only to strengthen the global competitiveness of one of the main export sources of
Peru through a stable tax regime, but to enhance transparency of transfers to local governments
and minimize environmental damage. Conflicts between mining companies and the local
populations will thereby be minimized, thus contributing to improve the quality of mining
investment activities, the transparency of intergovernmental relations, and the relationship
between foreign investors and local communities.

1.8 Around the seven organizing themes of this report, revolves a set of multiple and detailed
diagnoses and policy recommendations, with some suggestions for their prioritization. The
reader should, however, keep in mind a couple of limitations. First, there is no magic formula for
achieving results. What is described here is essentially based on Banks' best-practice experiences
elsewhere in Latin America and in the rest of the world, as well as on their informed views of
Peru. Second, proposed sequencing of reforms is itself subject to political constraints. The World
Bank and the IDB remain ready to assist the Government of Peru in implementing the PER's
agenda. Finally, it is important to add that implementing these reforms can only be achieved
through a new contract between government and citizens, which would elevate standards for
government accountability, transparency, and civil society participation and oversight.

Restoring Fiscal Discipline

1.9 Fiscal sustainability is perhaps the most important challenge of the current
Administration. Peru needs to strengthen its structural fiscal position, not only because failure to
do it jeopardizes the macro framework in the medium term, but also' because significant
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contingent liabilities might arise from pensions, the financial sector, and sub-national
government--registered cr non-registered-debts, and because sudden slowdowns or stops in
external financing due to financial contagion from external (or regional) turbulence are not to
exclude in the coming years. Fiscal deficits are explained by a combination of both structural and
cyclical factors. On the structural side, they feature pro-cyclical and volatile patterns, mainly
determined by the behavior of tax revenue and public expenditure. Over the last 30 years, Peru's
non-financial public sector (NFPS) deficit experienced 5 cycles: 1970-79, 1980-85, 1986-91,
1992-96 and 1997-01 and averaged a high 5.8 percent of GDP. Such pattern resulted from long
periods of fiscal expansion, followed by increasingly shorter periods of fiscal adjustment,
particularly before the early nineties. The main component of the deficit was the Central
Government (CG) imbalance, which represented about 3/4th of the average NFPS deficit. Most
fiscal variables are pro-cyclical: they have significant positive correlation coefficients with the
growth rate, and the cyclical components of the fiscal deficit and GDP growth are almost
perfectly correlated. In addition to this, fiscal variables are extremely volatile, and this goes
beyond their close correlation to GDP growth. Peru's growth rate volatility, measured by the
standard deviation, is 33 percent higher than the average for Latin American countries (LAC),
itself twice as high as the average in industrial economies. The volatility of fiscal variables,
though, is much higher than the volatility of GDP growth: almost six times in the case of tax
revenues; five times in the case of public salaries and transfers; more than seven times in the case
of capital investments (the critical budget adjustment variable); and eleven times in the case of
fiscal deficits. Tax revenue volatility is also explained by continuous changes in tax policy and
administration; the hyperinflation of the late eighties and elections in the late nineties.
Expenditure volatility is explained by erratic policies affecting the public payroll, transfers and
capital investments.

1.10 Recent disequilibria are explained by expansive fiscal policies and correcting them is a
priority task. Since 1997, trends in CG real revenue and real public expenditure have decreased
and increased respectively. In 2001, the tax ratio fell below 12 percent of GDP, a dismal level by
international standards and among the lowest in Latin America. As a result, primary balances
have become negative since 1999, and fiscal deficits have deteriorated. Resulting public debt has
increased as a percentage of GDP from 42.7 percent in 1998 to a high 46.5 percent in 2001, even
though significant amounts of privatization proceeds have been used to finance expenditure and
repay public debt. Although the public debt is mostly long-term and owed to external creditors,
the domestic and short-term components of it have grown at a rapid pace in the last several years.
In this connection, it must be borne in mind that domestic debt is exposed to currency risk and
rapidly increasing debt service, which contributes to tighten scarce resources in a shrinking
budget. Had Peru kept Government tax revenue and expenditure constant in real terms during the
1998-2001 period, it would have preserved a sound fiscal deficit below 1 percent of GDP.

1.11 What needs to be done to achieve fiscal discipline and, hence, macro sustainability? Six
main policies are essential. First, and foremost, Peru needs a comprehensive tax reform. This
reform should aim at improving the tax system's equity, neutrality, simplicity and revenue-
yielding capacity. Reform should mainly be based on a combination of measures to broaden the
tax base and enhance tax administration. Proposed measures to broaden the tax base suggest
removing key tax exemptions (be it sector- or region-specific, or on interest and capital gains, or
the exemption on import duties for CETICOS); introducing a presumptive income-tax method for
the self-employed and a slightly wider three-level income tax rates structure for individuals; and
unifying the consumption selective tax for vehicles. By complementing these measures with the
introduction of a royalty tax on mining (offset by the elimination of the sector's import duties),
and/or eventual modification of workers' participation, and the implementation of a major phased
improvement in tax administration, the Government could raise additional resources approaching
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2 percent of GDP within 2-3 years. The fact that the set of measures proposed does not modify
the present tax structure and does not establish new taxes, except in the case of the royalty tax,
makes it easier to gain political consensus for its enactment. The other pillar of tax reform is a

marked improvement of tax administration by SUNAT, the collecting agency. In general, any
improvement results from a combination of enhanced taxpayer services (with upgraded
technology support), better auditing systems that focus on tax evaders, and better human-resource
staffing.

1.12 The second area where a significant effort is required is on public expenditure. As capital
investment continues to be the residual adjusting item in the budget, Peru now has one of the
lowest capital expenditure ratios in LAC: less than 2.5 percent of GDP in 2001 and decreasing.
Hence, expenditure reform should aim at reverting the present trend toward an increased current
expenditure and a decreased capital investment. Excessive current spending could be cut in the
area of defense and internal security in the short term (0.6 percent of GDP in 2002), and in wages
and pensions in the medium term, supported by social security and civil service reform. If
proposed increase in fiscal revenue materializes, then capital investment, especially in the social
sectors, should be raised accordingly, thus contributing to fill the present gap that Peru has in
social expenditure--1.2 percent of GDP in education and 0.2 percent of GDP in health--with
respect to LAC averages.

1.13 A third area of policy reform is public debt sustainability. The public debt-to-GDP ratio
of 46.5 percent in 2001 is too high for a country whose public debt is highly exposed to currency
risk, and which faces potential contingent liabilities in dollars in the financial sector. Lowering
such ratio to more sustainable levels is essential to face potential risks in the next decade.
Assuming a conservative baseline scenario combining moderate growth and low inflation, a slight
increase in external interest rates, decreasing, but still significant mixed concessionaImultilateral
financing, and a fiscal correction lowering the Non-Financial Public Sector (NFPS) deficit from
2.5 percent of GDP in 2001 to - 1.4 percent of GDP in 2010, would bring the public debt-to- GDP
ratio to a benchmark 36 percent of GDP at the end-of the decade.

1.14 A fourth area of policy reform relates to fiscal rules through the revamping of the Law of
Fiscal Prudence and Transparency. As the Law is not a substitute, but a complementary tool to
build credibility on a sound fiscal program, a prior condition for its official revamping requires, in
the near term, thorough compliance with the benchmarks of the 2002-03 macroeconomic
program, supported by an IMF Stand-By. Moreover, we do not expect a significant
countercyclical policy as far as growth remains moderate and fiscal revenue is stagnant. So,
revamping of the Law should proceed gradually, focusing on early credibility gains; prior
institutional strengthening required by the Law's technical redesign and monitoring; consensus-
building exercises led by Authorities; virtual monitoring indicators and reporting tools, including
those for the Comptroller's and Congress oversight; and on introducing a set of sanctions for the
case of non-compliance with numerical benchmarks and procedures. The design of a set of fiscal
rules for incoming sub-national governments should impose hard budget constraints on them and
justifies the upgrade of the incoming Law to one of Fiscal Responsibility. In addition to this, in
the medium term, an effective countercyclical fiscal policy could be based on a structural primary
balance benchmark. Such policy would require to make automatic fiscal savings in booms and
dis-savings in the downturns, measured by the differential between estimated actual and structural
balance. Under the baseline scenario described above, achieving a more sustainable public debt-

to-GDP ratios by 2004-10 would entail a structural primary surplus ranging around I percent of
GDP (roughly equivalent to around a I percent of GDP non structural deficit) during such years.
Future savings would strengthen the role of the Fiscal Stabilization Fund.
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1.15 A fifth area of policy reform regards contingent fiscal liabilities. Peru must start making
transparent budgetary provisions to deal with their eventual materialization, which would make
projected restoration of fiscal discipline a more difficult task. This report overviews three main
sources of contingent risk: bank loans, pension payments and municipal debt. The Banks' broad
estimates of the potential fiscal exposure to a systemic banking crisis is 4 percent of GDP, which
is considered in the lower bound of comparable-mostly double-digit-world standards. Sound
macroeconomic policies, close supervision of the financial sector and reduced exposure to
external financial contagion can minimize this risk. In addition, pension reform has generated
two non-banking debts with the private sector which are actually paid through annual transfers.
Official transfers to the social security represent 0.6 percent of GDP in 2002, and conservative
projections indicate they will increase to about 1.0 percent of GDP per year in 2005-07. Pension
reform should minimize this liability. Finally, registered municipal debt is not a threat for
macroeconomic stability, but it is significant and explosive for some localgovernments becoming
non-solvent and illiquid. These local governments will have severe difficulties to assume
additional responsibilities with decentralization due to their financial constraints. Nationwide
total registered debt represents a third of the corresponding national debt (current national
liabilities considered as short-term debt). In the short-term, identifying non-solvent
municipalities and developing a plan for the gradual repayment of their registered debt, especially
on pensions, is essential before these districts assume further responsibilities under the
forthcoming decentralization process. In addition to this, the Fiscal Prudence and Transparency
Law should put strict limits to new external and domestic debt, and prohibit sub national
governments of acquiring contingent debts.

1.16 Finally, a sixth area regards public debt financing. Peru must complete its deficit-
financing plan by meeting its privatization targets in the nearest term, sustaining its prudent
external debt management strategy-including an enhanced access to international capital
markets-and developing a market for long-term domestic public debt, issued in soles and
inflation- indexed.

Reorienting the budget toward pro -poor expenditure

1.17 The task of putting the economy on a sustainable, rapid and poverty reducing growth path
has to be to be carried out with the help of a modern public expenditure management (PEM).
Promising steps have been done by Peru over the past few years. This includes: the creation of
an Integrated Financial Management System (SIAF, in its Spanish acronym) in 1998, the
strengthening of accounting institutions and procedures, compatible with world standards, applied
to the entire public sector since 1999; the development of a website Portal de Transparencia in
2000, which includes defense and national security spending for the first time from 2002; the
passage of the Law of Fiscal Prudence and Transparency in 1999; the introduction of
performance management contracts for State-Owned Enterprises under FONAFE in 1999; the
adoption of multiple medium-term expenditure frameworks since 2000, based on 3-year Macro-
Economic Frameworks and 5-year Multi-Annual Sector Budget (MAB) Plans, and carried out
through a participatory methodology for multi-annual budgeting formulation since 2002; and the
adoption of budgetary provisions for a set of Protected Social Programs (PSPS) as main counter-
cyclical social policy since 2000.

1.18 The trend towards pro-poor spending and enhanced accountability and transparency
seems irreversible, but consolidating these achievements in the medium-term means to solve five
critical institutional weaknesses. These are: excessive budget rigidity, an incomplete SIAF, a
disconnection between multi-annual and annual budgeting, a fragile institutional framework
surrounding its counter-cyclical social policy, and an inadequate and user-unfriendly budget
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monitoring and reporting that affects public perceptions about the real degree of budget

transparency.

1.19 Following a budget tracking test of the status ef PEM jointly developed by the World

Bank and the IMF, Peru scores low in the area of budget formulation, average in the area of

budget execution, and high in the area of budget reporting other than external. In the first area,

the assessment recommends that budget classification be made fully consistent with the GFS

definition of General Government and the quality of budget projections (especially in function

and sector composition) be upgraded if social priorities are to be sustained in the medium term.

The major constraint for budget formulation, though, is inertial expenditure. Peru ranks high

among countries with the most inflexible budget not only in LAC, but worldwide. In addition to

Brazil, India and a few HIPC countries, which have above 90 percent of their total expenditure

fixed for particular functions, Peru has 91 percent and 86 percent of ordinary and total budget

resources in 2002 assigned to inertial commitments. Budget rigidities originate from different

sources including: wage and benefits. considered by the Constitution as inalienable rights;

permanent contracts hidden as non personal services (no less than 40 percent of the total budget is

allocated to such services, according to the Authorities' estimates); an inertial payroll under

artificially prolonged investment projects; earmarked transfers to municipalities and the private

sector, as the Vaso de Leche and Comedores Populares programs; and an earmarked use of the

budget "contingency reserve" to fund the March school bonus, and July and December salary

supplements (aguinaldos). Peru needs to reverse such a pervasive pattern. PER recommendations

in this area include: an immediate general hiring freeze under the non-personal services category

accompanied by strict supervision, on a case-by-case basis, of short-term renewal of existing

temporary contracts, upon their prior revision; an urgent review of present policies regarding

pension and wage benefits in a comprehensive civil service reform; streamline funds assigned to

inefficient social programs-like Vaso de Leche or Comedores Populares; and make fully

transparent the use of the contingency reserve, so as to let it play its true role, which is to fill un-

predicted in-year budget needs, thus preventing it to fill recurrent needs.

1.20 SIAF core sub-systems are incomplete. The lack of a budget module, in particular, is a

severe handicap. Contrary to similar systems in Latin America, Peru's SIAF is neither a budget

formulation tool nor a budget assignment tool, but fundamentally a virtualpayment system. As a

result, budget formulation and in-year modifications remain little known externally, centralized

and decided at MEF's discretion, and only known ex-post, once they are monthly-registered in

SIAF. Hence, a user-friendly budget module integrated to SIAF is an urgently needed policy

tool to help assess consistency of budget proposals with macroeconomic conditions in early

stages; facilitate monitoring of in-year budget modifications, consistent with inter- and intra-

sector budget priorities in a participatory and transparent way; and allow Congress' legally

mandatory oversight of the budget. SIAF also requires a multi-annual budget sub-module too; i.e

one with capacity to track GOPs' compliance with multi-annual budgeting priorities and facilitate

production of mandated bi-annual reports on compliance with MAB targets. Finally, other

critical missing modules are the ones on human resources management, national assets,

procurement, the national investment system, contingent liabilities risk, and regional and

municipal financial management. The human resource module is essential for civil service

reform. The one on national assets to have due registry of state assets. The module on

procurement, starting point for &government, is critial for anti-corruption efforts, the most

vulnerable area of governance. The module on public investment should help prioritize multi-

annual investment plans. The module on contingent liabilities risk would help to register them

and make proper budgetary provisions, while the one on municipal management would prepare

SLAF support to an accelerated scheme of fiscal decentralization, as future regional and municipal

governments require a tailor-made SIAF, whose development should take many years.
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1.21 The budget tracking test also found that multi-year projections are disconnected from
annual budget priorities and modifications, their quality requires significant improvement, and
their monitoring an upgraded and regular reporting system. To such purpose, the creation of a
budget module and refinement of the existing set of financial and physical indicators in SLAF
should facilitate an user-friendly tracking of pro-poor expenditure and an effective results-based
control system in budget execution. Complementary atemal reporting of budget execution,
multi-annual budgeting and audits should be frequent, timely and comprehensive. Regarding
reporting, the SIAF sub-system to track financial and physical performance indicators, now being
developed, requires a thorough conceptual review before completion, because it is a critical tool
for an outcome-oriented budget, and support from monitoring targets and performance
management contracts . The present sub-system has too many useless and outdated indicators,
and their use is poor.

1.22 The development of new SIAF modules requires detailed prioritization and permanent
training. Authorities have good reasons to consider the creation of a university-degree in
management of SLAF systems. Besides, associated systems could be developed outside SIAF,
like a fiscal cadastre, or eventually be connected to a broader e-government strategy (like o-
procurement or a geo-referenced expenditure map at district level, for targeting purposes).

1.23 These shortcomings have not prevented an important shift in the budget towards pro-poor
expenditure in Peru. In spite of the recession and resulting fiscal adjustment, the share of social
expenditure to GDP evolved from 3.9 percent of GDP in 1990 to 7.0 in 1999, and this share has
remained steadfast up to 2002. The fact that the share of social expenditure to GDP has not
declined is a positive outcome in a fiscally retrenched economy where total expenditure
decreased from 19 percent of GDP to 17.8 percent of GDP in the period 1999-2002 (about one-
seventh in dollar terms). Likewise, significant inter- and intra-sectoral pro-poor spending
reallocation has begun to take place between 2000 and 2002. Budget for defense and national
security has decreased from 2.9 to 2.1 percent of GDP; that for education, health.and social
assistance has increased from 5.3 to 5.6 percent of GDP; and ESSALUD expenditure (non-
targeted public health insurance administration) has decreased from 1.5 to 1.3 percent of GDP.
In addition to this, the share of poverty reduction programs (consisting of both programs with
universal-coverage spending and programs based on targeted spending) in social expenditure
increased from 57 percent in 2000 to 60 percent in 2002. Poverty budgeting also includes an
innovative effort to protect key social programs (PSPs) since 2000. This approach has consisted
of assigning global budget allocations to non-salary current and capital spending grouped in 11
programs and distributed among eight social and basic infrastructure sectors. In 2001, budget
resources equivalent to 12.7 percent of the ordinary budget and 1.9 percent of GDP were
protected and executed.

1.24 In 2002, the Government decided to change its PSPs policy from merely budget
protection when a downturn occurs, to sustained spending floors needed to reach Millennium
development goals. This was accompanied by their improved focus, monitoring mechanisms and
full transparency in their execution. The on-going restructuring of PSPs includes: expenditure
allocation shifts in broad sector functions-education, health and sanitation, and social assistance;
a reduced number (from eleven to six) of now core PSPs, grouped under three sectors: education
(pre-primary, primary and secondary), health (collective and individual) and social assistance, a
reduced budget as the amount of aggregate earmarked expenditure to this revised set of PSP
represents 1.2 percent of GDP in 2002, down from the previous 1.9 percent of GDP in 2001 (this
reduction of 0.7 percent of GDP makes room for increased budget flexbility); a set of monitoring
indicators for specific projects grouped under the selected PSPs; and in a few projects, definition
of some performance management contracts to improve their efficiency (e.g. the Integral and
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Mother and Child Health Insurances-SIS-SMI). To introduce further flexibility, PSP budget

also includes escape clauses to make provisions for budget under-execution or a major budgetary

shortfall at the sector function level; and internal reallocations from under-performing to over-

performing programs or projects, but maintaining global spending floors, at the program and
project levels. To institutionalize and make its countercyclical social policy more transparent,

Peru should enhance its de facto "virtual" protected budget policy following the example of

Uganda. An enhanced mechanism would add two major features: the development of a

permanent institutional framework in charge of PSPs policy, and the introduction of oversight

capacity by sub national governments and civil society organizations, as well as of transparent

monitoring and evaluation indicators, into PSPs implementation.

Improving the efficiency of public service delivery

1.25 The efficiency of Peruvian public expenditure is below the Latin American average for

health, but above average for education, and in relationship to world averages, similar results

holds true. However, these results should be taken with caution. Indeed, Peru's level of

efficiency in reaching health outcomes is below both the Latin American and the World averages.

This is particularly true in malnutrition-height, under-five mortality and life expectancy. The

range of values found suggests that Peru could and should do much better in health outcomes.

And although outcome indicators for Peru's net primary enrollment is on par with other Latin

American countries, whereas for net secondary enrollment is much above LAC average, its

educational shortcomings are too severe in terms of the low quality of education services and

poor teacher's qualifications, especially in rural areas.

1.26 Two major sources of inefficiencies are leakages of public resources and poor targeting

of social programs, which ultimately contribute to poor governance and a corruption-prone
management.

1.27 A highly decentralized budget execution such as Peru's raises the possibility of

significant leakages in the flow of resources, thus reducing the extent to which GOP expenditure

is able to produce better outcomes. By applying an innovative public expenditure tracking survey

(PETS), it is possible to show that there are substantial leakages in the resources that

municipalities receive under the Vaso de Leche program and then transfer to the ultimate
beneficiaries, through several intermediaries. The actual amount received by final beneficiaries
appears very much lower than the initial amount sent from the central government: on average 29

cents of each dollar initially transferred by the Central Government actually reach the intended
beneficiaries! The survey surprisingly indicates that the leak is much higher in the bottom (VDL

committees and households) levels rather than in the top (CG and municipalities-leaks) levels of

the ladder, which not only demonstrates significant improvements in the official channeling of

resources by the SIAF/MEF, but challenges the predominant view that local private organizations

are more accountable in managing public resources than official ones. Leakages in municipality-

level transfers are compounded by the generalized lack of audit controls, poor transparency and
volatility. Finally, leaks affect more the poorest, urban and provincial municipalities, and their

level appear similar among districts of different sizes and distances to the province. Authorities

should pursue a twin strategy. In the short term, any effort leading to improve supervision,

accountability and transparency of the flow of resources should be pursued. This includes a

regular and user-friendly publication of detailed transfers to municipalities by SLAF, capacity

training at the local level in SIAF reporting, proper registration of beneficiaries, and strengthened

budget and auditing procedures by the Comptroller's office. A mini-Stabilization Fund for canon
minero transfers could contribute to minimize their annual volatility. In the medium-term,

however, Authorities should consider replacing these programs by a voluntarily adopted cash-
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transfer ("grants") program, following the successful model of the PROGRESA program in
Mexico. Under such scheme, grants would be provided to mothers not only for food supplements,
but also for basic education and preventive health, which, following a proper registration of
beneficiaries, should also improve targeting of resources on beneficiaries at risk.

1.28 Poor targeting is another important shortcoming of the multiplicity of social programs in
Peru. The general level of spending on targeted extreme poverty reduction programs increased
from 1.1 percent to 1.7 percent of GDP between 1993 and 1998, but then remained constant up to
2002, which appears adequate due to the fiscal situation and program inefficiencies, and despite
pressures to increase it . Poor targeting, however, deviates part of these outlays toward the non-
poor. Targeting rates in social programs vary tremendously. Past findings indicate that with the
exception of FONCODES and PRONAA, which have had about a 50 percent success rate, most
targeted social programs have had rates reaching below 40 percent of the intended poorest. More
recent findings on the food and nutrition programs confirm such picture. Targeting among the
three main national programs-Desayunos Escolares, Vaso de Leche y Comedores Populares,
also reflects prevailing weaknesses: in 1998-2000, Desayunos Escolares had the highest success
rate of 70 percent, followed by Vaso de Leche and Comedores Populares, which had lower rates
of 64 and 54 percent respectively. As a program is better targeted, the differential between its
rural and urban success rates decreases: Desayunos escolares had a lower range (77 vis a vis 56
percent); than Vaso de Leche (77 vis a vis 50 percent) and Comedores Populares (72 vis a vis 37
percent). Finally, programs of temporary employment, like A Trabajar Urbano, have not started
with the right foot, since it offers too high a wage rate to attract workers in the poorest deciles.
Authorities should make intensive use of excellent targeting tools, especially the poverty map,
already in their hands. The myriad of multiple social programs in Peru should be ranked and
those with substantial mis-targeting be redesigned, merged or closed. Fiscal savings generated
from such exercise should be used to increase coverage of more effective programs. Targeting
criteria should be made more explicit and focused on populations extremely poor. In the case of
A Trabajar Urbano, the immediate solution is to decrease the wage rate paid. A similar policy in
A Trabajar Rural is not possible, since the individual income earned by a rural worker is often
shared with other members of his/her community, and so the self-targeting mechanisms does not
work in a similar way as it does with urban workers. In both cases, though, Authorities should be
aware of the counter-cyclical and short-term nature of these employment generation programs:
once the economy recovers its dynamism with high rates of growth, their budget resources should
be phased out.

Addressing the promises and risks of decentralization

1.29 In the past decade, Peru made irreversible progress towards redefining the role of the
State but this agenda remains unfinished. In the early-to mid-nineties, the size and scope of the
public sector was reduced; the nature of government shifted from ownership and intervention to
market regulation and provision of social services. However, in the mid-to-late nineties the State
reform process lost steam and key tasks were not even initiated. Prominent among pending
reforms set aside by the authoritarian leadership of the nineties was the decentralization of the
State.

1.30 The current government has decided to reinvigorate the State modernization and
decentralization agenda. This decision must be seen as part of a broader, deeply positive, trend
toward democracy in the region. However, state decentralization is pregnant with both
potentialities and risks. If appropriately carried out, it can, indeed, increase both the efficiency of
government-service delivery and the responsiveness of government to citizens' needs.
Nonetheless, decentralization also entails serious macroeconomic risks. Firstly, central
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govermment deficits can worsen if governments are unable to reduce expenditures or increase

revenues to make room to accommodate the fiscal cost of additional functions and responsibilities

transferred to sub-national governments. The Government may find itself decentralizing both
revenues and expenditures, but being unable to reduce existing levels of centralgovernment
spending in those functions that have been decentralized. Secondly, attempts to eliminate rising

deficits through higher taxes can fail or take longer than expected to materialize. Thirdly,
decentralization can also hamper a government's ability to respond to economic shocks as it

reduces central control over aggregate public-sector revenues and expenditures. Fourth, sub-

nationalgovernment debt policies and indebtedness behavior can undermnine overall fiscal
discipline. Sub-national governments may end up borrowing excessively in the expectation that

the central government will bail them out. In sum, decentralization has the potential to be a

destabilizing factor for the already deteriorated Peruvian public finances and, ultimately, for the
country's overall macroeconomic framework. The Latin American experience suggests,

moreover, that decentralization should not be carried out without a coherent overall strategy and
without a prior technical and institutional preparation at the sub-national levels of government. In

the case of Peru, the fact that municipal governments are heavily dependent on central transfers

justifies caution in the transfer of responsibilities to them. Taking into account that the degree of

satisfaction in the provision of public services by local governments appears to be low,

gradualness in the transfer of functions and a sizeable effort to strengthen the administrative
capacity of sub national governments prior to the transfer of responsibilities seem to be necessary

conditions of any reasonable decentralization strategy.

1.31 To enter the process of decentralization on a sound path is a critical public policy

challenge for the Toledo administration. While Peru's initial efforts toward modernization and

decentralization offer substantial promise and go, for the most part, in the right direction, the

latent risk that fiscal discipline may turn out to be a casualty of the decentralization process will
continue to be high until a: clear framework for inter-governmental public finances is finally
enacted and enforced. The guiding criterion for such a framework has to be the establishment of

hard-budget constraints for the expenditure and-external and domestic-indebtedness decisions

of sub-national governments. The immediate agenda includes issues of paramount importance

such as the alternative options for intergovernmental fiscal relations; the budget and indebtedness
constraints on sub-national governments; the possible functions and competencies to be

decentralized; the characteristics and funding sources of the future Regional Compensation Fund
and Intergovernmental Fund for Decentralization; and any possible changes to the transfers
scheme for municipalities. It is also imperative that the hard-budget constraints for regional and

local governments here advocated be an integral part of the future revamped Law of Fiscal
Prudence and Transparency. Finally, a complete diagnosis of the financial status of

municipalities, including its pension liabilities and other registered and non-registered debt, and a

plan for both strengthening municipal tax collection and restructuring local government debt are
essential before these are assigned new expenditure powers.

Upgrading the Civil Service

1.32 Civil service reform is the missing link of the outcome- and poverty reducing-oriented
modernization of the state in Peru and is in desperate need of a major overhaul. The past decade

witnessed a severe deterioration of Peru's civil service. Hyperinflation of the late eighties and the

beginning of the 1990's sharply reduced the real earnings of civil servants. A poorly conceived

downsizing of the central government work force in the early nineties, which, in the end,
amnounted to a very modest reduction in the overall public sector, led, however, to the departure

of the most capable civil servants. There is an inherited disregard for the provisions of the

existing civil service law and its associated regulations. Civil servants are employed under a
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variety of legal regimens with a wide dispersion in salaries for similar tasks. The existing formal
salary structure has not been revised in over a decade, so base salaries are increased through
resort to a multiplicity of supplements and benefits in cash and in kind. With the proclamation of
a ban on hiring into permanent positions ten years ago, institutions have resorted to hiring on a
contractual basis, a process that is not subject to any required procedures for recruitment and
selection and has severe fiscal implications. All these factors have contributed to the existing
legacy of a work force that is poorly prepared, poorly trained, poorly supervised, and hence of
very low productivity. Consequently, there is an urgent need for a thorough reform to re-establish
some semblance of control over the wage bill and to promote the creation of a more efficient
government The current civil service Law has major weaknesses that argue for its replacement
by a new framework designed to promote a higher level of efficiency in the delivery of
government services

1.33 Any initiative designed to improve the performance of government must include a major
overhaul in the institutional framework that governs public sector employment and the
management of its human resources. Four actions are particularly relevant. First, the creation of
a Civil Service Reform Commission should precede the establishment of an autonomous
Directorate to administer the civil service. Second, developing a SIAF module on human
resource management would greatly simplify registry of public servants and would be
instrumental in the task of simplifying the remuneration package from the myriad of present
benefits to a cash-equivalent amount. Third introducing pilot performance contracts in the health
sector seems appropriate, given its recent successful experience with SMI, which makes it a
natural candidate for later mainstreaming of such practice in the rest of the public sector. Finally,
a new Law and Reglamenb should place emphasis on merit and specify determinants for
compensation.

1.34 The education sector also faces serious problems with its civil service. There is general
dissatisfaction with the quality of instruction and with the allocation of faculty resources among
schools. The Ministry of Education is taking steps to improve the quality of instruction in the
country's schools of pedagogy. However, the profession continues to attract individuals whose
test scores rank at the bottom of the distribution of !udents entering institutions of higher
learning. Improvement in the quality of instruction is likely to require a number of reforms. While
the current level of salaries appears to be more than adequate to attract a surplus of candidates
with minimal qualifications, the level and earnings trajectory over time are inadequate to attract
more promising individuals. In addition to this, both the Ley Magisterial and the Ley General de
Educaci6n are too rigid for most forms of decentralization and should be revised.

1.35 Reforms must focus on four aspects. On the institutional side, the current institutional
morass in the education sector (financially depending on regional bodies, and normatively
depending on sector ministries) should be unified under the decentralization design. On the
recruiting policy, new entrants to the profession should be required to qualify by passing a
rigorous examination. Successful candidates would be hired at a higher salary not much different
than the current entry wage, but should be able to look forward to salary increases similar to those
accruing to persons with similar skills and abilities in the private sector as long as performance is
evaluated and meets defined standards. On the hiring levels, implementation of a new
remuneration policy would be facilitated by moving to a system of contracting of teaching
personnel in place of the currently generalized system of permanent tenure upon appointment.
This would also have obvious fiscal savings. On the legal side, the new Ley del Profesorado and
the Reglamento de la Ley del Profesorado should be based on teaching performance and effective
attendance, rather than on a range of factors such as seniority, number of training courses
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attended, papers presented at professional meetings, etc., none of which have any necessary
impact on the quality of teaching.

Improving governance and reducing corruption

1.36 Peru's picture in matters of governance is mixed. In the World Bank's scoring system for
governance indicators, Peru's scores in Government effectiveness and regulatory quality have
dropped significantly, even as the country moved from an authoritarian regime to one with a more
vocal and active opposition. The score in corruption has remained approaching the LAC average.
Peru's corruption appears particularly high in procurement contracts of public works. To offset
such gloomy picture, Peru's scores in voice and accountability, political stability and rule of
law-have improved, thus reflecting the political opening that is taking place. Significant
challenges remain in these areas though.

1.37 Reducing corruption and improving governance requires a multi-pronged strategy that
addresses the various forms of corruption - from state capture to administrative corruption -
enhances political accountability and transparency, promotes a competitive private sector,
strengthens institutional restraints, improves public sector management, and embraces civil
society participation. It is more than just a matter of law enforcement. The evidence in this
report also identified public officials' support for civil society oversight and merit-based civil
service reform as anticorruption mechanisms. Public officials also favor strengthening public
administration, in terms of simpler administrative procedures. lhey are also in favor of the
introduction of a system of checks and balances and the oversight of public sector's activities by
the civil society.

1.38 The Government first needs to build credibility on its intentions to fight corruption. In
the survey, there is a significant discrepancy between users and public officials on their
perception of the government's commitment to fight corruption'. More than half of users, versus
only 20 percent of public officials, reported that the government is not committed at all. This
lack of trust is keenly felt among low-income users of public services. Conversely, the fact that a
high proportion of public officials report preparedness in the public sector to fight corruption is
an encouraging sign. The government needs to put the fight against corruption as a top priority.
The church and the media should be potential contributors in the fight against corruption.

1.39 As a complement, the Government needs to continue enhancing transparency, especially
through SIAF. Transparency is synonymous with openness. Introducing it requires that the
Government provides the public-civil society organizations, the media, or anyone else who is
interested-sufficient information about the budget and project activities, so as to serve as an
effective check on abuses by government and public officials. Issuing a Freedom of Infornation
Law that require governments to provide information to the public unless there is a valid reason
(such as a threat to national security) for the information to remain secret would be welcome.

1.40 The Government needs to be accountable and reduce the potential gains for "captor"
firms and politicians alike. Authorities should consider issuing an Ethic Code Law for public
service with clear prohibitions of conflict of nterests, and an effective enforcement of both
political and civil service positions. This is an essential corruption-deterrent tool. They should
also demand transparency of the financing of political parties and campaigns making clear the
links, both explicit and implicit, between politicians and the interests that support them. Mandated
and publicized detailed reports of the finances of all political organizations, and identification of
contributors and beneficiaries are tools to reduce the sources of state capture. Another possible
measure would include banning the use of state resources for the incumbents' political
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campaigns, limiting the amount that can be spent on political campaigns, providing public
funding, and prohibiting certain types of entities from contributing to political campaigns.

1.41 The Government needs to promote a sound business environment by examining and
simplifying the number of regulations and inspections. Clear rules defining when a regulation is
appropriate, a sound analysis of regulation's impact on firms accompanied by a constant
dialogue with the business community should be required to make regulatory reform sustainable.

1.42 Finally, a high-level steering committee, supported by a professional secretariat, can help
to bring together representatives of governmental bodies, both central and local, to develop the
specific action plans that would implement the governance strategy. By explicitly including
representatives from outside government, such committees can further build credibility while
mobilizing an important ally for reducing corruption.

Fine-tuning mining taxation and environment policies

1.43 Given its size in the economy and social network, the mining sector is essential for public
finance, structural reform and governance in Peru. The mining industry generates more than 45
percent of export earnings and contributes to about 5-7 percent of GDP. It employs over one-
quarter million people and its tax exemptions account for about 0.4 percent of GDP, which is non
negligible. Key structural and transparency issues have negatively affected the competitiveness
and quality of insertion of mining with foreign investors and local society, particularly with the
local communities since the late nineties. The mining reform brought about the effective opening
of the sector to direct foreign investment and the shift of the role of the state from owner-operator
to lessor-regulator. This was accomplished by reforming the legal and institutional framework,
privatizing the mining state owned operations, and starting up an environmental management
program. While the first three reforms, legal, institutional and privatization, have been widely
considered successful, the sectoral approach of the environmental reform has proven to be
controversia I and is considered in need of adjustment. The perception of inadequate
environmental control and of widespread conflict between mining companies and local
populations is endangering the contribution and the stability of a key sector of Peru's economy.
In addition to this, the highly centralized and non-transparent nature of transfers from the Central
Government has created an issue of credibility with the local populations. Although the Mining
Law establishes that 40 percent of the income tax generated by the mining operations-the canon
minero-should go back to the municipalities (20 percent) and the regions (20 percent), and the
report's findings show that its overall redistribution has de facto been progressive, there is a
widespread perception that the local communities are not benefiting from it. Furthermore, the
environmental information that the Ministry of Energy and Mines (MEM) has received from the
mining companies has not been adequately released to the public, resulting in a feeling of mistrust
against mining activities. Loss of competitiveness due to the taxation system is also an issue. To
the extent that it affects rates of return on investment, the effective tax rate in a given country is a
major factor influencing foreign investors' decision as to where to invest their capital. The report
shows empirical evidence that supports the view that the current Peruvian mining tax system is
among the more globally competitive systems worldwide and provides an appropriate balance
between investors' needs and government needs. However, there is room for improvement.

1.44 Addressing major issues in taxation, environment regulations and the transparency of
canon minero transfers is very important for preserving international competitiveness. Main tax
policy changes proposed are to introduce a 3 percent royalty tax combined with the elimination of
import duties and modifications to workers' participation; adjust by a premium raise of 5 percent
all future stability agreements; extend the carry-loss forward time limit beyond 5 years; enhance
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the system to register tax deduction of mine contributions to local communities and
infrastructure; and publish canon minero monthly transfers to municipalities in SIAF, while
providing training at the local level. Agreements on roles and responsibilities in the environment
provisions are needed, accompanied by a new regulatory framework of environmental
management, a new designated national authority with no conflicting interests and integrated with
regional and local authorities; and with local participation-NGOs included-in local
environmental monitoring and consultation mechanisms, so as to allow them to protect
communities interests. Given the volatility of fiscal transfers, the creation of small mining
stabilization funds, simulating the successful experience of the Ancash Model, is not to exclude.

Assembling all the pieces of the agenda together

1.45 Peru's policymakers are well aware of the difficult fiscal situation, and the need for
discipline. The agenda described above is large and requires prioritization and sequencing,
possibly starting with tax reform and a modem and institutionalized pro-poor budgeting, followed
by efficiency improvements in social programs and civil service reform-both critical inputs to
consolidate expenditure management reform-and then completed by the decentralization,
governance and anti-corruption programs, as well as by fine-tuned environment and taxation
policies in the mining sector. Short-lived aggregate demand-boosts, like those advocated by
populism will only delay needed reforms. Consistent choices have to be made and some efforts
will likely have to be postponed. Most of the PER's agenda, however, is feasible provided that
there is not only commitment of the Executive, but also support in the Legislature. Authorities
are well aware of this. Last year budget presentation to Congress broadly covered each of three
aspects of public expenditure performance. It singled out the central need to restore fiscal
discipline for preserving price stability, readjust the pattern of expenditures toward priority social
areas, and improve service delivery with efficiency gains. This report argues that for fiscal policy
to become a powerful tool for Peru's development, designing an outcome-managed, poverty-
oriented and consensus-built budgeting strategy is necessary. Both Banks are ready to continue
assisting authorities in marshalling such efforts.
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Chapter II

PERU'S FISCAL CHALLENGES AND
VULNERABILITIES

2.1 At the onset of the new century, Peru faces daunting fiscal challenges due to a
combination of adverse external shocks, expansive fiscal policies, elections and other unfavorable
domestic developments featuring the transition to the post-Fujimori legacy. During the early-to-
mid nineties, volatile and pro-cyclical expenditure accompanying good times made the country's
response to negative shocks more difficult to manage and vulnerable to a prolonged sbwdown,
like the ones that have occurred since the end-of-the decade. Since 1998, the fiscal stance has
deteriorated with successive negative primary deficits, in part due to a resilient fall in tax revenue,
which reached a decade-low 11.9 percent of GDP in 2001. The ensuing combined fiscal deficit
significantly increased from 0.4 percent of GDP in 1997 to 3.2 percent of GDP in 2000, only to
be slightly reduced to an estimated 2.5 percent of GDP in 2001. Rigid and expansionary
expenditure has also undermined fiscal stability. Ending privatization proceeds and high and
dollarized public debt offers limited room for financing deficits in the years to come. The
prolonged economic slowdown and political uncertainty resulting from external and domestic
factors, including populism, also put additional stress on the fiscal balances. The fiscal rules
enshrined in the Fiscal Prudence and Transparency Law of 1999 have not been fully met. They
are, though, no substitute for sound policy and require thorough revamping before they become a
helping tool for consolidating credibility. This chapter analyzes Peru's main fiscal challenges and
vulnerabilities for restoring fiscal discipline, including tax policy measures and new rules to be
considered in a revamped Law.

A. LONG-RUN FISCAL TRENDS1

2.2 Long-run trends in Peruvian fiscal policy can be broadly split in two contrasting
periods: before and after the nineties. The average NFPS fiscal deficit was a staggering 5.4
percent of GDP in 1970-1990, and a much more moderate 2.4 percent of GDP in the nineties.
Such outcomes resulted from long
periods of fiscal expansion, followed Figure 2.1 NFPS Fiscal and Primary Balances
by increasingly shorter periods of fiscal 8% (% of GDP)

adjustment, particularly before the .
early nineties. The main component of 4

such deficit was the Central 0% - A A
Government (CG) imbalance, which
represented about 3/4th of the average 4% -
NFPS deficit. The first period reflected -8%
high deficits resulting from persistent
macroeconomic disorders, negative -12%
primary surpluses with either short- 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000
lived or half-hearted efforts at fiscal - Fiscal balance - Primary balance

adjustment. The lower deficits of the
second period came from continuous primary surpluses that became the norm rather than the
exception (Figure 2.1).

This section mainly draws from Oliva (2002).
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2.3 The impact of a severely deteriorated economy in the period 1970-1990 left a long lasting
memory among Peruvians about the paramount need to preserve stabilization. As GDP growth
deteriorated after 1975, the tax ratio deeply varied inside the 8-16 percent of GDP range, with the

most striking fall taking place throughout
Figure 2.2 Tax Revenue Composition, 1970-2001 the late 1980s, reflecting the

Percent of GDP hyperinflation crisis (Figure 2.2). As a

16/o result, the average fiscal deficit increased
14% A to 6.0 percent of GDP and stayed high

12V ' _ _ R ,_ ~~~~~until the end of the decade. Such high12%

10% deficits were financed by resorting either
8% to domestic financing, leading to
6% hyperinflation levels in the late eighties,
4% \ - _t_ or to huge increases in external
2% _ indebtedness, with the ratio of public
0% ...... . l..... external debt to GDP increasing from

1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 about 14 percent in the mid- seventies to
° Income El Imports ° ISC Q IGV U Other 56 percent in the late eighties (Table 2.1).

Governments' heavy reliance on debt led to an explosive rising share of interest payments of total
central government expenditure from 5 percent in 1970 to 40 percent in 1990. Only after 1990,
the share of interest payments was dramatically reduced, following the restoration of normal
relations between Peru and the international financial community, prompt payment of arrears to
multilateral institutions, and debt restructuring agreements with Paris Club lenders, and other
bilateral and private creditors2 . By 2001, the share of interest payments had been reduced to 12
percent (Table A4).

Table 2.1 Key Macroeconomic Variables 1969-1989
Period Fiscal Average inflation GDP Growth Public External

Balance rate Debt/ GDP (%)

1969-1975 -3.9 10.6 5.5 14.1

1976-1979 -6.8 48.6 0.7 32.3

1980-1985 -6.0 94.2 0.5 41.5

1986-1989 -5.9 445.8 -1.5 56.2

2.4 Long-run changes in the tax revenue structure are relevant. The three most
irnportant tax categories 3 were the income tax, the general sales tax (IGV in its Spanish acronym),
and the excise tax (or selective tax on consumption, ISC in its Spanish acronym) (Figure 2.2).
Four sub-periods can be identified according to which of these three categories dominates. In the
first period (1970-1975), the income tax matched the IGV; in the second period (1975-1985), it
was the IGV that played the leading role; in the third period (1985-1993) the ISC prevailed; and
in the fourth period (1994-2000), the IGV recovered its major significance. The declining trend

2 Relations between Peru and the international financial community deteriorated throughout the eighties. According to
Larrain and Sachs (1991), "Peru first partially suspended its debt service in 1983, but the magnitude of the suspension
was small. In 1984, renegotiations failed and the country started to accumulate more significant arrears. These
increased dramatically after 1985, when president Alan Garcia announced the government's unilateral decision to limit
the service of foreign debt to 10 percent of export revenues, a restriction that would apply in principle to all foreign
creditors."

3Taxes on foreign trade transactions were excluded from the comparison.
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of the income tax-which fell from a dominant share Table 2.2 Elasticity to GDP,
of 35 percent in 1970 to 23 percent in 2000-and the 1970-2000
exceptional major role that the excise tax had between Variable Estimated

Coefficient
1984-92, were the outcome of the excessive number of Total tax revenues 0.998

income tax and IGV deductions and exemptions, and Income tax 0.972

the serious deficiencies of tax administration. Import tax (tariffs) 0.972

Total IGV 1.007
2.5 Long-run trends in public expenditure are Intemal IGV 0.999

determined by two structural factors, namely, the Imports IGV 1.024

role of the public sector in the economy, and output Total ISC 1.010

performance. Three sub-periods can be distinguished. Gasoline ISC 1.032

In the first one (1970-1978), total expenditure OtherlSC 0.992

exhibited an increasing trend, rising from 15 percent to Total non financial expend. 0.962

about 20 percent of GDP as explained by the steady Curent 0.965
expansion of the role of the state in the economy Wage and salaries 0.926
during Velasco's Government and a strong economic Goods and services 0:995

4expansion. The average ratio of public investment to Transfers 1.001

total investrnient stood at a high 27.0 percent5 (Paredes Capital 0.944
and Sachs, 1991). The second sub-period (1979-1991) Investment 0.971

featured the opposite trend-i.e., central government
expenditure declined as a share of GDP, which
reflected the severe deterioration of tax collection and the economy. The third sub-period (1991-
2001) reverted to an accelerated expenditure expansion: from the deep trough of 14.5 percent of
GDP in 1991, central government expenditure increased to an average of 17.6 percent of GDP in
1999-2001, close to the high levels reached during the era of strong state intervention, pushed by
current spending rather than by capital investment (Table A5).

2.6 Fiscal variables were highly pro-cyclical before and during the nineties. Regression
analysis over the entire period show that all tax and expenditure categories exhibit an almost
unitary elasticity with respect to GDP (Table 2.2), i.e. were highly pro-cyclical. 6 Most fiscal
variables also have significant correlation coefficients (above 0.5) with the growth rate (Arias et
al., 2000), and the cyclical components of the primary balance and GDP growth are almost
perfectly correlated (Figure 2.3).

2.7 Fiscal variables were extremely volatile in both periods. The volatility of fiscal
variables is associated to Peru's growth rate volatility (measured by the standard deviation). In
the nineties, it was 33 percent higher than its average for Latin America (LAC), itself twice as
high as in industrial economies (Perry et al. 2000). Unstable international export prices and
terms of trade, financial shocks and limited openness in the financia I system explain GDP growth
volatility. The volatility of fiscal variables, however, appears much higher than the one for GDP
growth in the 1970-1996 period: almost six times in the case of tax revenues, five times in the
case of public salaries and transfers, more than seven times in the case of capital investments and
eleven times in the case of fiscal deficits (Figure 2.4). In the nineties, tax revenue volatility is

4 Peru's economy grew an average annual rate of 5.5 percent between 1969 and 1975 (Table 2.1).

5 Compare with the value of the same indicator in a recent period (1999-2001) which was just 18 percent (Table A2).
The difference was made, of course, by the privatization in the nineties of about 80 percent of the large number of state
enterprises that the Velasco government bequeathed to its successors.

6 Regressions are estimated with a simple OLS model: nominal revenue and expenditure from each category was the
dependent variable and nominal GDP was the explanatory variable. Variables for 1970-2000 were in logarithms and
adjusted by a first-order autocorrelation coefficient to take into account serial autocorrelation. R-square exceeded 0.99
and the t-statistics indicated that the coefficients were different from zero at a significance level of 99 percent.
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explained by continuous changes to tax policy and administration, the external environment,7 the
legacy of hyperinflation of the late eighties and elections in the late nineties. For its part, public

expenditure volatility is explained by erratic policies affecting capital investment, debt payments,
the public payroll and transfers: It reflects the continuous use of capital outlays as the typical pro-
cyclical adjustment variable (elasticity of almost 2); the high variability of debt interest flows

(elasticity of 7.1), and the swinging patterns of wage policy (it had an elasticity of -1.7) (Table

2.3).

Figure 2.3 Pro-cyclical Fiscal Stance Figure 2.4 Volatility in Fiscal Variables
(billions of 1994 soles)
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1.0.
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Table 2.3 Elasticities and Growth Volatilities for Peru (1990-2000)
Absolute Relative to % of Total Elasticity t-ratio
Volatility Growth Revenue/

Volatilityb Expenditure

GDP 5.0 1.0 100.0

Central Government
Revenue 8.3 1.7 100.0 1.6 15.3
Expenditure 15.7 3.2 100.0 1.0 5.5
Current Revenue 7.9 1.6 98.8 1.5 14.5
Tax Revenue 8.0 1.6 87.8 1.4 11.6
Non-financial Expenditure 16.8 3.4 80.6 1.7 14.5
Current Expenditure 14.8 3.0 61.9 1.7 13.0
Capital Expenditure 32.0 6.4 18.7 1.9 3.6
Interest Expenditure 27.2 5.5 19.4 7.1 3.9
Wages 16.4 3.3 17.0 -1.7 -5.3

Subsidies and Current Transfers 10.2 2.1 31.8 1.2 11.7

Fiscal Balance 13.6 2.7
Primary Balance 20.3 4.1

a. Volatilities are computed as standard deviations over a 10-year period in annual percentage rates of

growth.
b. Volatility in the rate of growth of the fiscal variable divided by GDP growth volatility.

7 Tax revenue volatility originates in the extemal sector in a two-fold sense: while in the 1970-1990 period, the share of
export taxes on total revenue was significant7, which made tax collection vulnerable to Peruvian commodity-export
prices in the world markets; in the 1990s, the Peruvian economy became sensitive to capital inflows surging from the
opening of the capital account.
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2.8 The biggest policy mistake (and lesson) of the early nineties is not to have taken the
opportunity to save the transitory additional revenue generated with the economic boom.
Since 1993, strong capital-inflows dominated Peru's economic performance and brought about a
strong economic boom. Between 1993 and 1997, GDP grew at an average annual rate of 7.0
percent. Instead of developing a counter-cyclical fiscal policy, the expansive fiscal stance
adopted magnified the boom and increased the risks associated with it. Hence, the overall fiscal
deficit increased to 3.0 percent of GDP in 1995, prompting the current account deficit in the
balance of payments to widen from 5.7 percent in 1994 to 7.7 percent of GDP in 1995, which
made the country's external position more vulnerable. In 1996, the government had no choice,
but to undertake a severe fiscal adjustment: the fiscal deficit was reduced to 1. I percent of GDP
in 1996 and to an average of 0.3 percent of GDP in 1997-98, a situation of virtual balance.

B. THE CURRENT IFisCALL D ISEQUIULII3BRIIA 1999-200D1

2.9 un the late nineties, flscal diffniculties originated from adverse external developments,
but were later accompanied by expansionary domestic policies. Financial contagion hit the
Peruvian economy in mid-1998 as foreign banks drastically curtailed the availability of credit
lines to the Peruvian banks in the wake of the Russian crisis of August 1998. The turmoil also
affected the stock market resulting in portfolio outflows and a sharp drop in stock prices. The
reduction of foreign credit lines to the Peruvian banks was especially deleterious, as the latter had
relied heavily on them to finance the 1993-1997 credit boom. The ensuing credit crunch was a
major blow for a real sector that was barely recovering from the effects of another shock: the El
Nino phenomenon, which struck in the first half of the year. The capital outflows episode thus
came to a close and the well-known vicious circle of credit reduction, fall in output and demand,
lower sales, rising difficulties for the firms to serve their debts, deterioration of banks' loan
portfolio, and further credit reduction set in. In 1998, the economy entered into recession with
private investment significantly falling, both in real terms and as a percentage of GDP. Declining
economic activity led to lower tax revenue and public expenditure, which also deepened the
economic contraction. As a result, the overall fiscal deficit increased to an average of 2.9 percent
of GDP in the 1999-2001 period. Three domestic reasons also contributed to this outcome. On
the expenditure front, the political business cycle deteriorated the fiscal accounts, as in the run-up
to the 2000 presidential elections, the central government expanded current non- interest
expenditures from 11.8 percent of GDP in 1998 to 12.7 percent of GDP in 2000. On the revenue
side, the strong decline in tax revenue from an average 13.8 percent of GDP in the 1995-1997
period to 12.3 percent in the period 1999-2001 was mainly associated not with the cycle, as the
deviation of the cyclically-adjusted balance with respect to the observed primary balance was
small, which would suggest that the effect of cyclical factors was small, but rather with a
structural shift in tax revenue behavior caused by frequent changes to the tax regime.'

2.10 Real revenue decreased and real expenditure inicreased Fiscal vulnerability becomes
more apparent when tax revenue and CG expenditure are considered in real terms. In 1999, tax
revenue fell to pre-1995 levels (below 12.5 percent), while expenditure rose considerably (about
19 percent of GDP). As a result, the CG (and combined general government) primary balance
has become negative since 1999, and fiscal deficits have surged (Figure 2.5). An increased-
mainly short and domestic-public debt (as a percentage of GDP from 42.7 percent in 1998 to

8In a simple framework where ttax revenues are a function of income, the cyclical effect can be seen as a movement
along the revenue curve in respor se to a lower level of income. The deterioration of the tax system, by contrast, should
be seen as a downward shift of the entire curve, entailing lower revenues at any level of income than in the situation
prior to the deterioration. Our quantitative estimates indicate that the effect of the business cycle on the primary deficit
in the period 1999-2001 was just f worsening of 0.1 to 0.2 percent of GDP.
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about 46.5 percent in 2001) and
privatization receipts financed the
deficit. Barely 8 percent of public Figure 2.5 Fiscal Trend Over Time

debt is short-term and prospects for _20

improving public debt ratios in the .18

medium-term are favorable. -16
However, public debt is exposed to 2 5 14

currency risk. Debt service, which 2 12

already increased from 3 percent of I s1 
GDP in 1998 to a projected 3.8 I

percent of GDP in 2002, will o r
contTibute to tighten scarce resources 1991 992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2900 2001

in a shrinking budget. Had Peru kept CG Deficit, LHS -' GG Deficit, lHS

Government tax and expenditure Real CG revenue Real CG expenditure

constant in real terms during the
1998-2001 period, it would have
preserved a fiscal deficit below Box 2.1 The Fiscal Prudence and Transparency Law

1 percent of GDP. The Peruvian Law was approved on December 1999 (Law No.27245)

and its normns issued on April 2000 (Supreme Decree No. 039-2000-

EF). It was suspendedin December 2001 (Law No. 27577). The
2.11 Peru did not fully comply Fiscal Stabilization Fund was slightly amended through the 2002

with its Fiscal Prudence and Budget Law (Law No.27573). The Law has 3 components:.

Transparency Law of 1999. The Law. Numerical rules include (i) a zero fiscal deficit in general (over the

established a set of procedural and cycle), but below 2 percent of GDP in 2000, 1.5 percent in 2001 and

numerical fiscal rules (Box 2.1). The I percent in 2002; (ii) an increase of the non-financial general
government spending below 2 percent in real terms; (iii) electoral

Law set five numerical targets for: (i) expenditure ceilings on the non-financial expenditure below 60

the overall deficit; (ii) the difference percent in the first 7 months and a public sector deficit below 50

between the inflation rate and the percent in the first semester. These rules have 2 exceptions allowing

annual growthi rate of consolidated for a fiscal deficit below 2 percent of GDP: one for emergency
situations and another for recessions.

general goverrnment's -non-financial11. . .. 1
gl Procedural rules require the introduction of transparency criteria

expenditures; (iii) the total debt increase established in IMF Code of Fiscal transparency from 2002, including

of the non-financial public sector; (iv) (i) a Transparency Decree of Acceso Ciudadano, detailing periodic

the general governiment's non-financial information to be published in the Portal de Transparencia
Econ6mica; (ii) a multi-annual budgeting framework; (ii) a mandated

expenditures during the first seven pre-election fiscal report; (iii) an annual review of contingent fiscal

months of an election yea? as a risks and tax expenditure to be published in the annual budget; and

percentage of budgeted non-financial (iv) a quarterly report on budget expansions and their implication

expenditures of the general government over the macroeconomic framework.

for the entire year; and (v) the overall The Fiscal Stabilization Fund was created by 75 percent of
privatization proceeds, 50 percent of concessions, and excess revenue

deficit in the first half of each election (above 0.3 percent its average of past 3 years). Its resources should

year as a percentage of the budgeted be mainly dedicated to poverty alleviation programs, and activated

deficit for the year. Government's when current revenue is at least 0.3 percent of GDP below its average
llin the last 3 years. 1

compliance with numerical targets was
mixed, but the main target referring to
the overall deficit was not met and the Law was suspended in December 2001. Although a case

could be made that this was due to revenue-growth slowdown-related factors beyond the

authorities' control, the fact is that Fujimori's late administration weakened the fiscal balances

9 Due to well-known political events in Peru, both 2000 and 2001 turned out to be Election years.
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with new tax exemptions and electoral spending. Besides, the increase of non-financial
expenditures in 2000 and 2001 built up upon their already high level reached in 1999'0

2.12 The present level of public debt needs to be reduced to more sustainable levels.
Three years in a row of fiscal disequilibria have led to an increase in public indebtedness and a
reduction of long-term public savings. The accumulated deficit for the period 1999-2001
amounted to 8.8 percentage points of GDP. Its financing came from domestic credit (4.6
percentage points), external credit (2.0 percentage points) and depletion of privatization proceeds
(2.2 percentage points). The stock of total public debt increased from an already high 42.7
percent of GDP in 1998 to 45.8 percent of GDP at the end of 2001. While the net public external
debt ratio increased only slightly1", the domestic public debt ratio rose from 6.3 percent of GDP
to 9.8 percent of GDP. All domestic debt is in U.S. dollars. External debt represents around 70
percent of total public debt and has moderate risk, as virtually all of it is long-term. However, its
service has rapidly increased from 3 to 4 percent of GDP between 1998 and 2002, amounting to
23 percent of total expenditure in 2002, which is a considerable burden on tight fiscal balances.
Two additional vulnerabilities are the foreign-currency risk exposure of the domestic debt and the
rollover-risk to changes in foreign investor confidence. Peru reopened its access to international
markets with a US$500 million ten-year bond placement combined with a retirement of Brady
Bonds amounting to US$930 million in 2002, which lowered its debt servicing costs, although at
the expense of a shorter maturity. Given the low tax revenue situation and expenditure pressures,
Peru requires not only fiscal adjustment, but also prudent debt management strategy.

C. THE MACROECONOMIC CONSISTENT EXPENDITURE ENVELOPE 2002 -03

2.13 The medium-term outlook for the economy is favorable. As the focus of this chapter
is on analyzing expenditure trends, the starting point for such analysis is the determination of an
aggregate level of spending that is consistent with medium-term macroeconomic objectives (i.e.
a sustainable fiscal deficit and public debt ratio) (Table 2.4). A base-case scenario assumes that
real growth of about 4 percent a year and low inflation inside the 2-3 percent range a year would
be achieved on the basis of the recovery of the mining sector, increased productivity, and
increased private sector investment and capital inflows attracted by sound macroeconomic
policies, political stability and the privatization program. It also assumes the combination of an
increased export capacity, continuous implementation of structural reforms, a managed floating
exchange rate regime and a successful fiscal adjustment, supported by the IMF program. Mining
production should benefit from the first full-year operation of the Antamina project. Structural
change should lead to complete the privatization program and improve regulations of private
sector activities, develop public sector modernization and decentralization, strengthen financial
supervision, and develop pension and social sector reform policies. In sum, under a low inflation
and moderate growth scenario, present fiscal imbalances are expected to be gradually corrected
provided the Government adopts an urgent tax reform, cuts unnecessary outlays, protects
expenditure shifted toward social priority needs, minimizes the cost of potentially significant
contingent liabilities--like those from pensions--and maintains a prudent debt management
strategy.

2.14 This macroeconomic scenario is entirely consistent in the short term with the Stand-
By arrangement agreed with the IMF. However, significant constraints remain, including
limited policy credibility following a long period of political instability and a poor GOP track

10 In terns of GDP, combined general government non-financial expenditures in 1999 were the highest for the entire
decade of the nineties (18.9 percent of GDP).

'l From 34.7 percent of GDP in March of 1999 to 35.1 percent in December 2001.
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record in complying with fiscal rules; policy uncertainty due to continuous changes in the tax
regime and regulations that affect prospects for attracting foreign investment; fiscal adjustment
delays due to Congress inherited populist-oriented and spending-prone fiscal decentralization
measures; weak domestic consensus about further pension reform and the GOP's privatization
plans; and a poor rule of law due to an inefficient judicia 1 system and poorly managed local
government institutions.

Table 2.4 Key Economic Indicators
1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2 001p 2002e 2003e

Real GDP Growth 2.5 6.7 -0.5 0.9 3.1 0.2 3.7 3.5-4.0
Inflation (% CPI average) 11.5 8.5 7.3 3.5 3.8 2.0 2.5 2-3
Key Macro Indicators (% of
GDP)
Gross Domestic Fixed
Investment 22.5 23.8 23.5 21.7 20.1 18.3 18.8 19.2

Government investment 4.3 4.4 4.5 4.8 4.0 3.2 3.1 3.0
Private investment 18.2 19.4 19.0 16.8 16.2 15.1 15.7 16.4

Gross national savings 16.4 18.2 17.3 18.0 17.3 16.5 16.5 16.7
Current Account Balance -6.1 -5.2 -6.4 -3.7 -3.0 -2.1 -2.3 -2.5
Central Government (% of
GDP)
Current Revenue 15.7 15.6 15.7 14.5 14.7 14.1 13.9 14.1

Tax Revenue 13.9 14.1 13.8 12.5 12.0 11.9 11.9 12.4
Non-Tax Revenue 1.8 1.5 1.9 2.0 2.7 2.2 2.0 1.7

Current Expenditure 13.9 13.1 13.7 14.6 14.9 14.7 14.4 14.1
Interest 2.4 1.8 1.9 2.1 2.2 2.1 2.0 2.2

Interest on Extemal Debt 2.3 1.7 1.8 2.0 1.9 1.9 1.7 1.9
Interest on Domestic Debt 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.3

Current Transfers 2.9 3.1 2.0 2.8 2.3 2.3 2.4 2.4
Consumption 8.6 8.3 9.8 9.7 10.4 10.3 10.0 9.5

Primary Balance 1.0 0.9 0.8 -1.0 -0.5 -0.6 -0.4 0.3
Overall Balance -1.4 -0.8 -1.1 -3.1 -2.7 -2.8 -2.3 -1.9
NFPS Balance (% of GDP) -1.0 -0.1 -0.8 -3.1 -3.2 -2.5 -2.3 -1.9

Privatization 3.9 0.9 0.5 0.8 0.8 0.6 0.6 0.5
NFPS Debt

Public Sector Debt/ GDP 45.2 31.9 42.7 48.0 45.9 46.5 44.9 40.9
Public Sect. Debt Service/GDP 4.1 3.3 3.4 3.9 3.8 3.9 3.8 4.5

Memo:
GDP Nominal (millions NS) 136,929 157,274 166,514 174,719 186,756 189,532 200,083 213,205

Source: WB staff estimates.
Note: This Table has minor differences with Table A5, based on Central Bank data, and Tables 1-6 on Annex A,
based on preliminary data. Tax revenue is net of tax on assets of public enterprises and of CG-IES payments.

Recommendations. Authorities should

> redouble efforts to build credibility before the Law is revamped;
> offset several measures introduced by the transition government that had negative

implications for the fiscal balances with revenue resulting from tax reform will;
> set rules to prevent decentralization from increasing transfers to regional and local

governments that are not offset by similar improvements in revenue collection;
> stabilize the regulatory framework for private sector activities and strengthen the rule of law

to diminish uncertainty that erodes the authority of rules and institutions that are essential to
promote domestic and attract foreign investment.
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Table 2.5 Recommendations for Tax Reform
Revenue

Recommended Measure impact
(%of GDP)

Income tax
Elimination of exemptions on interest income and capital gains 0.27
Introduction of a three-level structure of rates for individuals 0.10
Elimination of sector- and region-specific exemptions 0.60

Value-Added Tax
Elimination of IGV exemptions for Amazon region 0.25
Elimination of exemptions granted by Hydrocarbons Act 0.10
Elimination of the 50-UIT threshold for agriculture 0.30
Selective Tax on Consumption
Elimination of ISC exemptions for the Amazon region'
Elimination of exemption on fuels used by power industry2

Unification of ISC for vehicles at 25-percent rate 0.10
Import Tariffs
Elimination of the CETICOS regime 0.13
Special Regime for Mining
Introduce a system of mining royalties3 0.10

Extraordinary Solidarity Tax (ES7)
Elimination of the EST -0.20

TOTAL IMPACT 1.65
The elimination of both the IGV and ISC exemptions for the Amazon region is estimated to have a total

revenue impact of 0.10 percent of GDP. This is the reason why no revenue-impact figure is entered in
this row of the table.
2The revenue impact of this measure as a percentage of GDP is a very small number. This is the reason
no figure is entered in t his row.
3The revenue impact would depend on the characteristics of the royalties regime (see Chapter VIII).

2.15 Peru's most pressing fiscal challenge is to obtain primary surpluses, as negative

primary fiscal balances are unsustainable.

Recommendations:

> In the short-term, under the base-case, the mid-term revised adjustment program aims a

gradual reduction in the combined fiscal deficit to 2.3 percent in 2002 and 1.9 percent of

GDP in 2003. Most of the adjustment would be achieved through cuts in public spending,

while reorienting and protecting priority social programs, and tax reform, combining tax

policy measures, changes to the exemptions regime and an improved tax administration (Box

2.2, Table 2.5). This scenario also assumes that the privatization of energy enterprises and

the granting of a few concessions will materialize in 2002-03, averaging a minimum of 0.6

percent of GDP a year. Under these assumptions, a continuous implementation of a managed

floating exchange rate and an open trade regime, the external current account deficit is

projected to be about 2.5 in 2003 and the international reserve position to gradually decline to

comfortable levels (7.5 months of imports by 2005).

> In the medium-term, our estimates of the potential output and structural fiscal balance under

the base-case scenario indicate that, in order to stabilize debt indicators, the present deficit in

the non-financial public sector primary balance should rapidly shift to a surplus of 0.9 percent

of GDP by 2004. The consolidation of this effort would require NFPS primary surpluses

reaching levels between 1.0 and 1.3 percent of GDP during the second-half of the decade

(Annex B).

2.16 Public d&bt ratios should decrease to more sustainable levels in the medium term

and debt currency risk should be reduced A public debt ratio of 46.5 percent of GDP is too

high, especially for a country whose balance sheet contains a significant currency risk, which
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makes it exposed to external shocks. Such Box 2.2 Tax Regime and Proposed Changes
risk originates from the fact that most of Income tax on Individuals. This tax is levied on four classes of income, namely:

real estate, other capital assets; self-employed labor; and wage labor. The
Peru's public debt (extemal and domestic) is maximum marginal tax rate for net income greater than 54 Unidades de Ingreso

in dollars, while the Government's earnings Tributaro(UIT isabout US
82

8)is 30 percent. The marginal rate for net incomein dollars while th Govemmen's eaming between 7 UlTs and 54 UlTs IS 15 perccnt. Labor income below 7 UlTs isX

are mostly in soles (trade taxes are the only exempted. Dividends are not taxed. The interest income from savings with thef
that is .. ~~~~~~~~~~~~national ftnancial system and capital gains from the sale of securtties and real estate

revenue that is dollar-linked). Existing ate exempted. For the period 1997-2000, revenue from the income tax on

dollar-denominated debt also places individualswas, on average, 1.0pce nt of GDP(Kopits etal, 2000; and Schenone,dollar-denominated debt also place ~ 2001). Over75percent of this revenueccomes from wage-eamners' income and only

authorities virtually against their own about 10 percent from the self-employed. This is tantamount to the existence of a
high degree of horizontal inequity. The situation is worsened by undeneporting of

commitment to let freely float their OVw income from independent professionals' services and rents from real estate. The
thus pressing them forcontinue onsideale, lnumberof exemptions also blunts the intended progressivity of this tax

currency, thus pressing them for continue categoy which detracts ofthe system's claim to vertical equity. The exemption on

intervening to avoid its depreciation. interest income from bank deposits is 0.1 pereent of GDP (Kopits et al, 2000 and
Schenone, 2001).
Recommendations: (i) Elimination of exemptions on all forms of capital gains

Recommendations: including thesale of securities and real estate, on interest income ando ather incomeRecommendaltions: ~ ~~~~~~~~~~from financial assets; (ii) introduction ofo more gradual structure of marginalta

' Under a baseline scenario, a debt raes (eg. with three rates, 10. 20 and 30 percent) instead ofthe cur-rent two -rate
structure; and (iii) introduction of presumptive-income methods for self-emploed

sustainability analysis estimates the taxpayers.
target public debt-to-GDP ratio to be Income tax on corporate income. The taxable base for the corporate income tax is

target public debt-to-GDP ratio to be the worldwide income of enterprises legally regarded as domiciled in Peru. The

reached in 2010 is 36.2 (Annex A, rate is 20 percent. Exemptions are numerous and incIlue: interest income from
svnswith the national financial' system; interest income from registered

Table 2). Such ratio would correspond instruments issued by corporations; capital gains from the sale of securities;
tova fiscal effort of 1.6 percent of,GDP "native" agriculture and/or transformation or processing of products described as

to a fiscal effort Of 1.6 percent Of GDP s"native", and/or altenative crops in the Amazon region; enterprises operating in the

in the structural primary surplus (1.9 Centers for Export, Transformation, Industty, Commercializaton, and Services
of GDP if cyclically adjusted)(CETICOS in the Spanish acronymn); and income from agricultural enterprises withpercent of GDP if cyclically adjusted) sales under 50 UIT. Rate reductions and other tax benefits are: Agriculture (a rate

between 200 1-10. Such estimate take of 15 percent); income of enterprises engaged in agriculture, aquaculture, fisheries,between 200110. Such esimate- take tourism, and manufacturing activities associated with the processing,
into account the debt-exchange of the trnsformation, and narketing of commodities from the aforementioned activities,

the processing of forestry products and forest extraction (a mte of 5 percent if the
Peruvian Brady bonds with private business is located in the departments of Loreto and Madre de Dios, and in some

districts ofthe Ucayali department, or 10 percent if it is located anywhere else in the
creditors in zuu0 and itS slightly Amazon region); accelerted depreciation is allowed in mining, hydrocarbons,

shortened maturities. If sustained fiscal tourism, agriculture and agri-business; and t-discount for re-invesunent in
minig, education and manufacturing industry as well as for enterprises located in

efforts are promptly developed, the the Amazon region. The effects of this type of tax benefits are well known: the
neutrality of the tax system is impaired and the revenue-yielding capacity is

public debt ratio to GDP is projected to damaged. Collection from the tax on corporate income fell f aom 2.2 perCent of

improve substantially from about 46.5 GDP in the first quarter of 1999 to 1.4 pereent in the fourth quarter of 2001. Theimprove substantially from about 46.5 fiscal cost of exemptions on deposits of corporations in the banking system is 0.2
percent in 2001 to 39.3 percent in 2005, percent of GDP. Moreover, in the case of foreign fums, a part of the benefits

granted ends up as a transfer to the treasuries of foreign govemments where the
and then decrease until its benchmark firms in question have their headquarters. In many cases, this type oftax incentives
ratio in 2010. The resulting path toward are not instrumental in attaining the desired investment objectives and lack

ratio in 20 1 . The resultig path toward transparency as is is very difficult to quantify the benefits given so a particular

sustainability in the public external debt sector or region ofa country.
Recommendations: (i) An across-the board elimination of sector- and region-

service, however, is a longer one. As a specific exemptions is desirable; (ii) alternatively, if the authorities want to
ercentage to GDP debt service should subsidie specific productive sectors and/or regions of the country, explicit

percenge transfers should be included in the national budget; and (iii) exemptions on all

increase from about 3.8 to 6.0 percent forms ofcapitalgainsfromportfolio investments must be eliminated.

between 2001-05, and then decrease to Imort tariffs. Tariffs are levied on imports of goods on the basis of their CIF
value. There are two basic tariff levels: a 12 percent general tariff (applicable to

4.6 percent of GDP in 2010. 5,780 customs items); and a special tariff of 20 percent (applicable to 752 items).
In addition, there are two types of surcharges: one on agricultuml products
(surcharge rate of 5 percent) and one on meat products (surcharge rate of 10

~' Under the extreme case of a modified percent). Only one exemption raises serious concemn: the exemption from tariffs for
> Under the extreme case of a modified foreign goods introduced into the CETICOS that do not pay import duties and can

baseline scenario with shocks derived be re-exported. This exemption impairs thc horizontal equity of the tax system in
that it provide for unequal treatment of enterprises that are othervwise equal just

from the impact of a sudden financing because they are located in different places.
stop (a real exchange rate depreciation Recommendation TheCETICOSregimemustbeabolished

stop (a real exchange rate depreciation ~ ~~~~~~~~~~Box continued on next page

and the materialization of contingent
liabilities contained in short-term debt), the target public debt-to-GDP ratio to be reached in
2010 would increase to 40.8 percent. Such ratio would require a fiscal correction in the
structural primary surplus of 2.4 percent of GDP (cyclically adjusted) between 2001-10
(Annex A, Table 4).

> On public domestic debt. Developing a market for domestic public debt issued in soles
would contribute to reduce its currency risk and bring more credibility to the inflation
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targeting policy. Despite being small, 2 Box 2.2 Tax Regime and Proposed Changes (continuation)

an inflation- indexed public debt in local The Extraordinary Solidarity Tax This is a tax on firms' payroll. The taxable
ho~~~efull'~ placed beyond base is the wage compensation to workers classified in tax-code categories 4 and 5,

currency, hopefully placed beyond excluding national-holidays and Christmas bonuses. It has long been recognized as

short-term, would also contribute to a burden on enterprises' competitiveness and is being phased out. The current
government reduced its rate from five percent to two percent. The government is

reduce inflationary surprises. seeking congressional approval for its complete elimination.
Recommendation. The government's decision to eliminate the Extraordinary

> On public external debt. The initial Solidarity Tax is adequate.
The General Sales Tax The General Sales Tax (IGV) has a rate of 18 percent and

focus of the new Authorities has been is levied on the domestic sales of movable goods, the provision or use of services in

on reducing rollover costs, widening Peru, construction contracts, the first sale of structures by their builders, and
imports of goods. The following goods are exempted: fish and seafood, cochinilla,

maturities and refinancing debt with bull semen, whole raw milk, potatoes and other root vegetables, dried vegetables,
other vegetables and fruits, cereal seeds, rice, raw coffee, tea, cocoa, unprocessed

Paris Club creditors. Increased tobacco, wools and pelts, raw cotton, non-monetary gold, vehicles for diplomatic

coordination between MEF and the use, books for educational institutions and the fust sale of structures valued at less
than 35 UITs. The following services are exempted: financial services, public

BCRP, and strengthened management passenger transportation (except for air transport), intemational cargo transport, live
shows declared of cultural value by the National Cultural Institute, sale of beverage

of the maturity and currency and food at snack bars and universities, construction and repair of foreign ships,

composition of external debt would interest on transferable securities issued by enterptises pursuant to the Securities
Market Law, life insurance polices, postal services intended to complete such

facilitate debt servicing. Approval of a services originating abroad, and exports of goods and services. Apart from the
aforementioned list of exemptions, there are a few special regimes for the IGV.

General Debt Law in 2002 is expected First, the Hydrocarbons Act exempts the impors ofgoods and inputs required in the

to deal with debt anagement issues. explor-ation phase of oil contracts, and the sale of petrol, naturl gas, andto deal with debt management issues. derivatives, for intemal consumption, in the departments of Loreto, Ucrayli, and

Madre de Dios. The Amazon Investment Promotion Act of 1999 exempts from the
IGV the sale of all goods and services for intemal consumption as well as

2.17 Peru should start making construction contracts in the Amazon region. Furthermore, it allows a fiscal credit
of 25 percent or 50 percent on the IGV for sales to the rest of the country. The

provisions for contingent liabililties. Agriculture Act exempts from the IGV agricultural producers whose annual sales

These could materialize in the near future, are below 50 UIT. The first sale of homes below US$35,000 is also exempted
There is, finally, a special rate for rice (5 percent). In analyzing the fiscal impact of

thus making more difficult projected the IGV exemptions we must distinguish between the general exemptions and the
recovery of bu get discipline There are at special regimes. Defenders of the general exemptions contend that, by selecting

recovery of budget discipline. There are at tems ofpopular consumption, they introducea desiable element ofprogressivity in

least three main sources of contingent risk this tax and a hence a positive re-distributive effect. It has been demonstrated,
however, that, to the extent that they include items that arc also consumed by the

that could become a governm ent liability: rich, exemptions to the value-added tax are, at best powerless to generate positive
re-distributive effects and, at worst, deepen the negative re-distributive effects that

nonl-performinlg banlk loanls, penlsion are an inherent feature of this tax. For their part, the special regimes damage the

payments and municipal debt (not counting VAT's revenue-yielding capacity. In the case of the Amazon-region exemptions
they not only deprive the national treasury from revenue in the Amazon region

those that could originate from Banco itself, but open the door for VAT evasion on the part of tax payers from regions
lon other than the Amazon region through the simple expedient of doing their shopping

Agrario or public enterprises l in the latter region. Finally, the exemption for agricultuhral producers whose annual

guarantees). sales are below 50 UIT breaks its universality andneutrality.
Recommendations: (i)IGVexemptionsfortiheAmazon region must beeliminated,
(ii) IGVexemptionvgranted by the Hydrocarbons Law must beeliminated: and (iii)

o The W orld Bank's broad estimates I the5O-UlTthresholdforagriculturalproducersmustbeeliminated.

of the potential fiscal exposure of a banking crisis is 4 percent of GDP, which is
considered in the lower bound of comparable-mostly double-digit-world standards.
Moreover, official estimates put non-performing loans at about 10 percent of the Bank's
portfolio in 2001, but such a ratio appears stabilizing in 2002.

O The pension system is a potentially significant fiscal liability. Pension reform has
generated two non-banking debts with the private sector which are actually paid through
annual transfers: one is to cover the pension of public employees retiring under the public
pension system and the other are bonos de reconocimiento of those who already migrated
to the private pension system. Official transfers to the social security represent 0.6
percent of GDP in 2002, and conservative projections indicate they might increase to
about 0.6-1.0 percent of GDP per year in 2005-07 (IMF data and Arias et al. 2000).

12 Internal debt was very small during most of the nineties, as the GOP associated it to the decades of large deficits and
inflation. Bonds were re-issued in 1999 to support a bank merger, the purchase of the bad asset portfolio of a bank
taken over by the government, and two bond-for-loan swap programs. In 2000 and 2001, new bond issues were made
under the Financial System Consolidation Program. The BCRP has strict limits to purchase government debt.
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o Registered municipal debt is not a threat for macroeconomic stability, but this is not an
indication that the problem is not very serious at the local level. Indeed, it is significant
and explosive for some localgovernments becoming non-solvent and illiquid like those
from Arequipa and La Victoria (Fernandez 2002). These two local governments will
have severe difficulties to assume additional responsibilities with decentralization due to
their financial constraints. Nationwide total registered debt represents a third of the
corresponding national debt (current national liabilities considered as short-term debt).
Non-registered municipal debt adds up to such burden.

Recommendations:

> Peru should start making budgetary provisions for contingent liabilities, so a first step would
be to make a comprehensive assessment of all potential sources and quantify them.

> Financial contingent liabilities should be monitored through an adequate prudential
supervision. Those eventually arising from a sudden stop of external financing due to
contagion, can only be avoided with sound macroeconomic management (Annex A).

> Reducing contingent liabilities in pensions will likely require more structural solutions.

> Identifying non-solvent munic ipalities and their eventually non-registered short-term debt, as
well as developing a plan for the gradual repayment of their registered debt are essential steps
before distrints assume further responsibilities under the forthcoming decentralization
process.

> The revamped Fiscal Prudence and Transparency Law should continue preventing
Authorities to resort to the Central Bank for financing of its own expenditure, and add
specific prohibition to incoming sub-national governments (or ceilings) of acquiring future
debts (Chapter V).

2.18 There are also additional external and domestic risks to this scenario which would
make Peru's growth potential uncertain, increase credit risk, reduce financing needed for a
sustained social policy, or weaken the institutional le adership on social reform and fiscal
decentralization. On the external front, a prolonged slowdown of the global economy, adverse
regional developments or unexpected shocks in the international capital markets could lead to a
significant fall in extemal demand for Peruvian exports, or in mineral prices and/or to private
capital outflows. This could reduce exports dynamism and growth, destabilize the domestic
currency, put strong pressure on both the public and the corporate sector which are heavily
indebted in foreign currency, and impose additional stress on the banking sector. On the domestic
front, the new Govemment and Congress could fail to agree in the implementation of the
necessary policy measures needed for an effective fiscal adjustment and a financially sound state
reform and decentralization process. Lack of consensus could also delay/revert the
comprehensive legislative reform of the tax system to be introduced in 2002. Authorities should
be supported in their efforts to:

> build a contingent financing plan based on (i) the prompt materialization of external donor
financing to the incoming Poverty Reduction Strategy; (ii) increased and enhanced access to
intemational capital markets by further placement of sovereign bonds, and (iii) the
completion of the privatization process.
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> develop consensus-building mechanisms on fiscal issues, aimed at reaching a common-shared
medium-term vision with the private sector and civil society. Such consensus should be
adequately reflected in the revamping of the Law.

D. THE FISCAL ADJUSTMENT EFFORT

2.19 Fiscal adjustment requires a certain combination of expenditure reduction-cum-
revenue increase. In 2002, Peru's required revenue increase will not likely come out from a
rapid recovery of the economy, as the cyclical component of the fiscal balance is very small
(Figure 2.13). Besides, economic recovery has had limited impact on tax collection due to the
prolonged debate that took place in Congress on the desagio tributario (a quasi-tax amnesty) and
the granting of additional income tax exemptions. This points out to the need of a combination of
expenditure cuts with structural remedies on the revenue side. A long-lasting fiscal adjustment
requires measures to: (i) strengthen the tax regime and administration; and (ii) revert the trend
toward increased current outlays, while curbing inefficient expenditure.

Strengthening the Tax Regime

2.20 Continuous changes in the tax
regime are weakening the successful
tax reform of the nineties. In 1993, 6 0
Peru carried out a well-designed reform 70 * Datp

of its tax system: the reform aimed at 60 * Chile

simplifying the tax system, broadening i s *
the tax base, and increasing revenue
yield (IMF 2000). The number of tax 30 V .

categories was reduced from almost C0 > *+

seventy to four basic categories, namely, 20AW

the general sales tax (a value-added tax); 10

the income tax on individuals and s ,o 15 20 25

corporations; the selective tax on
consumption (an excise tax); and tariffs
on imported goods. The income tax brackets were reduced from 5 to 3 and business income
taxed at a flat rate of 30 percent. Dividend income was excluded from the tax base and net-
wealth tax was eliminated. The minimum-income tax, based on gross assets, was maintained.
The base for the value-added and excise taxes was broadened and most exemptions eliminated.
Later, in 1994, the base for the income and value-added taxes were broadened further."3

However, since 1996 a long series of exemptions and other preferential regime measures were
introduced, which severely eroded tax collection capacity. In spite of having a VAT collection
effectiveness ratio that is average in LAC terms-about 50 percent (Figure 2.6)-the main tax
breaks represent a minimum of 2 percent of GDP of direct tax losses (Table A21). Strengthening
the tax regime requires a set of specific actions to improve the equity, neutrality, simplicity and
revenue-yielding capacity (Box 2.2). A specific set of ensuing tax policy recommendations could
generate an estimated potential revenue generating capacity of 1.65 percent of GDP (Table 2.5). 14

1' In the institutional domain, the Superintendency for Tax Administration (SUNAT) was created with effective
administrative and budgetary autonomy. Personnel policies were reformed so as to get highly qualified staff and
endow them with up-to-date computational equipment. The tax code was modified to enhance SUNAT's ability to
audit taxpayers, increase fines and penalties, simplify procedures, and strengthen tax courts.

14 Both proposals, the tax regime changes and the set of tax policy recommendations are based on Schenone (2002).
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Reverting Expenditure Figure 2.7 Central Government's Expenditure Composition
Trends

80%

2.21 Current expenditure 7,, 70% -___-_ __
is increasing explosively. 6/ / 

Since the mid-nineties, Peru's 50°__

current expenditure has been 4/

increasing at an accelerated - X

pace. It rose from about 50
percent of total Central 0\/6
Government (CG) expenditure . .0.
in 1990 to almost 73 percent in oo/6
the early 2000s (85 percent for d
the General Government (GG) .
in 2001). These very high | -b,t CpQmIa, Ct
levels for Peruvian standards
were characteristic of strong state intervention in the seventies (Figure 2.7). One could argue that
the levels of current and capital expenditure are broadly in line with LAC regional averages
(Table A29); but what is worrisome are its increasing trend and present composition. In 2001, as
a share of total expenditure, Peru's 39 percent wage bill was second highest in LAC, and as a
share of GDP, Peru's 6.6 percent figure was higher than the 6.3 percent LAC average. These
ratios suggest an increasing sense of overstaffmg and do not include additional "services" hired as
temporary contracts under goods and service categories (Chapter VI). It also suggests a high
level of budget rigidity (Chapter III). Such a rising trend would not have been possible unless
capital expenditure and interest payments had not decreased their share below 15 percent.
Contrary to the early nineties, interest payments have been below the region's average. For its
part, Peru's capital expenditure (3 percent of GDP) is among the lowest in LAC (Figure 2.8) and
keeps decreasing (see Table A5). Indeed the budget priority in the nineties was not to increase
the capital stock.

Recommendation:
Figure 2.8. LAC: Capital Expenditure (1998)

> The proposed comprehensive (%ofGDP)

reform of the state should NicaBX3,1ua MM

examine proposals to combine a Dom. Republic
gradual reduction of current Smar,
expenditure, especially wages and Honduesr
salaries, while developing a more Venezuela
qualified and efficient labor force Esd _
under a civil service reform Parwam3a a
(Chapter V). Paravae r=uEl Salvado:_

Mexico

2.22 Public investment remains guanaays

low and only recently has given T9n. & Tob9
priority to the social sectors. In the Haiti

nineties, capital expenditure was more o 3 6 9 12 15 18

volatile and pro-cyclical than all the
rest of expenditures categories (Table
2.3). In addition to this, the average level of central government capital expenditures as
percentage of GDP was below 2.8 percent in recession years and 4.0 percent in booming years.
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2.23 These outcomes reflect Figure 2.9 Structure of Central Government's Fixed Capital Formation

that public investment continues 191Multi-

to be, to a major extent, the setr 12%

residual item in the budget, i.e. 6-i

the one that bears the brunt of iffy.
fiscal adjustment efforts. The
composition of fixed capital
formation has suffered important E

changes. Whereas investment in 711% 5E%

economic infrastructure played a
dominant, but declining share as a
percentage of total capital investment, falling from 72 percent in 1990 to 54 percent in 2000; the
share of investment in social infrastructure increased from 12 percent to 19 percent of total

expenditure (Figure 2.9). The disaggregated analysis of the intemal decomposition of investment

in economic infrastructure shows that, by far, the biggest fall was in the share of public

investment devoted to agriculture, which more than halved from 46 percent to 19 percent of total

capital formation; whereas the energy and mining sector increased its share from almost nil in

1990 to 10 percent in 2000. For its part, the transport and communication sector essentially
maintained its share as roughly a quarter of total capital formation (Table A7b). The doubling
share of investment in social infrastructure is a very positive trend inherited from the
nineties. This effort is also reflected by the pattern of total social expenditure, which seemingly
rose from 3.9 percent of GDP in 1990 to 6.9 percent in 2000 and remain steady until 2002 despite

the economnic slowdown. 15

Recommendation:

> Peru has the capacity to gradually fill its financial gap in the social sectors by raising its
historically under-funded education and health expenditure ratios of 2.9 and 3 percent of
GDP in 2000, to at least the average LAC ratios of 4.1 and 3.2 percent of GDP in the next 5

years.

2.24 The observed increase in fixed capital formation of the "general sectors"-mainly
including general public services like military expenditures-is a matter of concern. As a
percentage of total capital investment, such share almost tripled from 5.6 percent to 14.8 percent,
reflecting, to a considerable extent, the leading role assigned to military expenditures within total

public expenditures. In a similar vein, in 1998-2000, defense and national security expenditure
averaged 2.9 percent of GDP. Such a relatively high level of military expenditure does not seem

to be justified anymore by the needs of a country in the aftermath of the successful peace process

with Ecuador and far away from the civil conflict that afflicted it in the mid-nineties. Moreover,
such expenditure turned out to be corruption-prone, featuring lack of any control.

Recommendations: Authorities should redress this situation by

> reducing resources devoted to military outlays to the budgeted 2.1 percent of GDP in 2002,
and shifting part of those savings to social expenditure; and

> completing the application of SIAF subsystems to military expenditure, to make it more

transparent and accountable.

15 Authorities indicated that such increase could partly be due to a reclassification of line items grouped under social

expenditure.
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Figure 2.10 Social and Public Spending Figure 2.11 Growth Rates In Social and Public Spending
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2.25 Developing effective counter- Table 2.6 Social Expenditures are Pro- or Counter-cyclical?

cyclical fiscal and social policies Point
remains a priority, especially in good Elasticity (1991- % change in elasticity Point elasticity

times. Both policies are in general 2002)' 1998 (1998) (2001)
mes. Bothpolcesare, ingenl, ' Total Expenditures ... -0.28 ... ...complementary. The most significant Social

increases in total (and social) spending Expenditures 1.19 -1.50 -8.32 -0.17

took place in the early-to-mid nineties, Education 099 -0.66 5.01 1.78

when growth was high. Then, in the Health 1.15 -5.58 -1.87 -5.83

late nineties, real social spending Nutrition 2.35 0.81 13.74 -1.13
remained fairly constant even during Justice 1.75 -0.39 58.38 -3.2remained fairly constant even during ~~Social Security 1.47 -0.75 -17.01 -3.34
the economic downturn of 1998 and, Other Social

later, in 2001 (Figures 2.10-2.11). How Investment 1.66 -2.75 -61.87 2.32

expansive were total and sociI a. Elasticities are with respect to total real expenditure of the consolidated public

expenditure despite fiscal contractions b. Significant at 1%.

is an empirical question. The percent
changes and point elasticities of total and social expenditure were negative in 1998 (Table 2.6).
For the entire period of 1991-2002, the level of social expenditures was not protected vis-a-vis
fiscal adjustments. The elasticity of all categories of social expenditures was positive and equal
to or higher than unity-which reveals their pro-cyclical behavior (Table 2.6). These findings
are all supportive of pro-cyclical policies.

o However, on the one land, Authorities have developed the basic institutional framework
required for a countercyclical fiscal policy with the creation of the Fiscal Stabilization Fund
as part of the Law of Fiscal Prudence and Transparency. Short of resources, however, the
Fund has rather played a marginal countercyclical role (para 2.29)

o On the other hand, since 2001, and in the midst of another economic downturn, Peru's
government decided for a countercyclical social policy, as can be inferred from the non-
negative growth of real social spending, when compared to the actual decrease in real total
expenditure (Figure 2.11). In a similar pattern, point elasticities for social, health, nutrition,
justice and social security expenditure in 2001 were also negative, indicating that in a year of
fiscal contraction, expenditure in these sectors actually increased.16 These results for fiscal

16 Elasticities were calculated such that q=XiX, where e is the elasticity of expenditure in the i sector, X- is the
percentage change in real expenditure in the ith sector and X equals the percentage change in total real expenditure.
The higher the magnitude of the elasticity, the greater the responsiveness of that category of expenditure to variations
in total expenditure. Sectors that are favored in periods of fiscal contraction of total government expenditure have
elasticities of less than unity, that is,.they would be expected to experience reductions of a proportionately smaller
magnitude than the total expenditure cutback, or even real increases if the elasticity is found negative. An elasticity of
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contraction appear robust to period changes used to estimates, but also appear asymmetric as,

with the exception of pensions, social assistance and primary education, they have values

below unity in the 1998-2000 period of budget increases, reflecting a less than proportionate

response to an increase in total expenditure (Table A24).

E. REVAMPING THE FISCAL RULES

2.26 Peru needs a fiscal rule to Box 2.3 Peru Evaluation of the Transparency Law 2000-01

help stabilize its fiscal balances in .. 2000 * 2001

the medium-term, reduce its volatile .ii .Law ... o f .... Actual .. La. w o.bserved l
PSdericit as % of:

and pro-cyclical fiscal deficit-bias, GDP 2.0%.. 32%. * I .5°/ . 2.3%

and consolidate credibility. As Differencebetween annual t

mentioned above, Peru is under growth rate of

considerable fiscal stress with only a govementsrnona -
mild counter-cyclical social policy in financial

expenditures and
the early 2000s. Pro-cyclical and inflation, less thand

deficit-biased fiscal policies can be 2%. 2.0% 0.6% 2.0% -5.0%

explained by the combination of faulty CPS-de-t increase

measures, especially during Election adjusted) no NFPS

years, fiscal conservatism and weak efEsiit <U............... <US$ 893... US$5,978

institutions to attempt (and succeed) in gener:1 year:

running surpluses during the economic government's non-::
financial

boom of the mid-nineties. If respected, expenditures

a fiscal rule might strengthen during the first 7
months no greaser

credibility for it reverses political than 5 gf%rof GG

incentives for achieving fiscal t4! bude.. <60% 58% <60% . 56%
Election year:CS

stabilization in favor of disciplined deficit in the first .

compliance; promote accountability aeeter nogreater than 50%

and transparency, when supported by of budgeted
deficit. <505' 39/o <50% 20

sanctions and open access to 20

information; and tend to eliminate the cPs r Consolidated Public Sector NFPS deficit- net result of local government
deficit-bas, if suported bycounter- ource: Central Bank and Ministry of Economy and Finance

deficit-bias, if supported by counter-
cyclical, eventually automatic, stabilizers. Peru's Law of Fiscal Prudence and Transparency is
one of the most comprehensive in Latin America (Table A23b). It contains numerical and

procedural rules, as well as a Fiscal Stabilization Fund (Box 2.3).

2.27 Compliance with the Law was mixed The main numerical target was not met, and

compliance with procedural rules was also unsatisfactory, especially with respect to required

reporting. However, a multi-annual budgeting framework has been established, supported by a

Portal de Transparencia, but all mandated reports are missing (Table 3.1): the semester progress

report of the multi-annual framework; the annual report on contingent risk and tax expenditure;
and the quarterly report on budget expansions (Valderrama, 2002).

2.28 Peru faces four broad dilemmas in revamping its Law. First, adding flexibility

vis-a-vis credibility for a more rigid rule vould imply higher credibility if the probability of

fulfilling it is high. Second, looking for more simplicity vis-a-vis complexity, since a simpler rule

would allow an easier understanding by the public. Third, adding more procedural vis-a-vis

numerical rules, since numerical rules seem easier to understand, but harder to comply with.

exactly equal to zero means that the sector is completely protected, and those greater than unity suggest that this is a

relevant category of expenditure.
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Fourth, opening for participation vis-ai-vis confidentiality in the revamping process of the Law,
for a consensus-built rule would allow for enhanced credibility, but lagging its approval.

2.29 Two LAC best practices seem particularly appealing for revamping Peruvian Fiscal
Law: Brazil and Chile.

o On the one hand Brazil has a complex, still credible and built under an extremely
participatory Fiscal Responsibility Law combining a mix of proceduralcum-numerical-based
rules. It is not clear whether adherence to such rigid targets fully eliminates the deficit bias,
as an economic slowdown may force authorities to cut public spending, impeding the
operation of automatic stabilizers and deepening the downturn (Perry 2002). However, the
Law is accompanied by a law of Fiscal Crimes, setting an extensive list of sanctions; and a
full set of budgetary and financial information, including those about contingent liabilities.
As most intergovernmental transfers in Brazil to sub-national governments are automatic, the
Fiscal Responsibility Law does not cover them, but discipline in such accounts is enforced
through recent government-led individual debt-restructuring deals that have imposed tight
indebtedness restrictions and a severely limited ability to borrow in cases of economic
slowdowns (Gonzalez, Rosenblatt and Webb, 2002).

o On the other hand, Chile has an extremely simple numerical target of 1 percent of structural
annual surplus (after removing the cycle on revenues and variations in copper prices). The
fact that the deficit-benchmark is set in structural terms forces the Govermnent to run
surpluses during booms and high copper prices and to run moderate deficits during downturns
and low copper prices, thus playing an effective countercyclical policy, curbing political
pressures and enhancing its credibility vis-a-vis the markets. The Law was also accompanied
by a long institutional process devoted to a careful technical design and sensitive political
validation; broad coverage of the potential risk of contingent liabilities; and consistency
checks with the monetary program. The Law does not have, however, any clause set vis-A-
vis sub-national governments.

2.30 The Fiscal Stabilization Fund (FSF) is well conceived, but given its limited revenue
sources has little potential to sustain a meaningful counter-cyclical policy. In 2001, the Fund
barely contributed with US$59.4 millions to finance 0.1 percent of GDP of the fiscal deficit.
Even under a high-case privatization scenario that would materialize US$1,400 millions in
privatization proceeds during 2002-03, the FSF would contribute with resources equivalent to
0.3-0.4 percent of GDP of deficit financing. Therefore, other possible resources could be
collected from excess revenues, but their expectations to materialize are unrealistic as far as the
Government refrains from implementing a comprehensive tax reform and recovery does not take
a rapid pace. As there is little evidence that FSF resources have been effectively applied to
poverty alleviation programs, in practice, the FSF has rather played the role of a smali
contingency fund.

2.31 Revamping the Fiscal Prudence and Transparency Law requires work on multiple
directions. The Law is not a substitute, but a complement to building credibility in the overall
economic program. Hence, credibility depends, in the first place, on the Authorities' capacity to
comply with their previous commitments under the 2002-03 macroeconomic program agreed;
and, in the second place, from an expected positive external environment that would minimize the
external risk of another economic downturn. An early non-compliance of a revamped Law would
damage the reputation of the macroeconomic program.
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Recommendations:

> On previous requirements. Issuing a new law should be preceded by a building process of

(i) institutional strengthening regarding the human and technical inputs required by the design

and implementation of the Law; (ii) consensus-building participatory mechanisms led by

Authorities, with a draft-design of the Law being published in advance to receive comments

through the web; (iii) enhanced SIAF-supported and user-friendly budget transparency

(Chapter III), so as to allow open access by Congress and civil society to monitor

implementation of the Law, once it is approved; and (iv) a comprehensive evaluation of

contingent liabilities, so adequate and precautionary budget provisions can be made under the

new rule.

> On procedural norms. From the recent experience, it is clear that (i) budget reporting

needs-human resources and technical tools-have to be significantly strengthened; (ii) the

multi-year budgeting framework also requires improvement (Chapter III); (iii) introduction of

a set of sanctions for non-compliance is unavoidable; and (iv) upgraded oversight capacity to

evaluate and enforce sanctions by the Comptroller's office is needed.

> On numerical targets. Two main measures aiming to simplify the framework for

quantitative benchmarking are proposed. The first measure would consist of targeting an

estimated structuralNFPS primary surplus of 1 percent of GDP (Annex B) by 2008-10,

which would be roughly equivalent to targeting a structuralNFPS deficit close to 1 percent of

GDP. These targets are set in structural terns and do not take into account the cyclical

component of the deficit. Progress toward meeting such target should be done through

incremental steps. Following Banks' detailed estimates of the potential output and the

structural deficit (Figures 2.12-2.13) and assuming a prompt recovery under a baseline

Figure 2.12 Actual and Potential Output Figure 2.13 Actual prniary balance (% of GDP) and sbucb.ral

(billions of 1994 Primrny balance (% of poential GDP)
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scenario since 2002, adjusting for the cyclical component would require a primary surplus of

about 0.9-1.3 percent of GDP as early as 2004 and until end-period (Annex A).'7 Although

broad convergence prevails between the Banks' and the Authorities' estimates, an eventual

official benchmark would need to be thoroughly reviewed and published by the Authorities.'8

'7 The estimated cyclical component of the fiscal deficit is small and varies between 0.1-03 percent of GDP between

2000-02, but might increase a bit, specially if recovery takes place (Annex B).

1 Notice that Banks' estimates are particularly close to ones made by Deutsche Bank (2001) of 0.8 percent of GDP, the
Central Bank of Peru (2002) of 1.3 percent of GDP, and Jimenez/MEF (2002) of 1.1 percent of GDP. All of them do

not include, though, any provision for the materialization of contingent liabilities.
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The second measure would propose to eliminate some of the less-important numerical rules.
Not only a few of them overlap with the main rule, but are ineffective, as it happened to those
applied during Elections years: they did not take into account strong end-year public spending
seasonality.

> On fiscal rules for sub-national governments. Introducing fiscal rules at the sub-national
level is a critical priority for the revamped Law, given the pace of the decentralization
process under the present Administration, and justify its upgrade to a Responsibility Law.
Although there is no consensus on pre-setting limits or ceilings for specific fiscal indicators at
the sub-national level, the vulnerability of the overall fiscal situation requires a hard budget
constraint, in terms of a modified golden rule-to include capital expenditure--or zero
operational deficit. Rules should also be more restrictive during the last year of the
administration to avoid electoral cycles, and be more flexible in the presence of exogenous
and unexpected shocks. Tight non-contingent municipal debt restrictions are needed.
Finally, as there is little knowledge, but partial evidence (Chapter V) about the existence of a
significant contingent municipal debt, debt restructuring deals (supported by its previous
comprehensive evaluation) should precede the adoption of any local government rule.

> On the Fiscal Stabilization Fund. There is no sense to expect a significant countercyclical
policy as far as growth remains low and fiscal revenue is stagnant.

Additional features of the to-be-revamped Law include: (i) redesigning an effective special
clause for Election years, as the three past Election episodes provoked a clear fiscal deterioration;
(ii) making room for changes that will affect the structural balance over time, including those
affecting the productive capacity of the economy, external prices of main mining exports, and the
taxation structure; and (iii) strengthening existing inflation targeting mechanisms in consistency
with a revamped fiscal rule, and supported by enhanced coordination mechanisms between the
Central Bank and the MEF.
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Chapter III

REORIENTING THE BUDGET TOWARD
PRO-POOR EXPENDITURE

3.1 Reorienting the budget toward effective poverty reduction requires as a pre-condition
an overall reform effort of public expenditure management (PEM). Such reform includes a

modern financial nanagement system; a pro-poor and performning budgeting system; a clear

definition of medium-term social objectives; an effective tracking system of the shift of budget

allocations toward these priorities; and transparent information access to an outcome-oriented

budget. Since the late-nineties, Peru has made promising inroads in all these areas and,
although remaining challenges are still significant, its implementation record provides a solid

foundation for further developments. This chapter assesses progress in pro-poor budgeting

management, whereas next chapter deals with factors limiting efficiency in public sector delivery.

The final chapters examine prospects for second-generation institutional reformns in

decentralization, civil service, governance, and mining sector policies.

3.2 Tangible progress in pablic expenditure management Box 3.1 Main IGR/PEM Issues

(PEM) in Peru over the past few years is impressive. I The IGR identified several factors

includes: affecting financial accountability in

PEM (WB, 2001 b):
* creation of an Integrated Financial Management System Li Excess dominance by the

(SIAF, in Spanish) in 1998; Executive through the use of
(SI,F, Presidential Decrees: between 1994

* development of an upgraded budget management system and 2001, Congress passed 1,152

since 1999, with improved transparency of budget laws or legislative resolutions, while

execution supported by the website Portal de the President issued 870 (86 percent

Transparencia in 2000, which includes for the firt time Urgency) Decrees;

defense and national security spending and a participatory O Concentration of spending
ry authority in a few central ministries-

method for budget formulation scheduled from 2002; Economy and Finance, and

* passage of the Law of Fiscal Prudence and Transparency Presidency-to maximize

and creation of a Fiscal Stabilization Fund (FSF) in 1999; discretionary control of budgetary

* strengthening of accounting institutions and procedures, resources: in 2001, the share of the
consolidated budget (excluding debt

compatible with world standards, applied to the entire service) assigned to these two

public sector since 1999; institutions represented 63 percent;

* introduction of performance management contracts of 0 Insufficient Congress oversight

State-Owned Enterprises under FONAFE in 1999; of budget execution;o Local governments still do not
* adoption of a medium-term expenditure framework in have the necessary checks

2000, based on a Multi-year Macro-Economic Framework and balances to implement

for 2001-03 and a Multi-Annual Sector Budget (MAB) decentralization properly; and

Plan for 2001-05; and o Severe institutional disorder in a
state in which highly modern

* adoption of budgetary provisions for a set of Protected institutions coexist with antiquated

Social Programs (PSPs) in 2000. entities, and multiple social agencies
overlap their service delivery efforts.

3.3 In spite of ongoing reforms persisting weaknesses remain. Some of them were

identified in the Peru Institutional and Governance Review (IGR) (Box 3.1) and undermnine
budgetary transparency and accountability. These include:
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o an incomplete SIAF;
o excessive concentration of budget authority in a few ministries and budget rigidity reflected

in inertial spending;
o a disconnect between multi and annual budgeting, the latter being amended by continuous

Presidential decrees;
o a fragile and uneven institutional framework for developing an effective medium-term social

policy and for decentralization; and
o an inadequate and user-unfriendly external budget monitoring and reporting, which does not

facilitate its virtual oversight by authorities themselves, Congress, and civil society.

A. MODERNIANG FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

3.4 Peru has developed a well-performing integrated financial management system It
aims to increase the control, efficiency, accountability, and transparency of public spending, and
support the future decentralization to line ministries and regional and local governments of the
primary responsibility for managing resources and improving service delivery in Peru (Box 3.2).'

Box 3.2: The Integrated Financial Management System (SIAF) of Peru

SIAF was created by Vice-ministerial Resolution No.029-98-EF/II on October 22, 1998 as the mandatory internet-
based system for the recording of all data related to revenue and expenditure execution that are carried out by the
Executing Units (UEs) of the public sector budget, at the national level, and according to the procedures and norms
approved by MEF:
* It covers all Central Government and most decentralized entities: a total of 580 EUs (including Defense and

National Security since 2002), all public enterprises, Supervisory bodies (SUNAT, Customs, Regulators,
municipal enterprises), and 23 municipalities (June 2002).

* It contains four modules: Treasury-which receives budget ceilings prepared by the commitment calendar of
the Budget Office and pre-approved by the Cash Oversight Committee-Accounting, Financial Statement
Reporting, and Public Debt, the lattcr managed as an EU. Public Enterprises only use the financial accounting
module,

* It has very strict budget execution control mechanisms. Once payments have been previously authorized by
Treasury through the system and are daily registered in SIAF, then Banco de la Nacion proceeds to alert and

transfer funds to the EUs' bank accounts or issue checks.
* The expansion to include financial accounting since 2000 has provided reliable and timely information to the

Accountant General who is now responsible for preparing financial statements. Recording of transactions at
the EUs is organized in two parts: administrative (commitment, accrual, payment and disbursement), and
accounting (under standard categories). To record a commitment, it is necessary to use a specific expenditure
classification, a financing source, and an objecfive corresponding to the expenditure. The system then verifies
that the operation is in accordance with budget limit criteria and commitment calendar. An accrual is done
only when a commitment exists and the EU receives the verification that the goods or services have been
provided according to the "best date" (prompt payment-no later than one-month) concept. After full payment,
the registry is updated with the correct disbursement information provided by the Banco de la Nacion.

* All expenditures, revenues, and complementary operations use a SIAF Matrix Operations Table that integrates
budget classifications with the Government's chart of accounts.

At present, it combines efforts in the areas of Treasury, accounting, and debt management. Its
role begins once the annual budget is approved and monthly ceilings are authorized by the Budget
Office and Cash Oversight committee. SIAF is tied up with Treasury to register all operations
(revenue, expenditure) approved for the budget execution cycle through 580 Executing Units
(EUs) dependent on the budgetary envelopes (pliegos) of various ministries, regional Directorates
(CTARs) and public institutions. SIAF contains 3 operational elements: (i) single registry of

'Box 3.2 is based on WB/IADB (2001).
2 The Peruvian public sector is divided into 5 categories of entities: the Central Government (CG) with 580 EUs, the
National Fund for Financing Government Enterprise Activity (FONAFE) with 42 entities, the General Directorate for
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each EU transaction, and virtual transmission of this information to the Budget Office, the
Treasury Office and the Accountant General; (ii) cash payments management, but only for those
financed by Treasury ordinary resources; and (iii) financial reporting. In three years, SIAF has

consolidated itself as the instrumental financial management tool of the public sector.

3.5 Overall Efficiency Gains. After three years of reform efforts, quantifiable savings have
emerged from several outcomes: (i) duplication of financial transactions is eliminated as
payments are entered once and instantly in a reliable database system; (ii) poorly controlled
quasi-extra-budgetary funds are significantly reduced (para. 3.12); (iii) electronic transfers are
replacing the use of checks, thus reducing payment lags, transaction costs and risks of fraud or
lost/stolen checks; and (iv) unused funds are virtually eliminated, as once a payment is authorized

by the Cash Oversight Committee, the banking transfer is executed within 72 hours and remains
available only for one-month.

3.6 Overall Effectiveness Gains in Budget Management. Outputs arising from a better
mix of public resources consist of (i) the elimination of arrears on floating debt to suppliers, a
major budgetary distortion in the past; (ii) an enhanced cash management that prevents shortages

of counterpart funds to external projects; (iii) an improved level of budget execution by the
Central Government; (iv) control for the first time of the previously sensitive spending "black
hole" ministries, Defense and National Security, now fully adopting SIAF system and procedures;
(v) enhanced expenditure control and transparency due to a unique database which offers virtual
information through the web; (vi) the simplification of the functions of accounting and auditing,
which reduces the scope of fraud and corruption; and (vii) an enhanced public debt management,
as the system also prevents external arrears.

3.7 Despite its impressive progress, Peru SIAF still faces significant challenges:

SIAF core sub-systems are incomplete. The lack of a budget module, in particular, is a
severe handicap for improving budget efficiency, participation, and transparency. Contrary

to similar systems in Latin America, the Peruvian SIAF does not have a budget module, but
fundamentally works as a virtual payment system. As a result, Peru's budget formulation and in-
year global budget modifications remain little known externally, centralized and decided at

MEF's discretion, and only known ex-post, when they are registered monthly in SIAF. Despite
individual ministries providing inputs to overall budget formulation and same in-year
modifications, they do it on a bilateral basis with MEF and have little control over ex-post

decisions regarding charges to their global allocations.

Recommendations:

> A user-friendly budget module is urgently needed to allow its virtual access with no

restrictions. It would help assess consistency of budget proposals with macroeconomic
conditions in early stages; build a stronger link between budget formulation and multi-annual
strategic priorities; facilitate monitoring of in-year budget modifications consistency with

inter- and intra-sector budget priorities in a participatory and transparent way; and allow
Congress' legal mandatory oversight of the budget execution.

> SLAF's budget module requires a multi-annual sub-module too, i.e. one with capacity to track
GOPs' compliance with multi-annual budgeting benchmarks. On the one hand, SIAF only

the Public Budget (DNPP) with 99 entities, 1826 municipalities and 101 public beneficiaries. The CG has 26 sectors,

divided into 141 envelopes (pliegos) comprising 580 EUs, which accounts for about 60-65 percent of the public budget.
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registers current-year transactions. On the other hand, the Law of Fiscal Prudence and
Transparency lequires bi-annual reports on compliance with Multi-Annual benchmarks, but
such commitment has not been fulfilled. The separate sub-module should allow a historic
database, virtual monitoring of compliance with annual executed expenditure and help
produce mandated biannual reports on compliance with MAB targets.

> Among other possible SIAF modules, the one on human resources management is critical.
Others that could gradually be developed are national assets, procurement, national
investment system, contingent liabilities risk, and regional and municipal financial
management. The human resource module is essential for civil service reform. The one on
national assets to have due registry of state assets. The module on procurement, starting point
for e-government, is critical for anti-corruption efforts, the most vulnerable area of
governance. The module on public investment should help prioritize multi-annual investment
plans. The module on contingent liabilities risk would help to register them and make proper
budgetary provisions, while the one on sub-national management would prepare SIAF
support to an accelerated scheme of fiscal decentralization, as future regional and municipal
governments require a twin-decentralized SIAF and training, whose development should take
place in many years.

> The existing SIAF sub-system to track financial and physical performance indicators, a
critical tool for an outcome-oriented budget, supported by benchmarks - final and
intermediate -- and performance management contracts, requires a thorough conceptual
review before completion. The pilot sub-system has too many useless indicators and their
inputting and tracking is poor.

> Due to their complexity and the already over-committed limited technical and human
resource capacity of the SIAF team at MEF, all development of new SIAF modules requires
detailed prioritization and permanent training Authorities should support and outsource the
creation of a superior university-degree in management of SLAF systems.

> Finally, international experience indicates that two important modules, like a fiscal cadastre
(essential for a predial municipal tax), or an e-government website (including e-procurement
or e-geo-referenced expenditure map at district level, for targeting purposes) should be
developed outside, but with link facilities to SLAF.

Control of decentralized budget execution by SIAF is partly diluted beyond EUs through
encargos.3 Grosso modo, in 2001, a little less of thirty five percent of the budget was not devoted
to salaries, financial obligations, or pensions. At least 12 percent (NS. 1.4 Billions) of such share
of the budget was executed through encargos. The encargo is an ad hoc mechanism. It transfers
funds from the EUs to a myriad of at least 50 thousand Operational Units (Unidades Operativas--
OUs) dispersed nationwide (including schools and health posts) and, most of them, outside SIAF
control. Operationally, it works as follows: Following reception of funds, if the EU decides to
commit an encargo to an OU, it registers it as a transfer in SIAF. Such transfer is endorsed in a
bilateral institutional agreement that has no legal implications. Ensuing budget execution control
by SLAF then faces multiple deficiencies: (i) late registration, for only by end-year the UEs could
receive a general report of the use of those funds; (ii) no direct data entry, as most OUs do not use
SIAF software; (iii) poor auditing, as not all EUs have adequate administrative capacity to

3 Among other control failures from SIAF, only one is significant: internal encargos, also known as anticipos, whose
2001 amount (NS/. 1.3 Billion) was very close to the one of encargos, and are mainly used for travel advances. Other
leaks like petit cash used as revolving cash fund are I ess significant and are later duly registered.
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internally audit their OUs; and (iv) misallocation of resources, as there are no expenditure
tracking mechanisms set to verify that resources have effectively been assigned to the original

purpose of the transfer. The use of encargos is generalized in the health, transport, agriculture
and defense sectors, which use them to speed-up execution of their investment program. The
abuse of encargos has obstructed and delayed the proper application of the SIAF Treasury

module at the ministry of Defense. However, since 2002, it has become the pilot ministry for

urgently reengineering encargos registry by a SIAF2 special module (Box 3.3). Lessons from

this pilot ministry should be replicated.
Box 3.3 Introducing the SIAF at the Ministries of Defense

Recommendations: and National Security (Interior)

Until December 2000, the 5 EUs of the Ministry of Defense

> The SIAF2 special module should be (MINDEF) did not register their transactions in SIAF. An
expanded through all active OUs; administrative mechanisms, known as librarniento, allowed

exPanded through MINDEF's UEs to transfer their budget resources to about 870
> an administrative reorganization of opened banking accounts which worked as authentic "black

the EUs should be implemented to boxes": Resources in these accounts did not belong to

support it (see below); and Treasury, were neither monitored by the Cash Oversight

> quarterly deadlines should be set for Committee nor audited, and end-year non-spent funds were
never returned to Treasury. In January 2001, hDwever, all

all OUs to submit full and transparent MINDEF's EUs were suddenly incorporated into SIAF and

financial statement reports. libramientos were eliminated. As such decision was political,
and no previous technical preparation was done, all EUs were

SIAF has reproduced the State's broad allowed to operate their new SIAF-registered banking accounts
under a transitory mechanism known as encargo to OUs. But,

institutional disorder into its own a few control issues appeared:
internal structure as no homogeneous . About half of MINDEF's EUs operations (Army, Navy

criteria for defining an EU prevail. and Air Force) were executed through encargos to OUs;

Below budget envelopes (pliegos), there . OUs did not properly register their direct purchase of

are 580 EUs nationwide. In theory, an EU goods and services, did not use the SIAF or, in the case of
is the lower level defined by the MEF as some located outside Lima, did register them, but manually.

On January 2002, to face these problems, SIAF moved to:
the one with full administrative capacity a Maintain a limited number of EUs;

to register the use of funds into the . Eliminate OUs operating in the same office of the EU;

system. In practice, budget size, . Design and install a tailored-made pilot SIAF2 special

geographic location and political module in 100 OUs executing encargos;

affiliation appear as guiding principles to . Develop an accelerated training program in SIAF2;
* Reduce the number of OUs located outside Lima and

determine itS creation. Becoming an EU improve criteria to define them;
is equivalent to have direct control of the . Replicate such exercise at the Ministry of Interior.

checking account, which makes it a well- As a result: (i) 100 percent of defense and national security

desired milestone to achieve by OUs, expenditure will be managed through SIAF by end-2002; (ii)

regional Directorates or ministerial units the SIAF2 module will be expanded through all active OUs;
like the Unidades deSe(iii) an administrative reorganization of the Army will be

like the Unidades de Servicios Educativos implemented to support it; and, for the first time, (iv) also by

(USEs). All Regional Administration end-2002, all five EUs of MINDEF will submit full and

Transitory Councils (CTARs) existing transparent financial statement reports.

nationwide are considered as budget
envelopes (pliegos), and each budget envelope (pliego) has the capacity to propose the creation of
an EU and assign its budget. However, no standard minimum requirements for the creation of an

EU exists, which contributes to their lack of homogeneity, wide dispersion of the budget
amounts-an average of between NS/14.1M in Uyacali to NS/122.4M in Lima-per unit (Table

A45), and perhaps unnecessary bureaucracy. For instance, the Ministry of Education has 72 EUs,

4 The authority of the EU is significant: Whereas the Pliegos are in charge of budget formulation and sector policy
norms, the EU has the capacity to make budget commitments, order payments and execute spending. Whereas budget
changes between EUs require a resolution from the head of the Pliego, authority to approve changes within an EU (e.g.
from one program to another or within programs) may be delegated from the head of the EU to the OU. The EU is also
free to reassign resources among objects of expenditure items, except when required for compensation purposes.
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and this includes up to 8 different management models in a menu of widely heterogeneous
institutions with different hierarchical responsibilities, like Regional Directions, Sub-Regional
Directions, and USEs.

Recommendations:

> Taking advantage of the incoming decentralization process, it would be advisable to have a
gradual reordering of EUs, both at the regional and district level. In fact, Supreme Decree
No.001-2002-PCM opens the door to their restructuring. This could sound very technical,
but it is very important as it shapes incentives faced by those delivering goods and services,
and the oversight/accountability arrangements (checkbooks) of those units below EU status.
This is a sensitive matter, though, as new regions could assume that EUs reordering is taking
away their actual budget resources. Hence, this process could be dmand-driven by the to-
be-decentralized social sector ministries at the regional level; and/or supply-driven by the
Executive. In both cases, it would be suitable to examine and enforce a set of standard
minimum norms before a unit reaches (or is confirmed) as having a EU status.

> Complementary to the above, multiple types of EUs (and SIAF software) could be
considered, depending on their budget size (usually correlated with population), location and
functions. SIAF requirements could be stricter as their budget gets larger, as provincial
districts are involved, or as more complex fimctions are developed. A simplified SLAF-
software (it could be called SIAFITO) could be considered in support of small budget or
distant EUs. SIAFITOS could be easier to handle by regional and local governments than the
standard SIAF.

B. UPGRADING TIHE BUDGET MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

3.8 Peru is upgrading its budget management system at an accelerated pace. Recent
innovations in budget practices includes lengthening the time horizon of budgeting from a single -
year to the medium-term, setting explicit fiscal targets that limit aggregate expenditure and
developing baseline projections for estimating the impact of proposed policy changes on future
budgets. The budget process has 4 stages: formulation, approval, execution and evaluation (Box
3.4).

3.9 Following a standard assessment of the Peruvian PEM system, in consultation with
country authorities, results indicate that it requires some upgrading (Table 3.1 and Annex
C). The assessment covers 15 indicators covering critical elements of PEM systems deemed
necessary for tracking expenditure. Seven of the indicators relate to budget preparation and four
each to execution and reporting. The total number of satisfactory benchmarks met, 8 in the case
of Peru, can be viewed as an indicator of the quality of a country's PEM system. According to
IMF/WB standards, a country is deemed to require "little or no upgrading" if at least 11 of the
benchmarks were met; "some upgrading" is required if between 8 to 10 benchmarks, and
"substantial upgrading" is required if less than half (7 or fewer) of the benchmarks were met.

3.10 Peru scores unsatisfactory in some areas of budget formulation and execution, and
satisfactory in most areas of budget reporting, other than external.
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Recommendations:

> Budget classification should be made fully consistent with the GFS definition of General
Government;

> The quality of budget projections (especially in function and sector composition) needs to be
upgraded if social priorities are to be sustained in the medium term;

> Multi-year projections also require significant improvement and adequate integration with the
annual budget process.

0 The creation of a budget module and refinement of the existing set of financial and physical
indicators in SIAF should facilitate a user-friendly tracking of pro-poor expenditure and an
effective results-based control system in budget execution.

> Sector tracking surveys should be developed randomly on a regular basis;
> External reporting of budget execution, multi-annual budgeting and audits should be frequent,

timely and comprehensive.
> Full adoption of the IMF Code of Fiscal Transparency requires a thoroughly defined and

supported technical assistance program.

Box 3.4 Peru: Principal Stages of the Budget Formation

Ministry of Economy Pliego Others Levelof

and Finance ffiffi L FD leisggation

Convey initial ceiling Cuentand capital

° . | | | expenditures

The head establishes the
priorities
The ceiling is distributed By target and
among the plieos| specified

Congress approves the
law (the executive At all levels of
submits the projects disaggregation
previously approved.
by the Counsel of
Ministers)

Current and caphal

Convey allocations expenditures
Trimcster of
expenses (day 19 of
the month before By target and

the end of the Plan trimester expenses specified

trimester (day 26 of the month
before the end of the
trimester) By pliego and

0 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~executing unit

By sector and
Approve calendar of program
commitments (up to By generic expense

the 5 of the month categories
being approved) Assign calendar of

comnuitments2 among
suboro-rams

Create Report on
Physical Progr ss

>S | and Financing of
[ wj Goals

I. Discretion of the Pliego's Budgetaryunit to decide how much to assign to each executing unit.
2. Additional discretion when there is no executing unit.
Source: Normas Presupuestales
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Table 3.1 Peru: Status of Budget Management Benchmarks

Budget Management Benchmark Status of Compliance:
S=Satisfactory; P=Partial; U=Unsatlsfactory

Formulation-Comprehensiveness
1. Composition of the budget Meets IMF-Govemment Finance (P) The annual budget covers Central

entity Statistics definition of general Government expenditure. Coverage ofthe
govemment consolidated general government budget

has minor discrepancies and does not
include regulatory agencies, local
govemments, and social funds.

2. Limitations to use off-budget Extra or off-budget expenditure is not (S) Quasi-extra-budget expenditure is about
transactions substantial 18 percent in 2002, mostly linked to

extemal credit, and rapidly declining.
3. Reliability of budget as guide Level and composition of outtum is (P) The level is close, below 10 percent

to outtum "quite-close" to budget deviation in 2001; but its composition still
shows significant differences.

4. Data on extemal financing Both capital and current donor-funded (S) Extemal credit is duly registered, except
spending included for a few donor off-budget accounts.

Formulation-Classification
5. Classification of budget Functional/program information (S) The budget contains proper functional

transactions provided and program classification.
6. Identification of poverty- Identified through use of a classification (P) Broad and detailed (beyond the usual

reducing expenditure system (e.g., a virtual poverty fund) social sectors) mapping of budget for
poverty-reducing expenditure is possible,
but it is neither virtual, nor user-friendly;
and requires continuous consistency checks
between SIAF and the Budget Directorate.

Formulation-Projection
7. Quality of multi-year Projections are integrated into budget (U) Multi-year projections are not

projections formulation and close-fit to actual integrated into the budget, are subject to
numbers significant modifications each year, and

their execution has a poor fit to actual
numbers.

Execution-Internal Control
8. Level of payment arrears Low level of arrears accumulated (S) SIAF requires payment arrears to be

cleared within one month.
9. Quality of intemal/extemal Effective intemal/extemal audit (P) Good quality of intemal audit, but

audit infrequent and poor quality (e.g. no
program costs are reported) of extemal
audits (WB/IDB 2001).

10. Use of tracking' surveys Surveys used on a regular basis (U) Non-existent until recently2

Execution-Reconciliation
11. Quality of fiscal/banking data Reconciliation of fiscal and monetary (S) Satisfied permanently

reconciliation data carried out on routine basis

Reporting
12. Timeliness of budget reports Monthly expenditure reports provided (P) Regular internal reports are provided

within 4 weeks of end-of month within 4 weeks of end-of the month; but
external reports are annual, 6 months after
year-end. MEF has announced quarterly
budget reports in the web since mid-2002.

13. Classification used for budget Detailed functional reporting derived (S) Existing functional reporting derives
tracking from classification system from the classification system. Its program

and project decomposition could be
improved.

Reporting-Final Audited Accounts
14. Timeliness of accounts closure Accounts closed 2-months before year- (S) Accounts close one-month after year-

end end
15. Timeliness of final audited Audited accounts presented to (S) Audited accounts submitted on June

accounts Legislature within one year 30th

1. Tracking is defined here as the mere identification and reporting of budgeted and executed outlays. Tracking surveys are
usually needed, when the financial management system does not have the capacity to regularly identfy, monitor and report
expenditure at the lowest levels of the Govenmment, e.g. districts (IMF/WB, 2002).
2. Public Expenditure Tracking Surveys (PETS) are rare in LAC: Only Honduras (for service quality) and now Peru (for
quantitative leaks and service quality) have developed them (see Chapter IV).
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3.11 This assessment should however be used with caution, since not all indicators are of
equal importance. Its bias in favor of process measures (e.g. audit reports) in detriment of
impact outcomes (e.g. objected audit reports) is usually not optimal in a country context and may
miss critical issues of a PEM, like the ones outlined below.

3.12 Although the share of quasi- Table 3.2 Composition of CG Budget Sources
EBFs in Peru is rapidly declining, its (Percent)
importance is significant for a single 2001b 2001P 2002b
category: external credt (Table 3.2).' Ordinary 80.7 70.7 75.1
Following the elimination of FONAVI, Canon/Sobrecanon* 0.5 0.6 0.6
the Housing EBF which accounted for Customs 0.4 0.4 0.0
about 6 percent of the budget in 1999, the Self-Raised Funds 6.8 6.5 6.9
Central Government budget coverage of External Credit* 7.7 16.9 13.2
all resources has increased from 65 Grants 0.4 0.7 0.2
percent in 1999 to 82 percent in 2002. Contrib. to Funds 3.5 4.2 3.9
Self-raised revenue by local governments, Sotal MEF100 100 l
Customs proceedings, and grant funds are SoureMEF.
now controlled through the single *quasi'EBFs; b budget; p preliminary
Treasury account managed by the Banco
de la Naci6n. However, three main sources of quasi-EBFs remain: (i) external credit accounts (in
local currency), which manage salary payments to top-ranked public servants serving external
projects and whose eventual late registration might affect reporting on executed expenditure; (ii)
contribution to funds (especially ESSALUD); and (iii) the canon/sobrecanon revenues from
mining, oil, gas and other natural resource activities.

Recommendations:

> The total reduction in the number of Extra-Budgetary Funds (EBFs) would not only improve
control over the level and quality of public expenditure, but also reduce the cost of
"sobregiro" fees that Treasury pays when seasonal shortages of tax revenue collection by
SUNAT lead to insufficient cash availability to cover all public payments.

> Other less visible EBFs, like tax expenditures, should continue to be registered from 2003
onwards.

> Accounting of external credit should be fully made in SIAF and have timely and transparent
reporting.

3.13 The budget paradox: budget formulation remains centralized in MEF, while budget
execution i decentralized While budget formulation is centralized and a high proportion of
budget expenditure remains under the authority of government agencies located in Lima, roughly
fifty-six percent of CG non-previsional, non-financial budget is executed through the regions in a
decentralized fashion (Table A39). Hence, although larger and decentralized entities appear to be
tightly controlled politically and may operate as means for distributing political spoils (World
Bank, 2001 a), they preserve enough spending authority to modify the budget at their discretion.

5In OECD terms, EBFs comprise all government transactions that operate outside the normal budgetary process.
Peruvian "quasi" EBFs are considered as such since they are monthly capped and reported in SIAF as part of the
overall budget envelope, which is unusual for such type of resources, but confomn to other EBFs features: their
effective allocation takes place only if they become available; funds are managed through commercial bank accounts
separate from the central govemment budget account; and, despite standardization efforts, still might have separate
accounting systems and classification.
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3.14 Inertial expenditure is a Table 3.3 Revised Projection of the 2002 Budget

major constraint for budget (Millions of NS and % of Total Expenditure)
formulation. Peru is ranked among Structure of Expenditures All Sources Ordinary Resources

countries with the most inflexible Expenditures by Category 21,790 59.9% 17,290 63.3%

budget not only in LAC, but also Fixed Component 16,820 46.2% 14,844 54.3%

worldwide. In addition to Brazil, Goods and Services 3,200 8.8% 2,170 7.9%

India and a few HIPC countries, Investment 1,330 3.7% 868 3.2%

which have above 90 percent of their Financial Investments 171 0.5% 139 0.5%

total revenue fixed, Peru has 91 Other Current Expenditures 1,967 5.4% 1,770 6.5%

percent and.86 percent of ordinary Other Capital Expenditures 25 0.1% 25 0.1%

and total budget resources in 2002 Personal and Social

assigned to inertial commitmnents Obligations 9,272 25.5% 9,016 33.0%

(Table 3.3). Budget rigidities Contingency Reserves 856 2.4% 856 3.1%

originate from different sources Flexible Component 4,970 13.7% 2,446 8.9%

including: (i) wage and benefits Goods and Services 1,714 4.7% 1,124 4.1%
considered as derechos adquiridos Investment 2,933 8.1% 1,258 4.6%

by the Constitution; (ii) permanent Other Current Expenditures 36 0.1% 31 0.1%

contracts hidden as non personal Other Capital Expenditures 288 0.8% 33 0.1%

services (NPS)-no less than 40 Structural Obligations 13,982 40.1% 9,438 36.7%

percent of the total budget allocated Financial Expenditure 7,787 23.1% 4,495 18.7%

to NPS, according to Authorities' Previsional Expenditure 6,195 17.0% 4,943 18.1%

estimates); (iii) inertial payroll under TOTAL 35,772 100.0% 26,728 100.0%

prolonged investment projects; (iv) Source: MEF.
earmarked transfers to municipalities and the private sector, as the Vaso de Leche and Comedores
Populares; and (v) misuse of the budget contingency reserve, which finances March school
bonus, and July and December salary supplements (aguinaldos). The high share of inertial current
expenditure explains not only its rapid expansion, but also the complexity that attempting to
reverse such pattern will require.

Recommendations:

> An immediate general hiring freeze under the NPS category is critical, accompanied by a
case-by-case short-term renewal of existing temporary contracts, upon their prior revision;

> authorities had no option, but to review their present policies regarding pension and wage
benefits in a comprehensive civil service reform (Chapter VI);

> funds assigned to Vaso de Leche and Comedores Populares need to be streamlined (Chapter
IV; and

> the use of the contingency reserve requires review, so as to fulfill its true role: filling
unpredicted in-year budget needs. 6

3.15 End-year excessive seasonal spending is another critical shortcoming of budget
execution. Notwithstanding the purpose of the creation of SIAF-which is to enhance and
improve budget control-the persistent pattern of excessive deficits in the last quarter of the last
six years, coupled with small budget surpluses in the first quarter, remains a constant and fiscally
damaging seasonal concern-whether they occur in an election year or not. (Figure 3.1). Such a
budget behavior is not Peru-specific only. Most public budgets in LAC feature such fiscal
impulses to cover not only for end-year cumulative and additional payments, but for building
fiscal provisions for the slowly-opening expenses of the next year's first-quarter. A similar
pattern is also typical of the LAC political business cycle, and Peru is no exception (L6pez-Calix,

6 Authorities reported that such review was achieved in the formulation of the 2003 budget.
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2001). However, deficits appear Figur 3.1 Comparison of Central Govt and NFPS Balance

for both, Central Government (CG)
and Non-Financial Public Sector 4%

(NFPS) and following SIAF 2%1

creation, their size is hard to justify l
for other reasons than fiscal L%T

indiscipline. In year 2000, the -2%66-

quarterly deficit developed since -4%m. < 1 I l
the third quarter, lasting until end- -6%

year; while in 2001, it grew with -8%
respect to 2000 (in particular the
one of the Central Govermment).

a CG Balanm * NFPS Baance

Recommendations:

> Given its persistence throughout so many years, the first step for the GOP (and its Cash
Management Committee) is to assess the deep implications that this seasonal episode is
having on fiscal imbalances and monetary policy (possibly affecting short-term interest
rates).

> A thorough review of cash management and budget planning for the closing fiscal year is
needed to examine structural-revenue and expenditure-factors that might explain end-year
cumulative deficits and determine effective measures aimed to smooth them.

> Under the present situation, setting and meeting realistic revenue projections and tight
quarterly expenditure ceilings looks critical to make room for end-year impulses.

> Until this seasonal pattern is significantly corrected, meeting mid-year tighter expenditure
ceilings, especially in an Elections year, is particularly meaningful for fiscal discipline.

3.16 As PERU PEM modernizes, it will need to adopt further contemporary innovations in
budget practices, both in terms of rules and procedures that will be required eventually under the
new MF Code of Budget Transparency.

Recommendation:

> Defining procedures for identifying the government's exposure to contingent liabilities,
particularly those associated to the financial system, pensions and public enterprises'
guaranteed debt, as well as other fiscal risks; and

> Accrual accounting for certain commitments could cautiously be attempted at least on the
expenditure side.7

C. BUILDING A MEDIUM TERM EXPENDITuRE FRAMEWORK

3.17 In the past two years, there has been an important shift in the budget towards pro-
poor expenditure. In spite of the recession and resulting fiscal retrenchment, the share of social
expenditure to GDP has remained constant between 1999 and 2002 (Figure 3.2). Likewise,

7 The IMF Code of Fiscal Transparency does not require accrual accounting. Countries are allowed to go at their own
speed in its adoption. Its implementation continues to have mixed results with Australia experiencing particular
difficulties and New Zealand and Brazil claiming to have had a relatively smooth conversion passage (Woods, 2002).
Among opposing "big bang" and "incremental" approaches, the latter looks closer to the Peruvian way to PEM reform,
as the country has, de facto, modified accrual, since it already captures some commitments upstream in the expenditure
chain. Accrual accounting may confuse the definition of fiscal deficit among civil society and other stakeholders and
must be developed with caution.
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significant inter- and intra-sectoral pro-poor spending reallocation has begun to take place

between 2000 and 2002. Budget for defense and national security decreased from 2.9 to 2.1
percent of GDP; that for education, health and social assistance increased from 5.3 to 5.6 percent

of GDP; and ESSALUD expenditure (non-targeted public health insurance administration)
decreased from 1.5 to 1.3 percent of GDP (Figure 3.3). On the other hand, the share of poverty
reduction programs (consisting of programs with universal coverage-education and health-

spending and targeted spending) to social expenditure increased from 57 percent in 2000 to 60

percent in 2002 (Table 3.4).

Figure 3.2 Share of Social Expenditures to GDP Figure 3.3 Sectoral Budget Allocations
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Table 3.4 Composition of Social Expenditure 1999-02* (Millions Nuevos Soles)

Categories 1999 2000 2001P 2002e

Universal Coverage-Education & Health- 8,378 8,804 9,113 10,170

Programs
Targeted Programs (Extreme Poverty) 3,257 3,043 2,979 3,531

Non-Targeted Social Programs 7,909 8,928 8,960 9,175

ESSALUD 2,489 2,801 2,666 2,695

Pensions 5,330 6,127 6,294 6,480

Fonavi 90 I0 0 0

Total Social Expenditure and Pensions 19,544 20,775 21,051 22,877

Memo:

Poverty Reduction Programs (1+11)/Total (%) 59.5 57.0 57.4 59.9

Extreme Poverty Reduction Programs (11)/Total(%) 16.7 14.6 14.1 15.4

Non-Targeted Programs/Total (%) 40.5 43.0 42.6 40.1

Source: MEF. * Includes ESSALUD, FONAVI and pensions. Ppreliminary. ' estimated.

3.18 Peru has made promising steps towards a medium-term budgeting framework
(MTBF). As part of the Law of Fiscal Prudence and Transparency, since 2000, the GOP has

published Multi-Annual Budgets (MABs), themselves based on Sector Strategic Plans (known as
PESEMs). MABs have introduced the initial framework for a shared strategic vision in the on-
going overhaul of the budgetary process, emphasizing a poverty focus, output driven program

budgeting, transparency in the use of budget information and, less but not least, political
prioritization in the medium-term. MABs provide the bridge between a sound technical
preparation of annual budgets and political priorities of multi-annual budgets. Rolling five-year
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sector budgets are published by Executive Decrees and made consistent with also rolling three-
year monetary programs. These allocations provide an indicative analysis of ex-ante expenditure
ceilings reflecting inter- and intra-sector policy priorities at the formulation stage; and set
referential medium-term broad performance indicators based on a few monitoring benchmarks.
Revised and approved before the annual budget proposal to Congress is actually sent by the
Executive, MABs are intended to be living processes, adjusted in consistency with macro
aggregates certified by the Central Bank, and supported by inter-ministerial teams, under the
leadership of the Ministry of Economy and Finance (MEF) and the Central Bank.

3.19 Revisions by the new Authorities of the 2002-06 budget also reflect a shift toward
pro-poor and decentralized expenditure, and a search for a more efficient safety net system
The first 2001-05 MLAB was modified to accommodate the difficult transition period during the
electoral cycle and reflect the priorities of the Toledo Administration. Major changes in multi-
annual budget allocations 2001-05 and 2002-06 were: (i) a reduction of about 10 percent in the
overall expenditure amount; (ii) a significant reduction to defense and security outlays; (iii) a
slight increase to health expenditure; (iv) a significant increase to the safety net programs grouped
under the Presidency, supporting the new countercyclical Program "A Trabajar" and the
decentralization process; and (v) an electoral campaign-promised salary bonus of 50 soles to
public servants, and a conversion of temporary to permanent teachers' hiring status. In sum,
when compared to 1997-2001, the 2002-06 MAB projects a higher share allocated to social
spending (adding up for about 56 percent of the budget), offset by lower shares allocated to
defense and security (falling to about one fifth of the total budget) and to public administration
(falling to 11 percent) (Figure 3.3). Such priorities are being revised under the national dialogue,
but the intended shift toward pro-poor and decentralized expenditure looks irreversible.

3.20 Significant inter- and intra-sectoral pro-poor spending reallocation has also taken
place between 2000 and 2002. The budget for defense and national security decreased from 2.9
to 2.1 percent of GDP. The budget for education, health and social assistance increased from 5.3
to 5.6 percent of GDP. Complementary to these major shifts, ESSALUD expenditure (non-
targeted public health insurance administration) decreased from 1.5 to 1.3 percent of GDP. In a
similar vein, the share of poverty reduction programs (consisting of programs with universal
coverage-education and health-spending and targeted spending) to social expenditure has
increased from 57 percent in 2000 to 60 percent in 2002 (Table 3.5).

Table 3.5 Comparing Multi-Annual Budgets by Sector (Billion NS and %)

Sector 2001-05 2002-06 Absolute
Variation

Agriculture 1,085 3.23 1,010 3.37 -74
Transport, Communication & Housing 2,154 6.41 2,062 6.88 -92
Mining and Energy 506 1.50 435 1.45 -71
Education 8,906* 26.49 4,662 15.56 -4,244 *
Health 2,863 8.51 3,024 10.09 161
Presidency (Social Assistance) 4,701 13.98 6,745 22.51 1,994**
Justice 586 1.70 553 1.84 -33
Judicial Court 804 2.40 711 2.37 -92
Defense 4,476 13.31 3,210 10.71 -1,266
Security 4,375 13.01 2,812 9.38 -1,564
Others 3,169 9.42 4,744 15.80 1,624
TOTAL 33,625 100.00 29,968 100.00 -3,657
* Reflects an overestimation of the education payroll originally budgeted in the MAB, but not approved, to hire teachers
outside Lima by the Ministry of Education. **Includes projected support to " A Trabajar" and to regional and local governments.
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3.21 MABs' framework, however, has four weaknesses when compared to international
standards:

o Low technical content. The quality of MABs' projections have two important limitations:
(i) they barely project budget sector institutional allocations, but excludes more familiar ones
like economic or functional classifications; and (ii) their forecasting horizon-5 years-is too
long to be credible; and its consistency with monetary aggregates (and ceilings) published by
the Central bank is too broad.

o Weak link to the annual budget MABs are produced 3 to 4 months before the draft-new
fiscalyear budget appears, which should allow time for fine-tuning, but yet they are not the
main basis for fornulating or determining actual modifications to annual budget allocations.
Moreover, broad institutional allocations assigned ex-ante to strategic priorities per sector are
modified ex-post throughout the year with little consideration to the original priorities; their
link with the planning function of the Investment Office is non-existent; and, as a matter of
fact, their actual benchmarks are so numerous and inadequate that compliance by public
institutions is not regularly evaluated.

o Fragile institutionalization. MAB's institutional framework, which was born as part of an
unfulfilled Fiscal Law, is weak and should be strengthened. Because it is an internal MEF
exercise, it bears fundamental review of such questions as: Why are MABs produced? Who
are the users of this information? How is this information relevant to policy design and
implementation?

o Public's misperception about MAB's transparency. As a MEF-led exercise and despite
the Portal's existence, MAB's transparency is also constrained by public misperceptions
about the budget. The fact that a module on multi-annual budgeting is not yet part of the
SIAF, and that mandated biannual evaluations of the MABs are neither regularly prepared
nor published, contribute to such misperceptions.

3.22 In the medium-term, MABs should consolidate their role in determining the
strategic priorities of annual budget allocations. To achieve this, authorities expect to carry
out certain improvements to the MABs' framework from 2002 onwards.

Recommendations:

> The annual budget investment formulation is following an innovative participatory process
and, from 2003 onwards, MABs will broadened to take into consideration regional priorities;

> MAB's 5-year horizon should be reduced to 3 in order to make it consistent with the 3-year
horizon macroeconomic program;

> Revenue estimates should be opened to external and hopefully independent review to gain
credibility;

> MABs' link to annual budget priorities should be strengthened and mandated reports
prepared twice a year to correct for deviations;

> SIAF should design and implement MAB's performance monitoring indicators, and the
Ministries' budget execution should regularly be monitored against their benchmarks;

> MABs's reporting should be regularly published on the Web, to enable Congress and civil
society to monitor and oversee expenditures-both programmed and executed-thereby
ensuring both accountability and compliance with the annual budget. This is especially
critical in light of national dialogue;
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> As SLAF improves its monitoring indicator system, a very basic costing per unit arrangement
system could be developed for selected poverty benchmarks;

> Finally, projected performance-based contracts in the public sector by end-2002-starting
with pilot social ministries, programs, or projects-will require SIAF-monitored benchmarks
in accordance with agreements under the MABs.

D. PROTECTING THE B UDGET AS A MEDIUM-TERM SoCIAL POLICY

3.23 Poverty reduction efforts in the nineties also included an innovative, but hardly
known emphasis on protecting priority social expenditure. In the nineties, social expenditure
in Peru was mostly pro-cyclical, such that their spending rose during periods of economic growth,
but fell during economic downturns when such interventions were most needed. In this context,
the fact that the last two GOPs have actively protected social spending in a fiscally retrenched
economy, with total expenditure decreasing from 19 percent of GDP to 17.8 percent of GDP in
the period 1999-2002 (about one-seventh in dollar terms), is exceptional. Indeed, the share of
social expenditure to GDP, which evolved from 3.9 percent of GDP in 1990 to 7.0 in 1999 and
then has remained steadfast up to 2002, is a positive outcome.

3.24 Social programs were highly pro-cyclical until 2000, but anti-cyclical afterwards,
when as part of actions leading to an effective social protection strategy, authorities
guaranteed floor budget financing for a series of Protected Social Programs (PSPs), initially
conceived during periods of recession. 8 This approach consisted of assigning a global budget
allocation to non-salary current and capital spending for broadly selected 1 1 programs, distributed
among eight sectors (functions): education (pre-primary, primary and secondary); health
(collective and individual); social and community assistance; transport; justice and peace; water
and sanitation; agriculture; and energy. In 2001, the minimum aggregate budget allocation was
about US$1.0 billion, equivalent to 12.7 percent of the ordinary budget and 1.9 percent of GDP.
Preliminary projections for end-2001 budget execution show that the GOP complied with such
commitment by transferring an aggregate amount of US$ 1.1 billion, equivalent to 13.1 percent of
ordinary budget or 1.9 percent of GDP, and slightly above its target despite recessionary trends in
2001. Such anti-cyclical behavior in social expenditures was atypical in Peru, particularly in light
of the significant economic slowdown all year due to unfavorable external and internal events.
Moreover, in 2002, the GOP proposed an aggregate allocation of 2.0 percent of GDP to the PSPs
(Table 3.6).

3.25 Meeting PSPs' expenditure floors was met in 2001, but not without difficulties.
Protected expenditure was maintained despite a fiscal retrenchment of about 0.8 percent of GDP.
However, a few individual programs exhibited significant variations between target and actual
expenditures, e.g., under-execution in education and over-execution in health, social and
community assistance, and agriculture. Over-execution was mainly due to a moderate expansion
of rural health programs and school breakfast programs, as well as unexpected expenses
associated with natural disasters like the Arequipa earthquake, or prevention work required to
deal with potentially adverse effects of El Nifno on agriculture production. Under-execution in
education programs was needed to make room for converting teachers from contratados to
regularizados by the Paniagua Transition Government. As the definition of the set of
individually protected programs was too broad, this prevented to assess the efficiency of
individual programs in accomplishing their ultimate outcomes.

8Other actions include: introduction of a countercyclical workfare program; improved targeting and consolidation of
food/nutrition programs; and reduction of the public pension system deficit, while exploring options for expanding
social insurance options for the poor who are currently employed in the informal sector.
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Table 3.6. Budget for Protected Social Programs
Non-Salary Current and Capital Budget (Million Soles)

PSRL I PSRLL If

Program Sector Target* Executed* Target** Approved*

Code 2001 2001P 2001 2002

026 Pre-Primary Education 132 66 230 160

027 Primary Education 467 152 229 255

028 Secondary Education 467 107 212 175

063 Collective Health 196 420 432 479

064 Individual Health 471 660 835 847

014 Social & Community 315 414 383 609

Assistance** *

052 Transport 686 503 NA 385

002/022 Justice & Peace 559 583 NA 655

052 Water and Sanitation 89 67 NA 79

009 Agricultura 85 606 NA 310

035 Energy 74 73 NA 54

TOTAL 3,541 3,650 2,321 4,008

% of Ordinary Budget 12.7 13.1 8.7 15.0
% of National Budget 9.9 10.2 6.5 11.2

% of GDP 1.9 1.9 1.2 2.0
Memo:
GDP 189,800 189,800 201,002 201,002

Ordinary Budget 27,812 27,812 26,728 26,728

National Budget 35,712 35,712 35,772 35,772

* Includes ordinary resources;

**ncludes ordinary and external resources under restructured PSPs;

*** Vaso de Leche resources are excluded and, under restructured PSPs in 2002, those corresponding to Comedores

Populares and A Trabajar.
Source: Bank Staff estimates supported by MEF data. NA: Non Applicable. ' forecast. Ppreliminary.

3.26 The Government has agreed to go beyond the initial countercyclical role of the PSPs-

i.e. providing budget protection when a downturn occurs-to sustain their spending floors in the

medium-term while improving their focus, efficiency, monitoring mechanisms, and transparency.

The ongoing restructuring of PSPs will be accompanied by expenditure shifts in broad sector

functions, as both will have a central role in a poverty reduction strategy.

Recommendations:

In order to institutionalize this key social policy, the GOP has announced several intentions:

> At the sector function level, to assign a broad aggregate amount of earmarked resources to

education, health and sanitation, and social assistance. This amount is considered not only as

a budget-protection tool when a downturn occurs, but as the sustained floor required to make

progress towards Peru's medium-term development goals.
9

The aggregate 2002 budget

allocation for the three priority socialsector functions-education, health and sanitation, and

social assistance-is at least similar to its 2001 level in real terms and shows an increase from

5.3 percent of GDP in 2001 to 5.6 percent of GDP for these sectors. In addition to this, in

2003, at least a similar aggregate expenditure floor should be agreed, in real terms, in the

approved Budget Law.

9 Peru has defined a set of about 20 medium-term development goals.
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> At the program level, reduce the number of virtually selected PSPs to six (Table 3.6), and
group under three sectors: education (pre-primary, primary and secondary), health (collective
and individual) and social assistance. The amount of aggregate earmarked expenditure to this
revised set of PSP is set at 1.2 percent of GDP in 2002, seemingly down from the previous
1.9 percent of GDP in 2001.10 This reduction of 0.7 percent of GDP makes room for
increased budget flexibility. In addition to this, in 2003, a similar aggregate expenditure floor
should be agreed, in real terms, in the approved Budget Law.

> At the project level, set monitoring Box 3.5 Peru: Institutionalizing a Virtual Poverty
indicators to specific projects grouped Fund: A Look at Best-Practice Uganda
under the selected PSPs and, in a few The virtual Poverty Action Fund (PAF) is focused on implementing
cases, add performnance management the Government of Uganda's highest priorities within the Poverty

contracs to imrove teir effciency Eradication Action Plan (PEAP). The PAF is funded by acontracts to improve their efficiency combination of HIPC debt relief, donors-general or sector-
(e.g., the Integral and Mother and Child earmarked-support, and Govemment's own resources. The
Health Insurances-SIS-SMI). operational framework of the virtual PAF has the following

components: (i) budget priorities are defined by a rolling 3-year
MTEF; (ii) it is not a separate Fund, but a subset of the overall

> To introduce budget flexibility on budget; (iii) the Government commits not to cut its funds; (iv) all
executed PSP expenditure, by including expenditures fall under full Congress and auditor general oversight;
escape clauses at the sector function (v) it is managed by sector and ministerial level Working Groups;escap claues a the ecto ftintion and (vi) PAF programs have a structured and participatory
level to make provisions for budget institutional framework that ensures that they are properly planned,
under-execution or a major budgetary budgeted and implemented. This includes:

Eligible Criteria: A program qualifies if it meets 4 criteria: it is part
shortfall; and at the program and project of the PEAP; it directly reduces poverty (with involvement by the
levels, by allowing internal reallocations poor); it delivers a service to the poorest 20'h of the population; and
from under-performing to over- has a well-developed implementation plan (with costs, outcome, andoutput targets clearly identified). Programs are reviewed once a
performing programs or projects, but year..
maintaining global spending floors. Administration: 5 percent of PAF resources are set aside for

improving program effectiveness and transparency;
Size: at least a constant proportion of the original budget;

> To design and develop a tailor-made Reporting: An overall quarterly report by central or local
and user-friendly SIAF-supported govenments should be produced by the Ministry of Fin ance anddistributed countrywide. Biannual sector performance evaluations
monitoring and evaluation tool. are also required. Audits should cover all Central Government-led

and at least 60 percent of district-led programs. Sector expenditure
> To consider the possibility of converting tracking studies are required when there is inadequate audit

information. Civil society independently monitors reviews.
the de facto "virtually" protected budget Safeguards: (i) in case of budgetary shortfalls, under-allocation to
into an Enhanced Virtual Poverty Fund. PAF should be lower than cuts in non -PAF programs; (ii) in case ofThis enhanced mechanism.would under-performance, funds can be reallocated to other PEAPTmis enhanced mechanism bde l programs or to PAF programs in the following fiscal year.
consist of tagging certain budget linesl
that meet or approximate the definition of poverty-reducing spending (the so-called "virtual"
fund) and draw principally from the experience of Uganda's Poverty Action Fund (Box 3.5).
It is rapidly expanding through Highly Indebted Poor Countries (HIPC).'2 In some countries,
its setting up has also involved making changes to the existing budget and accounting
systems (Zambia); or introducing new reporting templates to track spending lines

10 The revised set of programs, however, increases its global allocation as a percentage of GDP from 1.0 in 2001 to 1.2
in 2002. The reduced level of protection in the revised set is the direct result of the narrow number of PSPs considered.
" This ceilings for budget reassignments are required, on the one hand, to maximize the effective use of protected
funds that could be left unused by under-performing projects in priority programs; and, on the other hand, to guarantee
a minimum level of budget execution in priority programs.
12 In 1996, the IMF and the World Bank launched the HIPC initiative to reduce the debt stock of debt-stressed
countries. In 1998, they launched the Enhanced HIPC initiative to provide faster, deeper and broader debt relief, and
strengthen the links between debt relief and poverty reduction through a poverty reduction strategy produced by the
country. Uganda is committed to channel cash-flow savings on interest payments resulting from the reduction of the
stock of debt under HIPC toward PAF programs.
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(Mauritania, Mozambique and
Tanzania); or producing additional Table 3.7 Budget Transparency Ratings
information on all poverty-reducing LAC

spending (Honduras) (IMF, 2002). Peru Mean*

Often, virtual funds are believed not Area\Score A B A-B
General Knowledge (Overall Score) 3.4 3.6 -0.2

to be needed in countries that Formulation

already have a system of program Legislative powers 3.8 3.4 0.4
Civil society participation 1.6 1.8 -0.2

classification, or are well on the way Budget is inertial 2.1 2.5 -0.4

to setting up such systems. Budget follows f-T priorities 1.6 2.4 -0.8

However, in the case of Peru, not In-year Moditication 2.9 01

only does such virtual Fund exists, Awareness of the civil society 1.7 2.2 -0.5

de facto, with the support of the Executionde facto with te suppor of the End-year impact evaluation 1.5 2 -0.5

SIAF and the decision of the GOP's Monitoring on physical targets 1.8 2.2 -0.4

authorities to tag protected Budget Transparency Indexes (General) 2.7 3.0 -0.3
Formulation 2.5 2.7 -0.2

spending, but also the Fund's recent Approval 2.4 2.6 -0.2

successful experience proves that Execution 2.4 2.6 -0.2

virtual tagging is not the only Fiscalization 1.9 2.3 -0.4

sufficient condition for sustaining Trustworthiness of INE data 2.4 3.2 -0.8

pro-poor expenditure in the medium Independence from executive 2.1 2.7 -0.6
pro-poorexpenditre in th medium Supervision

term. An Enhanced Virtual Poverty Openness to bidding prices 2.4 2.8 -0.4

Fund, tailor-made to Peruvian Knowledge of public salaries 2.4 2.6 -0.2
Trustworthiness of internal audits 1.7 2.6 -0.9

needs, would essentially require Comptroller's office fights corruption 1.9 2.6 -0.7

adding two new features: (i) the Sanctions for misuse applied 2.7 3.1 -0.4
Reporting Timeliness

development of its institutional Formulation 1.9 2.0 -0.1

framework providing open access Approval 2.2 2.8 -0.6
Execution 1.8 2.3 -0.5

and reporting; as well as (ii) the Fiscalization 1.5 2.0 -0.5

definition of monitoring indicators Also includes Argentina, Peru, Mexico, and Chile.

and evaluation mechanisms in a Source: Moron (2001)

participatory way. Such a proposal would definitely strengthen a medium-term social policy
with one of the finest tools for a solid poverty reduction strategy, supported by SIAF's full
development and expansion throughout the public sector.

E. BUDGET TRANSPARENCY

3.27 There is no question that Peru's Authorities have made a huge amount of progress
toward making the budget process more transparent and accountable to the civil society
(Table 3.7). In 2000, a few social programs were first in posting on the Web their district-by-
district expenditures. Then, two popular infrastructure programs-Caminos Rurales and Rural
Electrification-also published on the Web the areas covered by their work. In February, MEF
launched the Economic Transparency website (Portal de Transparencia Economica), including
detailed information on budget execution. This provided citizens and civil society organizations
with the necessary tools to begin exercising control over social and decentralized programs-to
verify that expenditure outlays are actually spent as indicated; whether targeting is appropriate;
and whether there appears any politically motivated wrongdoing in the use of public resources.
Finally, the rapid expansion of SIAF throughout all Government will allow, in an unprecedented
move for LAC countries, full disclosure of the budget of the ministries of Defense and National
Security by end-2002. SIAF is also getting ready to support decentralization to subnational
governments.
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3.28 In spite of such efforts, Peru
Figure 3.4 Index of Budget Transparency

still ranks lowest in LAC in terms of Average classification on a scale of 1 to 10
overall budget transparency.
Comprehensive national surveys 8
developed in 5 LAC countries found

6.
that Peru ranks in fifth place below
Chile, Argentina, Brazil and Mexico 
(Figure 3.4.). The survey was 2

developed by the Universidad del o
Pacifico (Moron, 2001). It approached Chile Brazil Argentina Mexico Peru

Congressmen from- all political parties, Source: Mor6n (2001)

journalists, think-tanks, and NGO
members. Why, in spite of multiple recent efforts, did Peru obtain such a low ranking? A first
look at the multinational survey shows detailed features about Peru's legal framework and, more
important, prevailing perceptions on budget transparency existing in the civil society.

3.29 Peru ranks favorable in terms of the legal framework surrounding budget
transparency. The survey underscores existing norms that are in favor of the budget's public
knowledge and mechanisms like the Portal, which promotes a transparent management of public
expenditure, or SIAF, which improves budget execution. Budget formulation, though, faces one
obstacle: inertial spending, which prevents an adequate fit between budget allocations and
priorities. For its part, budget auditing is affected by the diminished role of the Comptroller's
Office in controlling public expenditure. Furthermore, such Office has no legal authority to issue
sanctions against public servants found guilty of wrongdoing. Finally, the survey also finds that
no minimum reporting format requirements exist in SIAF, thus preventing a user-friendly reading
of the budget database.

3.30 In spite of a positive legal framework, the major obstacle to budget transparency is
that the public's perceptions remain skeptical in Peru. The budget transparency ratings
allows a detailed reading of the issues found by the survey (Table 3.7), classified per stage:
formulation, in-year modifications, and execution; or per area: overall transparency indexes, data
quality, supervision and reporting timeliness. Our analysis of selected perceptions is associated
either to a higher differential (gap) between Peru and the rest of LAC, or to a low score obtained

13in the survey:

o Budget formulation. Perceptions suggest that the Peruvian Congress has above-average
leverage to be able to influence budget formulation; and others affirm that the budget dbes
not follow medium-term priorities. The first finding is surprising since about 69 percent of
surveyed responses also consider that Congressmen do not have the capacity to assess the
budget.

o In-year modifications. The public's perception is that the Peruvian Congress has a higher
participation in budget in-year modifications than it is assumed in the rest of LAC; but that.
civil society's awareness of such adjustments is significantly below other countries.

o Budget execution. Monitoring and evaluation of public expenditure in Peru appears as
having a significant lag when compared to LAC regional terms.

L Overall transparency indexes. The public's perception is quite homogeneous in the gap
found associated to the different stages of the budget process, with the lowest score assigned
to budget fiscalization.

3 Scores are the average total response in a 1-5 rating.
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o Data quality. The public clearly mistrusts INEI data, as well as its independence from the
Executive. INMI ranks low in regional terms.

o Supervision. The public's perception assigns the lowest supervision ratings to internal audits
and the Comptroller's Office. The degree of openness to bidding processes and sanctions for
misuse of public funds are perceived as requiring improvements.

o Reporting timeliness. Budget formulation shows a rating that is close to LAC. The public's
perception points to significant gaps to fill in fiscalization, approval, and execution.

3.31 In the interim, the GOP iseffOrts Figure 3.5 Percent of Goverment Entities
making extraordinary efforts to Publishing Information
improve transparency. An internal
survey developed by the MEF on o- Budgt

reporting, and the degree of ngma udget

compliance with directives referring
to budget transparency in all public Executed Budget

sector entities, shows impressive .
progress in compliance (Table A25 Info on Investment

and Figure 35). In 2002, the only
remaining reports to be published on nfoonContracting

the Web are: (i) MEF-the and Acquisitions =

consolidated balance of the public
sector, the balance of the Fiscal Strategic Plans

Stabilization Fund, and the evaluation
of the financial and physical nq 9n/ An-/ An Pnqa inn-

indicators; (ii) FONAFE-audits of U Ministries C CTARS 0 Superintendencies a Public Enterprises

financial statements and results of the Source: MEF.

evaluation of management indicators; (iii) ONP (Pensions)-consolidated financial statements of
both the provisional reserve and the National Savings Fund (FONAHPU). Regarding the degree
of compliance with directives, the only common area where generalized weaknesses are found is
in the hiring of public employees and procurement contracts. For their part, CTARs and most
public entities do not reveal their strategic plans; whereas public enterprises still do not reveal
economic information related to their investment projects.

3.32 Recommendations. A set of additional actions is proposed to enhance transparency.

> Strengthen training and advice with improved learning tools for budget oversight by Peruvian
Congress and dvil society. The recent creation of a joint MEF-Congress Commission of
Economy is a positive step in the right direction.

> The budget for internal auditing and for the Comptroller's office should be increased. Lack
of due fiscalization and corruption-prone practices are recurrent themes in this report.

> SIAF reports should be made user-friendly, 14 and nationwide capacity building for its use
should be considered a permanent priority.

> A special effort should be developed in outputs reaching populations outside Lima, especially
in regard to transfers to subnational governments, as they will be critical in supporting the
decentralization process.

> Accomplish the ongoing official plans to make public sector publications fully available.

14 SIAF officials reported to have completed a Portal Amigable (special module) last August.
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Chapter IV

IMPROVING THE EFFICIENCY OF PUBLIC
EXPENDITURE

4.1 Does higher public expenditure buy better results in social outcomes? In Peru, there
have been little empirical efforts to evaluate the evidence supporting such a common belief and
assess the efficiency in the use of increased resources. However, it is commonly recognized that
reducing unproductive outlays, increasing social expenditure, and improving its efficiency and
quality are critical elements of countries that have achieved macroeconomic stability and have
decided to pursue poverty reduction actively. Leakages and poor targeting are two critical
shortcomings that affect the efficiency of pro-poor expenditure. On the one hand, a highly
decentralized budget execution brings the possibility of significant leakages in the flow of
resources toward the final beneficiaries of social program. Leaks may undermine social policy
by their ability to prevent a critical input-public expenditure-to produce desired social
outcomes. The introduction of an innovative tool-a Public Expenditure Tracking Survey
(PETS)-reveals major leakages in revenue transfer mechanisms toward local governments and
downwards, in,particularfor the Vaso de Leche program, the most importantfood supplementary
program in Peru. Ihe same national survey indicates that the most significant leaks are not at
the origins of the chain, between the Central and local governments, which is a very positive
achievement for the financial management system, but at the mid- to lowest levels of the chain, as
resources get closer to beneficiaries. Transfers to local governments are also compounded by
insufficient audit control andpoor transparency. On the other hand, poor targeting deviates pro-
poor outlays toward the non-poor. Targeting rates in social programs vary tremendously in Peru
and their degree of regressivity/progressivity provides a mixed picture. Household survey-based
findings show that targeting is adequate for Desayunos Escolares, but inadequate for others like
ESSALUD and Comedores Populares. This chapter first addresses the empirical evidence
supporting the rationale for increasing expenditure in the education and health sectors briefly;
then goes on length to fully describe the main findings of Peru's PETS; andfinally assesses the
quality of targeting in pro-poor expenditure in Peru.

A. DOES HIGHER GOVERNMENT EXPENDITURE B uY B ETTER RESULTS IN
EDUCATION AND HEALTH CARE? 1

4.2 Increased public expenditure in health and education improves both access to and
attainment in schools, and reduce mortality rates for infants and children There is
increased recognition that expenditure allocations in favor of education and health can boost
economic growth, while promoting equity and reducing poverty. The rationale for higher public
spending in education is often based on its impact on individuals' lifetime incomes (i.e., the social
rate of return, highest in primary education, then in secondary). Similarly, the rationale for
increased spending in health is justified on the basis that it reduces the impact of diseases on the
productive life years of the population. Empirical evidence, however, has not been conclusive,
especially if public resources are used inefficiently and inequitably, and public expenditure
crowds out private spending on the social sectors. Using a model and a cross-sample database
developed by Gupta, Verhoeven and Tiongson (1999), data from Peru are added to a sample of

'This section draws on Gupta, Verhoeven, and Tiongson (1999), who kindly shared the IMF database and allowed us
to include Peru in their consistent dataset in order to facilitate the estimates leading to the findings hereby submitted.
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around 50 countries, and ensuing estimation followed an OLS and two-stage least squares (2SLS)
linear regression technique (Tables 4.la-b).2 Highly robust results for education and health
indicators show that:

o Total education spending has mixed coefficients: a statistical significant one as a
determinant of enrollment rates in secondary education, but insignificant ones as a
determinant of enrollment rates in combined gross primary and secondary education. In the
2SLS gross secondary education regression, the coefficient of combined primary and
secondary education spending is also statistically significant. 3 Overall, the Fstatistics is
significant at the 1 percent level. Other variables whose coefficients also appear as
statistically significant are population, child mortality rate, income per capita, and
urbanization.

u Total health spending has a statistically significant effect on both outcomes, infant and
child mortality. Its coefficient appears weakly significant in the 2SLS infant and child
mortality regressions. Other variables whose coefficient appears statistically significant are:
adult illiteracy rate and income per capita.

Table 4.1a: Regression Re sults for Education Indicators: Linear Regressions'
ENROLLMENT RATES

Gross Primary and Secondary Gross Secondary
OLS 2SLS 0LS 2SLS

(weightedO (weighted)' (wei ghtedj (weighted)'
Constant 53.81 36.28 23.04 ***31.10

(42.65) (27.38) (18.92) (11.25)
Primary and secondary education -.19 -.20 .12 *.22
spending (% of total educ. spending) (.30) (.31) (.11) (.11)
Education spending 1.18 .80 ***2.43 *1.86
(percentofGDP) (1.47) (1.52) (.95) (1.08)
PopulationagedO-14 .17 .85 **-.76 ***-.77
(percent of population) (.98) (.77) (.37) (.26)
Child mortality rate **-.12 ***-.21 ***-.01 *-.07
(per thousand of children 0-5 years) (-.06) (.07) (.03) (.03)
Income per capita in PPP tenmnd 1.82 -.086 ***3.07 **1.65

(2.20) (1.32) (1.16) (.81)
Urbanization (percent of population) .53 **.71 ***.45 ***.45

(.37) (.32) (.15) (.13)
Adjusted R-squared 53.78% 48.46% 78.15% 81.05%
Number of observations 43 42 44 43
F-statistic ***17.45 ***12.29 ***60.40 ***81.64
P-Value 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Source: World Bank estimates.
a. Robust standard errors are in parenthesis: *** indicates significance at the I percent level, ** significance at the 5
percent level, and * significance at the 10 percent level.
b. By adult illiteracy.
c. Instruments used: aid in percent of government expenditures, military spending in percent of govermment expenditures,
share of unallocated education spending and total govemment spending.
d. Multiplied by 1000.

2 OLS are corrected for heteroskedasticity and 2SLS is used to address the problem of reverse causality (i.e higher
spending on primary education may have a positive effect on enrollment, but a higher demand for primary education,
reflected in higher enrollment rates, may also provide a push for higher spending). We also applied a third method of
estimation, the seemingly unrelated regression (SUR) procedure, and our findings remained robust to changes in
specification, instruments, and weights defined. In evaluating the regression results, it should be borne in mind that
some degree of multicollinearity among variables affects the standard errors of coefficients. Fortunately, the variables
for overall sectoral spending are generally not correlated with other independent variables, except health spending with
adult illiteracy. White's technique is used to correct for heteroskedasticity and Sargan's test is used to assess 2SLSL
specification.
3 Regressions do not permit to draw up conclusions about changes in the level of spending on primary and secondary
education as opposed to the share of such spending in total expenditure.
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Table 4.1b: Regression Results for Health Indicators: Log-Log Regressionsa

Infant Mortality Child Mortality
OLS 2SLS OLS 2SLS

(weighted)b (weighted)b

Constant ***5.64 ***549 ***644 ***631
(.89) (.87) (1.13) (1.15)

Health spending -.11 *-..14 .11 *-..14

(percent of GDP) (.09) (.08) (.076) (.07)
Adult illiteracy rate ***.35 ***.39 ***.36 ***.39
(percent of population 15 or older) (.07) (.07) (.08) (.08)

Income per capita in PPP terms **-.30 **-.34 **-.37 **-.39
(.12) (.13) (.15) (.15)

Urbanization (percent of -.19 -.12 -.24 -.19

population) (.18) (.22) (.19) (.20)
Access to sanitation .06 .08 .10 .11

(percent of population) (.10) (. 11) (.12) (.13)

Adjusted R-squared 75.75% 79.89% 77.97% 78.85%
Number of observations 31 29 31 29

F-statistic 27.49 50.99 46.10 65.00
P-Value 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Source: World Bank estimates.
a. See footnote I in Table 4.1
b. Instruments used: aid in percent of government expenditures, military spending in percent of govemment expenditures, and total
governent spending.

4.3 The policy implications of such findings are obvious.

Recommendations:

> The GOP has made the right decision in deciding to increase the share of public resources

allocated to education and health. However, caution is required in using these figures to

estimate budgetary resources needed for achieving specific targets in social areas, as the

verified lack of significance for some critical coefficients (e.g., for combined primary and

secondary education spending on gross primary and secondary enrollment rates) confirms

that there are also other important determinants to take into account.

> There are mutually reinforced positive implications between social outcomes: e.g., a

higher illiteracy rate has a positive impact on health outcomes; ditto for a lower mortality

rate on higher education enrollment.

> As the study reported on below shows, increasing resources is not enough. Improving

efficiency through the reduction of leaks and improvements in targeting in order to assure

funds actually reach their intended beneficiaries is critical for achieving desired

outcomes.

4.4 Further analysis shows that the efficiency of Peru's public expenditure is below

Latin America's average for health, but above average for education, and in relationship to

world averages, similar resudts holds true, but these indexes should be taken with a grain of

salt.

aj Peru's level of efficiency in reaching health outcomes is below both Latin America's and

the World's averages. Two indexes-technical and relative-measure the efficiency of

public expenditure on health among Latin American countries during 1990-98 (Table 4.2).

These indexes combine five outcomes: life expectancy, infant mortality, under-five

mortality, height-for-age malnutrition, and weight-for-age malnutrition. The technical

efficiency index varies from 76 to 94 percent, well below LAC and world averages in most

health indicators, particularly in malnutrition-height, under-five mortality, and life
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expectancy. The relative efficiency index is below 100 in most cases (except malnutrition-
weight), which reflects that compared to LAC benchmarks and given its inputs-health
spending and a time-trend (a proxy for technological progress)-Peru could do better in
improving its health outcomes (Jayasuriya and Wodon, 2001).4

o Outcome indicators for Peru's educational inputs look acceptable in comparison to
LAC and world averages, but severe quality and equity shortcomings remain. Net
enrollment rates in primary and secondary education are the outcome indicators for the
education sector; and education spending, adult literacy (which is not an outcome, but an
input since we are looking at performance in primary and secondary education), and a time-
trend are inputs. Peru's technical efficiency index for net primary enrollment is 77 percent,
on par with other Latin American countries; whereas for net secondary enrollnent is 72
percent, much above LAC average of 51 percent. In spite of this progress, severe educational
shortcomings are still relevant in terms of the very low quality of education services and
teacher's qualifications, especially in the rural areas; and in terms of the high inequality of
resources devoted to private and public education (Apoyo Institute 2002b, Wodon 2002).

Table 4.2 Peru: Efficiency of Public Expenditure in Reaching Social Outcomes 1990-1998

Relative to Relative to Relative to
Technical Technical Technical
Efficiency LAC World Efficiency LAC World Efficiency LAC World

HEALTH Life Expectancy Infant Mortality UnderFive Mortality

Peru 81.6 97.7 100.9 94.5 98.6 98.8 89.9 98.1 98.3
Latin America 83.4 103.2 95.9 100.3 91.6 100.2

World 80.9 96.9 95.6 99.7 91.4 99.8

Malnutrition - Height Malnutrition - Weight CombinedHealth

Peru 76.2 89.2 91.5 94.3 101.3 107.7 87.3 97.1 99.5
Latin America 85.4 102.5 93.1 106.3 89.9 102.4

World 83,3 97.6 87.6 94.1 87.8 97.6

EDUCATION Net Primary Enrollment Net Secondary Enrollment Combined Education

Peru 77.1 100.9 104.1 71.8 141.0 132.8 74.4 116.9 116.2

Latin America 76.4 103.1 50.9 94.2 63.7 99.4

World 74.1 97.0 54.0 106.2 64.1 100.6

Source: Jayasuriya and Wodon, 2001. The value 100 reflects the average for the LAC region.

B. TRACING LEAKAGES OF PUBLIC FuNDs IN PERU-A PUBLIC EXPENDITURE

TRACKING SURVEY 5

4.5 This section focuses on the leakages of public funds through municipalities
(districts) in Peru. "Leakage" is defined as the portion of public funds that do not reach their
ultimate targeted beneficiary, but instead is diverted for other purposes, including private gain or

4 The Technical Efficiency index values depict country level efficiency of spending, with a value of 100 indicating that
a country has reached the maximum possible outcome given its inputs. The Relative Efficiency index measures each
country's spending efficiency relative to a Latin American regional benchmark efficiency, with the benchmark being
the straight average for the countries in the sample. The inputs taken into account for the analysis are the level of
health spending, adult education levels (as measured by the share of the adult population which is literate), and time.
Sensitivity tests have been performed with additional input variables, such as GDP per capita, but the relative ranking
of various countries does not change much.
5This section draws on the findings of a national survey jointly developed with Apoyo Institute (2002a).
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other potentially legitimate, but clearly unintended purposes. This particular study of leakages is
different from the study of corruption per se. Studies of corruption examine the bald diversion of
public funds and the taking of bribes by public officials that are both clearly illegal and fraudulent
in intent (Rose-Ackerman 1999; Seligson 2002; Treisman 2000). Research on leakages, instead,
begins by asking the question: Why do public expenditures often not produce concomitant
increases in social outcome indicators?6 While there are many factors that go into the answer to
that question, only recently has it been appreciated that part of the explanation lies in the fact that
institutional factors, as well as local organization constraints, or private gain prevent that some
public funds never in fact reach their intended targets. This "leaking away" of public funds in
Peru is the subject of the present investigation.

4.6 Work on leakages of public expenditure is in the pioneer stage worldwide. It builds
on the seminal work developed by the World Bank in Africa, more particularly in Uganda.
Reinikka and Svensson (2002) found that only 13 percent of the non-wage expenditures made by
the central government were received by the local schools in Uganda. The study of Peru deepens
the approach followed in the Uganda study, mainly because it is able to trace leakages at each
level in the chain from the first emission of public funds at the central level, down to the
consumer at the level of the household. The Uganda study looked only at the national/individual
leakage, and thus was unable to attribute leakages to each stage in the chain. As a result of this
more comprehensive and disaggregated focus, surprising findings presented here emerge,
especially because it is possible to identify the specific steps where main leakages occur and
quantify them. Moreover, the Peru PETS, because it pinpoints the locus and key causal factors
responsible for the leakages, gives policy makers clear direction for dealing with the problem. 7 In
doing so, it looks at how resources are procured and distributed, and examines both the provider
and household behavior, which allows to identify how much the government spend on the wrong
goods or wrong people, and infer about those instances of the chain where a reasonable
presumption of corruption could be pinpointed as "worst offenders." Finally, the Peru PETS is
preceded by a thorough discussion of the system of Central Government transfers to the
municipalities, and its shortcomings.

4.7 The approach taken to measure leakages is to employ survey instruments at each
level in the process of transference of government funds from the central authority down to
the household The study employed data on 120 municipalities of the 1828 municipalities in
Peru. Data were obtained from the Central Government on four transfers to municipalities
managed by the GOP: FONCOMUN, Canon Minero, Canon/Sobrecanon Petrolero, and the Vaso

de Leche Program. Since all but the last of these programs do not extend below the level of the
municipality, the deepening of the research on leakages is on the last of the four, the so-called
"Glass of Milk" program. It is in tracing the flow of funds in this program that the research
attempts to make its most innovative, but not unique, contribution. Using survey data at the level
of the municipality, at the level of the local milk distribution committees, and, finally, at the level
of the beneficiary household, it is possible to trace the flow and leakage of central funds from the
top of the chain to the last link at the bottom. The methodology is very complex, not only
because it involves multi- level comparisons, but because the input itself is transformed from cash
to commodities as the funds move from the top to the bottom, and as "the commodity itself'

6 A recent parametric model (SIMSIP) developed by the World Bank (Wodon et al., 2001) to estimate the projected
impact of fiscal inputs on selected social outcomes, especially the Millennium Goals, does not take into account
country differences in leakages of public spending in its estimates and assumes them constant in its projections. If

developed regularly and in several countries, PETS could not only modify SIMSIP results, but set baselines for
countries with similar levels of leakages.
7 The study gets as detailed as to identify the entities presumed as "worst offenders" in producing leakages (and their

estimated amount)!
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actually becomes commodities, since the program is not limited to milk or milk products alone,
despite its name. The product is then transformed at the household level, as the food products are
mixed with other foods before being served. Yet, despite this complexity, it has been possible to
determine the relative magnitude of leakages at each level.

4.8 The survey findings do send up an important warning signal: leakages in Peru are
significant and far more pervasive and extensive at the bottom of the chain than at the top.
From the entire amount of public funds intended for the Vaso de Leche program, barely 29
percent get to their intended beneficiaries. This does not mean that 71 cents from each dollar are
fully lost in corruption costs. Rather, the diverted resources get leaked away through a
combination of off-budget administrative costs; expenditure on non-eligible products; h-kind
deliveries to non-beneficiaries; fees for overpriced items; and, last but not least, sheer corruption.
Results also challenge the predominant view of the last decade that organizations that are closer
to the people perform necessarily better in service delivery. This is not necessarily the case if the
program does not have a proper design or if the local organizations are not transparent and do not
practice accountability, which seems to be the case of the Vaso de Leche Committees in Peru.
These are hybrid organizations where both the government and the beneficiaries are represented.
They are made up of three government representatives and three representatives of the
beneficiaries of the Program, democratically elected by the rank and file. The government
representatives are the Mayor of the municipality; another municipal official; and a representative
of the Ministry of Health. Additionally, a representative of the Association of Agricultural
Producers of the region is entitled to participate in the Committee. The relationship between
these committees and the direct beneficiaries is characterized by at least two features. First, there
is asymmetric information: final beneficiaries have limited access to the inforrnation about the
decisions made by the committees. The beneficiaries also have limited information about how
much resource they are entitled to receive from the Program and which procedures should they
employ to secure them. Second, there is lack of transparency and accountability of the
committees vis-ai-vis both the beneficiaries and the upper echelons of government. In addition to
these two features there likely is, in many committees, a somewhat low level of management
capacity. The fact of the matter, anyway, is that committees so dominate the running of the
Program at the local level that they may divert resources from their original purpose, without
being held accountable or sanctioned for doing so, since both the higher official authorities (say,
the MEF) and the intended beneficiaries do not know about it. The committees then dispose of
the resources at their own discretion and sometimes end up vitiating, even unwittingly, the
Program's expected effects. This arrangement is, of course, a far cry from the desirable
participatory setting where the citizens of a community could directly observe, talk to, and even
argue with, those providing them key services and where they would be able to hold those
individuals and institutions accountable for their actions. On the contrary, in the Vaso de Leche
Program we have the case of hybrid committees (made up of both government and elected
representatives) placed in direct control of a development program, which, due to lack of
accountability and transparency, can distort its goals and/or become rent-seekers benefiting not
the collectivity but their own narrow interests. This, of course points to the fact the Program has
severe design problems. These committees are beyond the common citizens', reach and are
frequently dominated by self-serving, rent-seeking, self-styled "representatives" of the Program
beneficiaries. The evidence amassed in this study enables us not only to directly compare
diversions (referred to here as "leakages") of public resources for private gain or for a distorted
purpose at each level of the public assistance "food chain," but also to conclude that, in this case,
the lower we go "down the chain," the greater the diversion. Thus the conventional belief that
every local body is necessarily more accountable than the national and public authorities is turned
on its head.
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4.9 Anticipated main findings above presented deserve some caveats. The survey was
conducted in a country that in the past three years has undergone a restructuring of the way public

expenditures are nanaged and controlled by the integrated financial management system (SIAF)

(Chapter III). For that reason, it may be the case that our central finding is one that is not easily
replicated elsewhere. SIAF allows that nearly all central government expenditures get to the

municipalities for which they were intended, and our findings confirm that most arrive without

extensive delays, although their volatility and supervision remain somewhat of a problem in some
instances. Where the leakages are extensiVe, however, is below the level of the municipality.

Thus, in Peru, the leakages increase exponentially as central funds move away from the capital

and move down to the committees and families. Future studies in other countries in which central

funds are less well controlled may well find that leakages remain extensive at the local level, but

perhaps would be far greater at the upper levels than they are in Peru. In both cases, leakages are
extensive and have serious negative implications for development. In addition to this, a tracking

survey is needed because a municipal SIAF is not installed in all municipalities yet. So, even
though transfers from the Central Government to municipalities are well recorded, there is no

further virtual control of what happens inside the municipality once it receives its transfers and

moves it downwards. PETS methodology does not allow measuring other types of leaks such as

inflating the prices of milk products, but indirectly through comparison of price variation for the

same milk or milk-derived product, including overpricing with respect to supermarket retail
prices.

B.] The Significance of Intergovernmental Transfers

4.10 . The Government of Peru has committed itself to improving the efficiency of its
social spending and the quality of the provision of social services at the local level, including
its nutritional programs. It has recognized that an increased social spending needs to be

decentralized and has realized that this implies delegating more budgetary responsibilities b
Regional Units of Ministries (particularly Education and Health), and efficient mechanisms to

transfer resources to local governments. While these improvements are important, they may not

necessarily translate into actual increases in public funds reaching their intended destinations.
That is because the GOP lacks a solid baseline to evaluate the quality, efficiency, and efficacy of

public expenditure below the national level. In fact, very little is known about how resources are
channeled (particularly outside of Lima), and even less is known about how much of these
resources initially allocated actually get spent in their original purpose, what percentage really
reaches their intended beneficiaries, or what are the magnitudes of transfer delays. Supervision is

also very poor. For instance, we found that in 78 percent of the municipalities visited the central
government had not carried out any supervision regarding the use of resources in the Vaso de

Leche program. Moreover, in rural areas, only 14 percent of the municipalities had any

supervision.

4.11 This study applies Public Expenditure Tracking Surveys (PETS) (i) to detect, analyze,
and quantify the leakages and delays in the transfer of public expenditure as well as (ii) to assess

their effects on municipal service delivery deficiencies. In this section, we deal with the latter

topic. Then, in next section, a quantitative PETS is developed collecting information currently
non-existent and otherwise very difficult, if not impossible, to systematically obtain. The

information is surveyed at the different levels involved: central government, decentralized

government unit (if any), final service units as well as any intermediate units.

4.12 In Peru, public resources are distributed by two mechanisms: Ihose that are centrally
allocated and administered through branch offices of the central government, and those that are

transferred to local governments (municipalities). The education budget is an example of the
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former, while the Vaso de Leche program is an example of the latter. In both cases, there is a
considerably long chain of intermediaries between the original central government budgeting
office and the intended recipient. Findings presented here focus on the latter mechanism, in
contrast to the work in Uganda.

4.13 It is difficult not to overstate the importance of transfers to municipal governments.
For the districts outside of Lima, transfers-on average-represent 72 percent of their total
income and, among the districts of the poorest stratum, they can represent in excess of 90 percent
of total income. Central government's main four transfers include FONCOMUN and Vaso de
Leche (VdL) for all municipalities, and Canon Minero and Canon/Sobrecan6n Petrolero for
provinces and districts in regions where mining and petroleum products are extracted or the
mining and petroleum company headquarters are located.

4.14 In 2001, these four major central government transfers totaled 1.9 bilion Nuevos
Soles (roughly $560 million). 1 Total transfers to municipalities in 2001 can be broken down in
three major ways: (i) by separating Lima from the rest of the country; (ii) by dividing the sample
into urban vs. rural and population size; and (iii) by level of poverty (Annex D).

o The largest of the four transfers is the Fondo de Compensacion Municipal (FONCOMUN),
which accounts for 1.4 ($413 million) of the 1.9 billion Nuevos Soles in 2001 (in some
districts it represented above 90 percent of total income).

o The second largest central government transfer is the Vaso de Leche transfer, which totaled
330 million Nuevos Soles ($97 million) in 2001. By law, approximately 7 percent of public
social spending in Peru is dedicated to nutrition programs. Much of this effort involves the
Vaso de Leche program. This transfer, unlike the others, is earmarked specifically for use in
the purchase of VDL products. This program is very important: excluding Lima, the
municipalities in our survey reported a total of 645,346 direct beneficiaries; or, expanding
this to the national population, equals 3,693,406 (2,207,209 being children between the ages
0 to 6) which would suggest a rough coverage of 92 percent for children between the ages of
0 to 6 pregnant, and nursing mothers.

o The third largest of the four major transfers is the Canon/Sobrecanon Petrolero that totaled
128 million Soles (roughly $37 million) in 2001. The importance of the total figure is
misleading, however, at the local level. For municipalities that are eligible to receive this
transfer, it can represent as much and, in some cases, more resources than the FONCOMUN.

3 Of the four transfers, only the canon minero is not variable month-to-month. It is the fourth
largest transfer with about US$24 million distributed in 2001.

4.15 How meaningful are these transfers to the individual Peruvian? On a per capita
basis, FONCOMUN transfers-the largest of the programs-average $8.57 in Lima per year and
$18.61 per year in the rest of the country. In a country in which the GNP per capita (Atlas
method) is in the neighborhood of $2,080, the largest of the transfers (FONCOMUN) amounts to
no more than nine tenths of a percentage of GNP per capita. A similar comment applies to the
canons. Yet, these calculations are somewhat misleading since the funds are designated for the
poor-not the entire population; and, since the poor receive the highest portion of the transfers,
transfers are higher on a poor per-capita basis. In addition, such comparisons are misleading in
the case of Vaso de Leche. The cash value of those funds is not the only factor to consider as the

8 A comprehensive and detailed description of the transfer mechanisms is in Annex D.
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transfer provides, in theory at least, key nutritional supplements for children, whose nutritional

status during childhood could impact their future health and productivity.

4.16 Expenditure on intergovernmental transfers shows a significant degree of
progressivity. Using Lorenz curves, the highest degree of progressivity happens with the
distribution of the canon
minero, followed by Figure 4.1 Lorenz Curves for Intergovernmental Transfers

FONCOMUJN and Vaso de . .
Leche, which exhibit 9-_

almost a similar ' , _

distribution as a social e. 7 0 -

program with universal e
coverage (Figure 4.1).9 ,
These results are consistent ,
with the laws that govern E

them, as well as with the 0 20C

findings of our survey.
0%

According to the 0% 20% 40% 60% 60% 100%

legislation, all but canon Cumulative population (poverty 20-tiles)

petrolero transfers are to be | Vaso Leche Canon - - Foncom 45

distributed according to per
capita population, adjusted for poverty levels.'° This is especially so for the FONCOMJUN

allocation formula, which counts each rural resident (who are usually the poorest in the country)
twice as much as each urban resident. This should mean that the transfers would be higher in the

rest of Peru than in Lima, and also would be higher in the more impoverished areas than in the

less poor areas. In practice, the FONCOMUN per-capita contributions are clearly far higher in

the rest of the country than in Lima. The same pro-poor poverty bias appears in the canon minero

and, to a much lesser extent, in the Vaso de Leche program (Table 4.3).

Recommendation:

> The formula (and criteria) used for determining the canon minero and FONCOMUN transfers

do not need any change and should be kept.
> As transparency about the amount and timeliness of transfers is the main issue, it is to the

interest of the Authorities to have them fully available to the public and the direct

beneficiaries through SIAF and the Portal de Transparencia.

4.17 Volatility of most transfers is significant. One of the most serious long-term problems

faced by local governments in Latin America is the consistent lack of reliability of central
government transfers. In many countries, such transfers often result in arrears. Volatility is

calculated as the standard deviation of the annual percentage changes in the transfer amounts.

While volatility is not directly a leakage issue, it does make planning difficult and does cause

suffering when milk and other foodstuffs are not c&livered on time. In Peru, using the new
financial management system that is now in place, volatility has been reduced, but not eliminated,
as the results of our survey show. In the worst case, volatility for the Vaso de Leche transfer,

outside of Lima, often exceeds 10 percent with the poorest districts averaging over 15 percent

(Annex D).

9 Since these are progressive distributions, curves are above the 45 degrees line. Otherwise, standard regressive Lorenz

curves are depicted below it.
'0 The canon/sobrecanon petrolero is distributed by other criteria, but by introducing the urban/rural factor, indirectly

takes into account poverty as p art of the criteria.
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Recommendation:

> SLAF expansion among municipalities should continue, but alternatives to diminish the
remaining volatility of transfers should be explored. Structural volatility in the canon minero
transfers (related to international mineral prices) may require a Stabilization Fund (Chapter
VII).

Table 4.3 Per Capita Transfers to Municipalities in 2001
(in U.S. dollars)

.........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

FONCOM.UN Canon Minero Canon/Sobrecanon Vaso de Leche
Petrolero

PERU 15.35 1.20 12.51 3.73

Lima 8.57 0.09 NA 3.99

Urban 8.33 0.09 NA 4.00
Rural 25.24 0.19 NA 3.33
No. of observations 177 171 NA 177

Rest ofPeru 18.61 1.89 12.51 3.60

Less poor 14.38 1.55 10.97 2.96
Poor 18.94 2.07 11.16 3.54
Morepoor 22.54 1.99 19.47 4.35

Urban 15.46 1.54 10.22 3.14
Rural 22.73 2.25 17.37 4.21
Small 31.97 1.84 48.15 4.37
Medium 20.05 1.77 19.40 4.13
Large 16.28 1.92 10.62 3.39
More accessible 17.33 1.81 9.81 3.39
Less accessible 23.72 2.15 20.90 4.47

Non-provincial capital 16.98 1.48 11.95 3.73
Provincial capital 21.60 2.69 13.09 3.41

No. of observations 1641 1296 142 1641
........................................................................................................................................................................................ .................................... ................ I..........

4.18 Understanding of the amount of the transfers at the local level is insufficient and
knowledge about the arrival day of the transfers is poor. Overall, most of the officials
interviewed in the municipalities surveyed claim to have a reasonable understanding of the
various transfer programs. However, the same is not true at the neighborhood level. For
example, the survey found that 90 percent of the municipalities in the Lima area and 79 percent in
the rest of the country claimed to know the allocation criteria used for the FONCOMUN program.
Yet, the survey also found that when questioned, only 11 percent of the municipal cfficials in
Lima-who earlier claimed to have knowledge of the criteria-actually did. In the rest of Peru,
surprisingly, the knowledge was higher among those who claimed to know, as 67 percent actually
did. As for the amount of transfers expected from FONCOMNUN, the knowledge base is more
reasonable as only 5 percent in Lima and 15 percent in the rest of Peru claimed not to know. In
poor and rural areas outside Lima, however, this percentage of uncertainty increased to nearly
one-third. In the case of Canon/Sobrecanon Petrolero transfers, there is considerable uncertainty
as to the expected amounts, with the majority in the rest of Peru districts not knowing.
Knowledge of the date of arrival of the transfers was far weaker in Lima with 40 percent of the
municipalities not knowing. In the rest of Peru, 33 percent did not know. Similar percentages are
found for FONCOMUN and canon minero (Table 4.4).

Recommendation:

> The GOP's decision to include monthly transfers to each municipality in a user-friendly
format in SLAF from 2002, also including the methodology used for their estimates, should be
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complemented with adequate permanent Table 4.4 Municipalities that do not know the arrival day of

training and information to major and ten tercen

local authorities (e.g., Vaso de Leche Canon /
Committees). Canon Sobrecanon

.....Foncomun Minero Petrolero
ima 40

4.19 Supervision of transfers to Urban 42 NA NA

municipalities is extremely poor. On Rural 38 NA NA

average, only six out of ten of the No. Observations 20 NA. NA

municipalities are audited with regards to
FONCOMUN and canon minero, and barely tof Peru 33 35 40

Not Poor 2 7 29 2
about a -third of those eligible for the Poor 49 63 94

canon/sobrecanon petrolero are supervised by Extreme Poor 38 30 40

some central government entity. Furthermore, Urban 61 87 35

the central government audits are reaching Rural 28 28 47

only the more accessible districts while Small 30 30 38
leaving the poorer, mid-size, urban and more Mediu 39 36 31

remote districts wholly unsupervised! (Table Large 45 62 44

4.5) CG supervision is not only rare, but also More accessible 18 21 15
irregular, as the bulk of audits in about 80 Less Accessible 66 66 64

percent of FONCOMUN and canon minero
Non-Provincial capital 34 33 41

cases (43 percent for the canon petrolero) are Provincial capital 28 50 29

done on a yearly basis (Apoyo Institute 2002).
No. Observations 99 74 32

Recommendation: Source: Survey among municipalities

> Auditing procedures to districts should be overhauled, including training, management
reform, and more periodic internal and external audits by the Comptroller's Office. This
reform is particularly urgent in the case of the canon petrolero.

4.20 Leakages in the transfer of Table 4.5 Municipalities that are subject to CC supervision

FONCOMUN and the canon minero (in percent)

appear very small. This leak is defined as Canon SCanon Sobrecanon
the percentage of transfer reported by Ministry Foncomun Minero Petrolero

of the Economy and Finance that is Rest of Peru 61 61 34

unaccounted for by the municipality. Not Poor 75 75 34

Leakages amount to 1.5 percent in Lima and Poor 27 29 16
the rest of for ~~~~Extreme Poor 52 42 58

0.5 percent in the rest of Peru for Urban 32 31 21

FONCOMUN, which is the largest program, Rural 67 65 5

but rise to 7.1 percent in the Canon Minero Small 67 67 0

program in Lima (essentially driven by to two Medium 30 28 31

outliers), but only 0.7 percent in the rest of Large 58 0 51
More'accessible -78 79 2

Peru for this program. " (Table 4.6) These so- Less accessible. 26 19 46
called small leakages are tolerable and can be Non-Provincial

safely assumed to be mainly due to reporting capital 62 61 30

errors (round-off) or simply. bad recollection Provincial capital 58 56 65

due to poor or non-existent records at the No. Observations 100 73 33

municipality.

l Canon/sobrecanon petrolero figures provided by the MEF were not trustworthy and complete, so were not included,

but point out to an area of priority reform.
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Recommendations: Table 4.6 Leakages in FONCOMUN
and Canon Minero

> SIAF proposed expansion at the municipal (in percent)
level should be able to trace these leaks on FONCOMUN Canon Minero

areglaradvirualbsi.LIMA 1.52 7.12
a regular and virtual basis. Urban 0.15 5.88

Rural 3.66 8.90
> Registry of the canon/sobrecanon Petrolero No. of Observations 18.0 17.0

transfers must be overhauled.
REST OF PERU 0.45 0.70
Less Poor 0.00 0.004.21 Important shortcomings surround Poor 1.11 0.03

the lack of evidence to determine how much More Poor 1.02 2.47
of the transfers of Foncomun, Canon Urban 0.00 0.00
Minero, and Canon Petroleiu actually go Rural 0.89 1.13
towards current expenditures. Last year Small 1.56 2.76
FONCOMUN law required a ceiling of 30 Medium 0.35 0.06
percent devoted to current expenditure (100 Large 0.00 0.00
percent devoted to capital expenditure and More Accessible 0.39 0.40
milk products in the cases of canon minero and Less Accessible 0.65 1.38
Vaso de Leche transfers). In 2002, Non-Provincial capital 0.83 1.10
FONCOMUN restriction was eliminated, and Provincial capital 0.00 0.00
the GOP left open to each municipality to No. of Observations 96 64

decide on how best combine its resources.
Survey findings show that the percentage assigned to current expenditure from FONCOMUN
resources varies between 27-
41 percent, but such evidence Table 4.7 Fraction of Transfers Used for Current Expenditure

is non-conclusive as a
significant number of Unrestrictive Restrictive Definiti onb

respondents (more than half Definitiona

in the case of the canons) did No. of No. of
not know how the transfers Percent Observations Percent Observations
were used; other respondents FONCOMUN 41 61 27 61

accounted for more than 100 Canon/Sobre 35 16 29 16
percent of the transfer, and Canon Petrolero

yet about another one-third of Canon minero 45 0 45
respondents could only respondentsr could only a. Employee Payrolls (white and blue collar), Pensions, Road Maintenance,
account for less than 70 Sanitation, Other Current Expenditures.

percent of canon b. Employee Payrolls (white and blue collar), Pensions, Other Current
minero/petrolero funds (in Expenditures

implicit violation of the law)
(Table 4.7). However, these findings show an important shortcoming in transfer mechanisms-
that is, the readiness of municipalities for having any idea about the exact use of funds and
complying with required current expenditure/capital ratios.

Recommendations:

> If current expenditure/capital ratios are to be respected, present procedures for their auditing
and accountability should be upgraded; otherwise, due to the lack of GOP's enforcement
capacity, the present ratios should be eliminated and left open to municipalities to decide on
how best to allocate their own resources.
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B.2 Leakages in the Vaso de Leche Program

4.22 The Vaso de Leche program is the only one of the four main transfers to municipalities
that can be traced from the top of the chain to the bottom. It targets as direct beneficiaries

children six years old or younger, as well as pregnant and nursing mothers. However, the Law

under which the program operates also allows for leftover resources to be used for children

between the ages of seven and thirteen, the elderly, and those suffering from tuberculosis. The

transfer criteria from the central govemnment to the municipality are based on per-capita poverty
formulas. At the municipal level, the local government is required, via special committees set up

for the purpose, to use 100 percent of the funds into milk products, which must be

overwhelmingly produced nationally. These committees are nearly ubiquitous, with 98 percent of

the urban municipalities and 95 percent of the rural municipalities having them, according to the

survey. The products should be purchased via competitive bidding, which is supposed to help

insure employment of the lowest price criterion. However, the study found that while bidding

was predominant, 19 percent of the products purchased were done through other mechanisms,

and some excessively high prices were also found.

4.23 Despite its name, the program called Vaso de Leche appears in fact including milk,
milk products, or milk substitutes, and other products such as oatmeal, quinua, and other
grains. This flexibility in the program produces the unfortunate effect of reducing both the

protein and calcium intake of the beneficiaries since milk and milk products contain the highest

levels of these nutrients in comparison to grains. The fieldwork determined that only 15 percent
of all municipalities distribute milk alone, with the vast majority "diluting" the milk with the

distribution of cereal, a combination of milk and cereal, or distributing cereal only. Once these
products are purchased, they are transferred to the next level down in the chain: to the local

committees or clubs comprised of mothers, which are neighborhood or village-based volunteer

groups. These local groups then distribute the "milk" on some sort of regular cycle (daily,

weekly, monthly, bimonthly) depending on local circumstances, presumably based on the legal

criteria mentioned above, as well as locally determined criteria for need. Within the recipient

household, presumably the "milk" is then fed to the children and mothers for whom it was

designated. As we shall see, much of the above is more theoretical than real, as the fieldwork for
this research determined.

4.24 Leakages in the Vaso de Leche Program occur at many levels, but measurement of
these leakages is an extremely complex task. Perhaps the major complexity emerges from the
law itself. According to the law, the foods can be distributed to beneficiaries in prepared form.
This could mean, for example, mixing of powered milk into a cereal or other cooked product. It
would be virtually impossible for any study to then measure with exactitude how a given amount
of milk input arrives in the stomach of the beneficiary. But, more importantly, from a practical
point of view, distribution committees often cannot reasonably prepare the food since the
beneficiaries are pre-school children whose parents cannot transport them on a daily basis to a
central distribution point. Consider the mother who is nursing two pre-schoolers, and whose
partner works outside the home. She cannot reasonably be expected to visit a central kitchen
each day to feed her children. In addition to this, and more important according to our findings,
the overhead costs of preparing the food, including distance, time, materials and spoilage for
unconsumed food, deter many committees from attempting to follow the law. As a result, 60
percent of the committees in the sample do not prepare the food and distribute it unprepared. For
the purposes of the study, this is a plus, since it allows us to more precisely measure the
distribution, since we can more easily count cans of milk, pounds of cereal, etc. However, it
brings an additional challenge in that many of these products are marketed in units that are not
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easily divisible. For example, if a household is Table 4.8. Beneficiary households that received
entitled to 1.5 cans of milk based on the number of training/information

children, the committee could not reasonably be (in percent)
Urban/rural Yes No

expected to open a can and divide it and pour the Urban 34 66
remainder into a glass for another beneficiary Rural 20 80
family. The result is that individual families will Stratum
receive more or less than their exact ration of milk Least poor 36 64

and other products, a factor which makes Poor 20 80
calculation of leakages at the household level even Accessible
more complex. Less accessible 15 85

More accessible 32 68
4.25 The problem of food distribution and Source: Survey among households in the rest of the
preparation is exacerbated by the widespread county. February2002.

absence of knowledge of the municipalities about the program, (as well as committees) and
no effective training of the mothers. The survey found, for example, that only 20 percent of the
municipalities in the rest of the country (and 43 percent in Lima) were familiar with the central
government criteria for allocation of the "milk." At the level of the committee, barely two
percent of them in the rest of the country outside of Lima have knowledge of the allocation
criteria used by municipalities (and 5 percent in Lima). And, at the level of the mothers, only 27
percent of them reported having received training in the preparation of the "milk" and 26 percent
reported receiving training on its proper allocation within the household. Most disturbing was
that the level of training declined as poverty levels increased (Table 4.8), so that training was
lowest where it was needed the most.

"Milk" Leakage Stage 1: Central Government to Municipality

4.26 A first, and very small, leakage occurs during the transfer of the Central
Government to the municipalities. 12 It represents on average 0.06 percent in Lima and 0.02 in
the rest of Peru, which could be determined by rounding and recording errors. Thus, at the top
level, where one often assumes the greatest level of corruption (and therefore the greatest
leakage) the leakage is virtually non-existent. This is a major accomplishment for the SIAF
system! However, considerable volatility remains in Vaso de Leche transfers outside Lima.
Volatility in 2001, calculated as the standard deviation of monthly percent. changes of Vaso de
Leche transfers, was virtually zero in Lima, but in the rest of Peru it averaged 11.6 percent, and a
high of 15.4 percent in the poorest areas (para 4.19). Hence, the less accessible the area, the more
volatility there were at this level. Despite this volatility, none of the municipalities in Lima and
only 1.7 percent in the rest of the country were unsure of the amount of Vaso de Leche funds that
they would be receiving. However, in the municipalities of Lima, 40 percent have no knowledge
of the date in which they will receive their VdL transfer, while 31 percent of the districts outside
of Lima claim the same problem, a surprising result given the relative simplicity of the transfer
mechanism at the central government. In Lima, 21 percent of the municipalities suffered delays
of seven or more days, while in the rest of Peru this level reached 25 percent. Furthermore, given
that these delays imply that children and other beneficiaries are kept expecting food, a major
basic need, the large percentage of municipalities whose arrival time variation is more than 7 days
is quite serious (Table 4.9).

12 Exact formulas applied to estimate each leakage are in Annex D.
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"Milk" Leakage Stage 2: Unaccountedfor Conversion of Transfer to Products

4.26 Once the transfer reaches the municipality, a second leakage occurs when the funds
are converted to products to be given to the local committees. From the municipal level
onwards, the transfer of resources for the VdL program becomes in-kind transfers such that no
subsequent stages of execution receive money but rather receive the transfer in-kind. Our field

work team was instructed to get prices and quantities of VdL product purchases made by the
municipality in December 2001 and to verify this information via signed contracts, purchase
orders, or receipts. The quantities were in most cases obtained from the municipality's
distribution roster (padr6n municipal), which includes the amounts allocated and distributed to
each mothers committee within the municipality's jurisdiction. This leak is defined as the

percentage of the amount transferred to the municipality from the Central Government for the
month of December 2001 that is unaccounted for by the total expenses of the municipality for that
month (in terms of products purchased for the VdL program).

4.27 Leakages found at this stage Table 4.9: VdL Transfer Schedule

were also quite small. In Lima, they Municipalities
appear to have amounted to 3.03 percent with no Arrival time variations
of the totals transfer, whereas in the rest knowledge ofnext arrival datt
of Peru they amounted to 0.63 percent. (%) 1-2 Days 2-7 Days 7+ Days

We say "appear" because of the larger LIMA 40 26 53 21
districts . . ~~~~~ ~~Urban 42 27 55 1 8

urban districts surveyed in the province Rural 37 25 50 25

of Lima-which all have populations No. Observations 20 20 20 20

exceeding 200,000-most refused to REST OF PERU 31 43 32 25

provide our team with any price NotPoor 25 0 29 71

information or price-related Poor 45 49 51 0
Extreme Poor 35 45 23 33

documentation. This refusal supports the Urban 57 0 43 57

qualitative informnation collected by our Rural 26 47 31 21
Small 29 58 0 42

team at later stages of the execution path, Media 30 47 43 10

that suggest there is considerable misuse Large 42 17 64 18

of funds at the municipal level within More accessible 67 45 33 22
Less Accessible 13 41 32 27

these districts. We were, however, able Non-Provincial

to document a number of worst-case capital 31 42 32 26

offenders. We found one municipality in No. Observations 120 08 33 1
Lima in which this leak was 18 percent of Source: Survey amon municipalities

the transfers and another where it was 15
percent, again, keeping in mind that most larger municipalities refused to cooperate with us on

obtaining this data. In the rest of Peru, we found 4 municipalities out of 76 surveyed in which the
leakage at this stage was over 10 percent, with one reaching 15.5 percent. Thus, although the
national averages are low, these isolated cases in which the leakage at this point exceeds 10
percent of the total transfer amount are serious. Without taking into consideration any of the
leakages at subsequent transfer stages, the beneficiaries-mainly children aged 0 to 6-already
are receiving less than 90 cents on the dollar. About one-tenth of all municipalities surveyed
were found out to have leaks higher than 5 percent. In addition to this, one would have to
consider the possibility of overpricing reflected in two facts: the high price variability found
amongst districts for purchasing similar products, and the premium paid when comparing those
prices to leading retail supermarket prices, even when adjusting them for quality and
transportation costs. For instance, (i) the price of generic Enriquecido Lacteo, a milk substitute,
distributed in 32 out of 100 districts visited, varies from NS/.1-15 per kilogram; (ii) and the
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registered price of cans of milk are in some cases outside Lima, twice higher than in a Lima
supermarket!

4.28 Private gains are not the only possible reason of these leaks. One explanation for the
leakages at this stage could be a diversion of VdL funds to cover the program's operating
expenses (personnel, bookkeeping materials, transportation costs, and warehousing costs).
Although prohibited by law, this kind of leak is not a result of a corrupt act. Indeed, the leakages
at this stage are found more significant in small, rural, and less accessible districts. In many
cases, it was found that in small rural districts, there are severe budget as wel as personnel
limitations that make the operating costs of the program prohibitive. Moreover, given the large
and organized network of Vaso de Leche mothers representing a unified and powerful faction of
the constituency that exerts considerable pressure on the mayor, it is no surprise that there may
exist many cases in which the municipality supplements the CG transfer with municipal
resources. Indeed, we find that oftentimes, leak 2 turns out to be negative, i.e., the municipality
spent more in December 2001 than the amount allocated to it by the MIEF.

"Milk " Leakage #3: Transfer from the Municipality to the Local Committees

4.29 Leakages found from the municipality to local Table 4.10 Leakage #3: Municipality
committees were more significant. In Lima, they averaged over to Local Committees
10 percent, but were far lower-only 2.6 percent-in the rest of Leakp3

Peru (Table 4.10). However, it is obvious from the results that Lima 10.06
the poorer, more remote areas have far higher leakages at this Urban 6.83

Rural 18.77
level. Every municipality has an allocation formula, based almost No. of Observations 37.0

entirely on the size of the target population, that each Vaso de .
Leche committee services. Thus, criteria of relative poverty do Rest ofPeru 2.59

not play a role here, but only the number of poor counts. The Poor 5.67

roster of beneficiaries is centralized at the municipal level and More Poor 5.22

provides detailed information on the quantities distributed to each Urban 1.26

Committee within the district. This roster was used to randomly Rural 4.52

select four VdL committees in order to verify the veracity of the
municipal distribution roster. This information was compared to Small 2.83
the quantities that the committees visited declared to have LMargeum 24.25
received from the munripality in the same period for every .
product distributed. This allowed us to calculate leakages More Accessible 2.31
associated with the transfer from the municipality to each of four Less Accessible 3.70

randomly selected committees. This leak was defined as the Non-Provincial capital 3.10
percentage of the amount listed in the municipal not accounted Provincial capital 1.97
for by the Vaso .de Leche committee and estimated using No. of Observations 320

municipal and committee data computed at the committee level.

4.30 A clearer picture of the magnitude of the leakage problem that occurs in the
transfer from local government to civil society is obtained by examining the worst offenders.
The national averages do indeed hide very important information (Table 4.11). There are 27
districts/Vaso de Leche committee pairs (about a tenth of the total surveyed) with leakages in
excess of 20 percent and 10 pairs that exceed 40 percent. In the case of such top-ranked worst
offenders, the beneficiaries receive 36 cents of every dollar without taking into consideration all
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the leakages in prior segments of the chain of distribution! '3 A possible explanation of these very
high leakages is that in some cases municipalities may make changes to. the allocations to every
committee, keeping one product already assigned for later distribution, but such informal
arrangement significantly dimin ish transparency of the program and should be prohibited.

"Milk" Leakage # 4: Committee to Beneficiary/Household

4.31 A fourth leakage occurs between committees and Table 4.11 Worst Offenders,

beneficiaries. Estimation at this step became very difficult L(eakagen#3
because when evaluating the situation inside the committee, we Rank Leak#3

found that it is very difficult to quantify what happens to the Luna

products distributed to beneficiaries. This is the case because the 2 57.4

committee representatives do not follow the criteria established by 3 48.2

the program regulation. Instead, they make decisions at their 4 44.8
5 43.8

discretion as to how to proceed regarding the distribution of the 6 24.4

product. In most cases, the committee representatives have been Rest of Peru

democratically elected and mostly rely on the approval of the 1 63.7
2 55.1

population of their communities. So, our methodology originally 3 53.2

contemplated the comparison of per-beneficiary rations at the 4 49.6
5 47.4

household level with the total per-beneficiary rations at the 6 47.2

committee level, but this was complicated due to the fact that 7 41.7

multiple products get distributed to beneficiaries and the only way 8 40.1
9 40.0

to aggregate them was to use a common measurable indicator. To 10 40.0

further complicate matters, in the cases of distribution of "prepared" 11 38.9

products, there was no way to gauge whether the servings-per- 12 34.8
13 34.0

container directive was followed and therefore there was no way to 14 34.0

measure the amount of raw product a household was actually 15 31.8
16 29.4

receiving, so we eliminated from the sample the cases in which the 17 28.6

product was not distributed in raw form. 18 27.8
19 27.2
20 26.7

4.32 Estimation of this leakage was done by calculating the 21 25.4

monetary values of each product (using municipal price figures) 22 24.3

and adding these up. This allowed a comparison of the monetary 23 23.5
24 23.0

value of the amount of all the products received by the Vaso de 25 22.6

Leche committee per beneficiary with the monetary value of the 26 22.3

amount received by the individual households per beneficiary 27 20.7

(excluding the committees that distribute prepared products). The first variable would be
obtained from the quantities declared by the mothers' committee representative in the VdL
committee survey (in the four committees surveyed in each municipality). The second variable
would be obtained from the quantities declared by the beneficiaries' household representative in
beneficiary household survey (in the four households surveyed for each VdL committee).
Although the implementation of the proposed formula faced several operational problems, it
served to provide very important insights as to the distribution process to the individual
households. Some of the problems that made it impossible to quantify the rations received by the
beneficiaries are due to the very large variation of types, units, and frequencies of the distribution
and products-which makes the program less transparent and thus more difficult to evaluate and
supervise, and to products distributed already prepared (approximately 40 percent of the

13 It is important to note that this leakage was computed at the committee level with 320 observations. A lot of

committees had a zero leakage and therefore much quite lower than that of the worst offenders. A complete list of
worst offenders is found in Instituto Apoyo 2002.
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committee cases). Although the municipality reported (in most cases) the number of rations that
could be obtained by each package of product, the VdL committee did not necessarily follow the
recommended recipe. Many committee representatives expressed that their objective is to try to
service the largest possible number of recipients. Furthermore, the households receive a ration in
a large variety of ways-as a cup, a glass, a handful, or just a ration. So, we standardized
frequencies, units and products, and eliminated all cases in which the products were distributed in
prepared form by the committee or in committees with unclear target beneficiaries.

4.33 The leakage at this level is quite high On
averge, ver quaterof the product is lost at this stage Table 4.12 Leak4: Vaso de Leche Programaverage, over a quarter oftepouti ota hssae(At household level, in percent)

in Peru outside of the Lima area (for which we have no F__ I Leak 4

data as shown in Table 4.12). Leaks are markedly more I Lima NA

serious in urban districts (34 percent), in provincial Urban NA

capitals (40 percent) and in large districts (29 percent). Rural NA

To further understand the subtleties of the program, No. of Observations NA

which made this leakage difficult to quantify, one must
look at the law itself, which provides for an unnecessarily Rest of Peru 26.70

broad definition of its target beneficiaries. According to Less Poor 26.67

the law, indirect beneficiaries need not exclusively be MorePoor 19321
young children, but may include children from 7 to 13
years, the elderly, and others in need-but only if there Urban 34.53

are enough resources left. The result is that this open- Rul 25.01

ended definition allows such a broad interpretation of
eligibility that leakages seem bound to occur, which Small 24.41

causes confusion in the committees and in the population Medium 22.83

in general as to who are the intended beneficiaries. This Large 29.63

problem is further complicated by the indivisibility of the More Accessible 25.71

formula chosen and the ad hoc decisions made at the Less Accessible 28.32

discretion of committee representatives as to the criteria
of distribution. These include number of household Non-Provincial capital 22.72

members; number of children; equal quantity for each Provincial capital 40.31

household; or other criteria that the study was unable to No. of Observations 488

identify, many of which alter the originally estimated
quantities per beneficiary in each household of the same
committee and municipality.

Leak #5: Within the household (dilution of the ration)

4.34 A fifth leakage happens at the household level. This leakage was estimated using
household-level data. As a final stage, the fieldwork team visited four households per
committee in order to quantify the amounts of the in-kind Vaso de Leche transfers that actually
reach the intended beneficiaries. Because of the complications concerning the "target
population" mentioned in the previous section, the analysis is restricted to direct beneficiaries
only: children aged 0 to 6, pregnant women, and breastfeeding mothers. The leak attributed to
"beneficiary dilution' is defined at the household level as one minus the percentage of household
members who consume Vaso de Leche products, who are official direct beneficiaries (Table
4.13).

4.35 Results make clear that, upon reaching the households, there is considerable
dilution. On average, target beneficiaries only receive 41 percent of the ration that arrives at the
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household (not taking into account all
the losses associated with earlier Table 4.13: Leak 5
leakages)! This dilution effect is (At the beneficiary ho sehold level)

possible, because in most cases the Leak 5
beneficiaries do not receive their rations Lima NA
directly from the committee, but Urban NA

because the children receive the rations Rural NA
filtered through their mothers (and in No. Observations NA

some cases the father), who pick up the Rest of Peru 58.89%
total rations allocated to her/his Not Poor 59.93%
household for later distribution. Poor 57.89%
Consistent with evidence in studies of Extreme Poor 59.15%

other nutritional assistance programs
worldwide, the official distribution Urban 59.26%

criteria are very difficult if not Rural 58.70%
impossible to enforce at this level. In Small 59.01%
most cases, it is de facto impossible to mall 61.46%
exclude non-targeted members of the Large 57.90%
household. Furthermore, in about 60
percent of the committees visited, the More accessible 60.75%
products are distributed in unprepared Less accessible 56.11%

forms, which as noted above, is
understandable since the transactions Non-Provincial capital 58.69%

costs in receiving daily prepare rations Provincial capital 59.32%

could be too high, but non-prepared
frequently result in mixing the nutrition No. Observations 985

ration with the families overall food Source: Survey among municipalities

intake. In these cases, considerable
variation appears in their final use.

4.36 In sum, the PETS survey
reveals that targeted beneficiaries Figure 4.2 How the milk disappears in the Vaso

get on average 29 cents of each 100%
dollar initially transferred by the
Central Government! The survey 80%

surprisingly indicates the leak is much 60%

higher in the bottom (VdL committees 100.00% 99.98% 99.92% 97330

and households-leaks 4-5) levels rather 40%

than in the top (CG and municipalities- 20%

leaks 1-3) levels of the ladder. This 29.2.%

not only demonstTates signtificant 0%_ not only demnstrates sinificant 0%Initalalmount CGto Within Municipalities Committees Within

improvements in the official financial MunicipaiitesMunicipalities to toHouseholds Households

management of resources by the Committees

SIAF/MEF, but ako challenges the
predominant view that local private organizations are more accountable in managing resources
than official organizations (Figure 4.2). Transfers appear also compounded by the generalized
lack of audit controls, poor transparency, and volatility. Finally, leaks clearly affect the poorest,

urban, and provincial municipalities more than others, but their level appears similar among
districts of different sizes and distances to the province (Table 4.14).
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4.37 Recommendations based Table 4.14 VdL Leakages

on the PETS fndings can be (in percent)
grouped under two areas: those Leak I Leak 2 Leak 3 Leak 4 LeakS Combined

referring to accountability of Lima 0.06 3.03 10.06 NA NA NA

transfers and municipal Urban 0.03 2.73 6.83 NA NA NA
Rural 0.11 3.58 18.77 NA NA NA

management Issues; and those No.

referring to the VDL. Observations 20 14 37 NA NA NA
Rest of Peru 0.02 0.63 2.59 26.70 58.89 70.84

Recommendations: Not Poor 0.00 0.13 0.54 26.67 59.93 70.81
Poor 0.00 1.36 5.67 19.21 57.89 68.34
Extreme Poor 0.12 1.30 5.22 32.91 59.15 74.39

> On financial management
accountability. There is a Urban 0.00 0.42 1.26 34.53 59.26 73.77

need to (i) increase the Rural 0.05 0.85 4.52 25.01 58.70 70.70

transparency of transfers to Small 0.11 0.05 2.83 24.41 59.01 69.94

municipalities through a Medium 0.00 0.59 4.23 22.83 61.46 71.68

monthly report by SIAF, Large 0.00 0.84 2.25 29.63 57.90 71.29

accompanied by thorough Accessible 0.00 0.54 2.31 25.71 60.75 71.67

dissemination of their Remote 0.09 0.82 3.70 28.32 56.11 69.98

redistribution criteria; (ii)
build local capacity to Municipal 0.04 0.87 3.10 22.72 58.69 69.35

manage them;(iii) reduce Provincial
manage them; (iii) reduce capital 0.00 0.21 1.97 40.31 59.32 76.25
their volatility, particularly No.

among poorest recipient Observations 95 76 320 488 985 N/A

municipalities; (iv) upgrade

auditing procedures, as a priority, of municipal governments not only by the Comptroller's
Office, but also by means of internal audits of the municipal administrations themselves; and
(v) overhaul the registration of the canon/sobrecanon petrolero.

> On the Vaso de Leche program. A major lesson to learn from the VDL experience is that a
poorly designed social program, with a presumed high degree of participation of community

leaders grouped in a committee, can be inefficient-voluntarily or involuntarily-and
unaccountable to both its agents (constituent beneficiaries) and to its principal (municipal

authorities), thereby missing the original purpose or intention of the program. And although
there is a need to recognize that the dilution effect allows households to reach indirect
beneficiaries and thus overcome rigidities in Central Government guidelines, the nutritional

impact on direct beneficiaries is however diminished. Suggested actions can be grouped as
follows:

In the short tern, suggested priority actions should focus on amending regulations to enforce
accountability to the municipalities and committees: (i) review VdL regulations, particularly

regarding products to be distributed and the form of distribution, so as to make the list of
selected milk derivatives shorter and more homogeneous, and thus raise chances of
improving the nutritional impact of the program; (ii) establish a proper registry of Vaso de

Leche beneficiaries, if possible supported by SLAF; (iii) undertake information campaigns

and training sessions to VDL committees and individual beneficiaries, to raise their
awareness of new information available and the rules; (iv) undertake surprise audits of worst
offenders (municipalities and committees) in the near term, so as to eliminate major

deviations; and (v) establish a policy of no-budget increase in real terms of the annual budget
for the VDL program. The implementation of the above actions requires a significant

overhaul of the system, and should be accompanied by the redesign of a new comprehensive
framework for food supplementary programs in Peru (discussed next).
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In the medium term, the question is, given its failures and defective design, should the Vaso
de Leche program be transformed to a cash-transfer program? The answer could be
affirmative. Mexico's PROGRESA, which successfully moved its food supplement program
to an integrated and better-targeted model of social assistance, is a good example. However,
as this proposal goes beyond the sole issue of leakages and also addresses targeting, we will
return to this subject at the end-of this chapter (Box 4.1).

C. ENHANCING TARGETINGOF SOCIAL PROGRAMS"4

4.38 The GOP's proactive policy of targeted programs on the poor has been fundamental
in the poverty reduction achievements of the past years. As a percent of GDP, total social
spending has increased from 3.6 percent in 1993 to 6.9 percent of GDP in 2002. Commitment by
the Authorities to a set of comprehensive safety net programs has been reflected in a multiplicity
of safety net programs specializing in development and relief components. The development
component provides permanent access to improving human capital accumulation of the poor in
the form of health, education, and basic infrastructure services. The relief component provides a
consumption floor for the poor through two types of mechanisms: temporary employment or
cash programs, like A Trabajar-Urban and Rural-and direct transfer programs usually in the
form of food, or basic services.

4.39 As a point of departure, the new authorities are not increasing resources to existing
safety net programs, but rather attempting to improve the efficiency in their administration
and targeting. The budget share assigned to extreme poverty reduction programs as a percentage
of GDP increased from 1.1 prcent in 1994 to about 1.7 percent in 1998, and has remained
constant up to 2002. This level is considered adequate to existing needs (The World Bank, 2000).
Striking the right balance between the two types of safety nets, however, requires further
assessment of their performance. Indeed, up to the creation of A Trabajar in 2002, direct
transfers dominated the landscape of relief and safety net programs in Peru. At present, however,
such a temporary employment program competes for scarce resources. Furthermore, ongoing
unification of rural infrastructure projects under one administration-PRONAMACHS,
INADE-is an initial step to reduce administrative costs and overlaps/gaps in coverage.'5 This
leaves targeting as a major issue requiring efficiency improvements. Fortunately, Peru already
has a well-developed poverty map. 16

4.40 Broad geographic regional targeting remains regressive in Peru. While adequate
targeting in social programs in Peru is a critical component to optimize scarce resources and deal
with prevailing heterogeneity in program resources to reach the poor, it is also needed to offset
broad mistargeting in regional public expenditure. Simple correlation coefficients between per-
capita spending by department (and by CTAR) and poverty and extreme poverty rates produce
negative results; whereas they should be positive, had they been allocated to the department with
the highest poverty rates. Furthermore, correlation coefficients are positive between per-capita
spending by department and poverty rankings, ordered from poorest to richest, whereas they

14 This section partly draws from the work done by Diaz (2001)
'5 Initial for other infrastructure projects remain, like COOPOP, Caminos Rurales and others from the Ministry of the
Presidency.
16 Peru has an excellent FGT2-based poverty measure, which takes into account both the number of people below the
poverty line, and the severity of their poverty (the gap between their incomes and the poverty line). The MEF map
combined information from the 1993 census with a household survey conducted by INEI in 2000 to "impute" the
consumption of households in the census. This in turn was aggregated up to the district level, and combined with
information on the poverty line to estimate the number of households in each district below the poverty line (the
headcount index), the poverty gap, and the FGT2 (square poverty gap).
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should be negative (Table 4.15). Such severe misallocation is explained by the rigid components
of the budget, particularly in current expenditure.

Recommendation.

> Broad geographic targeting of public expenditure should carefully be reviewed, particularly
in light of the incoming process or regional decentralization, giving greatest weight to
departments with the poorest populations.

Table 4.15 Correlation Expenditure and Poverty by Department
Expected direction if

Correlation poverty targeted
Dept. Expenditure per Capita to Poverty, by definition

Poverty rate -0.522 positive
Extreme poverty rate -0.463 positive
MEF Poverty ranking 0.265 negative
INEI Poverty ranking 0.458 negative
INEI Extre me poverty ranking 0.507 negative

CTAR Expenditure per Capita to Poverty, by definition
Poverty rate -0.207 positive
Extreme poverty rate -0.130 positive
MEF Poverty ranking 0.397 negative
INEI Poverty ranking 0.202 negative
INEI Extreme poverty ranking 0.135 negative

Source: WB estimates.

4.41 Access by the poor to social
programs is in general progressive, but Figum43LoermCuresinSetSoci
important differences prevail among 4
individual programs. Poor household 100- - -iYW
access to social programs is high. A total s-
of 82 percent of poor household have 60
access to social programs (84 percent for
those in extreme poverty) and 69 percent 40

access to at least two social programs (73 20 -
percent for extreme poverty) (Table 4.17).
Poor rural households have proportionally o
been more adequately reached by social )W 40 50 60P7080 so 10
programs than urban households. Among FONCOES -- VASODELECHE

major social programs, FONCODES __ A _ c _ _.
(excluding A Trabajar PESP-Urbano),
joined by Caminos Rurales, remains with the best record in progressive spending, adequately
reaching poor beneficiaries (Figure 4.3). PRONAA, however, has lost ground and joined Vaso de
Leche in the mild progressivity of its programs. No doubt, their targeting has worsened. Finally,
the program PESP-A Trabajar Urbano has started on the wrong foot. Its overall progressivity,
particularly at the first four poorest levels of the populations (which goes beyond the population
in extreme poverty), reveals that self-targeting of the most needy beneficiaries is failing. The
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reason for this is to be found in the
seemingly too high wage rate being paid to Figure 4.4 Lorenz Curves for health

attract workers from only the poorest expenditure

deciles.'7
100

Recommendation: 80

> A Trabajar should offer a wage rate that 60

makes it only attractive to poor 40

households. To do this, the GOP should
undertake an evaluation study, including 20

assessment of household targeting
outcomes, and lower the wage should the 20 30 40 50 60 70 . 0 90 1.0

study indicate poor urban targeting -Minma -- ESSALUD -P rNtod q.lity - Tot.1 health

outcomes. A similar study should be
done regarding A Trabajar Rural. The
study should be widely disseminated to Figure 4.5 Lorenz Curves for education
support the GOP's decisions. expenditure

4.42 The main social sector programs 100 _,

also reflect a mixed picture in terms of the 80-

progressivity/regressivity of their 60

resources allocated nationwide. On the 4

one hand, health expenditure appears with 40 9
significant regressivity, much exceeded by 20

ESSALUD whose services clearly focus on o
the population located in the non-poor Perfect equality -Total educaton

deciles, but offset by MINSA programs, -IPrmar education --- Seondary educaion

which show mild progressivity thanks to a
few local service delivery programs that
clearly target most needy beneficiaries Figure 4.6 Access to Social Programs, 2000
(Figure 4.4). On the cther hand, education (% with respect to total population)

expenditure shows some degree of School text & materials ;

progressivity, certainly reflecting a similar
feature in primary education, barely offset by Famol planng

the mild regressivity of expenditure in School insurance
secondary education (Figure 4.5). Checking child's growth i

Comedor Popular

4.43 In general, safety-net programs Vaso de Leche

reach less than 40 percent of their
intended extreme poverty beneficiaries. Scolbekatfd .. .

This is the case of the Vaso de Leche and 0 5 ID 15

Comedores Populares programs (Table

17 The current wage rate appears even more generous in the A Trabajar Rural, but this is less alarming because of the
sharing income mechanism often being employed de facto by the rural communities, with members being assigned to a
project, but actually sharing the working time, or the monthly wage or both. Therefore, the wage rate does not work as
a tool for individual self-targeting the way it does in urban areas. Notice that the success of the program is not
measured only by the share of beneficiaries found in the poorest income quintiles, but also by the income gains
received as a result of participating in the program and the coverage of the program with a proportion of unemployed
poor having access to the program, and the efficiency with which it operates (ratio of wages to administrative costs and
material inputs) (Schady 2002).
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4.16). Desayuno Escolar and School Text and Materials, however, are the exception, with an
acceptable 51 percent and 44 percent of their beneficiaries belonging to the three poorest deciles.
Seguro Escolar (School Health Insurance) ranks relatively better among health programs,
whereas Planificaci6n Familiar (Family Planning) is found among the worst targeted programs.
This ranking also broadly corresponds to the level of access-measured by the ratio of
beneficiaries to the total population-that these programs have, with Comedores Populares and
Planificaci6n Familiar, having the lowest targeting scores (Figure 4.6).

Table 4.16: Targeting by Food Assistance, Health, and Education Programs, 2000

No. of Extreme Non- Total Non
Social Program Beneficiaries Total Poverty Extreme Poverty Poor

Poverty
Food Assistance

Desayuno Escolar 2,972,859 100 51.1 18.7 69.8 30.2
Vaso de Leche 2,283,919 100 40.1 24.1 64.2 35.8

Comedor Popular 746,134 100 40.2 14.5 54.7 45.3
Health

Regulating child growth 1,729,899 100 33.7 18.4 52.1 47.9

School health insurance 1,157,912 100 36.8 20.6 57.4 42.6
Family planning 870,942 100 22.1 24.8 46.8 53.2

Education
School text and materials 2,970,567 100 44.4 19.7 64.1 35.9

Table 4.17 Household Access to Social Programs by Poverty Level, 2000

Geographic area Total Extreme Non-Extreme Total Poverty Non Poor
Poverty Poverty

Total 5,632,815 1,161,588 845,355 2,006,943 3,625,872
Beneficiaries 59.1 83.9 79.7 82.1 46.4

One program 13.4 10.5 17.2 13.3 13.5

More than one 45.7 73.4 62.5 68.8 32.9

Non-beneficiaries 40.9 16.1 20.3 17.9 53.6

Urban 3,607,764 266,243 607,221 873,464 2,734,300

Beneficiaries 50.8 81.9 78.8 79.7 41.6

One program 14.9 19.1 19.1 19.1 13.5

More than one 36.0 62.7 59.7 60.6 28.1

Non-beneficiaries 49.2 18.1 21.2 20.3 58.4

Rural 2,025,051 895,345 238,134 1,133,478 891,573

Beneficiaries 73.9 84.5 81.9 84.0 61.1

One program 10.8 7.9 12.3 8.9 13.3

More than one 63.1 76.6 69.6 75.1 47.8

Non-beneficiaries 26.1 15.5 18.1 16.0 38.9
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Recommendations: Box 4.1 MEXICO: Integrating Social
Programs for Improved Efficiency. The Case

> In the short term, application of a common of PROGRESA
poverty targeting methodology and In 1996, the Mexican Government designed and
criteria-based on the FGTZ poverty map successfully implemented PROGRESA, a single
updated every 3 years-in all social and integrated social assistance intervention
programs should be made more explicit, replacing a series of disparate food subsidies,
transparent and focused on populations that education, health, and other social programs.
are extremely poor, and be accompanied by PROGRESA's unified approach provides

inforation immediate financial transfers to the rural poorcomplementary training, information while at the same time promoting investment in
campaigns, community mobilization or children's human capital (future earnings) via
nutrition education. increased schooling and improved health and

nutrition status. The program provides cash
> Programs with substantial mistargeting transfers to selected poor rural families, selected

should be redesigned, merged, or closed with household surveys updated every three
To evaluate this regularly, benchmarks in years, conditional on keeping children in school
terms of the share of expenditure reaching and providing them with basic preventive health
extreme poor beneficiaries (lowest 4 care and nutrition. A key feature of the program

quintiles. .least is the provision of the cash-transfer to registered
the ten main social programst and progress mothers, a mechanism designed to ensure that the

thtn ai ocalprgrm, amoney is well invested in children and as an
toward meeting. such benchmarks should incentive to empower women in rural
also be monitored on an annual basis with communities. In 2001, the program covered 3.2
SIAF and INEI support. As their evaluation million rural families (well over half of the rural
indicates that programs do not meet their poor), at a cost of 2.3 percent of the government's
objectives or overlap, their immediate social expenditures, or 0.2 percent of GDP. The
restructuring will be necessary. Some of program is highly efficient with administrative
them, like Vaso de Leche, already showing costs of about 4 percent; therefore, over 95
significant leakages and not meeting percent of its expenditure is transferred as cash
nutritional objectives require immediate directly to poor households.

Six years later, an independent evaluationmajor restructuring. . . confirmed PROGRESA's impressive results, i.e.,

(i) increased primary enrollment rates by about 1
> In the medium term, a comprehensive percent, and increasing secondary enrollment

restructuring of the main social programs rates by 8 percent for girls and 5 percent for boys;
dealing with extreme poverty is necessary, (ii) children's educational achievement is
perhaps following the example of estimated to have increased by about 10 percent,
PROGRESA (Box 4.1) in Mexico. Given which would represent an increase in their future
very limited fiscal resources, budget earnings of over 8 percent; (iii) increased prenatal
rigidities, and low levels of efficiency for a care in the first trimester of pregnancy by 8
substantial amount of resources already percent; and. (iv) decreased incidence of disease
devoted to extreme poverty programs, this among children under 5 by 12 percent, as did thesevotems ratohextreme urventy p ramsk. The probability of malnutrition among children
seems rather an urgent task. The |between 12 and 36 months.
restructuring of social programs in Peru
should aim at several goals: (i) improve the quality of service delivery; (ii) expand the
coverage of social programs, particularly among most vulnerable rural groups; (iii) generate
fiscal savings that could be used to increase coverage of most effective programs at the local
level. l8

18 A recent study has found that the educational impact of Desayunos Escolares in terms of rate of attendance, rate of
repetition and drop -out rates is small, but not negligible: about 10 percentage points in attendance, between a 1-3
percentage point drop in repetition and a 0.3-1.6 percentage reduction in dropout.
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> Restructuring Peru's feeding programs into a unified intervention along the lines of
PROGRESA (or, more ambitiously, folding other programs into this unified structure) is a
very viable option that Peru might consider. This offers a broad coverage of the poor under a
single program structure, with proper targeting and very powerful positive impacts on poor
families. Rough calculations based on PROGRESA's costs per beneficiary ($80 per year)
indicate that to cover the entire rural poor population of Peru (4.5 million people) with a
similar unified intervention (primary education, basic preventive health, and food
supplement) would entail a maximum cost of $360 million-or 1,200 million soles (0.6
percent of GDP)'. Interestingly, this amount represents about a third of total budget
expenditure devoted to extreme poverty programs, just over three times the current cost of the
Vaso de Leche program, or the combined sum of the Vaso de Leche, Comedores Populares,
Desayunos Escolares and Seguro Matemo-Infantil programs. Obviously, if the selected
target population would be the extreme poor, then the cost would be considerably lower.
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Chapter V
ADDRESSING THE PROMISES AND RISKS
OF DECENTRALIZATION

5.1 In the past decade, Peru made considerable progress towards redefining the role of the
State but the reform process remains unfinished In the early to mid-nineties, the size and scope
of the public sector was reduced to more manageable proportions; the nature of government
shifted from ownership of productive firms and excessive intervention to market regulation and
provision of social services;~ and many state enterprises were privatized or closed. However, in
the mid- to late nineties, the State reformn process lost steam and some key tasks of State reform
were not even initiated. Instead, authoritarian tendencies and open hostility to any
democratization or deepening of State modernization gained the upper hand. Not surprisingly,
public service delivery, governance, and corruption indicators deteriorated towards the end of
the decade. Prominent among the reforms that were set aside by the authoritarian leadership
were the decentralization of the State and public administration, the restructuring of the civil
service, the implementation of pro -governance and anti-corruption policies, and the design of
sound mining fiscal and environment policy agendas. These pending reforms are the objects of
the next four chapters of the Report. This chapter is devoted to the issue of decentralization. It
takes as its point of departure the fact that, in Peru, there is a consensus amo'ng both the political
leadership and civil society about the need to decentralize political power and the management of
public resources. It goes on topoint out both the promising potentialities and the serious risks
entailed in the decision to decentralize, drawing for this purpose from the lessons learned in
other Latin American experiences in decentralization. It concludes with an examination of'the
i.ssues raised by the decentralization of education and health as key social services. The main
message of the chapter is that the Peruvian resolve to decentralize faces both promises and risks
If appropriately carried out, centralization can increase both the efficiency of go vernment-service
delivery and the responsiveness of government to citizens 'needs. However, decentralization also
poses formidable risks to fiscal discipline, and thereby to macroeconomic stability, in the for-m of
recurring central government deficits, an over-expanded public sector, or the inability to use
fiscal policy to adjust to economic shocks.

A. THE DECISION ToDECENTRALIZE: PROMISES AND RisKs

5.2 Following almost a decade -long centralized authoritarianism, Peru is a relative
latecomer to decentralization in Latin America. The decision to decentralize initially found its
motivation more in the rejection of the-political and social-consequences of centralization,
than in an explicit message as to the purposes, content, or goals of decentralization. A number of
recent decisions by the new Administration are evidence that there is a growing consciousness
about the scope of, and the potential advantages and serious risks entailed in, the decision to
decentralize. In the meantime, the decision to decentralize has been taking shape in a number of
initiatives, such as:

oi The passage of a framework Law for State Modernization and the introduction of a
framework Law for Decentralization in January 2002.

Li The decision to hold regional elections next November;
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o The recent creation of the Public Management Secretariat at the Presidency of the Council of
Ministers, charged with formulating a strategy for both central government modernization
and state decentralization;

o The Ministry of Economy and Finance's decision to implement regional and participatory
budgeting;

L The Executive decision to create the Regional Coordination Councils, integrating CTARs
with majors and social sector ministries representatives.

a The legal acknowledgment by the Legislature of the departmental Mesas de Concertacion
(Dialogue Roundtables) as consultative bodies of the regional governments, and

o The passage in late June 2002, of the Law to Lay the Bases of Decentralization.

5.3 The dominant force behind decentralization is political. The current govermment's
decision to decentralize is part of a broader, deeply positive, trend toward democracy in the LAC
region (Burki et al., 1999). However, there is no single regional paradigm for decentralization,
and experiences are highly varied (Box 5.1). In the particular case of Peru, the decentralization
process is seen by the political leadership as an integral component of State reform, and there is a
basic convergence of views as between Congress and the Administration. In the view of one of
its leading congressional proponents, the process aims at devolving power to the regions and the
local citizenry; promoting autonomous and sustainable regional development; fostering citizens'
participation in public affairs and citizens' control of elected officials; and improving efficiency
and efficacy of the local public administration. For its part, the Executive branch's view
emphasizes seven principles, namely: efficiency in service-provision, macroeconomic stability,
gradualism, heterogeneity, equity, participation of civil society, and political independence.

5.4 The decision to decentralize contains big promises and risks. If appropriately carried
out, decentralization can, indeed, increase both the efficiency of govermment-service delivery and
the responsiveness of government to citizens' needs. This is because devolving resource-
allocation decisions to locally elected leaders can improve the match between the mix of services
produced by the public sector and the preferences of the local population. Local officials have
better knowledge of local conditions and are more accessible to their constituents. This gives
them both the means and the incentive to be responsive. Decentralization may also improve
public-resource management since, through sheer proximity, local officials can be held more
accountable for their performance. Where the population is mobile and citizens can "vote with
their feet," decentralization may also result in local governments competing with each other better
to satisfy the wishes of citizens. Decentralization may, however, pose serious risks in the
political sphere, in the area of service provision, and for macroeconomic stability. The risks in
the political sphere have to do with the possibility that the local administration can be captured by
local power elites and be put to the service of special interests. The risks in the area of public
service provision have to do with the possibility that, because of the small size of some
communities and hence insufficient scale in service provision, or due to institutional weakness of
the local governments, the services rendered may turn out to be of lesser quality or more
inefficiently provided. The macroeconomic risks are especially troublesome. They may take the
form of recurring central government deficits, an over-expanded public sector, or the inability to
use fiscal policy to adjust to economic shocks. First, central government deficits can worsen if
sub-national governments are unable to reduce expenditures or increase revenues to finance the
cost of assuming new responsibilities. Secondly, governments may also find themselves
decentralizing both revenues and expenditures, but being unable to reduce existing levels of
centralgovernment spending in those functions that have been decentralized. Third,
decentralization can also hamper a government's ability to respond to economic shocks if it
reduces central control over aggregate public -sector revenues and expenditures. This is generally
the case in countries with high budget rigidity, like Peru. In addition, subnational government
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pro-debt policies and indebtedness behavior can also undennine overall fiscal discipline.
Subnational governments may end up borrowing excessively in the expectation that the central
government will bail them out.

Box 5.1 Lessons from decentralization experiences in Latin America
There is no single paradigm for decentralization in LAC. Decentralization experiences in LAC are highly varied in their
political, functional, and fiscal dimensions; be it for multi-tier countries (Argentina, Brazil, Colombia, Venezuela and Mexico) or
single-tier countries (Chile, Bolivia and Guatemala) (Table A46). At the political level, some countries introduced elected
authorities at the regional or municipal level; others did not. At the functional level, some countries were explicit in reallocating
functions at the level of regional govemments, others did it at the level of municipal authorities, and others did not do it explicitly,
but in an incremental way. At the fiscal level, increased revenue sharing or earmarked transfers accompanied new functions by
states or municipalities (Table A47).

Why decentralize? In theory, three main reasons have been argued in LAC: (i) to promote territorial deconcentration of
productive activities and generate employment; (ii) to increase efficiency in public service delivery; and (iii) to raise local
participation in fiscal-revenue generation. Outcomes in LAC, however, have mostly been disappointing (CEPAL, 2001).
O The reduction of territorial concentration of productive activities does not appear positively correlated with decentralization

processes. Two highly decentralized countries, Argentina and Brazil, showed higher territorial disparities after
decentralization than before. In the case of Colombia, territorial disparities increased as decentralization advanced. Chile, a
country with a low level of decentralization is the exception with regional disparities decreasing only temporarily as a result
of its decentralization process.

O On the expected increased efficiency in service delivery, the experience is mixed. Decentralization appears to be efficiency-
decreasing in education and primary health services in seven LAC countries: Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia,
Mexico, and Nicaragua (CEPAL, 1998). Exceptions in education are Colombia at improving the allocation of resources, and
Chile and Nicaragua, due to the increased participation of the parents in the schools' financing and management. In Bolivia
and Colombia, however, the cost per student has increased and quality has decreased following decentralization. Exceptions
in health are Colombia and Argentina, and this is explained by the existence of enhanced demand-subsidy mechanisms that
have also slightly reduced the acceleration in sector spending levels that usually accompanies the decentralization of health
services.

O On the expected increased participation of local govemment in generating additional fiscal revenue, LAC empirical evidence
has been disappointing. It rather shows a persistent trend in local expenditure to increase faster than local revenue as
decentralization proceeds. Being mostly based on increased transfers from the center, decentralization tends to increase the
size of the total govemment sector (Burki, Perry and Dillinger, 1999). Such widening subnational deficits not only had
increased national expenditure, but threatened macroeconcmic stability in the short term, and aggravated the sustainability of
subnational debt in the medium term, thus adding new pressures to already fragile fiscal stances. This was the case in
Argentina, Brazil, Mexico, Bolivia, and Chile.!

Where does the greatest risk lie? The Latin American experience clearly shows that it lies in the potential that decentralization
harbors for fiscal instability. Brazil's 1988 Constitution, for example, required a major increase in federal tax sharing by the
subnational governments without providing for any devolution of federal spending responsibilities. This threatened to provoke
recurrent deficits at the federal level. Colombia decentralized both revenue and expenditures but ended up maintaining and even
increasing central govemment spending on education and health several years after these functions were transferred to the
subnational govemments. For its part, Mexico substantially increased transfers to municipalities without a reciprocal reduction of
spending at the federal level. As a result, both countries have been forced to maintain pre-existing levels of spending while funding
and expanding volume of intergovernmental transfers. This has contributed to significant central govermment deficits. Attempts to
eliminate such deficits by raising taxes may lead to over-expansion of the public sector. Brazil's mismatch between revenues and
expenditures, for example, was ultimately resolved not by reducing federal govemment expenditures, but by increasing federal
taxes. Finally, decentralization can reduce a country's ability to respond to adverse economic shocks. Govemments in Brazil and
Colombia, for instance, which must share nearly half of their tax revenues with subnational govemments, find it difficult to raise
taxes sufficiently to compensate for revenue shortfalls.

5.5 In the case of Peru, the decentralization challenge is compounded by several factors:
a vulnerable fiscal stance, at both the aggregate and local level; multiple governance issues
afflicting local governments; and the incredible institutional fragmentation in the social
sectors in the delivery of services. A variety of vertical programs resulting from years of
gradual "add-ons" respond to particular needs with little internal coordination, multiple and
overlapping levels, and partial coverage through a variety of institutions. In the health and
education sectors, the absence of a unified regulatory structure or regular evaluation and

l An important caveat is that following cross-section analysis for several decentralized countries, the steady state level
of subnational borrowing does not appear associated with higher central government spending or deficits. However,
when subnational borrowing increases, the central govemment seems to have to spend and borrow more in the
subsequent periods, which points out to an inter-temporal macroeconomic management problem that not many
countries, certainly no one in LAC, have adequately prevented (Burki, Perry and Dillinger, 1999)
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monitoring systems based upon results compounds the problem of either quality control or the

assurance of productivity.

B. TBE D ECONCENTRATION OF CENTRAL-GOVERNMENT SPENDING AND

TRANSFERS TO THE MuNIcIPALITIES: THE INTERGOVERNMENTAL FISCAL RELATIONS

5.6 The current system of expenditure allocation to the regional and local levels lies on
two pillars, namely, deconcentrated spending by the central government and budget
transfers to the municipalities. Peru has twenty-five states (called departamentos, or

departments). Unlike most countries in Latin America, in Peru there are, however, no

intermediate-level governments, as the departamentos are not administrative entities but merely

geographical divisions of the national territory toward which the population has historical and

cultural attachments. In contrast, the local level of government is fully established. There are
two types of municipalities, namely, the provincial municipalities and the districts. Size-wise the

relationship between the two types of municipalities is hierarchical in that each provincial

municipality consists of a (variable) number of districts. Provincial municipalities are hence

bigger than the districts nested by them. In the absence of an intermediate level of government,

the central government (CG) executes its department-level spending through the deconcentrated
organs known as Transitory Councils for Regional Administration (CTARs) and through the
regional directorates of the centralgovernment ministries. The other leg in the current system of

expenditure allocation is based on the transfer of resources from the central government to the
provincial and district governments.

5.7 Region-level expenditures by the central Table 5.1: Budgeted Expenditure for the

government are a significant share of the national Public Sector for FY02

budget. More than half of the centralgovernment Sector Percent of GDP

budget is executed through the deconcentrated organs National government 11.4

at the department level. This amounts to a substantial Regional level 6.0

6.0 percent of GDP (Table 5.1). The role of CTARs is Local government 1.8
prce \ae . ~~. e roe o 515 ~Public entities 1.2

quite important as they execute above 42 percent of Firms (Fonate) 6.7

the total expenditure outside Lima (Table 5.2). The TOTAL 27.5

relative significance of region- level spending (outside US $ mlns 15,686

Lima) is much higher if we exclude debt service and Source: MEF.

pensions from the budget: in 2002, regional
allocations account for about half of CG current expenditure and 81 percent of CG capital
investments (Table A39), which means that approximately 4 out of every 5 dollars of public

investment in Peru is executed outside Lima. The downside of this is that regional and CTAR

expenditure are particularly punished when, as a result of an economic downturn, there are cuts in

public investment outlays. For instance, in 2000, while total expenditure outside Lima was cut

down to 88.4 percent of its budgeted amount, the executed budget for capital investment was

much less reduced to 67.5 percent of its respective approved amount (Table 5.3). Hence, if

budget autonomy is conceded to future regional governments, the central government
would have much less capacity to invest nationwide and degrees of freedom (due to budget
rigidity) to reduce expenditure when needed.

5.8 Region-level expenditure in health and education represent a very high share of
total regional budgets. In 2002, education and health expenditures represent 50 and 27 percent,

respectively, of total budgeted regional expenditure by the central government (Tables A39-40).

These ratios show that a future decentralization .of both sectors could be tantamount to a defacto

transfer to the future regional governments of up to about three-fourths of current region-level
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budget resources. In fact, if we deduct current expenditure from total regional expenditure,
education and health budgeted capital outlays represent a very high 95 percent of the total
regional budget devoted to investment! (Tables A39-A40). This share underscores that the
burden of budget cuts over regional investment is borne by these two sectors.

Table 5.2 Expenditure Coeffcients b CTAR 2001
CTAR Expd./

Budgeted Actual Coefficient of Dept
No. of Expenditure Expenditure expenditure Differ. Actual CTAR Expenditure

Departments UEs Population (Mlns of NS) by CTAR (i) by CTAR (ii) (i) - (ii) Expd. by Pop. (%)
Amazonas 12 420,606 215.3 89.6 100.4 (10.8) 23.9 46.6
Ancash 27 1,092,662 591.4 277.5 284.1 (6.6) 26.0 48.0
Apurimac 14 455,637 299.0 125.5 129.2 (3.7) 28.3 43.2
Arequipa 19 1,067,469 913.8 261.7 275.0 (13.3) 25.8 30.1
Ayacucho 20 541,427 465.1 163.5 187.3 (23.8) 34.6 40.3
Cajamarca 20 1,480,690 547.0 250.9 264.9 (13.9) 17.9 48.4
Callao 13 774,604 547.0 133.4 71.0 62.5 9.2 13.0
Cusco 1 7 1,194,275 716.6 264.0 275.2 (11.3) 23.0 38A4
Huancavelica I l 435,596 215.6 105.3 108.0 (2.7) 24.8 50.1
Huanuco 12 800,543 322.0 148.1 151.2 (3.1) 18.9 47.0
Ica 14 676,249 464.6 181.6 184.6 (3.0) 27.3 39.7
Junin 20 1,232,343 660.2 278.9 286.0 (7.1) 23.2 43.3
LaLibertad 32 1,483,681 741.1 277.6 287.3 (9.7) 19.4 38.8
Lambayeque 14 1,110,129 553.5 173.6 185.2 (11.6) 16.7 33.5
Lima 194 7,617,193 23,747.2 9.3 9.5 (0.2) 0.1 0.0
Loreto 18 894,307 511.7 314.8 331.4 (16.6) 37.1 64.8
Madre de Dios 8 96,703 80.0 42.5 42.7 (0.2) 44.2 53.4
Moquegua 6 153,383 147.7 61.5 66.9 (5.4) 43.6 45.3
Pasco 8 259,137 172.7 72.1 75.4 (3.4) 29.1 43.7
Piura 16 1,611,573 788.1 350.8 376.6 (25.8) 23.4 47.8
Puno 33 1,247,494 651.2 304.9 323.7 (18.7) 25.9 49.7
San Martin 23 746,202 445.1 177.3 176.1 1.2 23.6 39.6
Tacna 9 286,539 222.2 93,0 99.8 (6.8) 34.8 44.9
Tumbes 8 197,605 179.1 81.1 90.3 (9.2) 45.7 50.4
Ucayali 16 450,693 225.6 149.0 158.5 (9.5) 35.2 70.2

Total 584 26,326,740 34,422.69 4,387.54 4,540.29 (152.75) 17.2 13.2
w/o Lima 390 18,709,547 10,675.50 4,378.25 4,530.79 (152.54) 24.2 42.4

Source: MEF.

Table 5.3 Expenditure by Department, 2000 (Ml NS)
Total Expenditures Capital Investments Goods and Services

Executed Executed Executed
Departments Budgeted Executed Budgete Budgeted Executed Budgete Bud etea Executed Bude
Amazonas 338.5 206.2 60.9 154.9 77.9 50.3 70.8 26.8 37.9
Ancash 641.2 598.2 93.3 203.5 158.6 77.9 70.4 57.5 81.8
Apurimac 367.2 292.7 79.7 182.4 124.1 68.0 48.1 35.8 74.3
Arequipa 917.0 881.2 96.1 300.9 231.8 77.0 104.4 93.7 89.8
Ayacucho 553.0 481.3 87.0 259.9 208.8 80.3 70.0 56.5 80.7
Cajamarca 640.7 494.3 77.2 263.1 116.3 44.2 61.9 52.7 85.2
Callao 448.1 407.7 91.0 148.5 106.5 71.7 108.8 122.8 112.8
Cusco 819.1 698.0 85.2 342.3 237.8 69.5 116.6 103.7 88.9
Huancavelica 278.1 240.5 86.5 109.9 87.3 79.4 41.0 34.8 84.9
Huanuco 346.2 313.2 90.4 117.6 79.3 67.4 42.9 38.9 90.7
Ica 471.7 453.0 96.0 68.2 57.0 83.6 55.2 47.4 86.0
Junin 695.8 613.3 88.2 162.9 83.0 51.0 86.6 72.8 84.0
LaLibertad 782.2 766.6 98.0 193.8 138.2 71.3 79.7 69.4 87.0
Lambayeque 583.5 574.3 98.4 136.1 96.5 70.9 65.9 59.7 90.6
Lima 24,297.4 17,889.1 73.6 2,427.6 1,718.0 70.8 4,341.8 2,759.7 63.6
Loreto 538.4 505.9 94.0 175.0 125.8 71.9 80.2 69.9 87.2
MadredeDios 106.2 79.4 74.8 59.6 33.2 55.6 14.4 12.0 83.2
Moquegua 138.9 124.2 89.4 48.3 31.1 64.3 16.5 13.7 83.1
Pasco 206.8 165.7 80.1 42.7 20.0 46.7 27.3 24.5 89.6
Piura 919.3 781.8 85.0 379.7 221.5 58.3 92.0 97.2 105.7
Puno 815.8 731.6 89.7 323.0 244.3 75.6 89.6 79.0 88.2
SanMartin 469.6 408.2 86.9 206.8 141.5 68.4 52.1 45.3 87.0
Tacna 253.4 231.6 91.4 74.9 63.7 85.0 33.4 33.7 101.1
Tumbes 195.9 152.4 77.8 69.1 38.2 55.2 19.3 15.9 82.3
Ucayali 260.4 219.0 84.1 81.2 46.8 57.7 47.2 39.2 83.2
Total 36,084.4 28,309.1 78.5 6,532.0 4,487.0 68.7 5,836.0 4,062.7 69.6
w/oLima 11,787.0 10,420.0 88.4 4,104.5 2,768.9 67.5 1,494.2 1,303.0 87.2

Source: MEF.

5.9 Transfers to the local governments are small when compared to region-level
expenditures, but constitute the bulk of municipal-government revenues. The transfers to
local governments amount to 15.8 percent of the centralgovernment budget (1.8 percent of
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GDP). However, in the case of municipalities other than Lima, they are the most important
source of revenue. As a percentage of total municipal revenue, CG transfers represented 48
percent in 2001, and a high 73 percent when Lima is excluded (Figure 5.1). CG transfers are
concentrated in the four most important ones, namely: FONCOMUN, Vaso de Leche, petroleum
canon, and mining canon, with 68, 17, 7, and 4 percent, respectively, of total budgeted transfers
in 2002 (Figure 5.2). When it comes to the locally based sources of revenue, the main revenue
items are fees (tasas)-which in 2002 represented 45 percent; taxes-which barely represented a
low 25 percent; fines, with 11 percent; public-service fees, with 6 percent; and real estate
income-which barely represented a low 5 percent (Table A40). No doubt, these sources of
revenue will have to be strengthened through a municipal tax reform, if the municipalities'
autonomy is to be strengthened.

Figure 5.1 Municipal Revenues, 2001 Figure 5.2 Central Govt Transfers to Municipals,
(excluding LUa) 2001

Own Canon and Caron Minerm Other
revenues Sobrecanon 4% 5%

27% PeFd

Transfers Vaso de
from central -L-c-

govt -- Fonomun
730/6 67%

5.10 Local-government finance is additionally constrained by severe liability problems.
The municipal debt is not a serious threat for macroeconomic stability, but that is not an
indication that the problem is not serious or generally significant, and even explosive, for
some municipalities that face severe liquidity and solvency problems. Municipal debt
explains a third of the corresponding national registered debt: short-term current liabilities, but
this varies widely per municipality. Solvency at the local level can be a serious concern. A
World Bank survey among nine municipalities2 shows that four of them had a current
liability/revenue ratio above 1, meaning that they require more than a one-year income to cover
their present debts (in some cases, such ratio is above 3). Debts have been growing at a rapid
annual rate (13 percent on average for the 1997-2000 period) and the debt situation appears to be
deteriorating faster in large provincial municipalities (Arequipa) and urban districts (La Victoria
in Lima). Debt dynamics is explained by essentially two factors: arrears (cuentasporpagar) with
suppliers and public-utility companies (about 55 percent), and non-registered pensions with
former municipal employees (21 percent). The municipalities are also becoming increasingly
illiquid as all but two had a current-revenue/current-expenditure ratio below one, reflecting that
their present current revenues are hardly enough to cover their present current expenses. The
problem is becoming explosive, since contingent liabilities are threatening to materialize, mainly
because of resolution of labor disputes, whose amount is projected to grow 25 percent in the next
few years (Fernandez, 2002).- Municipalities like Arequipa and La Victoria, in particular, are not
going to be able to assume additional responsibilities under decentralization if they do not solve
their debt problems previously. The GOP seems to have neither an adequate regulatory
framework nor an appropriate institutional arrangement for assessing and controlling growth of
municipal debt yet.

2 The sample consisted of three provincial municipalities (Lima, Arequipa and Trujillo) and six district municipalities
(La Victoria, San Juan del Lurigancho, Jacobo Hunter, Characato, La Esperanza and Poroto).
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C. THE EMERGING LEGAL FRAMEWORK FOR D ECENTRALIZATION IN PERU

5.11 Both the government of president Toledo and the congressional leadership are
committed to laying the political and legal basis for the decentralization process. As a result,
in late January, the legislature approved the Framework Law for the Modernization of State
Management (Law 27658). The Law is an effort to provide the legal base and principles for
initiating the process of implementing modernization reforms. It promotes six objectives: a
service-provider state; effective access for participation; decentralization and deconcentration;
transparency; a new civil service-well qualified and remunerated; and fiscal balance. The Law
focuses strongly on the need to redimension the State both in its role and in its size. The State is
then perceived less as an actor than as a regulator of actions, while retaining basic human-need-
attention functions in health and education. To accomplish this paradigm shift, the Law offers
three principal tools: (i) the fusion of state entities to reduce duplication; (ii) the introduction of
Management Contracts (Convenios de Gestion) in conjunction with Multi-Annual Strategic
Sector Plans (PESEM) in the context of the Multi-Annual Macroeconomic Framework (MMM)
objectives and goals; and (iii) pilot programs for modernization through the gradual introduction
of convenios. The initial pilot programs will be carried out at the Ministry of Transportation and
the Presidency of the Council of Ministers. The Law also defines three lines of action for the
central government in terms of the need to (i) clarify functions and structures, (ii) introduce a
system of management contracts based upon results, and (iii) modernize administrative systems.
As a framework document, the new Law was a step in the right direction. It provided
objectives to aim at while remaining flexible. It also opened the door for sector ministries to
pursue different avenues of action. In virtue of this Law, the newly created Public Management
Secretariat at the PCM was rightly given a leading role.

5.12 In late June 2002, the Peruvian Congress approved by overwhelming majority the
Ley de Bases de Decentralization. The Law defines the purpose, principles and objectives,
norms and transition measures guiding the decentralization process. The Law distinguishes two
sets of principles on which it is based, namely, general principles and specific principles for fiscal
decentralization.

o Among the general principles, the following are included: (i) decentralization is a permanent
State policy, of a mandatory character for all the constitutional branches of the State, the
autonomous constitutional entities, and the government as a whole; (ii) the process of
decentralization is defined as dynamic and requires a constant monitoring and evaluation of
its ends and objectives; (iii) it is irreversible; (iv) it is democratic in that it promotes equality
of opportunity; (v) it is integral in that it encompasses the whole State in the national territory
need to carry out the process in a gradual manner, so that a sequence of steps must be
followed; and (vi) the process is premised on the pinciple of subsidiarity, implying that
functions and competencies must be assigned to the level of government closest to the
citizens that can efficiently perform a given public service.

o The specific principles are next: (i) a clear definition of competencies; (ii) transparency and
predictability; (iii) fiscal neutrality so as to avoid any transfers of resources that are not
accompanied by a transfer of responsibilities; (iv) public-sector indebtedness is an exclusive
competency of the national government and regional and local governments can only contract
debt with central government guarantee; (v) fiscal responsibility to be materialized in fiscal
rules for the subnational governments, which must include rules on indebtedness and limits to
annual expenditures of the subnational governments so that the decentralization process can
be sustainable. Prominent among the objectives defined by the Law are the following:
(i) institutionalization of the regional and local governments; (ii) economic development and
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competitiveness of the different circumscriptions, according to their productive potential;
(iii) modernization and simplification of administrative systems and processes; and
(iv) citizen participation in all forms of organization and social control The Law creates
intermediate-level governments-the regional governments, and mandates that the regional
governments' authorities be directly elected by the population.

o The normative foundations are also considered. On this account, the Law defines (i) three
types of competencies; namely, exclusive competencies, shared competencies, and delegatory
competencies; (ii) a Constitutional Tribunal is called for resolving conflicts of jurisdiction;
(iii) the creation of a Regional Compensation Fund (FONCOR), which will finance regional
investment projects to be executed by the regional governments; and (iv) new sources of
revenue in the national budget and as a percentage of privatization proceeds.

o The Law also creates the National Council for Decentralization as the entity that will lead the
decentralization process. The Council will be composed of representatives from the central
government, the regional governments, the provincial municipalities, and the district-level
municipalities. The Council's main responsibility is to oversee the process of transfer of
competencies from the central government to the subnational governments, and manage an
Intergovernmental Decentralization Fund (FIDE) to promote co-financing of projects by
subnational governments. The transfer process will be carried out gradually over several
years, in successive stages that initially affect sectors like transport and housing, and at a later
stage education and health. The Council will also discharge functions of coordination,
technical support, and training for the subnational governments.

o Last but not least, the Law includes transition measures of utmost importance, including the
elimination of the Ministry of the Presidency and the Transitory Councils of Regional
Administration (CTARs) by December 31, 2002.

5.13 This emerging legal framework will be completed with forthcoming laws. These
include the Organic Law for the Executive Power, the Law on Regional Governments, the Law of
Municipalities, the Law on Fiscal Decentralization, the Law to Create the Regional Compensation
Fund, and the Law of Economic and Productive Decentralization.

D. ENTERING INTO A DECENTRALIZATION PATH

5.14 Peru's recent efforts toward modernization and decentralization offer the general
principles that will guide the transition process, while complementary laws will apply them
to specific components of such a process. As decentralization is the result of political will and
consensus-not simply of technical expertise, a broad and participatory dialogue (and patient
persuasion), supported by the National Dialogue and the Concertation Roundtables, have taken
place in the past eight months. As decentralization should be demand-driven, the binding thread
for the process must be the idea that its ultimate purpose is to increase the coverage and improve
the quality of public services so that the citizenry assumes ownership of both the process and its
results.

5.15 The latent risk that fiscal discipline may turn out to be a casualty of the
decentralization process will continue to be high until a clear framework for inter-
governmental public finances is finally enacted and enforced The guiding criterion for such a
framework has to be the establishment of hard-budget constraints for the expenditure and
indebtedness decisions of subnational governments. The road ahead must then be carefully
trodden if the appropriate framework for fiscal discipline of the subnational governments is to be
attained. Some critical actions that will help to secure that outcome seem to be in order.
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5.16 The issues of substance relate to the rules of the game in the process of
decentralization. Five issues deserve special consideration, namely: (i) the degree of autonomy
to be given to the subnational governments in their future provision of social services; (ii) the
kind and extent of expenditure responsibilities to be transferred to the subnational governments;
(iii) the rules and institutional mechanisms for transferring resources from the central government
to the subnational governments; (iv) the allocation of taxing powers to the subnational
governments; and (v) the rules the subnational governments must follow in contracting debt.

5.17 A large degree of autonomy is desirable. The higher the autonomy the subnational
governments can enjoy, the higher the likelihood that the potential benefits of decentralization
will be realized. Both the ability of the local governments to respond to the demands of the local
population and the participation of the citizenry in local political life will be enhanced if a high

degree of autonomy is allowed. However, for the decentralization not to be a travesty of local
democracy, higher degrees of autonomy must be accompanied buy higher accountability on the
part of subnational governments vis-a-vis the local population. But autonomy has its risks as
well. Autonomous subnational governments may end up spending irresponsibly and
accumulating unsustainable debts if they are not subject to stringent budget and indebtedness
rules.

5.18 There are no hard and fast rules on the kind and extent of expenditure
responsibilities to be assigned to subnational governments. The extent to which expenditure
and service-provision responsibilities are to be transferred depends mainly on the institutional
strength and administrative capability of regional and local governments. In this respect, two
broad facts in the Peruvian situation are of compelling importance. First, regional governments
are yet to be constituted after the November 2002 elections. There is no reason to expect that the
soon-to-be-born regional governments will become capable and efficient administrative
apparatuses in a short period of time. Quite to the contrary, there is every reason to predict that
the constitution of truly capable regional governments will take some time. Secondly, with the
exception of a few provincial municipalities and an even fewer number of district municipalities,
local governments are weak. In the light of these two facts, it stands to reason that the transfer of
responsibilities must be gradual. In designing the transfer of responsibilities, due account must be
taken of the markedly different degrees of development of administrative capability in the

subnational governments. In addition, in the Peruvian case, the difficulties of any transfer
process are compounded by the sheer existence of the two levels of municipalities, the provincial
municipalities, and the district municipalities. This implies that, unlike most countries, after the

implementation of the regional government Peru will have four levels of government rather than
three. Now, most district municipalities are very small to assume responsibility for the more
demanding public services and can discharge only the relatively less complex tasks and, in any
case, only those where economies of scale are not crucial. Assignment of responsibilities to the
two levels of municipalities must be carefully designed having in mind size and human-resource
and administrative-capacity constraints at the two levels. Finally, the one mistake that by all
means should be avoided is the lack of clarity and precision in the distribution of functions as
between the central government, the regional governments, the provincial municipalities, and the
district municipalities. Legal and institutional confusion about the distribution of functions is
likely to lead to either situations of effort duplication and overlapping or to some public services
being left unattended and underinvested.

5.19 The GOP intends to change the way decisions are made about the amount of
resources to be transferred from the central government to the subnational governments.
In the past, these transfers (1) have been tied to variable sources; (2) have been, to a certain
extent, subject to discretional decisions at the central level, sometimes under the guise of
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formulas that have not been very transparent, and (iii) have been pro-cyclical. It is expected that,
in the new legal framework, procedures that are more transparent and decision-making criteria
will be established. From the standpoint of transfer policy, the two key institutional pieces in the
new framework are going to be the Compensation Funds and the Intergovernmental Fund for
Decentralization (FIDE, in its Spanish acronym). 3 Defining their long term financing
mechanisms, as well as criteria for accessing their resources is a short-term priority. Both types
of funds will follow explicit formulae in the calculation of the transfers to a given regional or to
local government. As it is customary, these formulae will take into account the size of the
population as well as income and poverty indicators. There is however an important difference
between the two types of funds. Whereas transfers from the Compensation Funds will be applied
in an unconditional manner, i.e., regardless of the particular local government's fiscal and
service-delivery performance, FIDE's transfers will be conditional on each subnational
government's meeting pre-defined targets of performance in public service provision and on its
adhering to explici standards of fiscally disciplined performance.

5.20 There must be a close connection between the transfer of responsibilities and the
transfer of resources. The double golden rule to be followed is that (1) the transfer of resources
must be accompanied by the transfer of responsibilities, and (2) responsibilities must not be
transferred unless an adequate level of resources to discharge the responsibilities is available at
the subnational level (in most cases as a result of a combination of resource transfers from the
central government and the subnational government's own tax revenue-see the next paragraph).

5.21 Subnational governments must be given powers of taxation within appropriate
boundaries. It would be a monumental mistake were Peru to decide that the subnational
governments are to rely only on the resource transfers from the central government. The
experience from other countries teaches that an institutional scheme where local governments do
not have the power to collect taxes weakens accountability at the local level; reduces incentives to
pay any kind of taxes, including taxes to the national government; and weakens the central
government's willingness and commitment to refrain from bailing out the subnational
governments when and if these incur in insurmountable financial difficulties stemming from lack
of fiscal discipline. It is therefore fundamentally healthy that subnational governments have their
own sources of tax revenue and make an effort of their own to optimize their tax revenue, taking
into account both issues of incentives to entrepreneurial efforts and issues of re-distributive
justice as well as the need for local public goods. In this respect, the Law already defines a
procedure by assigning to the Executive the sole responsibility to submit regional tax proposals-
whose management will be implemented by regional governments-to Congress. The menu of
taxes that can be imposed on the populations of the subnational entities by their governments
must be unambiguously defined by law, and any tax that is outside that menu or list will be
illegal. The types of taxes that are appropriate at the subnational levels are a matter of
considerable consensus both in the literature and in practical experience. Real estate taxes and
taxes on industry and commerce are the most common at the municipal level. Excise taxes on
specific consumption goods such as tobacco products, liquors, and beer are the most frequent at
the intermediate, regional level. Within the confines of the tax menu defined by national
legislation, subnational governments must be given a fair degree of autonomy to define the bases
and rates for their tax systems.

5.22 Subnational-government indebtedness must be subject to stringent rules and
procedures. There are good reasons to allow subnational governments to use debt as source of
finance. As a way of spending on account of future income, subnational governments' resort to

3We showed the degree of progressivity of FONCOMUN and saw little reason for modifying its redistribution criteria.
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debt makes as much sense as it does for any other economic agent. The issue then is not whether

or not debt should be allowed. The issue is rather to which constraints must subnational

government indebtedness be subject, so as to prevent these constraints from becoming a source of

national instability and local ruin. A related issue is how to avoid the moral hazard that becomes
rampant when and if subnational governments are given (implicit or explicit) assurance that they

will be bailed out. Since neither the market nor the spontaneous workings of the political system

enforces debt discipline, it is necessary to impose limits to subnational indebtedness. A positive

initial step is that the Law already specifies that external debt is an exclusive competence of the

National Government and its amount must be consistent with the overall public sector debt

ceilings. It also defines that sub-national governments can only contract new debt supported by a

state guarantee. However, domestic and contingent-registered and unregistered-debts are not

mentioned directly, and should be addressed in the incoming reform of the Law of Fiscal

Prudence and Transparency.

Recommendations:

> There is an immediate agenda of urgent issues that must be addressed. The agenda includes

issues of paramount importance such as designing alternatives for intergovernmental fiscal

relations, hard budget and indebtedness constraints on subnational governments, the specific

functions and competencies to be decentralized by sector (see Annex F), the characteristics
and funding sources of the future Regional Compensation Fund, and any possible changes in

the transfers scheme for municipalities. As the Law of Fiscal Prudence and Transparency

gets revamped, adding a chapter on subnational fiscal responsibility would be a positive

development (Chapter II).
> A critical goal of decentralization is to develop an increased local revenue-generating

capacity, based on local governments' own tax systems. Measures to be taken may include

the following: (i) increasing the real estate tax in the short term and upgrade it with a new

system (a territorialbased tax on property extension) in the medium term with the support of

a fiscal cadastre, initially piloted in a few municipalities; (ii) transferring the proceedings of

gasoline taxes to subnational governments; (iii) abolishing obsolete taxes; and (iv) promoting

horizontal technical assistance on the basis of best-practice municipalities.

> The issue of local governments' already existing-domestic and external, registered and

non-registered-debt must be urgently tackled. A curative approach would complete a full
diagnosis of all municipalities and design a transparent program for the restructuring of the

existing debt. Its implementation would be another essential pre-condition for assuming new

functions and administrative responsibilities. A preventive pproach would establish prior

conditions for contracting further debt and limits to its size.4 Ditto for future regional

governments.
> The building of institutional capacity both in the current local governments and in the future

regional governments is critical for the success of decentralization, especially regarding the

development of integrated financial management systems at the regional and local levels in

advance of, and as a prior condition for, decisions about transfers of expenditure
responsibilities. The resulting local and regional systems must be linked to the national SIAF

so as to have consolidated accounts for all levels of the government.

> The use of perforrnance contracts has proved useful and should be promoted. Peru's

experience with FONAFE in developing management contracts with public enterprises is a

4 Two interesting examples of good sub-national risk monitoring are Brazil and Colombia. In the former,

complementary limits are established in the Brazilian Fiscal Responsibility Law. In the latter, rules are embedded in

the Colombian "traffic light system" that links each subnational government's debt to its payment capacity and use
indicators as traffic lights to alert the central government about potentially excessive subnational debt (Ma and

Polackova, 2002)
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success story for the LAC region (Annex Box 5.2 The Decentralization Drive in Education in

E). The experience can be applied, under LAC: Some Cases
a pilot-case approach, to deconcentrated In the case of the Parana state in Brazil, the decentralization

ministerial units and subnational effort has aimed at the municipalization of basic education.
governments. Special incentives can be Recent efforts in Ecuador have focused on the extension ofgovernmens. Specia incentivs can be networks, both for pedagogical and administrative reasons and on
given to such units and governments to a model of voluntary municipalization of education. That

entice them to enter into management municipalization process is incipient and not subject to any
evaluative criteria (Moore and Rosales, 2001). In rural Mexico,

contracts. The latter's success would parents have been authorized to certify teacher attendance under
provide important lessons and examples national jurisdiction, while transfers to state education boards
because, in the end, decentralization and have been extended since 1998. Municipalization combined withdirect decisional control has been a successful model in
reform place a premium on accountability. Nicaragua. School autonomy in Nicaragua is based upon three
This is not simply probity, transparency, elements: fiscal transfers to schools based upon both technical
and internal efficiency in the use of and equity criteria (fornula based); parental control of fiscalresources through Parent Councils; and complete loc-al authority
resources. It is also an emphasis on over hiring and firing decisions. While the effort has been
results, performance, and social successful in the transfer of decisional control and in the

encouragement of community and parent involvement in the
accountability. Success breeds success, as educational process, educational quality has not been noticeably
the demonstrative effect of carefully affected (Arcia and Belli 1999). In the Dominican Republic,
monitored successful pilot experiences recent reforms and training efforts aim at increasing the role of

parent associations in monitoring teacher attendance, in receiving
can prove fruitful and critical in the the transfer f some funds for local operating costs, and in
public's support to the process. exercising a more participatory role in local schools. In

Venezuela, a current decentralization effort focuses on the
transfer of management authority to the school level ("the school

E. DECENTRALIZATION ~ THE as the center of basic education") and introducing and certifying
E. DECENTRALIZATION IN THE (vocational) educational training at the level of the workplace

EDUCATION S ECTOR5 (cada empresa una escuela). In Chile, a variety of efforts have
been attempted including where parents have been given the
option to select among publicly financed schools (Winkler and

5.23 Specialists have noted that public Moore, 1996). In El Salvador, rural parents associations have
education in Peru remains among the most been reinforced and have been empowered to enter into contracts
centralized in Latin America (Box 5.2) to successfully manage schools. EDUCO schools lie outside thepurview of the Ministry of Education's regular school system.
During the decade of the 1990s, the effort to They are located in remote rural areas principally, and were/are
decentralize public education was limited to a intended as a means of extending coverage. The management of

* of "r o initiative financial resources is the responsibility of communityseries OI on-again, off-agai" iitiatives educational associations (ACEs) based upon annual plans. The
driven more by political interests, than transfer of funds to the ACEs is based upon these annual plans
technical reasons (Ortiz de Zevallos et al., and these are received monthly as earmarked funds (salaries,

operations). Personnel decisions are the responsibility of the
1999). These initiatives were also short-lived. ACE, but pay scales are Ministry responsibilities. The ACE has
Opposition of municipalities and labor unions, clear govemance responsibilities, although the Ministry names

the director. Pedagogical concerns and standards remain
and the fear of the loss of fTee public ministerial responsibilities. The evidence to date suggests that,
education doomed these efforts from the as a means for increasing community participation and
outset. As a result, few efforts had any major involvement of parents, the model has been successful, but as a

means for improving educational quality, there is no clear
impact toward either a deconcentration or evidence that EDUCO has accomplished much. Finally, in
decentralization of the educational system. Guatemala, four different models of decentralization have been

Further, ven as reent (2001 policy, pursued simultaneously: (local management autonomy andFurther, even as recent (2001 ) policy pucontrol - PRONADE); limited decisional authority at the school
directives with strategic objectives have been level (Juntas Escolares); the decentralization of a competitive
formulated there is little consensus as to the system of teacher recruitment and selection; and the
mechanisms or organizational units that deconcentration of finance and supervision to departmental

should.be the agents of the process.6 What is
not clear to date is whether the agent of decentralization should be the future regional
governments, the existing Educational Service Units (Unidades de Servicios Educativos, or

5The next two sections partly draw from the mimeograph prepared by Richard Moore (2002).
6 These directives provide an ambitious set of measures and goals. Three objectives are noted: (a) quality basic
education for all; (b) strengthening at the school level with increased autonomy, participation and quality learning; (c)
dramatic improvements in the condition and qualifications of teachers (MED, 2001).
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USEs), the municipalities, or the schools, and what is the appropriate role of the community in

the process. Worst of all, the institutional framework for the delivery and administration of

educational services has become sort of a labyrinth of fragmented units.

5.24 The first element of this fragmentation stems from the creation of CTARs. They are

responsible directly to the Ministry of the Presidency and charged with responsibilities over the

bulk of the regional recurrent budget in both health and education. Under the current scheme, the

Ministry of Education has little control over the allocation of resources within its own sector at

the regional level. In addition, even at the central level, the confusion of authority between the

Ministry of the Presidency and sector ministries remains.

5.25 The second element of this fragmentation is the myriad of institutions exercising
some administrative and/or decisional responsibility at the regional level. The result is a high

degree of overlap and duplication of responsibilities and authority. The responsibility for

providing educational services resides in Regional Directorates of Education (DREs), yet these

entities depend fully on transfers from the central government. The DREs exercise their

functions (normative, financial, regulatory and supervisory) in a very partial manner and

contingent upon the relationship of any individual Director with MED. At the regional and

subregional level, institutional fragmentation is even more pronounced due to the existence of a

variety of institutions exercising some functions, yet whose roles in the process of

deconcentration or decentralization are unclear. No fewer than five organizational units play a

role at this level: DREs, CTARs, AEs, USEs, and ADEs. Under the DREs, there exists no less

than three units or levels of action. Areas of Execution (AEs) and Educational Service Units

(USEs) are administrative units charged with purely administrative functions. The USEs are line

units with responsibilities for exercising budget functions, yet they receive large portions of that

budget from the CTAR. They are responsible for the management of 58,000 schools and

additional 18,000 non-formal educational programs. In some cases, there are regions with sub-

DREs with essentially the same administrative functions as USEs. In addition, under the DREs,

there exist educational supervisory bodies, the Areas of Educational Development (ADEs). The

sector fragmentation is further evidenced in the extreme degree of confusing, poorly coordinated

and overlapping jurisdictions, particularly in the case of the 82 USEs, and 189 AEs.

5.26 Historically, relations between Regional Directorates and both the central level of

MED and the local level have been conflictive, mainly due to MED limited budgetary
control, and poor regulatory and managerial capacity. While theoretically MED exercises

regulatory authority over DREs, in fact appropriate control is not exercised. This regulatory

weakness on the part of MED over its own bureaucratic apparatus is in part a function of the

sheer size of the sector, and in part a function of limited budgetary control. There are more than

300,000 teachers in the public sector, and budgetary control over the labor force rests with the

CTAR. The weak managerial capacity, in turn, is a function of several factors, including the low

quality of functionaries of MED, high rotation among ministers and regionaldirectors, limited

communication between those charged with educational planning and execution. Finally, the

triplication of authority between the Ministry of the Presidency, MED and the CTARs affects

capacity and coordination. The first-through transfers to the CTARs-transfers funds to

executing units and exercises control over payroll. MED has, in theory, educational quality as its

principal concern, but also exercises control over hiring of teachers. Finally, CTARs have a

discretional focus on non-personnel budget austerity and control. Perhaps the most fundamental

manifestation of the lack of coordination resides in the area of payroll and personnel policy, also

reflected by the absence of a generalized information system or, even an inventory of personnel
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(Chapter VI).7 This historical multiplicity of functions also affects the quality and supervision of
education. At the same time, inadequate regional supervisory capacity and quality results in a
supervisory function that is virtually bereft of a concern for pedagogical quality in the face of
administrative and bureaucratic demands.

5.27 The legal framework for the sector is not particularly propitious for
decentralization. Both the Teachers' Law (Ley Magisterial) and the General Education Law are
rigid in terms of preventing the conditions for flexible response at either the school level or in
terms of local functions that might be exercised.

5.28 However, a promising beginning towards a redefinition of the legal framework for
decentralization is evident in the Executive Decree promulgated in February 2001. This
decree (i) expanded and fortified the role and functions of the school director; (ii) created
Consejos Escolares Consultivos (CEC) at the local level; (iii) strengthened the role of Parents
Associations, intensifying relations among MED, teachers, and the community; and (iv)
mandated the introduction of planning and participation at the local level for the formulation of
Institutional Development Projects (PDI) at the school level and the latter through the (optional)
creation of the CEC.

5.29 A 2001 pilot exercise in the creation of the CEC in some 467 schools has been
positive, but still is far from expectations. In November 2001, the incoming director of the
program made a very cursory evaluation of the experience as follows: (i) the experience has been
positive and should be expanded; (ii) there is a need to create a baseline for monitoring and
evaluation of the program; (iii) the principal limitation of the effort to date is its voluntary
character and the fact that the functions of the CEC are limited to advise and consult; (iv) the
CEC has no resources and its leveraging capabilities are weak; (v) support from USEs, DREs or
MED in the formation, training, and capacity to evaluate on the part of he CEC has been
extremely limited; and (vi) little promotion of the program has occurred. As a result of these
factors, there is little incentive to participate or even create the CEC at the school level.

5.30 Several actions are needed.

Recommendations:

> Both the Teachers' Law and the General Education Law need to be revised in this context.
They are too rigid for most forms of decentralization.

> Decentralization should follow a sequential process. Central government reorganization prior
to decentralization, but with an eye to decentralization, needs to be first. The suggested
model for defining functions and structure in Annex F should be carried out within the central
ministry and with the participation of key personnel from the various structural units.

> The current institutional morass of jurisdictional levels needs to be integrated. The decision
to transfer funds and functions from CTARs to DREs is only a partial move. The proposed
Law of Decentralization offers broad guidelines for jurisdictional levels (regions,
municipalities) but the non-exclusive nature of which level promotes, develops, and regulates

7 At present there is an effort to create this information system. However, to date only Lima-Callao is included in the
system and there are pressures not to implement it at the regional level for fear of loss of regional discretionary
authority. In the effort to link the information system to a system of payroll, a problem that needs to be addressed in
the near term is the inconsistency in the definitions of benefits (bonificaciones).
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activities of education (and health) leaves gaps Box 5.3 Decentralization of the Health Sector

for defining these functional differences.8 What in LAC
is clear is that the creation of multiple levels of A review of decentralization efforts in the health

intermediation may not be an appropriate sector in six countries of Latin America shows that the

strategy, and may well inhibit deeper forms of results have beenh vherylth sector inva(ably ai. at the

decentralization to the provider level. So, as separation of financing from service delivery, a split

the process of redefinition of roles and between purchaser and provider, and the introduction
often of management or performance contracts.

functions progresses, there must be a broad Decentralization involves the transfer of parts of the

simplification of administrative units and a public-sector health institutions from the central to

clarification of responsibilities at the subnational govemments. Central govemments retainpolicy-making, overall financing and highly specialized
intermediary level. operations and subnational governments have been given

); The introduction of management or primary (municipal often), secondary and tertiary hospital

performance contracts should wait for a more care (states and provinces). More often than not, efforts
to decentralize have generally failed at either improving

advanced stage of the decentralization of the coverage or efficiency and when successful have often

education sector. Once the institutional morass included some form of contractual agreement, such as

is simplified and monitoring indicators are management contracts.

agreed, they could serve as an agent for culture In Nicaragua, for instance, there is an ongoing effort to
decentralize a number of basic institutional characteristics

change, for the transformation from an (provision and acquisitions, finance, personnel

organizational culture based upon norms, management) to both hospit als and to regional/local units

bureaucracy, procedures, and inputs to an (SILAIS) through the introduction of management
contracts. The experience of two years with management

organizational culture founded in transparency, contracts in hospitals has not been successful, although

individual and institutional responsibility and the learning curve has improved the quality of these
contracts, particularly in terms of moving from input-

authority, and results. Performance agreements based criteria to output and outcome-based criteria for

must be accompanied by individual contractual agreement.

performance agreements evaluating teachers
regularly.

> The new legislation should clarify the role of service providers and local councils. Much of

the current move to decentralize in education focuses on direct transfers authority, finance

and accountability mechanisms to educational providers: schools and their communities.

> The CEC model should be expanded, but with strengthened funictions. Examples from LAC

countries would encourage greater school autonomy and the use of tools of social/legal

accountability, such as institutional development plans and management agreements.

> Authorities need to create political "space" for the introduction of modalities of
decentralization with a reasonable level of consensus. Such consensus does not exist in the
educational sector today. The National Consultation on Education is a good beginning.

F. DECENTRALIZATION IN THE HEALTH SECTOR

5.31 The public provision of health services is characterized by the ministerial
absorption of multiple vertical programs, fragmentation, inefficiency, limited
programmatic integrity, driven by the supply of programs for health care rather than the
demand for health services. (Box 5.3) In addition, there is limited focus on preventive health

care and the promotion of health care, as the supply of curative health services dominates the

terrain. Today, there exists no fewer than 23 vertically controlled programs administered from

the center, and each with its own disconnected set of norms, procedures, supervision system,

evaluation, data bases, training and mechanisms for accessing local level participation. The result

8 During the PER main mission a brief seminar was held with the technical leadership of MED. It practiced a

methodology for initiating the dialogue on functions and structures, based on technical workshops led by key technical

personnel at the central level (central restructuring) and participation from regional directors and their technical staff.
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is an incredible fragmentation of policy and administration in the national system.9 Further, at the
regional level many of these vertical programs maintain their own coordinators for
administration, monitoring, data collection, and training, virtually independent of the regional
directorate. Here, too, the result is fragmentation in the financing of health services and little
coordinated control over policy direction or planning. The regional directorates for health
(DISA) suffer from a minimum of authority, the inability to program in a coordinated fashion and
a high degree of fragmentation as well. As is true in the case of education, the financing
functions that reside in the CTAR further erode any authority that the DISA might have. DISAs
have very little programming authority and receive mostly pre-programmed funds, including
earmarked entrustedfunds (Altobelli, 2001). Finally, barely about 20 percent of the health
expenditure budget is devoted to preventive health care, which reflects its lower priority vis-a-vis
curative health.

5.32 Ironically, while the health care system has become increasingly centralized, the
central line ministry has minimal control over any attempt to integrate the health care
system. There are rather three areas or init iatives that favor decentralization in the health care
system, and these should be promoted: (i) the Performance-Contracts Administration Program
(Programa de Administracion de Acuerdos de Gesti6n - PAAG); (ii) the Regional Directorates of
Health (DISA); and (iii) the Unidades de Seguro Integral de Salud (USIS) recently created.

5.33 The PAAG-CLAS Program is a very useful model for health decentralization that
should be strengthened PAAG already executes some 17 percent of the MINSA budget under
financial management rules of its own. There are approximately 550 CLAS and some 1,200
health establishments under the system (approximately 20 percent of total health establishments)
under the system. It was created in 1994 as a means to improve the quality of health care
expenditures, to bring transparency to the systern, to improve the cost effectiveness of service
delivery and to promote (private) community participation in health care management. The
CLAS model builds upon the existing local and community organization, and essentially was
designed to increase coverage in rural and periurban communities, in areas where existing health
services were weak or absent. Similar to Convenios de Gesti6n Institucional, the CLAS model
provides for a management contract. However, one fundamentally different characteristic of the
contract is that the model applies private law to the use of public resources, and by doing so
proffers greater flexibility in the management and utilization of public resources. CLAS not only
combines community and public health services in the planning process, but also gives CLAS
direct control over hiring and fiing of contracted health personnel and assures a unique degree of
social accountability. In its initial stages, the formation of CLAS was very localized: each CLAS
managed a single establishment or health center. It became apparent that this approach was less
than ideal in terms of the potential coverage of the system and gradually the CLAS became a
management contract over a group of establishments in a network. While this change in scope
and structure seems to be more effective in terms of economies of scale, there is a danger that
increasing scale reduces "local" social control at the level of the community, in favor of control at
the site of the center of the network. CLAS has shown to be an effective model of co-
management in the financing and provision of services. It -has increased the "capture" of local
resources (because fee for services remain at the local level) and the sense of local accountability.
However, CLAS should not be seen as a means for reducing government expenditures on local
health care. Further, CLAS has not proven to be as effective in the supervision of the quality of
services. By its very nature, members of CLAS are not competent to supervise quality.

9 Recent documents provide excellent diagrammatic representations of the institutional disorder in the health sector.
They offer dismaying evidence of the chaos in the sector. See World Bank (2001e) and Cortez (2001).
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Recommendations:

> expanding the number of CLAS, possibly to attain some 25 percent of health establishments,

but without increasing their scale of the CLAS for to maintain the sense of local social

accountability, the ratio of CLAS to establishments should not be increased.
> the need to strengthen other entities within the health care system, more capable of quality

assurance and supervision

5.34 For CLAS to function well requires the reinforcement of Regional Directorates of
Health (DISA). The DISA suffers from fragmented authority, an administrative system that

further fragments the coordination of financing in the sector and in the supervision of the quality

of health provision. In addition, execution.by the DISA is driven as much or more by the supply

of services rather than demand for services, and introduces certain rigidity in the use of funds.

However, despite norms and regulations; DISAs have played an important role in the health

sector, since they are able to manage financial accounts to their own benefit and to the advantage

of the CLAS model if they enjoy a larger role in planning, technical assistance, administrative

control supervision, and evaluation of management agreements with various* service providers

(Altobelli, 2001). A positive relationship between DISA and CLAS would allow the former to

assure that the appropriate transfers of funds to CLAS takes place. The proposed Law of

Decentralization correctly provides a legislative framework for achieving DISA strengthening.

Recommendations:

> The relationship between CTARs and DISAs should change by removing the former

intermediary from sector driven purposes. This implies a need for the immediate

strengthening of the institutional and human resource capacity within DISAs.
> DISA's ability and authority to supervise and control the quality of service delivery should

improve. The current nature of the finance mechanism and the lack of control over financing

at the DISA level have affected it.
> the renewed efforts to consolidate and integrate vertical and virtually autonomous programs

implies the need to rethink the planning, administration, supervision and financing roles for

DISA, and to restructure these units in an integrative fashion. Further, DISAs should be

increasingly demand driven, relying on local diagnostics of needs.

5.35 A third initiative that needs strengthening is the radical transformation of health

insurance with the creation of the Integral Health Insurance Unit, or USIS in 2001. The

USIS lies outside MINSA and is an ambitious effort to integrate Maternal Infant Insurance (SMI)

and the General School Insurance (SEG) programs under one roof. While at present the two

programs-funds remain separate, the current drive is to consolidate them and to universalize
coverage, to separate financing from service provision and to strengthen the decentralization

process. The model incorporates a variety of service providers, ranging from public health

centers to management contracts with CLAS or private local service providers. There are several

concerns. First and foremost is the legal status of USIS. Because of the absence of legal

autonomous status, USIS cannot act as an executing unit to provide direct financing for services.

Rather, most financing by USIS is channeled through the DISA, creating yet another

administrative instance in financing. Further, the use of DISA as direct administrator of USIS

funds generates delays in transfers to providers (and CLAS) and' has fragmented the capacity to

supervise the cost effectiveness of service provision. The control and evaluation functions over

'° Not only have there been complaints from CLAS over delays in transfers, but also that in some cases the DISA

simply has not made the transfers to CLAS (Moore, 2002). -
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what is financed and who is providing it rests within the DISA and not in USIS. A second
concern is the potential for increased fragmentation in financing local services. Various financing
entities provide resources to a local health establishment and the potential for duplication of
payments for the same service is real. A third concern is the limited institutional capacity of the
USIS. At present, USIS is incapable of providing the necessary technical capacity to supervise or
evaluate. In addition, quality control over providers (accreditation) is weak or non-existent.

Recommendations:

> The solution to the dilemma of indirect financier can be resolved through the granting of legal
status to USIS as a Public Decentralized Organism (OPD). It would remove one level of
unnecessary administration in financing services, provide strong impetus to the strengthening
and extension of the CLAS model, and allow for the separation of finance (USIS) from
provision (CLAS, public health centers, private providers) and finance from supervision
(DISA).

> Fragmentation should be reduced through the consolidation of existing vertical programs
within MINSA (para 5.37).

> The strengthening of the supervisory role of DISA, as well as of USIS itself would improve
the monitoring, evaluation and supervision of both the quality of service and of financial
accountability.

5.36 In recent months, there has been a strong focus on attempting to bring some order
to the public health system. This focus can be summarized as an effort to consolidate some of
the vertical and somewhat isolated programs within the DGSP; a simplification of the central
government structure through the reduction of Executive Directorates to three, and renewed
interest in decentralization.

Recommendations:

> It is equally imperative that while pursuing decentralization policies and initiatives, reform of
the core of the Ministry also takes place. Up to now, the principal focus of efforts is on
restructuring of the central level, and less on decentralization, but both avenues should be
pursued simultaneously. There would be a notable improvement in internal communication,
whereas previously each vertical program was much of an island unto itself.

> Central ministerial restructuring has been initiated, but must continue with a greater eye
towards decentralization. Again, the functional matrix model offered in Annex F is an
example of how such an identification of structures and functions can be a useful applied
tool.

> The work of the Commission on a Decentralized Health Care System (Sistema Coordinado y
Descentralizado de Salud) is of paramount importance. Its main responsibility is to (i) clarify
the roles of the various entities involved in the health care system-MINSA at the central
level, DISA, PARSALUD, municipalities, CLAS, and local health centers; and (ii) integrate
programs and projects, ending the multiplication of vertical programs and the creation of
parallel bureaucracies virtually removed from the core of the MINSA.

> Prior review, strengthening the regulatory functions of the central and intermediate levels is
increasingly imperative. CLAS is the answer for decentralization of service delivery to
locally accountable providers in Peru, and provides the key for longer-term models of
decentralization. A program of expansion over the next several years without altering the
ratio of CLAS to individual health establishments should be pursued, perhaps at a rate of
some 5-10 percent per year.
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Chapter VI
UPGRADING THE CIVIL SERVICE

6.1 Civil service reform is the missing link of an outcome- and poverty reducing-oriented
modernization of the state in Peru. The past decade witnessed a severe deterioration of Peru's

civil service with deep implications for the fiscal accounts and the costs of the pensions regime.

Hyperinflation of the late eighties and the beginning of the nineties sharply reduced the real

earnings of civil servants. A poorly conceived downsizing of the central government work force

in the early nineties, which, by the end of the decade was reversed, led, however, to the departure

of the most capable civil servants. The fiscal burden of the surviving public labor force is very

high and unsustainable. There is an entrenched disregardfor the provisions of the existing civil
service law and its associated regulations. Civil servants are employed under a variety of legal

regimes with a wide dispersion in salaries for similar tasks. The existing formal salary structure

has not been revised in over a decade, so base salaries are increased through resort to a variety

of supplements and benefits in cash and in kind. With the proclamation of a ban on hiring into

permanent positions ten years ago, institutions have resorted to hiring on a contractual basis, a

process that is not subject to any required procedures for recruitment and selection and has

severe fiscal implications. All these factors have contributed to the existing legacy of a work

force that is poorly prepared, poorly trained, poorly supervised, and consequently of very low

productivity. Consequently, there is an urgent needfor a thorough reform to re-establish some

semblance of control over the wage bill and to promote the creation of a more efficient

government Any initiative designed to improve the performance of government must include a

major overhaul in the institutional framework that governs public sector employment and in the

management of its human resources. The current civil service law has major weaknesses that

argue for its replacement by a new legal framework designed to promote a higher level of

efficiency in the delivery of government services. A sequencing path of reforms is suggested,

starting by a modest, but valuable, pilot effort to rationalize HR management on a ministry by

ministry basis and supported by a SIAF-controlled payroll, to the ultimate creation of an

autonomous institution or Directorate with the responsibility to administer the civil service

system, with normative and enforcementfunctions.'

A. THE SIZE AND EMPLOYMENT CONDITIONS OF THE PUBLIC SECTOR

6.2 There is no unambiguous estimate of the size of public sector employment in Peru.

The range varies between 616,200 and 890,728, the latest number including members of the

armed forces and police, which represents 7.9 percent of the employed labor force.2 If we accept

the most conservative estimate of 616,200, it represents approximately 2.4 percent of the

estimated population for the year 2000. This ratio closely resembles the average proportion for

middle -income countries of 2.5 percent. If total government employment, including police and

the armed services, is considered, the ratio to population for Peru is 3.5 percent, which compares
favorably to the group of middle-income countries whose ratio is 4.3 percent (Figure 6.1).3

Similarly, as a percentage to the GDP, the wage bill4 is lower than the average in LAC or middle

'This mostly draws from the mimeograph prepared by Gregory (2002).

2 Encuesta Nacional de Hogares, op. cit., p. 11

3The information for international comparisons is drawn from the World Bank database on Public Sector Employment
and Wages.
4 Such a wage bill is significantly underestimated as it is explained below.
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income countries, 6.2 percent.
While Peru would compare Figure 6.1 International Government
favorably with other countries, it Employment Comparison

should be kept in mind that these are 40
poor indicators of whether 30
government employment or 20 -
remunerations are excessive or
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the range of obligations assumed by Peru Latin Amenca Middle-Income
different governments and the 0 Total Govt Empt (% of pop) 0 Wage bill (% of GDP)
efficiency with which they are M Wage bill (% of govt exp.)
carried out.

6.3 The fiscal costs of the public servants and the associated pension regimes are very
high, bringing rigidity to the budget and absorbing a significant share of it. On the one
hand, Peru's wage bill, equivalent to 39 percent of total expenditure and 6.6 percent of GDP, is
second highest in LAC, and this ratio does not include public servants hired under other
categories. This suggests overstaffing (Figure 6.1). On the other hand-and this is very relevant
for a country suffering fiscal retrenchment, the budgetary cost of the public pension system,
which has three components-recognition bonds issued to workers that switched to the private
system, unfunded liabilities under the Oficina de Normalizaci6n Previsional of both current and
future workers, and special regimes-amounted to a minimum of about 0.6 percent of GDP in
2002 and is projected to peak up to at least 1 percent of GDP by 2010.

6.4 Furthermore, a negative public perception prevails on the overall performance of
the public work force. A WBI survey on governance and corruption in Peru (Chapter VII)
reveals that public servants in Peru rank unfavorably when compared to Honduras and Colombia,
in termns of bribes paid for obtaining public contracts and services, bad administration of public
funds, and the practice of buying positions in public entities (which favor capture of state by
determined groups). Peru ranked better, however, in frequent reporting of corruption in the
public administration (Figure 6.2)

6.5 Public employment conditions in Peru's public sector are governed by a legal
framework that has rarely been fully applied The 1979 Constitution mandated that a law be
enacted that ought to establish merit as the governing principle in defining conditions of
employment, and set up a single structure of remunerations and fringe benefits for all covered
employments. Hence, the Civil Service Law and the Ley de Bases de la Carrera Administrativa y
de Remuneraciones del Sector Puiblico were enacted in 1984.5 Both Laws are basically a
statement of principles underlying the employment relationship. The specific norms and
procedures regulating that relationship were left to be defined in the Laws' implementing
regulations (or Reglamento). The initial Reglamento was published in 1985 and was superseded
by a far more detailed Reglamento in 1990. However, for all practical purposes, both Laws have
been a dead letter for the better part of their life. Concomitant with a partial reduction in
employment between 1991 and 1993, a ban on hiring for permanent pDsitions was decreed.
Presumably, all hiring since then has been on a contractual basis and has not been subject to any
statutory procedures. Other provisions of the Law, such as the creation of a tribunal to hear
appeals by public servants from disciplinary actions, have never been fulfilled.

5Notice that the Constitution of 1993 omits any reference to a civil service law or to the principle of merit in public
employment.
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6.6 The present legal
framework is weak and the status Figure 6.2 Corruption in Public Services
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decade. Because of this vacuum, a
Multisectoral Commission to Study the Situation of the Central Public Administration Personnel

(henceforth the Commission) was created in 2001 and was charged with examining the issues

related public sector employment. The Commission's Final Report provides preliminary

information that is available on the state of government's employment as of the first half of 2001.

Public Sector Employment and Earnings

6.7 There are four classes of public servants:

a Those who entered under the legal provisions of the existing Civil Service Law (Regime

276).
L Since the hiring ban instituted a decade ago, no appointments to permanent positions have

supposedly been made, but ministries have instead resorted to hiring employees under

contracts that are also governed by provisions of Regime 276.
O Another class of contract employees is subject to no regime and is financed from diverse

sources, but largely from the budgetary category of goods and non-personal services (NPS).

o Because of the restrictive provisions of Regime 276, some decentralized agencies have opted

for coverage under the labor code that applies to the private sector (Regime 728).

6.8 The Commission did preliminary major findings concerning employment and
salaries in the public sector.

o If the two first classes of public employees are aggregated into a single category referred to as
Regime-276 public employees, the monthly average salaries under the three regimes are

1,439, 1,796, and 1,775 soles respectively for an overall average of S/1,500. Earnings of

employees under Regime 728 would exceed on average those of statutory employees by 25

percent, while those under NPS would enjoy a 23 percent premium.

o The high concentration of employees in Regime 276 (82.2 percent of the public work force)

is heavily influenced by the inclusion of public servants that do not form part of the
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administrative ranks of the government (Table 6.1). In fact, if we were to deduct from the
total employment appearing in the table, teachers, health professionals, judges, and attorneys
in the Attorney General's office, the remaining employees would, for the most part, represent
the staff of line ministries. When these deductions are carried out, it turns out that only 45.3
percent of the work force within the line ministries is employed under Regimen 276, while
almost as many, 40.2 percent, represent contract employees under NPS. So, NPS introduces
major distortions to the wage bill and overall budgetary flexibility (para 3.14).

Table 6.1 Number of Employees and the Average Monthly Wage Bill

Regimen Number of Employees Monthly Wage Bill

Thousands Percent Millions of Soles Percent

Regimen 276 506.8 82.2 729.4 78.9

Regimen 728 49.5 8.0 88.9 9.6

NPS 59.9 9.7 106.3 11.5

Total 616.2 100.0 924.6 100.0

Source: Comisi6n Multisectorial Encargada de Estudiar la Situaci6n del Personal de la Administraci6n P61lica
Central.

6.9 Contrary to common belief, the current employment level is higher than in the
early-nineties. The number of public servants accounted for by the Comisi6n, 616,200, is
slightly higher than that in 1990. The number of employees ascribed to the national government
was 591,498 in 1990 (The World Bank, 1994). An alternative measure of urban employment in
public administration, obtained from third-quarter household surveys and data available for 1997-
2001 reports a total public employment of 707,000 (Table 6.2) ,6

Table 6.2 Urban Public and Private Sector Employment and Average Monthly Earnings 1997-2001
(nuevos soles)

/% Change
1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 1997-2001

No. Average No. Averagc No. Average No. Averag No. Averag No. Average
'000s Earning '000s Earning '000s Earning '000s Earning '000s Earning '000s Earning

Public Total 561.6 771 619.7 820 662.5 941 648.6 1030 707.0 1078 25.9 39.8

Permanent 339.8 903 397.1 851 399.4 1042 389.1 1120 433.9 1175 27.7 30.1

FixedTemnContract 131.8 667 127.4 881 156.8 888 156.6 950 145.0 1134 10.0 70

Other 90.0. 422 95.2 609 106.3 638 102.9 812 128.1 685 42.3 62.3
PrivateInfornal 1001.9 482 1149.6 521 1147.9 521 1089 523 1223.6 443 22.1 -8.1

Private Fomnal 1217.1 1042 1373.6 1288 1279.9 1369 1305.8 1246 1255.3 1285 3.1 23.3

Source: Gregory (2002).

6.10 Household surveys confirm that the ban on new hiring of public employment
proved ineffective as a very significant increase in government employment took place over
1997-2001. All but one category increased their number of public servants. In total, public

6 It should be kept in mind that the survey's measure of public employment is not limited to only the central

government, but includes municipalities. However, it would seem that the large difference between the two measures

of employment is to be attributed to the inflated number of educators reported by the household survey. Whereas
government sources estimate the number of teachers to be in the order of 280,000, the survey reports some 377,000 in
2001. No other source conies close to reporting numbers as large as these. Another reference point is provided by a

census of schools undertaken in 1999. It reported the existence of 309 thousand teachers, of whom 235 thousand were

public school employees. This compares with the survey's measure of almost 340 thousand public school teachers in

that same year. Furthermore, the variations in this number over the interval 1997-2001 are larger than one would
expect, and the increase of about 45,000 reported for 2001 over 2000 certainly is unlikely to reflect reality (Saavedra et

al, 200 )
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employment is believed to have significantly increased by over 25 percent; but if we correct this

number by the likely over-estimation of the number of teachers in 2001 (reducing them to

approximately the level of 2000), growth in total public employment would still be significant at

about 20 percent.

6.11 There is also a considerable divergence between the Commission's estimate of
earnings and those reported by the household survey for 2001. The former are significantly

higher, ranging from 33 to 66 percent greater than the a-erage public sector earnings reported by

the household survey for 2001. This is an uncomfortably large difference that cannot easily be

explained, except by the frequent tendency of survey respondents to understate their real

revenues. However, another difference appears on reported average earnings for all employees,
which advanced by almost 40 percent between 1997-2001. Those in central administration

reported an increase of almost 52 percent, while educators reported a more modest increase of
almost 27 percent. Since the consumer price index rose by only 15.5 percent between the two

end points of the series, public employees realized real percentage increases in double digits on

average earnings in such period.

Comparison of Public and Private Sector Earnings

6.12 The earnings of civil
servants in the central Figure 6.3 Employment and Average
administration gained Earnings of the Private and Public Sector
significantly in relation to 1600 1600

those of private sector 
employees7 over the period o 1200 -_
1997-2001. According to -

household surveys, in 1997, E 800 | - .. 800 E

average earnings in the central 0 -

administration were 87 percent E 400 - S H ~ 400 e

of those in the private formal
sector. They reached virtual 0o 0

parity in 2000 and surpassed 97 98 99 00 01

them by about 7 percent in Public Emp. Informal Emp. Formal Emp.

2001. Average earnings for Public, RHS Informal RHS Formal, RHS

permanent teachers also

surpassed average earnings for
the private sector in 2001. Average earnings in the total government, also increased, but

remained below average earnings for fornal private employment and above average earnings for

informal employment in the same period (Figure 6.3). These findings differ from the Comisi6n's
estimates; public sector average earnings, including those of educators, appear to range between

30 and 66 percent above those in the private sector. The Commission's number, however, has a
larger margin than one would find to exist in most other countries of similar or higher incomes'.

6.13 A third more accurate, but conflicting, measure of private sector earnings is derived
from establishment surveys that extract data from payrolls. In June of 2001 average monthly

7The data for the private sector employees is for firms with ten or more employees.

8 A note of caution is needed in evaluating these findings. Household surveys of income and expenditures typically fail

to capture all income actually received. Aggregate incomes reported generally fall short of those recorded in the

aggregate national income accounts by 15 to 20 percent, and in the case of Peru may be understated by as much as 30

percent. It is reasonable to believe that private sector incomes are more likely to be understated than those of salaried

public servants. If so, the reported margin by which public earnings exceed private may be exaggerated.
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earnings were reported to be NS/1,854 as compared to the NS/1,285 reported for private formal
sector employees by the household surveys.9 Relative to this value, the average monthly earnings
of public employees reported in Table 6.2 are only six-tenths.

6.14 In view of the conflicting data, it is very risky to make definitive pronouncements
regarding the actual earnings of civil servants and their relationship to those from the
private sector. The safest statement that can be made is that public sector earnings appear to
have gained relative to those in the private over the interval 1997-2001. Since the establishment
surveys are a more accurate source of information regarding private sctor earnings, it can be
concluded that while the gap between the two sectors has narrowed, public sector earnings are
probably still somewhat below their private sector counterparts°0.

Earnings by Occupational Category of Public Employees

6.15 The salary payroll is highly inconsistent and fragmented, as the official payroll
barely covers less than half the real one. The formal payroll of the central administration for
employees covered by Regimen 276 is called the Unified Payroll (Planilla Unica de Pagos, or
PUP). The Comisi6n's study reports that only 41 percent of all salary payments are charged to
the PUP. All the rest of the payments are made by resort to over 40 different salary supplements
in cash and in kind! For example: incentive payment, vacation bonus, birthday bonus,
consumption subsidy, family food basket, monthly bonus, transportation, schooling subsidy,
uniforms, etc. The result of these ad hoc arrangements is a total loss of any transparency and
coherence in the formal salary structure. Emnployees in the same salary grade or performing the
same tasks receive widely disparate salaries and the salary relationships existing among the
different levels of the salary structure obey no consistent or transparent relationship to the skills
required b perform the assigned tasks as reflected by the minimum and maximum salaries in
each salary grade that are financed out of the PUP (Table 6.3).

o The ratios of the highest to the lowest salary within grades vary greatly. For example, the
maximum salary n grade Fl is 5.55 times greater than the minimum while in F7, the ratio
stands at 1.36.

o There is no perceptible order in which this ratio moves along salary grades from the
minimum to the maximum and the overlap of salaries is extreme. For example, the maximum
salary in the bottom grade (SA-E) is greater than the maximum salary in ten of the next 11
higher grades." Indeed, it is greater than the maximum recorded for vice-ministers and
secretary general!

9 Ministerio de Trabajo y Promocion Social, Encuesta Nacional de Sueldos y Salarios as reported in hforme
Estadistico Mensual, Agosto 2001, p.3 9.

0 The importance of the level of public sector remunerations relative to the private sector should not be
underestimated. According to World Bank's 1997 World Development Report (p. 8), there is a clear and strong inverse
relationship between public sector wages relative to those in manufacturing and the incidence of corruption. The
higher public sector salaries are relative to those in manufacturing, the lower is the incidence of corruption. Regardless
of whether one refers to ENAHO's average monthly earnings in the central administration in 2001, S/1,379, or the
Comisi6n's average, S/1,500, both fall far short of the average monthly wage in urban manufacturing in June, 2001 of
S/2,337.

" However, the Comision report notes that this particular anomaly is not normally observed within institutions.
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Table 6.3 Dispersion of Salaries Charged to the PUP by Occupational Group
and Salary Grade

(Nuevos Soles)

Occupational Salary Maximum Minimum Ratio of
Group Grade Value Value Max/Min

F8 2,594 1,326 1.96

UPPERMANAGEMENT F7 1,574 1,154 1.36

F6 1,651 1,059 1.56

F5 1,928 1,005 1.92

F4 1,458 964 1.51

MIDDLE MANAGEMENT F3 2,695 906 2.97

F2 2,934 669 4.39

Fl 3,805 686 5.55

SP A 2,670 651 4.10
SP B 1,608 620 2.59

SP C 1,798 600 3.00
PROFESSIONALS SP D 2,469 576 4.29

SP E 1,382 551 2.51

SP F 1,158 598 1.94

STA 1,960 526 3.73

ST B 1,725 518 3.30

TECHNICAL STC 816 520 1.57

ST D 788 508 1.55

STE 778 507 1.53

SA A 1,765 502 3.52

SA B 1,555 500 3.11

AUXILiARY SA C 1,748 491 3.56

SA D 1,052 498 2.11
SA E 1,803 480 3.76 -

Notes: Grade F8 does not include the President of the Council of Ministers.
Some Secretaries General (F6) have a rank of Vice-Minister (F7).
Source: Comision Multisectoral, op.cit., p.2.

6.16 On average, contracted personnel earn more than permanent, except for auxiliary
ones, but salary dispersion is high (Table 6.4 and Figure 6.4). Peru's civil service regime
appears to offer higher-than-market rates of pay for employees at the bottom of the occupational
hierarchy while paying less-than-market salaries to highly skilled employees. Managerial
personnel with permanent status under 276 appear to earn less on average than do those

contracted under the same regime, but the Comisi6n's report comments that more disaggregated
data by salary grade reveals that the permanent managers actually earn more.

Table 6.4 Maximum, Average, and Minimum Earnings by Occupational Group and Regimen
(Nuevos Soles)

Permanent Contract
Min Avg Max Min Avg Max

Upper Mgmt 13634 23360 43083

Middle Mgmt 700 3377 12438 932 4047 5016

Professionals 684 1943 5554 764 2246 6770

Technical 679 1373 3816 579 1499 3488

Auxiliary 498 1209 3779 578 1106 2416

Source: Gregory (2002).
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Figure 6.4 Permanent and Contractual Average Earnings (Nuevo
Soles)
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6.17 A wholesale reform of employment and remuneration practices in the public sector
is in order. Public employment is growing rapidly and uncontrolled. Salary levels are being
assigned without reference to any benchmarks. There is no mechanism for assuring that
individuals performing similar tasks at similar levels of productivity receive similar pay.

B. REFORMING THE LEGAL AND INSTITUTIONAL FRAmEWORK

6.18 Neither the Laws, nor the Reglamento establish procedures and offer benefits to
employees that are more likely to discourage rather than encourage efficiency:

o A glaring omission of the Laws is the absence of any entity responsible for ensuring its
enforcement. The 1985 Reglamento leaves enforcement to the human resources offices at
the ministry- level. 12 This is a weak reed on which to place such a responsibility. Typically,
the human resources offices are poorly staffed and exercise little authority. To the extent that
their Directors serve at the pleasure of the higher authorities, there would be little disposition
to oppose the latter should they wish to by-pass procedures outlined in the law or regulations.

u Upon appointment to a post, a civil servant immediately acquires tenure since the 1990
Reglamento expressly rejects the use of probationary periods.

u The Reglamento seems to reflect a determination to move employees upwards through
the occupational and salary structure as quickly as possible. It calls for setting annual
quotas for promotions based on either existing vacancies or by the reclassification of a
servant's existing post. Rather than restricting access to promotion to maintain a strong
incentive to excellent performance, it creates a mechanism that risks converting the
promotion into a pro forma event. As the Reglamento seeks to fill all vacancies above the
entry level to an occupational group from within the existing personnel pool, this limits the
flexibility required to ensure that the best possible available candidate is selected.

6.19 The procedures outlined for the recruitment and selection of new employees
conform to standard practice in theory, but prove ineffective. Vacancies at the entry level

12 Reglamento Inicial del Decreto Legislativo No. 276, Decreto Supremo No. 018-85 PCM, Disposiciones Generales, 2.
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must be advertised and sele ction follows a competitive process in which antecedents are
evaluated and examinations may be required. But there are loopholes. For example, individuals
hired on a contractual basis are not required to undergo a competitive selection' process and after
one year they may be granted permanent status if a vacancy exists. Then, after three years on
contracts, an individual acquires a right to become permanent if the institution decides it needs to
retain the position (Art. 40). Clearly these provisions are inconsistent with procedures to ensure
that the best candidates are hired into tenured positions.

6.20 Monetary rewards are merely a function of tenure. Article 51 grants a five percent
increase in the basic salary after each five years of service. Artic le 52 provides for bonuses that
are a function of family size. Both provision violates the principle of equal pay for equal work
and certainly have no link to performance. Article 53a provides for a bonus to be paid to those
occupying positions of responsibility or of supervision. No definition of "responsibility" appears
either in the Laws or in the Reglamento, so that it obviously lies within an area of discretion of
the institution's authorities 3 . Moreover, articles 140-46 of the Reglamento oblige all government
institutions to provide a variety of welfare benefits extending to the employee and his/her family.
Among the benefits to be provided are meals, transportation, in-house medical services, housing,
nurseries and educational subsidies, cultural, social and recreational activities, subsidized credit,
and others.

The Needfor a Civil Service Directorate

6.21 Peru intends to enact a new Civil Service Law and Reglamento designed not only to
protect the legitimate rights of employees, but also to create the incentives for a higher level of
efficiency and an improved quality of services to the public.

Recommendations. It is advisable that a new Civil Service Law establishes a central entity-a
Directorate-with authority for normative and enforcement functions. The Directorate must
ideally be autonomous from the executive power. The person who heads the Directorate should
be viewed as apolitical as possible and have had professional experience in the area of human
resource management. The qualifications for the position should be clearly set forth in the law'4.
The Directorate could be assigned a variety of functions designed to ensure a measure of
consistency in the administration of human resources across the various institutions of
govemment. Among these could be:

> Prepare the Reglamento of the new civil service law;

> Prepare a model Reglamento (subject to the approval of the Council of Ministers), which
would serve as a basis for institution-level Reglamentos;

13 Why a salary supplement should be necessary is not clear. After all, the job evaluation process is supposed to take
account of the duties and responsibility that characterize each post and assign it to the appropriate salary category. No

further supplement should be required. But even less understandable is the granting of a permanent bonus in
recognition of past supervisory services after one moves to a non-supervisory position. The Reglamento provides for

this salary supplement for those serving in a managerial position for at least 3 years though it does not specify what
proportion of the bonus becomes permanent (Art. 124).

14 The appointment process that is to be followed is of the utmost importance. One possible appointment mechanism is

the constitution by law of a nominating panel with representation from Congress, civil society organizations and the

business sector, which would forward a short list of approved candidates to the President from which he or she would
make the appointment. The Director (Rector) should enjoy a rank equivalent to that of a minister and hold such position
for a term longer than that of the president. Removal from the position would require a demonstration of incompetence.
In the absence of such a demonstration, renewal of the director's term would be expected.
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> Create and maintain a database containing personnel information of all government
employees;

> Design of a single system of job description and evaluation that could be applied across all
government agencies;

> Design and implement the training program of the personnel assigned to the human resources
offices in the public entities;

> Provide technical assistance to the institutional human resource offices;

> Assist ministries in assessing training needs and training programs, maintaining a listing of
qualified sources of training;

> Design an appropriate wage structure that permits government to recruit and retain employees
of the desired quality;

> Perform periodic surveys of the labor market to identify salary trends on the basis of which it
could offer policy recommendations to the executive designed to rmintain public salaries in
the desired relation to the market;

> Perform technical analyses of public sector employment.

Personnel management

6.22 The procedures outlined in the existing Reglamento are, for the most part, adequate,
but could be improved They prevent opening all vacancies to competitive qualification by
both, internal and external candidates. Some greater degree of regulation of the process of
contracting would appear to be desirable, since it is an area that could give rise to abuse.
Currently, an institution can contract anyone it wishes without resort to a competitive process of
qualification.

Recommendations:

> Contracts with a duration of less than a year, the current practice be followed, but contracts
should be non-renewable to prevent avoidance of the competitive process.

> Contracts for longer periods of time should be filled through a competitive process. Holders
of longer-term contracts should also be entitled to all the other benefits, e.g., paid vacations,
participation in a pension scheme, etc.

> Consideration must be given to employing occupants of all professional and managerial
positions on a contractual basis rather than on a permanent basis. To compensate for the
increased risk of separation, a premium could be offered over the position's salary grade, e.g.,
ten percent, to those opting for the contract option. The increase in flexibility afforded by the
contractual arrangement could well be worth such a premium.

6.23 Remunerations and Other Incentives to Perform. The Directorate should be made
responsible for elaborating a single market-oriented salary structure designed to accommodate the
full range of services employed in government from the unskilled service worker to the minister.

Recommendations:

> Budgetary provisions should be made for payment of bonuses to employees as rewards for
superior performance.
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> The budget should allocate to each institution some proportion of its wage bill for the
distribution of such bonuses. Each institution would be responsible for administration of the
bonus.

> Permanent payments that are unrelated to performance, e.g., length-of-service supplements,
should be avoided. If it is desired to grant some recognition for length of service it would be
preferable to grant a lump sum award when recognition is due rather than make a permanent
addition to the basic salary as the current law provides.

> The new Civil Service Law should provide that salary increases mandated for all employees
be made in proportional form, i.e., an equal percentage increase for all. The common practice
of awarding the same absolute increase to all employees has the unfortunate consequence of
reducing relative differentials among salary grades, leading to a compression of the salary
structure and to future difficulties in the recruitment of high-level skills. It also reduces the
incentives to perform in order to better qualify for promotion.

> All new employees should be subject to a probationary period during which they may be
discharged without payment of an indemnity.

6.24 The Imple mentation of a New Civil Service Regime. The new Law and salary
structure should not be extended to the whole central government immediately upon its
enactment, except for the general provisions governing recruitment and selection, but start with
modest haman resource (HR) management reform pilot exercises, developed on a ministry by
ministry basis. The government ought to use accession to the law and the new salary structure as
an incentive for each institution to undergo a careful review of its mission- and structures, and
their adequacy for meeting the future institutional needs.

Recommendations:

> A basic HR restructuring process would include (i) the discontinuation of activities that do
not fit within the newly defined mission of the institution; (ii) the elimination of duplications
and consolidation of units; (iii) the re-engineering of processes and procedures to simplify
the delivery of services, completion of new job titles, descriptions and evaluations; and (iv) a
commitment to the professionalization of management.

> Pilot institutions should be required to prepare a detailed plan of action and a calendar for its
completion to qualify for coverage under the Law.

> An appeals procedure is needed for any disciplinary system. The Ley de la Carrera
Administrativa provided for the creation of a body to hear appeals (Tribunal del Servicio
Civil). However, it was never established, so it is a priority. Such an entity should lie outside
the institution.

6.25 The Scope of a Civil Service Law and decentralization. A final note concerns the
desirable scope of a new civil service law. The central government is committed to processes of
de-concentration of administrative functions of ministries to regional or local political entities. At
the same time there is a potential devolution of functions and resources to regional or municipal
governments.

Recommendation:

> It is imperative that the staffing of subnational units of government be subject to the same
rigorous standards and procedures advocated for the central government, if decentralization is
to result in better economic and social services to the public.
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C. ADDITIONAL M EASURES FOR IMPROVING HUMAN R ESOURCE ADMINISTRATION

6.26 There are additional features that an overhauled human resource administration
would require:

> A virtual database integrated into the SIAF system would support the main urgent task of
developing a unified payroll system that allows to know the exact number of public workers
and to eliminate ghost workers. Any high performing system of personnel administration
requires it also containing a full profile of each employee including: a public sector
employment history that records data of entry, positions held, disciplinary actions,
classification, salary, supplements, etc.

> Gradual simplification of the remunerations package to cash payments as every effort should
be made to avoid in-kind supplements. The resort to a wide assortment of supplements to the
basic wage gives rise to difficulties in accounting for the full cost of the remunerations
package. Typically, individual welfare or satisfaction is maximized when an individual
receives all of his income in cash and can allocate it according to his consumption
preferences.

> The current variety of payment practices should gradually be replaced by a wage structure
that provides for a single basic salary for grade and assures that pay differences among
employees performing the same tasks are minimized.

> Pension regimes require an ad hoc solution. If a new salary structure were to result in
increases in salaries the government would be faced with an immediate increase in its
liabilities to the pensioned population as well as to its employed work force. There are
currently some 225,000 beneficiaries of the pension system established by DL-20530 whose
pensions are automatically adjusted by the current salary of the positions they occupied prior
to retirement, the cedula viva arrangement.

> A true system of performance evaluation has yet to be established. The current Ley de la
Carrera Administrativa adopts merit as a criterion for promotions and for granting
performance bonuses, but it has been ignored. Depending on the nature of the tasks, a
performance bonus is desirable.

> A prior condition to the introduction of performance contracts is the professionalization of
management. Indeed, the introduction of trained managers can lead to improvements in
productivity even in the absence of performance bonuses. Able managers can raise
productivity by improving the organization of their units, modifying and simplifying work
procedures, and by motivating employees to perform. It is desirable to make a clear
distinction between the policy-making and the executive functions of the ministerial
hierarchy. The General Director and all lower-level directors and supervisors would
constitute the backbone of the permanent professional management structure

D. THE EDUCATION SECTOR

6.27 The education sector is a major destination of government resources and public
school teachers constitute, by far, the largest single group of public employees. The
education sector accounts for about 15 percent of total expenditures and deserves special attention
because teachers are not covered by the civil service law that applies to administrative employees
but are govemed by their own legal regimen. The institutional framework is defined by two basic
documents, the Ley del Profesorado, enacted in 1984, and the Reglamento de la Ley del
Profesorado, which dates back to 1990.
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6.28 There are various categories of teachers defined by the nature and amount of
education and/or training that they possess. Those who hold diplomas in pedagogy from one

of the teacher training institutes, (institutos superior pedag6gicos, or ISPs) occupy the highest
category. In addition, there are five categories of teachers who do not hold a teaching title.'5 In

1997, 62 percent of the approximately 248,000 primary and secondary school teachers held
pedagogic degrees.'6 The distribution among schools of teachers with different qualifications is

hardly random. The more rural and distant from urban areas a school is the greater the likelihood

that it will employ a larger proportion of untitled and poorly prepared teachers.

6.29 Teachers' salaries have shown huge variations, in real terms over the past few
decades. They attained their peak during the decade of the '70s, declined precipitously during
the '80s, and recovered during the past decade. By the end of the last decade, teachers' earnings,

in real terms had recovered to a significant level. Their salary structure had also been severely
compressed.

6.30 Teacher's present assignment mechanisms provokes misallocations. The assignment

of a teacher to a post vests an ownership right to the post. A consequences of this is a serious

misallocation of teachers. As enrollments shift from one school district to another as a result of

population changes, schools in districts losing students will find themselves with a surplus of

teachers, but the surplus cannot be reassigned and the teacher may retain his/her post as long as

he/she wishes.

6.31 Promotion procedures are inoperative, since they were suspended a decade ago. The
result is that most teachers are found in the bottom two levels of the career structure. 17

6.32 The current salary structure does not provide adequate incentives that can elicit a
more efficient performance from teachers. Consider, for instance, one of the categories that is

likely to encompass a substantial number of teachers, namely, the category that includes those

under the pension regimen 19990 and who are appointed for 30 hours of classroom time. The

difference between the salary in Level I and that in Level V is only S/67.75, or barely ten percent
of the starting salary in Level I.18 The differentials for the other categories are of a similar

magnitude. '9

15 The first of these consists of individuals who have completed their pedagogic studies but have not completed the
degree requirements. A second category recognizes those who hold degrees in non-pedagogic fields from institutions
of higher learning other than the ISPs. The third is for those who have not completed pedagogic studies at a higher
level of education. Fourth are those with incomplete university training. Finally are the teachers with only secondary
school education.

16 The World Bank, Peruvian Education at a Crossroads: Challenges and Opportunities for the 21st Century
(Washington, D.C. 2001), p.47.

17 Teachers with pedagogy degrees have in theory a defined career path consisting of five levels, each of which has a
salary associated with it. A teacher must spend at least five years in a level prior to becoming eligible for promotion to
the next level. The passage from level I to level 11 is automatic at the end of five years. From then on, promotion
depends on the evaluation of the teacher. The evaluation is based on three categories of factors, namely, (i) education
and degrees obtained, the number of training courses attended, papers presented at professional meetings, length of
service, and posts held; (ii) an evaluation of services that is based on attendance and punctuality and participation in
joint faculty activities; and (iii) meritorious recognition as evidenced by opinions from the state, parents' organizations,
or by intellectual production.

18 The discussion of salary differentials is based on the salary structure in effect in 1999 and does not reflect the 16
percent increases instituted since then (The World Bank, 2001).

19 Last year, a 50-sol increase was extended to all teachers, the first of similar increases promised over three years.
This practice of granting equal absolute increases across the board to all teachers leads to an even greater compression
of the salary structure.
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6.33 The adequacy of teachers' salaries is a controversial issue. Comparing the
remunerations received by teachers and professionals in the private sector using several different
measures of pay for 1997 (Table 6.5) shows that if no allowance is made for hours worked at
home by teachers, the hourly earnings of teachers fall short of those of private sector
professionals but exceeds those of non-professional workers with a university education. The
disadvantaged position of teachers relative to the labor market is mainly due to the higher
earnings reported in Lima. In the rest of urban areas, teacher's earnings exceed those of other
workers with advanced education. If it is assumed that teachers spend an extra 40 percent of
classroom hours in schoolrelated work at home, the disadvantaged position of teachers is

20
accentuated in Lima, though in other urban areas, the differences are narrow.

Table 6.5 Hourly Earnings by Occupational Groups and Areas,
Third Quarter, 1997 (Nuevos Soles)

Teachers'
Earnings Earnings Teachers'

Weekly Adjusted for (Assuming 20 Earnings (Assuming
Area and Hours Hourly Weeks Hours Worked at 40 Hours Worked at
Occupation Worked Earnings Worked Home) Home)

Urban Peru

Teachers 26.7 5.7 7.2 6.0 5.2

Professionals 42.2 8.1 8.2 8.2 8.2

Univ. Educated 42.3 6.8 7.0 7.0 7.0

Lima
Teachers 25.4 5.8 7.3 6.1 5.2

Professionals 42.1 10.0 10.2 10.2 10.2

Univ. Educated 42.3 8.3 8.5 8.5 8.5

Other Urban

Teachers 27.2 5.6 7.2 6.0 5.1

Professionals 42.4 5.8 5.9 5.9 5.9

Univ. Educated 42.3 5.1 5.2 5.2 5.2

Source: Saavedra, Jaime (2001).

6.34 Whether teachers are earning salaries that approximate or exceed their opportunity
cost, is an inadequate guide to the salary policy to be pursued in the educational sector. If
the goal is to improve the quality of education one would think that the first objective should be
to improve the quality of the teachers entering the profession. To the extent that a higher quality
teacher has a higher opportunity cost than the current cadres, it will be necessary to offer higher
salaries in order to attract him/her. However, it makes little sense to raise all existing teachers'
salaries to the levels required to attract a more promising teacher. What this suggests is that the
remunerations policy of the Ministry should be tailored to fit more closely the opportunity costs
of those entering the teaching profession.

A New Institutional Framework for Human Resources in the Education Sector

6.35 Taking a closer look at other provisions of the Ley del Profesorado and the
Reglamento allows to offer suggestions that might be incorporated in a new legal
framework.

20 The Reglamento provides for a monthly bonus equal to 30 percent of total remuneration for class preparation and it is
assumed that the earnings figures reported include this bonus.
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Recommendations:

> The Ministry of Economy and Finance needs to establish a central employment registry
integrated into the SLAF, similar to the one advocated for the civil service sector. This would
establish a general single payroll management system, supported by banking transfers.

> The remunerations package should be simplified as it would be more transparent and
equitable for the sums expended on fringe benefits to be distributed in the form of salary and
allow employees to purchase the benefits or services they would wish to enjoy. The current
Ley and Reglamento are replete with a wide variety of fringe benefits and bonuses. There are
ten provisions for leave with pay; discounts available on public transport and for state-
sponsored cultural events; 20 percent of all publicly financed housing is reserved for teachers;
preferential access to mortgage credit; automatic annual two percent increases in basic pay,
family allowances; bonuses for length of service; payments upon the death of a teacher or
his/her spouse, parent, or offspring; funeral benefits; upon retirement, a bonus in recognition
of years of service; a 30 percent monthly bonus for class preparation; a five percent bonus for
directors and university professors for performing their tasks; funds for the construction of
facilities for the delivery of social services; and for cultural and entertainment purposes,
among others. However, the value of these benefits to employees is positive only to the
extent that they receive them. Not all employees receive them in equal amounts and,
therefore, the compensation package has a different value for different individuals.

> A new Law should also place a heavy emphasis on merit as a condition for entry to the
profession and as a determinant of compensation. If committees are viewed as desirable to
review the salary recommendations of principals or supervisors, these should be composed of
persons of similar rank, perhaps with the participation of parent associations. Union officers
tend to be not appropriate members of such committees.

> A more intensive use of contracting of teachers' services is bound to provide greater
flexibility in the allocation of posts. Contracting would permit the reallocation of positions
from schools with declining enrollments to those districts with expanding student bodies. It
would also facilitate the process of relieving ineffective teachers of their duties. If, however,
contracting of teachers were not to become the standard form of employment, then the
procedures for hiring teachers and granting tenure ought to be reformed. Because the
removal of ineffective teachers is more difficult under a system that grants tenure, it becomes
imperative to place greater emphasis on the way teachers are selected and evaluated. The
now practice of holding qualifying exams for entry into the field should be made a legal
requirement. Given the large number of potential applicants, the Ministry can afford to
establish high standards for entry to the field. We believe it is important that tenure not be
granted upon entry to the profession, but rather every new teacher should be subject to a
probationary period during which performance can be evaluated.

> A new Law should redefine the rationale of a new salary structure for the profession and
avoid bonuses or other payments that are unrelated to performance. For example, the current
provision of automatic yearly increases rewards the good and the poor teachers equally and,
therefore, provides no incentive to improve performance. Effective attendance to school
should also be taken into account, so as to prevent teachers' absenteeism.

> A suggested sequencing of reform is depicted below (Box 6.1).
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Box 6.1 The Sequencing of Civil Service Reform Measures

Stage Institutional Actions Civil Service Actions

I. Creation of a Reform Commission.

II. Issuance of invitations to pilot individual Preparation of new civil service law.
institutions to prepare and submit plans
for human resource management reform.

III. Preparation of institutional reform plans. Submission of law to Congress.

IV. Review and approval of reform plans. Enactment of civil service law.

V. Creation of management structures in to- Creation and staffing of Civil Service Directorate.
be-reformed institutions.

VI. Management training. Start integrating Preparation of internal Reglamento
payroll into SIAF by pilot institutions

VII. Begin the institutional restructuring Prepare model Reglamento for adaptation to
process. . institutions.

VIII. .Identify the positions and job content Upgrading directors and staff of institutional
required to meet programmatic objective human resource offices. Training.

IX. Prepare internal Reglamento Select methodology for job description to be
applied throughout the government and train
institutional human resources department personnel
in application of methodology.

X. Perform job descriptions and evaluations; Prepare model salary structure that reflects market

specify qualifications for filling each rates of pay.
post; formalize in manuals.

Xi. Staff decisions followed by retraining or Apply civil service law provisions to reformed
recruitment of new personnel. Separation institutions.
of redundant personnel with severance
payments.

XII. Personnel training. Design a personnel information system with
standard personnel forms and the networking of
institutional information systems with a
Directorate's centralized database.

XIII. Fully integration of payroll into SIAF.
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Chapter VII
IMPROVING GOVERNANCE AND
REDUCING CORRUPTION

7.1 The collapse of the Fujimori Administration in the middle of corruption scandals raised
awareness in the country about the need for a long-term pro-governance and anti-corruption
strategy. Mr. Fujimori's third term was short-lived: mounting evidence of corruption by close
associates forced Fujimori to resign. A Constitutional transition took place. Mr. Paniagua was
converted from President of Congress into Interim President until July 2001, when elected
President Toledo took over the Presidency. In April 2001, the GOP established the "Iniciativa
Nacional Anti-Corrupcion - INA, " a committee with the task of promoting a national workshop
with representatives of major agencies in charge of the fight cgainst corruption and developing
an anti-corruption strategy. With the support of the World Bank and other international donors,
the GOP requested a diagnostic study of corruption in Peru, whose results follow below.'

7.2 Peru's most recent scores on governance are mixed There is strong evidence of a
causal relationship between good governance and better development outcomes, including higher
per capita incomes, lower income mortality, and higher literacy. World Bank researchers recently
compiled a massive cross-country database of some 300 governance indicators, yielding six
clusters of composite measures: voice
and accountability, political Figure 7.1 Peru's Governance Indicators
instability, government efficiency, 1998/2001
regulatory burden, rule of law, and Global Ranking - lower is better
corruption for two years, 1998 and 140

2001. Peru's scores in Government
effectiveness and regulatory quality :
have dropped significantly as the t 
country moves from an authoritarian-
like regime to one with a more vocal
and active opposition' (Figure 7.1). Its io _e
overall score in corruption remains

Voicr and Poidt,cat Government Regulatory Rule of Law Ccrruption
approaching the LAC average, but Accountability instability Effectiveness Quality

some scores are in the upper end, *1998 2001
appearing particularly high-close to
60 percent-in procurement contracts of public works. To offset such a gloomy picture, Peru's
scores in voice and accountability, political stability and rule d law-have improved, thus
reflecting the political opening that is taking place, but significant challenges remain in these
areas too.

This section summarizes the World Bank Institute's study on governance, rule of law and corruption for Peru (The
World Bank, 2001c). This study was carried out between February and March 2001 and, although present Authorities
have indeed taken actions to address some of the issues below identified, their persistent status allows change only to
take place slowly. Is main objective is to support the anticorruption effort and GOP's commitment in Peru. The rich
survey data collected facilitates the process of unbundling the many faces of corruption across governmental agencies
and regions, from administrative corruption associated to laws, rules and regulations, to state capture by vested
interests affecting their actual design and implementation. Overall, Peruvian citizens (1696 public service users), 401
enterprises and 1123 public officials were forthcoming in responding. The refusal rates for each of the three surveys
were low and, particular among public officials, very low: barely 11.3% of interviewees did not complete the survey.
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7.3 The evidence provided by the Box 7.1 Regulation of Infrastructure in Peru

survey indicates that Peru faces, however, Any evaluation of the effectiveness of a regulatory framework would need to
serious corruption chllenges (Figures 7.2be based more on input that ouitput measures since the latter, although usually

serious corruption challenges (Figures 7.2 being the more appropriate, their measurement and interpretation in

and 7.3). More than 85 percent managers of regulation is non4rivial. On the input side, the evaluation is based on the

enterprises interviewed rated corruption as r legal, institutional, organizational, and procedural elements.
In Pcru, the legal and institutional elements of the regulatory framework are

the most serious problem they face. The good and above average in the Region. Regulation is grounded on sector-

uncertainty surrounding the decisions over specific laws and complemented by concession contracts. The institutional
component is good, with separate sector agencies; a single regulator but an

the judicial system, the low quality and advisory board, staffed by mostly professionals and not politicians; a budget
inefficiency of public d~~~~~**trt. financed by sector firmns contributions-fees; pay scales comparables to private

inefficiency of public acaministTation, sector; and all the imdes of transport regulated by a single agency, a most

unstable economic policies and tributaTy desirable structure and a rarity in the Region. On the weak side is security of
epoment for the regulator, which could be stronger, and the appeal

instability are also perceived as a very |process that relays on the judiciary, but that is also the case practically

serious problem by more than one-half everywhere else. On the organizational element, the agencics also score well.
various * .~ ~ They are well structured by functions and sectors, and staffed by competent

enterprises. Comparing various dimensions professionals. Perhaps their major weakness is on the proceduiral side, in the

of governance and quality of service sense that the framework does not give enough guidance on the process so as
to inspire confidence and transparency. For example, there is little to compel

delivery across 4 regions (Lima, Selva, the agency to explain or justify its timing and process to reach decisions, and

Sierra and Resto de Costa), governance checksandbalancesarescarce.
appears uneven across Peru, with the Selva | The sector is evolving so as to improve those components. A number of

appears neven acoss Peru with th Selva eficient structural elements have been corrected such as eliminating

region ranking systematically higher than operators from the regulatory board at OSIPTEL and merging the institutional
and the tariff agencies on the energy sector. Clarifying the roles of the

the other three regions. How costly bribery Antitrust agency and the regulatory agency, at least on energy issues, is

is for the competitiv enterpris sector is needed. One weakness identified has been the managerial instability of the
is for the competitive enterprise sector is transport regulatory agency, OSITRAN, which has had five Presidents in four

suggested by the fact that most enterprises years. On implementation, or outcome measures, the agencies score rather

are prepared to materially contribute to | ll. They used level of conflicts, delays, price levels, quality of service,
are prepard to mateially conTibute to compliance with contract and so on, as evaluators. The agencies have

controlling corruption. Enterprises report incrcased their administrative capacity, trained their personnel, and developed

that they are willing to offer on average 6.8 appropriate regulatory instruments.
Regarding their financial and operative autonomy, Peru's regulatory agencies

percent of their gross revenues in order to have still to be improved. The institutional base of their autonomy is fragile.

eradicate corrption. This fiure is higher This is, fundamentally, because of the absence of effecttve checks on posstble
eradicate corruption. This figure is higher Xdecisions coming from the Executive branch, which undermine their effective

only to improve the administration of the independence. In previous governments, when presidential objectives shifted
away from efficient, fair, and predictable regulation and toward other

fiscal system. This large potential tax | priorities, the funding of these agencies declined and their scope narrowed.

contribution is not only an indicator of how This has to do with two flaws in their institutional design. First, they enjoy
only limited budget independence. Secondly, these agencies' chief executive

costly corruption is financially for many officers and board members are vulnerable to being removed by the President

competitive businesses, but also it is | or by members of the ministerial cabinet for essentially any reason. They
I have potential powers to be very effective, if the regulator has that attitude,

indicative of the fiscal losses to the Treasury and they havc shown in general that they have it. An indication of their
if a more transparet system to exist. autonomy has been the continuous claims and complains by the Peruvian

if a more tTansparent system were to exist. sxautive as Congrcss,°since 1996, that regulatory agencies have too much

Perfonnance by regulatory agencies is power, too many resources, and are accountable to no one. The limited
autonomy these agencies have is fragile. The current government was

generally well perceived (Box 7.1). initially inclined to reduce it. Yet it is to be commended for having adopted

and open and competitive process for the selection of the heads of the

7.4 While Congress and the ~~~~~~regulatory agencies.
7.4 W hile Congress and the s All in all, the perception about the performance of regulations in Peru remains

administration of justice are particularly above average in the region. The rankings for the World Economic Forum's

afflicted, other gov rnment in titutions 2002 Global Competitiveness Report placed Peru among the sop four
afflicted, other government institutions countries in the LAC region. This framework, however, remains fragile to

appear to exhibit good governance and eventual institutional and legal changes, and can be improved, but future
pcha:nges need so be done with transparency and with predictability, honoring

are highly regarded. In all three types of |rcedures established in the contracts, so as not to increase investors

surveys and respondents, it is reported that concerns about changing the rules of the game.

Congress and rule-of-law institutions rate
among the most corrupt state agencies, as well as core public security institutions (such as the

Police, the Army, and the Judiciary (Figure 7.3). About 90 percent of enterprises and users of

public services believe that the judicial power is neither independent from the government or

political groups, nor do they believe that justice is administered in a fair, just, or transparent
manner. In addition, enterprise managers report that bribes are used predominantly to facilitate

judicial proceedings. In contrast, the Ombudsman, National Bank, CONASEV, and provincial
authorities are not regarded as misgoverned in general--with the notable exception of municipal
fiscal/tax collection services, which were not viewed positively.
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Figure 7.2 Obstacles to Doing Business
Corruption _

Insecurity -delinquency

Trafficking

Uncertainty generated by the Judicial Power

Low level of efficency and quality of bureaucracy

Unstable economic politics

Frequent changes in public politics

Tributary instability

Low levels of technological development

Financial access and cost
Monopoliens

Inflation _ _ 

Tax administration

Difficulties in 'competitiveness'

Cost of regulations and transactions

Terrorism

Inadequate infrastructure
Requirements to process exterior commercial

operations
Legal procedures to establish an enterprise

Regulations for forex transactions
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Share of respondents considering it a very serious obstacle

Figure 7.3 Perceived Level of Corruption in
Selected Agencies

(as ranked by users)
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7.5 Bribes are used by firms predominantly to obtain public contracts, deal with the
Judiciary, and obtain licenses and permits. To facilitate judicial procedures and obtain
licenses, enterprises pay bribes at least twice more often than for import/export documents and
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other procedures (Figure 7.4). About half of all enterprises always pays bribes to win public
contracts (Figure 7.5). This number rises to around 67 percent among foreign enterprises. Not
only does this estimate of public contracts tainted by this problem reflect widespread and large-
scale corruption, but also the reported percentage bribe 'fee' expected to secure such contracts is
also rather large: enterprises report that on average, regardless of their ownership structure, 17
percent of the value of the contract is paid as a bribe. Further, in terms of timne spent dealing with
the public administration, foreign enterprises appear to spend more time than domestic firms.
The poor performance of the Judiciary leads to the use of alternative mechanisms for conflict
resolution. In addition, both managers and public officials report that bribes are paid to judicial
authorities significantly more frequently than to guarantee contracts or obtain public services.

Figure 7.4 Bribes by Type of Activity
(Based on enterprise survey)

To obtain public contracts 4 

To expedite judiciary proceedings

To obtain licenses and permits

To obtain contract with state companies

To update tributary status 

To obtain public services _ Domei

To obtain import and export permits

0 20 40 60 80 100
% reporting that bribes are very frequent

The thin lines represent margins of errors (or the 95% confidence intervals) for each value. They show the range where the true
(population) proportion would lie with probability 0.95 if we had drawn a random sample from this population.

Figure 7.5 Corruption In Public Service
(as reported by public officials, users, and managers)

Average % of users that were asked to pay a brbe while 15%
trying to obtain a public service

Average % of managers that were asked to pay a bribe 20.10%
while trying to obtain a public service

Bribes paid to obtain public contracts (public officials
reported the estimated % of cases in which bribes are 45%

necessary, average)

Mis-use and mis-management of public funds (% public 15%
officials reporting it is very frequent)

Purchasing of positons (% of public officials reporting it is a 13.40%
very frequent practice) 14

Corrupton in public administration (% of public officials 48%
reporting it is very frequent)
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% of respondents who reported the presence of corruption / or average across all responses
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7.6 State Capture. Some key 'institutions' outside of the public sector appear to also fuel
misgovernance by exercising undue influence over the state (hint at modicum of 'state capture').

El Both drug cartels and large financial and economic groups are perceived as wielding
enormous influence in shaping laws, policies and regulations, in contrast with associations
of professionals, trade unions, etc. which are not seen as wielding excessive or undue
influence.

o Bribes are used to shape key government's functions (high level judiciary, legislative and
executive) much more often than to obtain public contracts or services.

o Bribes are also linked to political funding. Nearly 30 percent of firms report that very
often firms in Peru make political contributions to affect the political process. Though the
majority of managers deny providing campaign contributions during the last elections, one-
third of firms report that bribe revenues are very often used to finance political campaigns,
suggesting the existence of a tight, non-transparent link between government officials and
private sector.

o Illicit payments are made to secure public administration positions. 13 percent of public
officials reports that this practice exists for some higher level jobs as a 'private investment',
while this number (and amount) declines significantly for lower level positions.

A. THE COSTS OF WEAK GOVERNANCE AND CORRUPTION

7.7 Corruption increases inequality.
Bribery is a significant and regressive Figure 7.6 Average Percent of Income

'tax' on public service users. Users report Paid in Bribes

major bribe expenditures extorted from ,, 3.5

institutions in charge of driving licenses a) 2.9

and passports, construction permits, taxes, -c 2.5
school enrollment, etc. Furthermore, the . .52-

poorer groups are disproportionately X.0-
affected by corruption, with lower income E 1.5 -

users spending on average in bribe = 1.0 0.6 0.8
payments a percentage of their income o 0.5

thrice as higher than wealthier households. o.o-
(Figure 7.6) Low Medium High

7.8 Businesses are also affected Income
negatively by corruption. Enterpn'ses N Anegativly by crruptin. Enteprises Note: Average percentage of income paid in bribes was
spend more on bribes than on security, computed for all respondents that used any public service and

and this bribery 'tax' is regressive. On reported that they were or were not asked to pay a bribe.

average, 5.2 percent of enterprises'
monthly gross revenue goes to bribes. For smaller enterprises, the bribery tax is particularly
onerous: it accounts for 8.9 percent of their revenue, whereas large ones pay less than 2.5 percent.
And there is evidence that much of the onerous bribery tax on enterprise is indeed extorted, in the
sense than on balance the firms do not benefit from it.

7.9 Bribes contribute to the lack of effective access to public services by the poor. Users,

especially the poorest, are often discouraged by bureaucratic inefficiencies and choose not to seek
a public service. Users point out at Government agencies like ESSALUD (health services),
Empresa de Agua y Desague, and SUNAT as the ones where they are more likely to not attempt
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to obtain a service or complete a procedure given their absence of an effective service orientation,
if any.

B. IMPACT'ON PUBLIC SERVICE DELIVERY

7.10 Bribery payments do
not translate in higher quality Figure 7.7 Indices of Service Quality and Bribery
of public services for the users (based on public officials' responses in 57 govemment
and firms. Regression analysis agencies, 2001)

show that on average, paying b^

more bribes does not result in 70
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However, users' survey data also
suggest that the most pressing
issues of the education system
are the quality of the personnel, especially since teachers' promotion is very significantly
influenced by political power, the high access costs to school and the poor quality of the school
equipment. Conversely, the delivery and quality of health services is quite poor and very uneven
across regions. While respondents report that they do not pay bribes for health care quite as often
as for other services, they are very often discouraged to seek health care due to its internal
inefficiencies.
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7.12 There is wide geographical heterogeneity in the quality of public service delivery.
The quality of public services appears on average to be higher in the Selva region and Lima than
in the rest of the country, and significantly greater in the case of offices handling driving licenses,
judicial documents, basic health services, and schools.

Figure 7.8b Quality of Health and
Education Services

70 (as reported by users)
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7.13 There is also an extremely varied service delivery performance across public
institutions in Peru. Such variance permits a rigorous analysis to distill the key governance
elements that influence service delivery. This analysis between governance structures (as rated
by users, enterprises, and public officials) suggests that the following factors may be important
for improving governance:

o Voice. Simple and partial correlation analyses suggest that corruption reporting mechanisms
are associated with lower levels of corruption. Complaint mechanisms deter corruption.

L Transparency. The relationship between levels of corruption and transparency is
statistically significant: agencies with more transparent procedures are less likely to display
corruption

o Quality of Rules. When rules and regulations over personnel are clearly and well specified
there are less incentives for corruption

o Social Inclusion and Collective Action. Agencies with employees supporting civil society
participation reforms in the public sector display lower levels of corruption.

o Meritocracy. Agencies in which personnel decisions are based on merits and performance
are not associated with lower frequency of corruption.

7.14 Local governments perform much worse than national agencies in service delivery.
The survey findings support the extent and seriousness of corruption and governance problems
within municipal governments, when compared to national agencies. Overall, the degree of
satisfaction in the provision of public services by local governments appear much below other
government agencies in term of quality, low cost, degree of satisfaction with the service expected
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and accessibility to the poorest (Figure 7.9). Corruption levels in local governments also appear
much higher than those in national agencies (except with respect to bribes paid to obtain a public
service (Figure 7.10).

Figure 7.9 Provision of Public Services - Local Governments vs
Other Government Agencies
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Figure 7.10 National and Municipal Agencies are ridden by
different types of corruption
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C. A POLICY AGENDA FOR IMPROVING GOVERNANCE

7.15 Reducing corruption and improving governance is more than just a matter of law
enforcement-it requires a society-wide set of institutional reforms. A multi-pronged
strategy that addresses the various forms of corruption-from state capture to administrative
corruption-must address political accountability and transparency, promote a competitive
private sector, strengthen institutional restraints, improve public sector management, and embrace
civil society participation. It is important to emphasize that while the comprehensive approach
described in Box 7.2 applies generally, the detailed components described within each box can
lead to the determination of reform priorities in Peru.
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7.16 The strategy needs to center on fundamental public sector reforms, while at the
same time strengthening civil society participation and engaging constructively the
competitive segments of the private business sector-within a coalition-building approach
of shared responsibility. The evidence suggests that public institutions characterized by
effective voice and accountability mechanisms, efficient corruption reporting mechanisms, clear
and well-defined rules, and a reform-minded staff, perform better and are able to control
corruption more effectively. The evidence also identified public officials support for civil society

oversight and meritocracy reform as anticorruption mechanisms. The survey evidence
underscores the importance of implementing reforms to enhance transparency and public

oversight.

7.17 Design of an anticorruption strategy is facilitated when there is a good
understanding of the levels of resistance that are likely to be encountered. Public officials
were asked about their levels of support to various reforms. Public officials favor strengthening
public administration, in terms of both merit-based promotions and simpler administrative
procedures. They are also in favor of the introduction of a system of checks and balances and the
oversight of public sector's activities by the civil society (Figure 7.11).

Box 7.2 A Multi-pronged Strategy for Addressing Corruption and Improving Governance

Institutional Restraints: Political Accountability:
* Independent and effective judiciary * Political competition, credible political parties
* Legislative oversight * Transparency in party financing
* Independent prosecution, enforcement * Disdosure of padiamentary votes

* Asset declaration, conflict of interest nules

Competitive Private Sector:

Civil Society Participation: * Economic policy reform

* Freedom of information * Competitive restructunng of monopolies
* Public hearings of draft laws . * Regulatory simplificabon for entry
* Role for media/NGOs * Transparency in corporate govemance

-Role for media/NGs -* Collectve business associabons

Public Sector Management:

* Meritocratic civil service with monetized, adequate pay
* Budget management (coverage, treasury, procurement, audit
* Tax and customs
* Sectoral service delivery (health, education, energy)
* Decentralization with accountability

Source: World Bank, 2000, Anticor tion in Transition-A Contribution to the Policy Debate.,
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Figure 7.11 Public Officials' View on Reforms in Public Sector
(% of respondents)
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7.18 The Government needs to build credibility. There is a significant discrepancy between
users and public officials on the official commitment to fight corruption. Moore than half of
users, versus only 20 percent of public officials, reported that the government is not committed at
all in the fight against corruption. This lack of trust toward government's commitment to
eradicate corruption is especially felt among low-income users of public services. Conversely,
the fact that a high proportion of public officials report preparedness of the public sector to fight
corruption is an encouraging sign that not only the challenge is recognized within the public
sector, but that there would be support among civil servant for an anticorruption and governance
improvement program.

Recommendations:

> The government needs to make the fight against corruption a top priority. The majority of
citizens (users, public officials and firms) would support it.

> The church and the media should be integrated as potential contributors in the fight against
corruption: all respondents indicate they are key players in developing an anticorruption
strategy. Low-income users exhibit high confidence in the media.

7.19 The Government needs to continue enhancing transparency. Transparency in
government is synonymous with openness. Introducing transparency requires that officials
provide the public-civil society organizations, the media, or anyone else who is interested-
sufficient information about the budget and its activities in order for the public to serve as an
effective check on abuses. (Chapter III).
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Recommendations:

> The Government should consider issuing a freedom of information law that require

governments, national and sub national, to provide information to the public unless there is a

valid reason (such as threat to national security) for the information to remain secret.

> Sufficient investment in training civil servants producing and handling potential public

information is essential to prevent misunderstandings.

> A proactive approach that invites open oversight by Congress, civil society, and the media,

for example with respect to large privatizations or important tenders, is usually effective.

7.20 The Government needs to be accountable. Separation of political and economic

interests is a challenge facing governments everywhere. Building accountability into political life

helps reduce the potential gains for "captor" firms and politicians alike.

Recommendations:

> The GOP should improve its civil service recruiting system and migrate toward a merit-

oriented promotion system, while guaranteeing insulation of the civil service from political

changes (Chapter VI).

> The GOP should issue an Ethic Code Law for public service with clear prohibitions of

conflict of interests, and an effective enforcement for both political and civil service

positions. This is an essential corruption-deterrent tool. As income and assets of high-
ranking politicians in Peru are already publicly disclosed, the media and the general public

may act as allies in uncovering conflicts of interest and questioning politicians who cannot

explain their wealth. Such measure should also reach Congressmen, incoming regional

presidents, and municipal authorities.

> The GOP should demand transparency of the financing of political parties. Campaigns

should make clear the links, both explicit and implicit, between politicians and the interests

that they support. The GOP should mandate and publicize detailed reports on the finances of
all political organizations, identifying contributors and beneficiaries, and providing the civil

society, the media, and the general public with tools they can use to identify the sources of
state capture.

> Other possible measures by the GOP include banning the use of state resources for political
campaigns, limiting the amount that can be spent on political campaigns, providing public

funding, and prohibiting certain types of entities from contributing to political campaigns.

7.21 The Government needs to promote a sound business environment. Since every

bureaucratic and regulatory intervention creates an opportunity for corruption, reducing the

regulatory burden on firms is a key element of the strategy.

Recommendation:

> The GOP should examine and consider reducing the number of regulations and inspections.

Clear rules defining when regulation is appropriate, sound analysis of a regulation's impact

on firms and a constant, mandated, dialogue with the business community would increasingly

be required to make regulatory reform sustainable.
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7.22 In sum, the Government needs a comprehensive and inclusive approach to deal with
governance. Peru is at a crossroad in governance matters and it is crucial to implement a series
of institutional reforms in key areas in order to improve transparency and accountability of
government agencies. By addressing the systematic institutional weaknesses within key public
sectors and agencies in Peru, that progress would be possible. Survey results show that reducing
corruption is not just a matter of strong enforcement, but also hinges directly on the incentives
facing public officils, enterprises, and households. Many reforms that are important in their own
right-state and regulatory reform, judicial system reforrn, civil service development, and
openness in government to name a few-should now be viewed as part of a pro-governance
agenda. Although there is no single recipe for success, several countries have followed a three
pronged criteria focusing on enforcement of anticorruption statutes, education of the population
about their rights when dealing with the public sector and the harm corruption causes, and
prevention of corruption by improving public sector governance. A sustainable strategy also
endorses an inclusive approach with governmental and non-governmental leaders.

Recommendation:

> Creating a high-level steering committee, supported by a professional secretariat, can help to
bring together representatives of governmental bodies, both central and local, to develop the
specific action plan that would implement the governance strategy. By explicitly including
representatives from outside government, the steering committees can fiurther build credibility
while mobilizing an important ally for reducing corruption.
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Chapter VIII
FINE-TUNING MINING FISCAL AND
ENVIRONMENTAL POLICIES

8.1 While the Peruvian mining sector reform in the early 1990s resulted in the attraction
of substantial exploration and development investment and the subsequent increase in

mineral production and exports, since the late nineties, key fiscal and environmental issues

have negatively affected the competitiveness and quality of insertion of mining with foreign

investors and local society, and particularly with the local communities. The mining reform

brought about the effective opening of the sector to direct foreign investment and the shift

of the role of the state from owner-operator to lessor-regulator. This was accomplished by

reforming the legal and institutional framework, privatizing the mining state owned

operations, and starting up an environmental management program. While the three

reforms have been widely considered successful, three issues remain controversial and are

considered in need of adjustment. First, the taxation system might be producing a certain

loss of competitiveness. To the extent that it affects rates of return on investment, the

effective tax rate in a given country is a major factor influencing foreign investors'

decision as to where to invest their capital. Nations whose mining fiscal systems impose

high levels of overall taxation should expect to see lower levels offoreign investment in
their mining sectors than countries with lower tax levels. Thus, as the world moves forward

in the new century, there is a clear trendfor mining taxation systems to become increasingly

similar. Second, poor transparency is eroding the business climate. The highly centralized

and non-transparent nature of the Peruvian governments of the 1990s created an issue of

credibility with the local populations around the mining transfers from the Central

Government to municipalities. Although the Mining Law establishes that 40 percent of the

income tax generated by the mining operations-the canon minero-should go back to the

municipalities (20 percent) and the regions (20 percent), and Bank findings show that its

overall redistribution has de facto been progressive, the management of the canon has not

been transparent and there is a widespread perception that the local communities are not
benefiting from it. Third, the perception of inadequate environmental control and of
widespread conflict between mining companies and local populations is endangering the

contribution and the stability of a key sector of the Peruvian economy. Furthermore, the

environmental information that the Ministry of Energy and Mines (MEM) has receivedfrom
the mining companies has not been adequately released to the public, resulting in a feeling

of mistrust against mining activities. This chapter shows empirical evidence that supports
the view that the current Peruvian mining tax regime is among the most globally competitive

systems worldwide and provides an appropriate balance between investors' needs and

government needs. However, room for improvement is constrained by the need of

additional fiscal resources. Finally, it overviews other structural issues and provides

detailed recommendations.

A. BACKGROUND'

8.2 The mining sector is essential for growth and development in Peru. The sector

generates more than 45 percent of the country's export earnings and contributes about 57

The sections on taxation mainly draw on Otto (2002).
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percent of GDP.2 The mining industry has long been Peru's most prosperous sector, with growth
rates between 6.6 percent to 15.2 percent, between 1994 and 1999, attracting a total of US$6.3
billion in investments between 1992 and 2001, and peaking in 2001 at US$1.3 billion. Potential tax
revenues from the sector would be highly relevant to keep up its macroeconomic-financial
projections. Tax expenditure associated to mining benefits is estimated at 0.4 percent of GDP
(IMF 2000). The canon minero accounts for about 4 percent of total transfers to municipalities.
Over one quarter million people depend on formal mining for their livelihood, and it is estimated
that this could double given the sector's potential. Mining is particularly relevant in some of the
mountainous areas of the country, which count amongst the poorest regions. Attracting and
sustaining mining investment in these areas would contribute to reduce the widening inequalities
between the coastal areas and the lagging interior. However, investors' interest in the sector has
recently dropped dramatically, resulting in moderate investment projections of about $500 million
p.a. between 2003 and 2005. The key question for Peru is now whether it can institute reforms
that will return the sector to its role as an engine of growth, much like demonstrated by the
Chilean example.

8.3 Past reforms were left incomplete. The Peruvian General Mining Law provided a
sound basis for the modernization of the sector. Mining results of reforms in the early 1990s were
impressive: Between 1990 and 1997, while global exploration investment went up 90 percent and
grew four-fold in Latin America, in Peru it grew twenty-fold. Since 1997, as a consequence of
the drastically lower metal commodity prices, the share of exploration investment of most
developing countries was reduced substantially-as most international mining companies retreated
to their traditional exploration areas-yet Peru was able to keep ts share of the total. This
increased investment during the 90s doubled the mineral production and mineral exports value of
Peru. However, structural-taxation and environment-and revenue-transfer transparency issues
have negatively affected the competitiveness and credibility of the mining regime, expanded the
perception of inadequate environment control, and widespread conflict between the government
and the local populations, thus endangering the contribution and required stability of this critical
source of growth.

B. THE PERUViAN TAXATION REGIME

8.4 The existing Peruvian mining tax system is complex (Table 8.1). The term "tax" is
defined as any levy imposed by the government on a productive agent, regardless of whether it
takes the form of an explicit tax, a fee, or any other payment that is paid to the government or to
another party because the taxpayer is required to do so by government.

C. COMPARISON OF PERU'S TAX SYSTEM TO MiNERALs TAX SYSTEMS IN
SELECTED COUNTRIES

8.5 Many of the major tax types of the mine ral sector are already applied by Peru.
Comparison of mining tax systems between different countries endowed with mineral resources is
relevant from the standpoint of determining how attractive is a particular country to foreign
investors in world where nvestment in mining depends, inter alia, upon decision criteria such as
after-tax profitability, the investor's ability to predetermine the applicable tax liabilities, the stability
of the tax regime, and the level and method of tax levies (Table 8.2).

2 Peru's main mineral exports are iron, silver, zinc, copper, lead, platinum and gold.
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Table 8.1 PERU: Description of the Existing Mining Fiscal System

Income tax:

* Distribution: 50 percent of income tax paid by a mine to the Central Govemment is to be remitted back to the Canon where the mine is

located.

* Rate. 27 percent under the general tax regime. If the taxpayer has elected to enter into a Stability Agreement or Mining Contract, the

rate is 29 percent. An additional 4.1 percent tax is applied to net profits remitted (see withholding tax description below).

Deductions for computing taxable income:

* Feasibility studies: there are two possible interpretations. (1) treated as a development cost; may either be expensed in the year costs

were incurred, or costs may be amortized over a period of three years from the year the minimum production is achieved; or (2) treated as

a preoperative cost; may either be expensed in the year the cost is incurred, or costs may be amortized over a period of ten years from the

year in which the minimum production is achieved.

* Pre-production exploration costs: costs may either be expensed in the year they were incurred or amortized as from the year the

minimum production is achieved, over a period determined based on the life of the mine.

* Development expenses: costs may either be expensed in the year they were incurred, or may be amortized over a period of three years

from the year the minimum production is achieved.

* Capital costs: taxpayer can select the rate of straight line depreciation up to the allowed maximum; most mining, processing and power

equipment has a maximum of 20 percent per year; roads and buildings have a maximum of 3 percent unless a stability agreement (15

years) is in effect in which case a 5 percent maximum applies; costs incurred for govemment approved infrastructure such as a school,

hospital or recreational facility can be expensed as incurred.

* Costs qualifying for depreciation or amortization may be adjusted for inflation using the whole price index; however, adjustment is not

allowed if a) there is a stability agreement and b) the taxpayer has elected to keep its books in U.S. dollars.

The following types of costs may be deducted for computing net taxable income: pre-production exploration expenses, mine site development

costs, feasibility study cost, operating costs, capital costs, qualifying loan interest, withholding tax on interest, property tax, fee based on land

area, payroll taxes, workers profit share, value added tax (when IGV is not used as a credit).

Excess profits type tax: none.
Royalties: there are no royalties or similar taxes.
Withholding tax on loan interest paid to foreign lenders: 4.99 percent is applied to loans from abroad provided monies are sent into Peru,

lender is a financial institution person and the maximum interest is less than prime + 6 points or LIBOR + 7 points. 30 percent is applied for

the excess of interest exceeding the maximum limit; in cases where loans are entered into between related partners; and if the lender is a resident

of a tax haven.
Withholding tax on dividends remitted abroad: none by that name. However, an additional rate of 4.1 percent on income tax is

applicable when dividends are distributed.
Withholding tax on salaries and fees paid to foreign consultants: 30 percent tax rate is applied on 80 percent of gross income (thus, in

practice, the effective rate is 24%) if technical services are rendered in Peru. If technical services are rendered partly abroad and partly in Peru, a

30 percent tax rate is applied on 40 percent gross income (thus, in practice, the effective rate is 12%). Services totally rendered abroad are not

subject to withholding tax.
Import duty on foreign equipment rates are generally 12 - 20 percent the representative rate for mining equipment is 12 percent import

duties are not immediately deductible, rather, they are added to the asset acquisition cost and depreciated at the asset's depreciation rate.

Export duties on minerals: none.
Sales tax on equipment: none
Value added tax (IGV) on purchased goods or services: 18 percent IGV is levied on sales of goods and services, imports of goods,

construction contracts, sales of real property by construction concems, and services rendered abroad, but used in Peru; IGV may be reimbursed

by means of assignable credit notes based on export sales; can offset IGV against income tax, or obtain a refund check. If minerals are sold

locally, IGV applies to sales except for gold. The amount of IGV that may be credited is restricted to 18 percent of export sales, and any

amount exceeding this may be carried forward as a credit against future export sales. IGV paid during exploration is refundable.

Time to claim back value added tax: 3-6 months.
Education tax: none.
Property tax: only applies to operations located in urban areas.
Local development requirement none. If a taxpayer voluntarily contributes to local development and that local development project is

approved by the proper government ministry, the costs may be expensed as incurred. In practice, approval is difficult or time consuming.

Land use fees: a validity tax, also called a good standing fee, is calculated based on the area in mining concession from the moment the

claim is filed. The fee is US$3/ha/yr and is deductible. 75 percent is distributed by the central government to the Canon where the mine is

located.

Stamp tax: none.

Payroll taxes paid by employer: extraordinary solidarity tax: 2 percent of salaries paid; health service (ESSALUD): 9

percent of salaries paid; national technical industrial training service, if more than 20 workers: 0.75 percent of salaries paid.

(Tahle X.l continued on next pag,e
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National Service for Construction Industry Training: 0.2 percent of total incomes comprised of materials,
workmanship, general expenditures, technical direction, profits or any other item that might be invoiced to the
company's clients.

Workers' profit sharing: it is obligatory to pay a workers' participation of 8 percent on the net profits; of this
amount up to 18 times monthly salary goes to the worker, with the remainder going to a special educational, social and
recreational fund. Disbursements are decided by a Board comprised of representatives for mining companies,
government, and workers. The amount paid is allowed as a tax deduction. Not all foreign governments recognize this
as a creditable tax and double taxation can thus occur.

Tax incentives:

* Loss carry-forward: 4 years.

* Loss carry-back: none.

* Tax credits: income tax paid abroad in respect to income of foreign source taxable in Peru, may be deducted
against Peruvian income tax within certain limits; qualifying IGV may be credited (see above).

* Tax stability: title-holders of mining activities may enter into several types of tax stability agreements. Two
types are defined under the Foreign Investment Law and two others under the General Mining Law. They are not
mutually exclusive and a company can have both (one under the Foreign Investment Law and another under the
General Mining Law). If an agreement is in place under the Mining Law, the income tax is increased by 2 percent.

Under the Foreign Investment Law, a Stability Agreement (as an investee-the company which received the
investment) granted by the National Commission for Foreign Investment and Technology guarantees for 10 years
stability concerning: income tax regime, currency exchange regime, free availability of foreign currency and non-
discrimination). To qualify, the investor must invest a minimum of US$10,000,000 within two years of the
Stability Agreement.

Under the General Mining Law, an investor can enter into a Mining Contract. The agreements can be for a period
of 10 or 15 years: 10-year - the investment must equal US$2 million and be destined to either start up an operation
with a production capacity of 350 to 5,00OMt/day and 15-year - this agreement targets production of at least
5000Mt/day and requires an investment of US$20 million for a start-up operation, or US$50 million to capitalize
an existing operation. A Mining Contract guarantees the following: free marketing of mineral products for export
or domestic sale; free disposal within the country and abroad of foreign currency generated by exports; free
convertibility into foreign exchange of local currency generated by mineral sales; non-discrimination in exchange
matters; depreciation rates of 20 percent for mining and processing equipment and 5 percent for buildings (15 year
agreements); the electable option to keep books in U.S. dollars (15-year agreements); general tax stability including
income tax, regime, compensation and/or tax refunds, customs duties, municipal taxes, and validity fee; non-
discrimination in exchange matters; and freedom to remit profits, dividends, financial resources.

Tax reduction in Selva regions: special tax rules and rates apply to IGV, income tax and excise Tax.
Requirement to use local goods and services: none.
Local equity requirement: none.
Government equity requirement: none.
No ring .fencing principles apply (may consolidate books).
Foreign external accounts: allowed for receipt of revenues.
Exchan2e controls no significant restrictions

8.6 Comparisons of mine taxation in different taxing jurisdictions are a complex
matter (Table 8.3). An isolated comparison of any one type of taxing mechanism may lead to
certain insights, but taken alone may not provide a useful indication of how mine taxation in one
jurisdiction compares to that in another. To gain a broader understanding of how overall tax
systems compare, it is necessary to analyze them in a holistic manner. Both to facilitate and
formalize such an analysis, it is a common practice to define a hypothetical pre-feasibility-type
model mine and then apply different taxation systems to that mine and compare the results. In the
background work for this chapter, model mines were specified and various measures of taxation
and profitability calculated to allow comparison between Peru and other countries.3

3Yet, this is not the only possible approach. Another familiar one is to analyze competitiveness by level of
investments in new deposits and expansion in already existing ones. The model mines used in the background work for
this chapter were based on the standard base metal (copper) mine model and gold mine model developed at the Institute
for Global Resources Policy and Management at the Colorado school of Mines. Description of the model, its
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Table 8.2 Mineral Taxes in Peru and Other Countries

Does Peru
impose this
levy? Comments

Tax type Yes No

Income tax X

Excess profits tax X

Royalties X

Withholding tax on remitted X An additional rate of 4.1 percent (income type tax) is applicable when dividends

dividends are distributed (similar to a dividend withholding tax, but it is not technically

termed a withholding tax).

Withholding tax on remitted X

loan interest

Import duties on equipment X Equipment imported for temporary usage, such as for exploration work, may be

imported without payment of import duties if such equipment is re-exported

within a year.

Export duties on minerals X

Sales tax on purchased X

equipment

Sales tax on minerals paid by X

mine
Value added tax on services X Fully refundable during exploration (as of the date of this report, refund is not

(IGV) applied because the procedural rules are pending).

Value added tax on X Fully refundable during exploration (as of the date of this report, refund is not

equipment (IGV) applied because the procedural rules are pending).

Value added tax on mineral X IGV does not apply if the mineral is sold for export.

sales (IGV)
Property tax/fee X A property tax applies only to mines located within urban areas.

Education tax/fee X An education tax is not applied, however an 8 percent profits based profit sharing

requirement is applied, and a portion may go to a special educational, social and

recreational fund.

Local development tax/fee X

Fees based on Land Area X Called a "validity tax" or "good standing fee."

Stamp tax X

Payroll taxes X

Excise tax on fuel X Exempted during exploration (the exemption is not applied because the

I____I______rocedural rules are pendine).

8.7 The current tax system in Peru is globally competitive for mining. When countries

are ranked from the standpoint of the foreign investors' internal rates of return (IRR), Peru

ranked 1 1th out of 23 (base metal) and 1 h out of 23 (gold) and in the second lowest quartile
(Tables 8.3 and 8.4).

8.8 Sensitivity of the Peruvian Tax System to Prices and Costs. Using a standard
copper mine model, the Peru's mining tax system is quite neutral to changes in prices, operating

costs, and capital costs, except when prices become low (Table 8.5). The impact of a tax system

on a mine can vary according to its profitability. If the overall effective tax rate (ETR) goes up as
profitability goes up, the system is said to be progressive. If the ETR decreases as profitability

goes up, it is said to be regressive. Progressive tax systems tax more profitable mines at a higher

effective rate than lower-profit mines. Most economists agree that neutral or slightly progressive

tax systems are better than regressive systems.

methodology, attributes and limitations can be found in Otto, James M. (2002). The model's estimates are particularly

sensitive to price assumptions.
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Table 8.3 Comparative Measures of Profitability and Effective Table 8.4 Comparative Economic Measures for a Model I Gold Metal

Foreign Investor's Total Effective Foreign Investor's Internal Total Effective Tax
Country I (RR5) T-. t.r (O. Country R'to of lur (') P.5- (4)

Lowest taxing quartile Lowest taxing quartile
Sweden 15.7 28.6 Sweden 19.2 29.1
W. Australia 12.7 36.4 South Africa 18.8 32.6
Chile 15.0 36.6 Chile 18.3 36.8
Zimbabwe 13.5 39.8 Philippines 18.4 38.2
Argentina 13.9 40.0 Argentina 16.6 42.5
China 12.7 41.7 W. Australia 15.2 43.1
Second lowest taxing quartile Second lowest taxing quartile
Bolivia 11.4 43.1 Peru 14.7 43.3
South Africa 13.5 45.0 Zimbabwe 15.7 45.9
Philippines 13.5 45.3 USA (Nevada) 15.1 49.3
Kazakstanu 12.9 46.1 Bohivia 12.2 52.4
Peru 11.7 46.5 Kazakstan 13.5 54.4
Tanzania 12.4 47.1 Greenland 14.7 54.9
Second highest taxing quartile Second highest taxing quartile
Indonesia 12.2 48.6 Ghana 13.6 56.7
Poland 11.0 49.6 Tanzania 12.7 57.9
USA (Arizona) 12.6 49.9 Indonesia 11.4 60.4
Mexico 11.3 49.9 Uzbekstan 11.2 62.0
Greenland 13.0 50.2 Mexico 10.4 62.9
Ghana 11.9 54.4 Ontario Canada 10.7 68.3
Highest taxing quartile Highest taxing quartile
Papua NG 10.8 57.1 Ivory Coast 9.1 69.1
Uzbekistan 9.3 62.9 Papua New Guinea 8.7 72.3
Ivory Coast 8.9 62.4 China 7.1 73.9
Ontario Canada 10.1 . 63.8 Poland 3.0 90.2
R,e7in a Fso 5 5 81 q Ruirkwn so -F 1 06 0

Source: Otto (2002). Source: Ono (2002)

8.9 Comparing Tax Stability Tohle R c (r,plrr Mnrtrl- P-.r.'so r i, Cy.ta n;*;;t*ty tn Pri-or d rnal ( rnh-ll

Across Countries. hi a global Efeciv Tyrtom Iffont

survey of mining companies, over 50 Price Sensitivity:

percent of the respondents listed tax US$ 1.0/lb (bate case) 47

stability as a "very important" factor US$1.50/lb 39

in investment decision-making. Out US$O.40/lb 45 Fairly Neutral
tx US$0.45/lb (base case) 47of a list of 60 investor criteria, tax US$0.50/lb 49

system stability ranked 10th Mn Capital Cost Sensitivity:
ity ~ ~~~~~~US$550,000,000 43 Fairly Neutralimportance. In the mining business US$650,000,000 47

the investment horizon is long and (base case)

companies are usually reassured by Note a rate higher than 100 percent indicates that the mine is paying taxes in excess of

tax systems that reduce tax payment its net income.

uncertainty and vulnerability, particularly during the loan and project payback periods. However,
many governments are hesitant to resort to tax stability agreements. This is because there is a
basic tenet that one generation of lawmakers should not be able to tie the hands of future
lawmakers. Another relevant consideration is that tax stability is desired by all productive sectors
as it reduces uncertainty. Then, if stability is offered to one sector, other sectors will also seek it.

8.10 The government faces a trade off. On the one hand, stability agreements
enhance the potential for mineral sector investment, but, on the other, they complicate
the tax system and raise administrative costs. Besides, if taxes are stabilized for various
mines, then an administrative challenge can arise over time. As the underlying tax laws change,
each stabilized mine will have a tax regime dating to the time the stability agreement was entered
into. This means that, over time, there will be multiple tax regimes and the government agency
charged with tax administration will increasingly face a more complicated situation monitoring and
enforcing each. This entails costs.
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Tahle 8.fi Availahiiity of Tax Stahifity in Selected Jlurisdoctions

Country Some form of tax Description
stahility availahle?

Argentina Yes 30 yrs, provincial & municipal taxes,
import duties, exchange rules.

Bolivia No

Burkina Faso Yes During the termn of the contract; except
mining taxes and fees.

Canada (Ont) No
Yes IO yrs, if mine elects a higher income

Chile tax rate (42%).

China No

Ghana No
Greenland No

Indonesia Yes Tax stabilized for life of mining
agreement or a shorter period (Contract
of Work).

Ivory Coast No
Yes Taxes stabilized for life of mining

Kazakhstan agreement.

Mexico No

Peru Yes Two systems of tax stability: mining
contracts (10-15 yrs tax stability), and
10-yr Legal Stability Agreements that
fix the income tax regime and certain
other fiscal imposts; 2% additional rate

Philippines No

Poland No -

South Africa No -

Sweden No -

Tanzania No -

USA-Arizona No -

Uzbekistan Yes Most major taxes may be frozen for 10

yrs from date of establishment; tax
experts warn that there may be
difficulties with the practical
implementation

W. Australia No

I imhahwe No

Source: Otto (2002).

8.11 At the present time, in Peru, there are hundreds of mining concessions with
stability agreements. However, as these agreements stabilize taxes for only around 10-15
years, over time, the affected mines will revert to the general tax system in the future. Stability

also carries a price for companies-an additional 2 percent rate is applied to the 27 percent

income tax. Stability is, indeed, important to investors, witness the number of mining concession

holders who have agreed to pay the premium. One option open to the Peruvian government is to

raise the amount of this premium. The effect of raising the stability premium is shown in Table

8.7. As can be seen in the table, for the two model mines a premium of 5 percent on the regular

income tax rate of 27 percent reduces the investor's rate of return by about 1 percent, and the

effective tax rate remains at about 50 percent or lower.

Recommendation: Companies find tax stability very attractive and Peru's stability agreements

are an incentive to investors.
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> It is recommended that tax stability Tahle h.7 Tax System Sencitivity to Income TSY Rate
agreements be retained but that the All Revu

premium for all future such Effective Tax Investor IRR Fees (US$
agreements be raised to 5 percent. Coper () (Md)
The disadvantages of such 25% 45 11.9 451
agreements (sector discrimination 27% (current) 47 11.7 471

and administrative burden) are 27+2=29%(stabilized) 48 11.5 491rate)
more than offset by the increased 27+3=30% 49 11.4 501

tax base that may be created in the 27+5=32% 51 11.1 521

future by higher levels of Gold Model:

investment, and the higher levels of 25% 42 15.0 73

tax paid based on the 2 percent 27% (current) 43 14.7 7627+2=29%(stabilized) 45 14.4 79premium. Investors would rate)

probably be willing to pay a higher 27+3=30% 46 14.3 80

premium for tax stability. 27+5=32% 41 13 9 93

8.12 The income tax rate of 27 Table 8.8 Income Tax Rates Applied to Mining Projects in
percent in Peru is somewhat lower Selected Jurisdiction-

,, ~ ~ ~ 1 n.uAO T rntry Crpnrotoq miningm to. rot.than in some nations (Table 8.8). In Argentina 35%
addition, a 4.1 percent additional income Bolivia 25% (a surtax may also apply in some
tax is applied to remitted dividends; the cases)

net effect for many foreign companies Burkina Faso 35% (0.5% of previous year turnover is th
is a rate of around 30 percent. If a minimum tax)

taxpayer desires a stability agreement, Canada (Newfoundland) Federal: effectively 29.12% including 4%
and many miners probably would, the surtax); provincial: 14%

Chile 15% (two elective regimes are available)
base rate is 29 percent. China 33% (30% to central gov't., 3% to

provincial gov't.)
Recommendation: Ghana 35%
> The current income tax rate should Greenland 35%

be retained. Indonesia 30% (previous COWS range from 221 2 -

48%)
8.13 Peru uses a form of Ivory Coast 35%

accelerated depreciation for most Kazakhstan 30% (excess profits tax may apply

mine equipment (20 pement Mexico 35%

straight-line method). The most P.N.G. 35% for large (SML) mines, 25% for most

common form of tax-base incentive for other mines

mining is accelerated depreciation. Peru 27% (29% for taxpayer with stability
Most nations provide the mining agreement)
industry with some sort of accelerated Poland 2000, 30%; 2000-2001, 28%; 2003, 24%;mdustreciation (Tae 8sorUntil OI rcentlyu 2004+, 22
depreciation (Table 8.9). Until recently, South Africa 30% for other than gold; formula > 30%
Peru also provided a form of for gold mines

accelerated depreciation on mine Sweden 28%

buildings at a rate of 20 percent Tanzania 30%

(straight-line). After tax reform, this USA-Arizona progressive based on income (profit level)

was lengthened to a 3 percent Uzbekistan 33%

depreciation rate, which is in-line with w. Australia 2000/2001, 34; 2001+, 30%

depreciation periods allowed by many Zimbabwe 35%

other nations. Source: Otto (2002).
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Taa 9 f ncpr-rt-no A prpi,d tn Typical Mt;t.ng Rq ip-t {n i I-tM l- r;-r-

Accelerated method
Country available for some capital Example

.q.'ap-on (;c- narn)

Argentina Yes 3 yr straight-line

Bolivia Yes 8 yr straight-line

Burkina Faso Yes useful life minus one year

Canada Yes up to 100% in yr incurred for new mine or 25% declining pool

Chile Yes 3 yr straight-line

China Yes 10 years

Ghana Yes 75% in I yr, then 50% declining balance

Greenland Yes the company may decide the rate and period

Indonesia Yes 10 y r straight-line or 20% declining balance

Ivory Coast Yes method of acceleration depcnds on life of equipment

Kazakhstan Yes 25% declining balance method

Mexico No

Peru Yes 5 yrs straight-line (20%),except for mine buildings

Philippines Yes twice the normal straight-line rate

Poland Yes 5 yrs straight-line (20%)

South Africa Yes expensed in I year of production

Sweden Yes 5 yrs straight-line (20%)

Tanzania Yes 12.5% straight-line

USA-Arizona No

Uzbekistan No 8% straight-line

W. Australia Yes prime cost or diminishing value methods (less than effective life)

Source: Otto (2002).

8.14 Unlike most industries, when a mine closes its buildings usually have no future
function, i.e., no market value. Thus, mines whose duration is less than the depreciable life of

their buildings will never be able to fully depreciate these buildings. For this reason, some nations

allow a shorter depreciation period, or an altemative depreciation method (such as life of the

mine). Table 8.10 shows the impact of a 3 percent versus a 20 percent depreciation rate. The

effect is considerable for the short-lived gold model mine but there is less of an impact on the

longer-lived copper model mine.

Recommendation: Table 8.10 Tax Sensitivity to Building Depreciation Rates

> A longer period of depreciation (8- Effectiv Government

10 years) should be considered and e Tax Investo Revenue: All

the previous system of 20 percent Loss Carry Forward Rate r IRR Taxes & Fees
depreciation should be reinstated Time L.imit °/,) (°/ (IUSS millions
deprecuiationg a 3 percent rate Copper Model:
for buildings; a 3 percent rate 3% rate (current system) 47 11.7 471

yields a depreciation period of over 20% rate 46 11.9 461

33 years (longer than the life of Gold Model:

most mines). 3% rate (current system) 43 . 14.7 76

20% rate 41 15.2 72

8.15 Peru has an exceptionally Source: Otto (2002).

short loss carry forward time limit
of 4 years. One of the most common tax incentives is to allow taxpayers the ability to carry

forward losses from one year to offset taxable income in the succeeding years. For capital

intensive industries and for industries exceptionally prone to commodity price fluctuation, criteria

that are no doubt met by the mining, loss carry forward is an important issue. For a sample of

countries, a loss carry forward time limits as of year 2000 shows that, of the 22 nations, all but one

had a longer time limit than Peru (Table 8.11). Table 8.12 shows the effect of lengthening the loss

carry forward time limit
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Recommendation: Table 8.11 LossCarryForward/Back Policy

> The loss carry forward time limit Loss carry Loss carry-back

should be extended to at least 10 COuntr' farv--rd T +Fl lii ( rs) a"ollblo U TAWo HlMO (5rc)

years, or preferably, that no time Bolivia Yes None No

limit be imposed. While a short Burkina Faso Yes 5 No

period is adequate for most small, Canada (Ont) Yes 7 Yes 3Chile Yes None Yes none
short-lived mines, it is not China Yes 5 No

conducive to attracting Ghana Yes None No -aGreenland Yes None Yes 5investment for larger mines. Indonesia Yes 8 No -

Ivory Coast Yes 5 No
Kazakhstan Yes 7 No8.16 Peru does not have a Mexico Yes 10 Yes none

provision for mining closure. Of Peru Yes 4 No

increasing concern to governments is Plilippines Yes 5 NoPoland Yes 5 No-
the issue of mine reclamation and South Africa Yes None No

closure. These costs are primarily Sweden Yes None No
Tanzania Yes None Noincurred by the miner late in the USA-Arizona Yes 15 Yes 3

project at a time when production is Uzbekistan No - No -

falling off or close to nil. Thus, w. Australia Yes None No

companies cannot recover the costs

involved with closure unless the tax
system is adjusted to take these into Table 8.12 Tax Sensitivity to Loss Carry
account while cash flows are still Loss Carry Forward Time LimitacutrLoss Carry Effective Investor Govt Revenue:
being generated. It is in the Forward Time Tax Rate IRR All Taxes & Fees

government's interest to see that the Iism*u (O/.) (0/z) (11$millinne)

company doesplan and set aside funds 4 years (current 47 11.7 471
for this activity, for at the end of the system)

mine life, funds will not be generated. 5 years 45 12.1 451

One way to encourage companies to 7 years 45 12.1 450No time limit 45 12.1 450fund closure is to require an annual Gold Model:
set-aside over the life of the mine and 4 years (current 43 14.7 76

to allow this set aside as a tax system)
5 years 43 14.7 76deduction. Table 8.13 indicates the 7 years 43 14.7 76

effect of allowing a deduction for such No time limit 43 14.7 76
costs spread equally over the life of Source: Otto (2002.)

the mine.

Recommendation: Table 8.13 Tax Sensitivity to Annual Allowed Closure
> The tax system should be modified Deduction Over the Mine Life

Effective Tax Investor Government Revenue:so that money set aside for this Closure Deduction Rate IRR All Taxes & Fees

purpose may be deducted straight CopperModel: () (°) (Sof msillionr)

line as amortization over the No deduction (current 47 11.7 471

productive life of the mine. system)
Annuallifeofmine 46 11.8 463
deduction

8.17 The current Peru's tax system Gold Model:
No deduction (current 43 14.7 76recognizes the importance of mine system)

contributions to local communities and A nual,life of mine 42 15.1 73

infrastructure and allows a deduction
for such expenditures. There is intense interest by many stakeholders in furthering the concept of
sustainable development. One way to foster this is to invest in communities impacted by mining so
that when the mine closes, the affected communities will be able to carry-on with social and
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alternative economic activities. Tahle 8.14. Tax Sensitivity to Reinvestment Allowance

Deductions are only allowed if the Government
Scenario Effective Investor ~ Revenue: All

expenditure is. approved by the Scenario Tax Rate IRR Taxes & Fees

government and companies have found it (u) (Or) (use 0illi--s )

extremely difficult to get such approval Copper Model:
20% cxpansion, no 46 12.1 533

from the relevant ministries, reinvestment allowance
(current system)

Recommendation: 20% expansion, 80% 44 12.5 506
reinvestment allowance

> The current practice of allowing
government-approved, miner-paid-for investment in communities and infrastructure to be tax
deductible should continue. Deductions should apply not only to hard investment (transport,
power), but also to soft investment in local infrastructure/capacity building by community
groups (training, education).

> However, the current system of approval does not work well, if at all, and needs reform.
Such approval authority should vest in a single ministry, not with the ministry responsible for
the particular type of infrastructure.

> The relevant law should also state that if the ministry does not give its approval for such tax
status on the proposed investment within a reasonable time period, say 60 days, the request
will be deemed to have been approved.

8.18 Until recently, Peru offered mining investors an incentive to increase the
company's production with a reinvestment provision, but this benefit was eliminated in a
recent tax reform. Before reform, the company was not subject to pay income tax on the
profits it reinvested, provided these sums were in accordance with an investment program
approved by the mining authority. The period of validity was four years, but could be extended for
another three. However, the benefit was capped at 80 percent of the total profits, with the balance
being subject to income tax. Areinvestment incentive such as this is very, very uncommon
globally. Most government's use the "penalty" approach to encourage reinvestment rather than
the "incentive" approach, i.e., they impose a foreign-dividend withholding tax. To assess the
impact of such an incentive, the copper mine model was modified (Table 8.14).4

8.19 A critical policy question when assessing a proposed tax incentive is whether or
not the incentive (which, presumably, will lead to a short-term tax decrease) will lead to
increased tax revenues over the long run. There are two ways to look at this: (i) will
government returns from an individual project be increased over the life of the project? and (ii) will
government revenue increase because other potential investors (who would not have invested had
there been no incentive) will invest? With regard to (i), for the particular mine model used here,
the table shows that the government will end up with less revenue. Even though there will be more
metal sold over the life of the mine and various taxes will be applied to those sales, the additional
revenue does not equal the amount of revenue lost in the four tax-incentive years. With regard to
(ii), it is doubtful that such an incentive would attract new investors. In practice, the incentive
might further reduce government revenue if companies purposefully underbuild initial capacity in
order to take advantage of the liberal capacity increase allowance in later years.

4It allows for a four-year, phased 20% mine capacity expansion commencing in the 8th year after production began. The

cost was assumed to be $80 million for the expansion. It was assumed that an 80 percent profit exemption cap is

applicable. The. economic measures for the expanded project were assessed with and without the tax incentive to

determine its effect on government revenue and company rate of return.
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Recommendation: T Alh;R C P ...... .At M; I-A RSl.iti T-* I,.0- ;n 11-tMnc

Mineral royalty type tax on most> The decision to eliminate the mineral,?

reinvestment tax allowance should not Argentina Yes

be reversed. Bolivia YesBurkina Faso Yes
Canada (Ontario) No

8.20 Peru is one of the mining Chile No8.20 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~China Yea
countries in the world that do not Ghana Yes

impose a traditional royalty type tax. Greenland No
The theory of optimal taxation of Indonesia Yes

Th leory ofoptimal txio of Ivory Coast Yes

nonrenewable natural resources states Kazakhstan Yes

that, under suitable assumptions, a p.Nx.iGo YNeos
government can tax away the pure rents Philippines Yes

generated in the extraction of those Pern No
Poland Yes

resources with no loss of allocation South Africa No

efficiency. This justifies the imposition Sweden No

of special taxes on nonrenewable- UaSnasia NYeo
resource producers over and beyond the Uzbekistan Yes

taxes levied on firmns operating in the W.Australia Yes
other sectors of the economy. It is Source: Otto (2002).

widely acknowledged that the simplest
special tax to admninister is the gross royalty and this goes a long to explaining the reason why 60
percent of the countries in the reference sample impose royalties on mining producers (Table
8.15).

8.21 In the Peruvian context, a Tahle X.16. Tax System Sensitivity to a Royalty Tax

decision on royalty taxes must be RoyaltyTaxon EffetiveTaxGovernmentRoyalty Tax on Effective Tax Revenue: All Taxes
made taking into account the Gross Sales Rate Investor IRR & Fees

mining taxation system as a whole. Cop (p.M) () (USSmillions)

One of the simpler forms of royalty is Copper Model:

a tax-deductible gross sales revenue 0% (curent) 47 11.7 471
ad valorem tax. The impact of such 1% 49 11.3 493

a tax was assessed on the model 2% 51 11.0 516

mines (Table 8.16). Taking into 2.5% 52 10.8 527

account the rest of the system, it is 3% 53 10.6 538

relevant to point out that Peru already Gold Model:

imposes substantial input taxes (import 0% (current) 43 14.7 76

duty, IGV). On the other hand, 1% 47 13.9 82

whereas a royalty tax is assessed only 2% SI 13.0 88

in years during which there are
commercial revenues, an input tax, 2.5% 53 12.5 92

such as import duty, entails collection 3% 54 12.1 95

during the project startup period, before there is any mine income. Companies would much prefer
to pay taxes during years when production has begun rather than during construction.

Recommendation:
> A reasonable royalty should be imposed, provided that the import duty is eliminated by

exemption or zero-rating, or that workers' participation is modified in a process affecting all
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public sector.5 The royalty tax should (a) be based on gross mineral sales revenues; (b) not
exceed a rate of 3 percent; (c) have a uniform rate should for all mineral types; and (d) be
offset by the elimination of the import duty.

8.22 Peru does impose Table 8.17 Tax System Sensitivity to Import Duty

substantial import duties and Representative Effective Tax Government Revenue: All
Mining Equipment Rate Investor IRR Taxes & Fees

the rates vary according to the Inport i3tb Rat"e (%) (It) (USS n'ilest)

item However, import duty is Copper Model:

allowed as a depreciable deduction 15% 48 11.2 484

against income subject to income 12% (current) 47 11.7 471

tax Mining is capital intensive and 5% 44 12.9 438

utilizes specialized equipment that is 0% 41 13.9 413

usually imported. This means that Gold Model:

an import duty on equipment has a 15% 45 14.1 78

direct impact on project economics 12% (current) 43 14.7 76

in the project's early years. 5% 40 16.3 69

Project feasibility studies calculate o% 37 17.5 65

various projections of profitability,
such as discounted rate of return, and such measures are very sensitive to large costs in the early
years of a project. Even modest levels of equipment import duties can sink a marginal project.
Competition for mineral sector investment worldwide is fierce, and many countries have either
eliminated import duties on mine equipment or have found ways to exempt projects or their

equipment from such duties. The effect of eliminating the import duty is shown in Table 8.17.
The impact of import duty is high on both government and taxpayer.

Recommendations:
> Peru should follow the lead of most other nations and eliminate import duty through either an

exemption or if duty category lists are sufficiently detailed to isolate most mining equipment,
by zero rating such categories

> However, if this recommendation is adopted, a royalty tax of 2-3 percent should hb imposed
on gross mineral sales revenues. The combined effect of eliminating import duty and adding a
royalty tax is shown in Table 8.18.

8.23 Peru levies an 18 general sales tax (IGV in its Spanish acronym) on goods and
services purchased. It must be paid on goods and services, but in the case where a mine
exports its output, it can be credited against the Income Tax up to a limit of 18 percent of such
sales of exported minerals. Because the VAT is a "consumer" tax and export minerals must
compete globally, almost all mineral-exporting nations have chosen to eliminate its impact on both
export mineral sales and equipment purchases. Peru eliminates that impact through allowing the
possibility that the IGV on export sales be reimbursed. The amount of IGV that may be credited
is restricted to 18 percent of export sales, and any amount exceeding this may be carried forward
as a credit against future export sales. Moreover, the IGV paid during exploration is refundable.

Recommendation:
> The current system of IGV as applied to mining should remain unchanged.

5 There is a negative impact on mining competitiveness of the 8 percent workers' participation since it increases the real
income tax rate burden to firms from around 30 to about 38 percent (para.8.13). Authorities informed that this
participation could be diminished and unified across all similar activities in an incoming initiative.
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8.24 Additional recommendations Table 8.18 Tax Sensitivity to Eliminating Import Duty and

for improving the use of Imposing a Royaltye

intergovernmental transfers are next: Effective Revenue: An
Tax Rate Investor IRR Taxes & Fees

Sconario (1s) (u') (Us$ millionc)~-
> Transparent managing of mining Copper Model:

tax revenue. The administration of 12% import duty, 0% 47 11.7 471
royalty (current

the channeling and use of canon system)

minero transfers need to be better 0% import duty, 1% 43 13.5 436

known. An important step royalty

forward is the GOP's recent 0% import duty, 2% 46 13.1 460

decision to publish the monthly royalty

revenue transfers to municipalities 0% import duty, 2.5% 47 12.8 472

in the Portal de Transparencia royalty
0% import duty, 3% 48 12.6 484

Econ6mlica. This is not enough. royalty

In the PETS developed (see Gold Model:

Chapter IV), about 6 out of ten 12% import duty, 43 14.7 76

municipalities outside Lima 0% royalty (current

claiming that they knew how their system)
transfers were estimated, actually royalty 41 16.6 71
did not know, and in the poor and 0% import duty, 2% 45 15.6 78

extreme poor, such number royalty

decreased to 3 out of ten. 0% import duty, 46 15.2 86

Transfers also show high volatility, 2.5% royalty

unpredictability and are subject to 0% import duty, 3% 48 14.7 84

limited auditing capacity by the royalty

Central Government (Apoyo Institute, 2002). The emphasis of new regulations and its
subsequent administration should be on ensuring that the local communities are well trained
and informed on how and when these transfers are estimated.

> Ways to stabilize the annual flows Box 8.1 Creating Mining Stabilization Funds? The Ancash

of mining transfers (Stabilization Model?
6Fund) should be explored, as the Given the unpredictability of fiscal transfers, a Mining Stabilization

cyclical behavior of inteMational Fund is desirable. It could be created with private sector participation
prices affect income tax revenue and have a long-term view to finance: local infrastructure projects

prices affect income.tax prepared by municipalities under participatory plans and capacity

and, therefore, canon minero building activities. The Fund could be supervised by a Mesa de

flows (Box 8.1). Concertacidn and be subject to strengthened auditing procedures by the
official authorities.

> Local administration capacity A pilot case, though not based on government transfers, has already
needs to be strengthened. been created with the Ancash Fund. This Fund contains about US$110

Municipalities should be supported million of payments, which the firm Antamina still had to pay in the

in learning how to do optimal use context of its privatization. Rather than paying those straight to the
Treasury, the company and the involved mayors have proposed a

of these resources. They should "Fund model": The Treasury, upon collecting from Antamina, puts the

develop capacity for managing entire revenue into this Fund, which then finance infrastructure

them: taking investment decisions, projects in the region (13 projects making up about 60 percent of
' available funds are already identified, including roads, assessments, and

and eventually managing the electrification). Resources of the Fund could also regularly be

assets created on their basis. repnlenished with part of ranon minero transfers.

Local administration officials and local community representatives would need to be enabled

to participate in local economic development programs that might be initiated together with or

by mining companies.

6 Once the annual amount is defined, the monthly transfers of the canon minero are constant.
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D. IMPROVING MINING ENVIRONMENT MANAGEMENT

8.25 Mining environment is cause for heated social and political concerns in Peru.
Complex political debates have emerged around existing and newly planned mining operations,
typically in the context of criticisms that local communities and regions do not gain much from
mining operations, the marginal employment these mines create for unskilled indigenous workers,
the often negative social consequences (n the communities living close to the mines (import of
prostitutes and alcoholism are often mentioned as major social concerns) and the lack of genuine
interest of some mining companies to promote regional development and respect environment
provisions.

8.26 Three weaknesses in Peru's environmental management are conflict of
interests, credibility, and capacity concerns. The mining sector, in general, has complied
better with the environmental institutional assessment requirements, as well as with territorial
environmental assessments. However, there are several instances of potential conflict of
interests.

D A conflicting case occurs between core technical groups within the Ministry of Mines and
Energy (MEM), who wish to promote mining, and the environmental unit within the Ministry,
whose mandate is to prevent environmental damage.

O Another conflicting case is the inspection of the Environmental Compliance and Management
Programs in the energy and mining sectors. Aside from potentially presenting technical
deficiencies, such inspection is under the responsibility of the General Directorates (electricity,
hydrocarbon and mining) with the help of independent experts contracted by the respective
enterprises being evaluated, again in a clear conflict of interest.

o The reform of the early 1990s had approached the environmental issue from a sectoral
perspective, i.e. one where each sectoral ministry has a General Directorate of the
Environment (in the case of the MEM it would be the GDE-MEM), which in effect regulates
and monitors environmental compliance. The only entity resembling a national environmental
authority-the National Environmental Council (CONAM)-is limited to a very weak,
coordinating intersectoral role. This has resulted in a perception by local communities of a
conflict of interest at the MEM, which plays a two-fold role of promoting mining investment
and implementing environmental control, and the fear that environmental control is too lax at
the expense of the health of the locals. This situation is aggravated by the fact that GDE-
MEM does not release environmental information to the public.

o The institutional structure is geographically centralized at the Lima-based GDE-MEM as the
only responsible entity (the regional offices of the GDE-MEM are quite weak). Local
populations only participate in consultations and do not form part of the institutional structure
of the process.

8.27 The mining industry's environmental record has begun to impede investments.
In practice, even if better than in some other sectors, the environmental record of the mining
industry has begun to impede private sector development. Even when controls existed on paper,
they are seldom implemented in practice. Social and political conflicts that were mainly triggered
by accidents impacting the environment or the social fabric of the local community, such as spills
or resettlement issues, have threatened the ability of companies to pursue mining permits or to
continue to run their already existing operations. For example, Tambogrande in Piura, a medium-
sized gold mining project awarded to Canadian Manhatten Minerals, is unlikely to go ahead,
because the "Tambogrande defence committee" has successfully mobilized public opinion,
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including the Catholic church, staging demonstrations and boycotts serious enough to cause the
company to abandon completion of its environmental impact analysis. Other examples of such
conflicts causing interruptions of ongoing project development or operations are the mines of
Yanacocha and Antamina. Both were involved in massive community protests, one in the context
of a mercury spill, the other in the context of a resettlement program that halted their operations
temporarily and threatened to stop further expansion.

8.28 The current enforcement by the state entities responsible for the environment is
inadequate. The National Environmental Council is a small organization lacking political power.
In practice, it is the Ministry of Energy and Mines that has most influence over investment
decisions. However, the team at the ministry responsible for environmental controls lacks the
personnel or budget to carry out its functions properly. Naturally, given its mandate, rather than
impose burdensome environmental controls, the ministry's main priority is to maximize investment
and eventual output.

8.29 The role of the private sector: From an environmental perspective, the worst
offenders tend not to be the large multinational mining companies, but rather the-Peruvian-
owners of older and smaller mines, less sensitive than multinationals to allegations of disregarding
environmental norms. Most multinationals have made serious efforts to comply with the
environmental code and invest in technologies to reduce pollution and to create a good working
relationship with surrounding communities. Only legal obligations, enforced by competent and
credible institutions, will be able to influence the large number of Peruvian owned mining firms to
control water pollution and spills, to control air pollution, and to appropriately solve conflicts over
land rights.

Recommendations:

> A new national and independent environmental authority that is structured geographically and
supported by local monitoring needs to be created. Such authority should regulate all sectors
and be integrated with future regional authorities, which will be responsible for the monitoring
and control of all environmental aspects.

> As part of the decentralization process, an agreement on roles and responsibilities in the
environment provisions of the mining sector is also needed to foster further private investment.
This agreement should define a certain bvel of inter- and intra-provincial coordination to

organize environment controls smoothly and to promote cooperation.

> New roles and responsibilities will require the buildup of institutional capacity, especially at the
subnational level.

> The regulatory framework of environmental management also needs to be reviewed, so as to
make sure stricter environment regulations are well designed and introduced.

> Local interest groups, supported by non-governmental organizations (NGOs), should be
integrated in environmental monitoring and consultation. These groups will certainly continue
to pressure the government to protect community interests from mining projects.
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ANNEX A

A PUBLIC DEBT SUSTAINABILITY
ANALYSIS FOR PERU1

Introduction

We estimate the level of Peru's public debt that would improve its sustainabiity in the
medium term. Authorities have shown their intention to develop a prudent debt management
strategy. The 2000 debt exchange with private creditors slightly worsened the maturity profile of
debt payments,2 but authorities believe that the present value of public debt fell. Our baseline
medium-term scenario indicates some external vulnerability over the medium term, conditional
on low inflation, moderate real GDP growth (average 4 percent) per year, which in turn would
depend on recovery of private sector and foreign investment, increased productivity and sound
macroeconomic policies. Our debt sustainability model assumes the absence of major terms of
trade shocks that would negatively affect the current account deficit, and no private capital
outflows that would require a tighter monetary policy to avoid currency depreciation.

We examine the sensitivity of key public debt ratios to alternative assumptions on financing
terms and growth rates. Our central premise is that both foreign financing and adjustment to
fiscal fundamentals are necessary to ensure more sustainable public debt ratios. The path towards
sustainability is estimated, with annual target primary balances consistent with non-financial
public sector debt and debt-servicing requirements. The analysis concludes that the Government
could reach a public debt to GDP sustainable ratio of 40 percent in 2004 and 36.2 in 2010,
provided it builds primary balances close to 0.9 percent of GDP in 2004 and 1.3 percent of GDP
in 2010. Nonetheless, the Government would face a sizable debt-service burden that would peak
at about 36 percent of exports and 44 percent of tax revenue in 2004 and decrease thereafter, the
latter result being a direct reflect of the fiscal deficits and low tax ratios that Peru features in the
past years. Faster growth accompanied by tight control of expenditure and additional foreign
financing would be essential to bring the GOP to a high case scenario, so as to channel more
resources toward a poverty reduction strategy, while reducing its debt-servicing burden. A
comprehensive tax reform is needed to improve such prospects.

The Annex is divided into two sections. The first one is a conventional debt sustainability
analysis as described above. The second one considers the impact of two hypothetical shocks.
The first shock consists of a slowing down of capital inflows (sudden stop) resulting in real
exchange rate depreciation. The second shock reflects the materialization of the government's
contingent liabilities, arising from an eventual failure of the private sector to fulfill its short-term
external debt obligations.

Peru's Macroeconomic Background

While economic activity remains weak, the macroeconomic situation has been stabilizing since
2000, with inflation decreasing from 7.3% in 1998 to 2% in 2001. The combined fiscal deficit
reversed its upward trend, but still was significant at 2.5% of GDP. The current account as a

XThis Annex was prepared with thorough research assistance of Rashmi Shankar, numerous comments to early drafts
and data support from IMF staff, and a very timely suggestion from Sara Calvo, who motivated its extension to shocks
and provided enthusiastic advise to its development.
2 New govemment 10-year bonds with bullet payment at maturity exchanged for front-loaded interest reduction Brady
bonds or FLIRBs, which were selling at a discount of 28.5% at, end 2001. These carry low interest rates, and the
principal is to be amortized gradually from 2005 to 2017.
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percent of GDP has improved significantly between 1998 and 2001, from -6.4% to -2.1%.
Measures to strengthen the banking system are reflected in improvements in some indicators of
bank soundness. Loan quality has improved, as measured by the ratio of non-performing to total
loans (excluding restructured and refinanced loans), and liquidity and capital adequacy ratios
have risen.

While total (public and private, short, medium and long-term) debt to GDP ratio reemains high at
52.3%, adverse developments in the region have had little effect on Peru's financial indicators.
Yet, the external public debt represents around 70 percent of total debt and virtually all is long
term. Around 60 percent of this debt is with multilateral and bilateral creditors. Because of the
high degree of dollarization of domestic debt, it is vulnerable to currency risk, making fiscal and
monetary policy lose some degree of freedom.

For illustrative purposes, a comparison of Argentina's (before the crisis) and Peru's fiscal deficit,.
public debt-GDP ratio, public debt-servicing-exports ratio and current account balance is
contained in Table 1. Peru has a lower non-financial public sector deficit as well as a lower
current account deficit. Argentina's public debt and public debt servicing burden is higher than
Peru's, but the rising trend in the public debt service/exports ratio in the latter is worrisome.
Strengthening of the export performance, the banking sector and particularly the fiscal position
will play a significant role in keeping Peru's public debt manageable. In a base case, inflation
remains low at approximately 2% which would allow the government to relax somehow
monetary policy in the face of weak economic activity. A managed floating exchange rate regime
is preserved and the international reserves position would remain comfortable.

Table 1: Current Macroeconomic and Financial Trends

(% of GDP) 1998 1999 2000 2001*
Argentina Peru Argentina Peru Argentina Peru Argentina Peru

Current Account -4.80 -6.37 -4.30 -3.50 -3.20 -3.00 -2.80 -2.10

blic Debt Service 56.80 27.46 73.50 32.65 70.50 42.80 78.2 0 43.30
(% of Exports)
Public Debt Service 31.40 25.26 36.80 31.89 38.90 33.53 48.30 28.89
(% of Revenue)

Public Debt 37.60 42.70 43.00 48.00 .44.90 45.90 51.0 46.50

PlFPS Budget Deficit -2.40 -0.70 -4.40 -3.10 -3.80 -3.20 -3.50 -2.50
*Pre-swap estimate for Argentina

The Target Fiscal Adjustment under a Baseline and Alternative Scenarios with no External
Shocks

We present alternative scenarios of growth and interest rates, multilateral financing and the
sensitivity of key public debt ratios to the assumptions made. The dynamic is detailed in Table 2.
In each case, the target primary balance needed in order to sustain the public debt outcome is
estimated.
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General Assumptions

* Receipts from privatization are US$600 million for 2002 and 2003, and fall to less than $50
million per year thereafter.

* Inflation in the GDP deflator (US$ terms) increases from 0.9 percent in 2002, to
approximately 2 percent over the period 2003-2010.

* Continued rollover of short-term debt over the entire period 2002-2010.
* The terms of new multilateral financing depends on Peru's classification as a category IV

country. The loan period is on average 17 years, with a five-year grace period, and the
interest is LIBOR (World Bank forecast of 4 percent) plus a 70 basis point spread, on
average.

* The non-financial public sectors elasticities of revenues and expenditures with respect to
GDP remain constant at 0.98 and 0.95 respectively. Elasticities are estimated over the 1994-
2002 period.

Scenario A. This is the baseline scenario. It incorporates the preliminary figures for the Brady
buy-back under which all-outstanding front-loaded interest reduced bonds have been exchanged.
The baseline assumptions are:
* moderate growth: 3.7 percent in 2002, followed by 4 percent over the period 2003-2010;
* moderate average international interest rates: 10 percent throughout the period;
* moderate cut in fiscal deficits: tapering off from -1.9 percent of GDP to -1.4 percent of GDP

over the period;

Results: Under the baseline assumptions, the public debt-GDP ratio would come down to 36.2
percent in 2010, from 44.9 percent in 2002. The primary balance required to cover interest
liabilities increases from 0.2 percent to 1.3 percent over the period. The public debt servicing
ratio falls from 27.4 percent to 23.7 percent as a proportion of exports, rises from 3.8 percent to
4.6 percent as a proportion of GDP, and rises from 32.1 percent to 42.4 percent as a proportion of
central government tax revenues, over the period. The assumption on mixed concessional-
multilateral (reduced balance of payments support from 2003, partly offset by sector investment
disbursements) and limited commercial borrowing results in an implicit average interest rate on
the total stock of NFPS debt between 6.7 percent and 7.9 percent over the period 2004-2010.

Scenario B. This is the best-case scenario, which presents a sensitivity analysis of the public
debt-GDP ratio to higher growth and strengthened fiscal discipline. The assumptions are:
* high growth: 3.7 percent in 2002 followed by 5 percent over the period 2003-2010;
* low average international interest rates: The interest rate on new public debt is 7.5 percent

over the period;
* low fiscal deficits: tapering off, as a proportion of GDP, from -1.9 percent in 2002, to -1.8

percent in 2003, -1.3 percent in 2007 and -1 percent by 2010. This is based on the assumption
of higher revenue, tighter expenditure and faster growth. The revenue elasticity remains .98,
but the expenditure elasticity is constrained to remain at .88 so as to cap expenditures at
18.3% of GDP in this scenario, in contrast to 18.7% of GDP in the baseline.

Results: The public debt-GDP ratio would fall lower to 32.2 percent in 2010 under this scenario,
from 44.9 percent in 2002. The primary balance required for reaching sustainability would also
be lower than in the baseline, due to faster growth and better financial conditions. To cover debt
service liabilities it increases from -0.5 percent in 2000 to 1 percent in 2005, and remains stable
at that proportion of GDP till the end of the forecast horizon. The public debt-servicing ratio falls
from 27.4 percent in 2002 to 20.5 percent as a proportion of exports, remains constant at 3.7
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percent as a proportion of GDP, and increases slightly from 32.1 percent to 34.3 percent as a
proportion of central government tax revenue, over the same period. The assumption on mixed
concessional-multilateral (full balance of payments support) and commercial borrowing results in
an implicit average interest rate on total NFPS debt around 6.4 percent over 2004-2010, which is
lower than in the baseline due to a higher share of multilateral financing and better placement
conditions on international markets.

Scenario C. This is the worst-case scenario, reflecting the sensitivity of the public debt-GDP
ratio to low growth and poor fiscal discipline. The assumptions are:
* Low growth: Growth rate of 2.5 percent is assumed over the entire period;
* High fiscal deficit: The fiscal deficit falls from -2.4 percent to only -1.9 percent of GDP over

the entire period;
* High average international interest rate: The interest rate on public debt is 12 percent over the

period.

Results: The public debt-GDP ratio falls slightly to 42.7 percent in 2010 from 45.4 percent in
2002, under this scenario. However, the primary balance required to cover debt service liabilities
increases to 2.2 percent in 2010 from -0.5 percent in 2000. The public debt-servicing ratio
increases from 27.4 percent to 28.7 percent as a proportion of exports, rises from 3.8 percent to
6.2 percent as a proportion of GDP, and rises from 32.1 percent to 56.7 percent as a proportion of
central government tax revenue, over the 2002-2010 period. The implicit average interest rate on
total NFPS debt increases to between 7.3 percent and 9.9 percent over 2004-2010 because of the
increased reliance on commercial borrowing following from the previous assumption of reduced
multilateral financing and worst bond placement conditions in international markets. Thus
external financing is more expensive in this scenario. It is assumed that there is reduced
multilateral financing and no fast disbursing loans.

Table 2: Debt Dynamics Non-Financial Public Sector: Scenario With No External Shocks
(in perrent of GDP)

2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 201
1. Baseline: Scenario A

Primary balance -0.5 -0.6 0.2 0.4 0.9 1.1 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.3 1.
Public Debt to GDP 45.9 46.5 44.9 40.9 40.0 39.3 38.7 38.2 37.5 36.9 36.
Public External Debt Service/Exports 25.0 23.3 27.4 31.5 36.1 38.1 30.9 28.7 26.7 25.6 23.
Public Debt ServicetGDP 3.8 3.9 3.8 4.5 5.3 6.0 5.2 5.0 4.9 4.8 4.
Public Debt Service/Tax Revenue 27.4 26.1 32.1 36.1 43.5 50.0 43.7 43.3 43.1 43.6 42.
Memorandum items

-Fscal balance (percent of GDP) -3.2 -2.5 -1.9 -1.8 -1.8 -1.7 -1.7 -1.6 -1.5 -1.5 -I.
GDP (nillions of USS) 53513 53983 56816 60068 63033 66800 70861 75170 79740 84671 8981
Exports(nillionsofUS$) 7028 7132 7915 8525 9325 10548 11833 13107 14568 15984 1740

2 Scenario B
Prmary balance -0.5 -0.6 0.2 0.4 0.8 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.
Public Debt to GDP 45.9 46.5 44.9 40.8 39.4 38.2 37.1 36.0 34.8 33.6 32.
Public Extemal Debt Service/Exports 25.0 23.3 27.4 31.2 35.2 36.7 29.0 26.4 24.2 22.7 20.
Public Debt Service/GDP 3.8 3.9 3.8 4.4 5.2 5.7 4.7 4.4 4.2 4.0 3.
Public Debt ServicerTax Revenue 27.4 26.1 32.1 35.7 42.0 47.3 40.0 38.4 37.2 36.5 34.
Memorandum items

FLscal balance (percent of GDP) -3.2 -2.5 -1.9 -1.8 -1.7 -1.5 -1.4 -1.3 -1.2 -1.1 -1.
GDP (millions of US$) 53513 53983 56816 60068 63639 68091 72925 78103 83648 89675 9604
Exports(niillionsofUSS) 7028 7132 7915 8525 9325 10548 11833 13107 14568 15984 17

3. Seenario C
Primarybalance -0.5 -0.6 -0.3 0.0 0.7 1.1 1.3 1.6 1.9 2.1 2.
Public Debt to GDP 45.9 46.5 45.4 41.3 41.4 41.7 42.0 42.4 42.6 42.7 42.
Public External Debt Service/Exports 25.0 23.3 27.4 32.2 37.9 40.8 34.3 32.6 31.1 30.3 28.
Public Debt Service/GDP 3.8 3.9 3.8 4.6 5.7 6.6 6.0 6.0 6.1 6.2 6.
Public Debt Servicelrax Revenue 27.4 26.1 32.1 36.8 46.3 55.0 50.7 52.1 53.8 56.2 56.
Memorandum items

Fiscal balance (percent of GDP) -3.2 -2.5 -2.4 -2.3 -2.3 -2.2 -2.1 -2.1 -2.0 -2.0 -1.
GDP (mllhons of US$) 53513 53983 56816 60068 62124 64887 67839 70926 74153 77603 811
Exports(nillionsofUSS) 7028 7132 7915 8525 9325 10548 11833 13107 14568 15984 17
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Summary:
Table 2 and the charts (Figure Al) provided below present details of the dynamics of public debt
financing toward medium-term sustainability. It is important to note here that in the worst-case
scenario, the implication of a required government primary surplus of 2.2 percent of GDP merely
reflects that a bigger fiscal effort would be required in a deteriorated scenario for Peru to honor its
payments (see tables Al-A3).

The Target Fiscal Adjustment under a "Sudden Stop" Scenario: Accounting for a Real
F1xchange Rate and Contingent Liability Shocks

Motivation
The recent literature on crises identifies a combination of fiscal sustainability and real exchange
rate misalignment as a likely cause of rapidly growing public debt and a loss of access to
international credit markets. One perspective stresses that unexpected stops in capital flows of a
permanent nature can in itself generate substantial swings in the real exchange rate. Our purpose
here is to identify the real exchange rate adjustment necessary to close the current account in the
event of Peru being the victim of such a shock, i.e. a sudden stop in capital inflows, and to assess
its impact on debt sustainability.

Computing the Real Exchange Rate Adjustment
A sudden stop in capital inflow is typically accompanied by large contractions in international
reserves and a decline in the relative price of non-tradables with respect to tradables (or a
depreciation in the real exchange rate). This follows from the current account identity: a relative
price adjustment is necessary to absorb the demand for tradables in order for the current account
deficit to be reduced in line with the fall in capital flows. Calvo et al (2002)3 demonstrate that the
necessary real exchange rate adjustment is given by a percentage fall in the resource imbalance
necessary to reduce the current account deficit to the required extent (current account
deficit/imports), divided by the elasticity of demand for non-tradables with respect to p (the
relative price of non-tradables to that of tradables). Based on their model, we compute the
following RER adjustments for Peru, Bolivia and Ecuador:

Table 3: Real exchange rate adjustment in the event of a "sudden stop
____________________._________ Peril Bolivia Ecuador
Elasticity of demand for non-tradables with 0.4 0.4 0.4
respect to p (x) .

w =1-(current account deficit/imports) 0.79 0.72 0.68
Real exchange rate depreciation 34% 41% 45%

Source: World Bank staff calculations based on Calvo et al (2002).

It must be emphasized that these numbers are extreme values based on the assumption that capital
flows will cease completely, and the current account deficit will have to be closed. A more
reasonable assumption, i.e. a 10 percent depreciation in the real exchange rate would capture the
idea that in the event of a shock, capital inflows may slow down, but not cease completely.
Figure A2 contains a graphical representation of the implication of 10 percent real exchange rate
adjustments for public debt sustainability in Peru. In the sensitivity exercises (based on the same
assumptions as in the previous section), we are therefore accounting for a shock that leads to a
slowing down, but not complete cessation of capital inflows.

3 Calvo, Guillermo, Alejandro Izquierdo and Emesto Talvi, "Sudden Stops, the Real Exchange Rate and Fiscal
Sustainability: Argentina's Lessons", IADB Research Department, 2002.
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Additionally, we account for the impact on public debt dynamics of the contingent liabilities
arising from a possible failure of the private sector to meet its short-term contractual debt
obligations. We compute contingent liabilities as the share of foreign credit to the private sector
that is allocated to non-tradable activities. In Peru's case, the non-tradables share is roughly two-
thirds of the economy (i.e., 1-(trade/GDP)=.67). Short-term private sector liabilities are roughly
US$3.9 billions, i.e., nearly 45 percent of the total private sector debt, reported to be US$8.7
billions.

Sensitivity Analysis and the Target Fiscal Adjustment
(if the RER adjusts by 10% and contingent liabilities are accounted for)

Scenario A: Under the baseline scenario, incorporating a real exchange rate adjustment of 10%
(assumed to occur in 2002), results in a higher public debt to GDP ratio of 37.8% in 2010,
compared to the unadjusted figure of 36.2%. Similarly, the required primary balance rises to 1.5%
of GDP from 1.3%. Once we add the contingent liabilities, public debt to GDP ratio increases to
40.8%, in 2010, while the required primary surplus increases to 1.8% of GDP.

Scenario B: Under the best-case scenario, incorporating a real exchange rate adjustment of 10%
(assumed to occur in 2002), results in a higher public debt to GDP ratio of 33.5% in 2010,
compared to the unadjusted figure of 32.2%. Similarly, the required primary balance rises to 1.3%
of GDP from 1%. Once we add the contingent liabilities, public debt to GDP ratio increases to
36.4%, in 2010, while the required primary surplus increases to 1.5% of GDP.

Scenario C: Under the worst case scenario, incorporating a real exchange rate adjustment of
10% (assumed to occur in 2003), results in a higher public debt to GDP ratio of 44.9% in 2010,
compared to the unadjusted figure of 42.7%. Similarly, the required primary balance rises to 2.6%
of GDP from 2.2%. Once we add the contingent liabilities, public debt to GDP ratio increases to
48.4%, in 2010, while the required primary surplus increases to 3.0% of GDP.

Summar:
Figure A3 presents a comparison of public debt to GDP ratios and required primary surplus as a
percent of GDP, under the three scenarios with and with no shocks. Table 4 presents a summary
of these results under alternative assumptions (see Tables A4-A6).

Table 4: Public Sector Debt Sustainability With and With No Shocks:
Cin percent of GDP) 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 201
1. Baseline: Scenario A

Primnary balance (unadjusted) -0.5 -0.6 0.2 0.4 0.9 1.1 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.3 1.
Primary balance (real exchange rate adj.) -0.5 -0.6 0.3 0.5 1.0 1.3 1.3 1.4 1.4 1.5 1 .
Primary balance incL contingent Iabilities -0.5 -0.6 0.8 1.0 1.5 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.8 1.8 1.
Public Debt to GDP (unadjusted) 45.9 46.5 44.9 40.9 40.0 39.3 38.7 38.2 37.5 36.9 36.
Public Debt to GDP (real exchange rate adj.) 45.9 46.5 47.3 43.3 42.2 41.4 40.7 40.1 39.3 38.6 37.
Public Debt to GDP (contingent Lab.adi.) 45.9 46.5 52.1 47.9 46.6 45.5 44.6 43.8 42.8 41.8 40.

Z. Scenario B
Priniay balance (unadjusted) -0.5 -0.6 0.2 0.4 0.8 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.
Prinmarybalance(realexchangerateadj.) -0.5 -0.6 0.3 0.5 1.0 1.2 1.1 1.2 1.2 1.3 1.
Primary balance incL confingent Dabilities -0.5 -0.6 0.6 0.8 1.3 1.5 1.4 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.
Public Debt to GDP (unadjusted) 45.9 46.5 44.9 40.8 39.4 38.2 37.1 36.0 34.8 33.6 32.
Public Debt to GDP (real exchange rate adj.) 45.9 46.5 47.3 42.9 41.3 40.0 38.8 37.6 36.3 34.9 33.
Public Debt to GDP (contingent liab.adj.) 45.9 46.5 52.1 47.5 45.6 44.0 42.5 41.1 39.5 38.0 36.

3. Scenario C
Priniarybalance(unadjusted) -0.5 -0.6 -0.3 0.0 0.7 1.1 1.3 1.6 1.9 2.1 2.2
Primary balance (real exchange rate adj.) -0.5 40.6 -0.2 0.2 0.9 1.4 1.6 1.9 2.2 2.4 2.6
Primary balance incl. contingent liabilities -0.5 -0.6 0.4 0.7 1.5 1.9 2.1 2.4 2.6 2.8 3.
Public Debt to GDP (unadjusted) 45.9 46.5 45.4 41.3 41.4 41.7 42.0 42.4 42.6 42.7 42.7
Public Debt to GDP (real exchange rate adj.) 45.9 46.5 47.8 44.4 44.3 44.4 44.7 44.9 45.0 45.0 44.
Public Debt to GDP (contingent liab.adj.) 45.9 46.5 52.6 49.1 48.9 48.8 48.8 48.9 48.8 48.6 48.4
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FIGURE Al: SCENARIO WITH NO SHOCKS
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FIGURE A2: SCENARIO WVITH SHOCKS
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FIGURE A3: PERU DEBT DYNAMICS: COMPARISON OF SCENARIOS WITH
AND WITH NO SHOCKS
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Table Al: Scenario without shocks 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010
Scenario A: Baseline (in million of US$) Proj. Proj. Proj. Proj. Proj. Proj. Proj. Proj. Proj.
Noninal GDP 56,816 60,068 63,033 66,800 70,861 75,170 79,740 84,671 89,819
real growth 3.7 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0
deflator 0.9 1.9 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.1 2.0
average interest paid on new debt 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
Primary balance 94 225 551 719 773 892 1007 1106 1208
Primary balance as % ofGDP 0.16 0.37 0.87 1.08 1.09 1.19 1.26 1.31 1.35
interest payments 1160 1318 1672 1868 1949 2098 2242 2370 2503

existing debt 1160 1233 1439 1468 1357 1321 1267 1179 1080
donestic 194 200 176 156 54 41 26 17 9
foreign (incL new muln- and bilateral disbursenmnts) 966 1033 1263 1312 1303 1280 1241 1162 1071

newly issued commnercial debt 0 85 233 400 592 777 975 1191 1423
interest payments as % of GDP 2.0 2.2 2.7 2.8 2.8 2.8 2.8 2.8 2.8
overall fiscal balance -1066 -1093 -1121 -1148 -1177 -1206 -1235 -1265 -1295
Revenues 11376 11822 12286 12767 13268 13788 14328 14890 15474
Revenues as a % of GDP 20.0 19.7 19.5 19.1 18.7 18.3 18.0 17.6 17.2
Tax revenues (IMF projections for 2002-3) 6761 7448 7740 8044 8359 8687 9027 9381 9749
Expenditures 12443 12916 13406 13916 14445 14993 15563 16155 16768
Expenditures asa % of GDP 21.9 21.5 21.3 20.8 20.4 19.9 19.5 19.1 18.7
overall rfsml balance as % of GDP -1.9 -1.8 -1.8 *1.7 -1.7 -1.6 -1.5 -1.5 -1A
privatization receipts 600 600 400 47 45 45 40 40 40
privatizationas%ofGDP 1.1 1.0 0.6 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0
amortization of existing debt 1009 1371 1693 2153 1706 1662 1653 1716 1629

domestic debt 148 316 549 863 305 188 132 128 54
foreign debt 873 1078 1179 1334 1445 1528 1575 1676 1696

multilateral 410 419 445 515 589 600 601 650 651
on new additional multilateral disbursements 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 29 54
Paris Club 429 592 633 686 723 762 808 815 793
Brady Bonds 34 67 101 133 133 166 166 182 198

PDI 34 67 101 101 101 101 101 101 101
FLIEs 0 0 0 32 32 65 65 81 97

new foreign disbursements 1250 1096 1156 1174 1063 905 809 660 524
Multilateral creditors 1071 740 808 771 713 635 586 514 422
Bilateral creditors 229 356 348 403 350 270 223 146 102

financing need (issuance of new conunercial debt) -275 268 1258 2080 1775 1917 2039 2281 2360
domestic 0
foreign (residual) -275

total debt service 2169 2689 3365 4021 3655 3760 3895 4087 4132
debt service/tax revenue 3208 36.10 43.47 49.98 43.73 43.28 43.14 43.56 42.39
total debt service as % of GDP 3.8 4.5 5.3 6.0 5.2 5.0 4.9 4.8 4.6
Implkit average interest rate 5.39 5.26 6.72 7.27 7.27 7.48 7.65 7.75 7.86

domnestic 6.20
foreign 5.14

Total debt as % of GDP 44.92 40.88 39.95 39.25 38.70 38.16 37.52 36.86 36.16
Total debt 25524 24557 25183 26222 27421 28685 29922 31208 32478

Stockof new commercialdebt 1155 1698 2956 5036 6811 8728 10767 13048 15408
Total existing debt 24369 22859 22227 21186 20610 19957 19155 18160 17069

Existing stock MLT External Debt
oftheNon-Finandal PublicSector(A+D) 18576 17382 17299 17121 16850 16385 15715 14848 13811

BUY BACK OPERATION
Eurobond issue 1430
FLIRB Brady
Outstanding principal (nominal) 1212
Discount rate 77
Market Value in percent of nominal 930
Additional financing 500

Debt Servicing 2.17 2.69 3.36 4.02 3.66 3.76 3.89 4.09 4.13
Exports 7.92 8.53 9.33 10.55 11.83 13.11 14.57 15.98 17.40
TDS/Export 0.27 0.32 0.36 0.38 0.31 0.29 0.27 0.26 0.24
TDS/GDP 0.04 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05
Fmancing Need/ GDP 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03
Debt Servicing/ Revenue 19.07 22.74 27.39 31.49 27.55 27.27 27.18 27.44 26.70
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Table A2: Scenario without shocks
2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2=08 2009 2010

Scenario B (in million of USS) Proj. Proj. Proj. Proj. Proj. Proj. Proj. Proj. Proj.

Nomninal GDP 56,816 60,068 63,639 68,091 72,925 78,103 83,648 89,675 96,042

real growth 3.7 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0

deflator 0.9 1.9 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.1 2.0

average Interest paid on new debt 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5

Primary balance 94 230 535 679 701 793 877 941 1005

Primary balance as % of GDP 0.2 0.4 0.8 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

interest paymsents 1160 1291 1589 1721 1730 1804 1867 1905 1939

existing debt 1160 1240 1453 1489 1385 1357 1310 1229 1136

domestic 194 200 176 156 54 41 26 17 9

foreign (icl. new multi- and bilateral disbursements) 966 1040 1277 1333 1331 1316 1284 1212 1127

newly issued comercial debt 0 51 136 232 345 448 557 676 803

interestpaymentsas%ofGDP 2.0 2.1 2.5 2.5 2.4 2.3 2.2 2.1 2.0

overall fiscal balance -1066 -1061 -1054 -1043 -1029 -1011 -989 -964 -933

Revenues 11376 11934 12519 13132 13775 14450 15158 15901 16680

Revenues as a % of GDP 20.0 19.9 19.7 19.3 18.9 18.5 18.1 17.7 17.4

Tax revenues(IMF projections for 2002-3) 6761 7448 7813 8196 8598 9019 9461 9925 10411

Expenditures 12443 12995 13572 14175 14804 15461 16148 16865 17614

Expenditures as a % of GDP 21.9 21.6 21.3 20.8 20.3 19.8 19.3 18.8 18.3

overall fts balance as % of GDP -1.9 -1.8 .1.7 -15 -1.4 -1.3 -1.2 .1.1 .0.97

privatization receipts 600 600 400 47 45 45 40 40 40

privatizationas%ofGDP 1.1 1.0 0.6 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0

amortization of existing debt 1009 1371 1693 2153 1706 1662 1653 1716 1629

domestic debt 148 316 549 863 305 188 132 128 54

foreign debt 873 1078 1179 1334 1445 1528 1575 1694 1732

multilateral 410 419 445 515 589 600 601 650 651

on new additional multilateral disbursements 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 47 90

Paris Club 429 592 633 686 723 762 808 815 793

Brady Bonds 34 67 101 133 133 166 166 182 198

PDI 34 67 101 101 101 101 101 101 101

FLIRB 0 0 0 32 32 65 65 81 97

new fbreigndisbursments 1250 1396 1456 1474 1363 1205 1109 960 824

Multilateral creditors 1071 1040 1108 1071 1013 935 886 814 722

Bilateral creditors 229 356 348 403 350 270 223 146 102

financing need (issuance of new commercial debt) -275 -64 891 1675 1327 1423 1493 1680 1699

domestic 0

foreign (residual) -275

total debt service 2169 2662 3282 3874 3436 3466 3520 3621 3568

debt servicettax revenue 32.08 35.74 42.00 47.27 39.96 38.43 37.20 36.49 34.27

total debt service as % of GDP 3.8 4.4 5.2 5.7 4.7 4.4 4.2 4.0 3.7

Implicit average interest rate 5.39 5.16 6.41 6.74 6.52 6.54 6.52 6.43 6.35

domestic 6.20

foreign 5.14

Total debt as 96 o GDP 44.92 40.83 39.42 3&21 37.12 36.03 34.82 3356 32.25

Total debt 25524 24525 25084 26018 27068 28138 29130 30097 30970

Stockof new conrnercial debt 1155 1366 2257 3932 5258 6681 8175 9855 11553

Total existing debt 24369 23159 22827 22086 21810 21457 20955 20242 19417

Existing domestic debt stock (incL BR) 5793 5477 4928 4065 3760 3572 3440 3312 3258

Existing stock MLT External Debt

oftheNon-FinancialPublicSector(A+D) 18576 17682 17899 18021 18050 17885 17515 16930 16159

BUY BACK OPERATION
Eurobond issue 1430

FLIRB Brady
Outstanding principal (nominal) 1212

Discount rate 77

Market Value in percent of nominal 930

Additional financing 500

Debt Servicing 2.17 2.66 3.28 3.87 3.44 3.47 3.52 3.62 3.57

Exports 7.92 8.53 9.33 10.55 11.83 ,13.11 14.57 15.98 17.4

TDS/Export 0.27 0.31 0.35 0.37 0.29 0.26 0.24 0.23 0.21

TDS/GDP 0.04 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04

Financing NeedtGDP 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02

Debi Servicing/ Revenue 19.1 22.3 26.2 29.5 24.9 24.0 23.2 22.8 21.4
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Table A3: Scenario without shocks
Scenario C (in million of US$) 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010

Proj. Proj. Proj. Proj. Proj. Proj. Proj. Proj. Proj.
Nominal GDP 56,816 60,068 62,124 64,887 67,839 70,926 74,153 77,603 81,134
real growth 3.7 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5
deflator 0.9 1.9 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.1 2.0
Average interest paid on new debt 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12
Primary balance -190 -1 441 728 904 1143 1377 1597 1822
Prhmarybalanceas % ofGDP 40.3 0.0 0.7 1.1 1.3 1.6 1.9 2.1 2.2
interest payments 1160 1373 1839 2151 2351 2614 2874 3120 3371

existing debt 1160 1229 1434 1461 1347 1306 1246 1151 1042
domestic 194 200 176 156 54 41 26 17 9
foreign (incLonewmulti-andbilateraldisbursements) 966 1029 1258 1305 1293 1265 1220 1134 1033

newly issued commnercial debt 0 144 406 689 1004 1308 1628 1969 2329
interest paynents as % of GDP 2.0 2.3 3.0 3.3 3.5 3.7 3.9 4.0 4.2
overall fiscal balance -1350 -1374 -1398 -1422 -1447 -1472 -1497 -1523 -1549
Revenues 11376 11934 12519 13132 13775 14450 15158 15901 16680
Revenues as % ofGDP 20.0 19.9 19.7 19.3 18.9 18.5 18.1 17.7 17.4
Taxrevenues(IMFprojections2002-3) 6761 7448 7813 8196 8598 9019 9461 9925 10411
Expenditures 12443 12995 13572 14175 14804 15461 16148 16865 17614
Expenditures as * of GDP 21.9 . 21.6 21.3 20.8 20.3 19.8 19.3 18.8 18.3
overali fiscal balance as % of GDP -2.4 -2.3 -2.3 -2.2 -2.1 -2.1 -2.0 -2.0 -1.9
privatization receipts 600 600 400 47 45 45 40 40 40
privadzation as % ofGDP 1.1 1.0 0.6 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.0
amordtzaion of existing debt 1009 1371 1693 2153 1706 1662 1653 1716 1629

domesdc debt 148 316 549 863 305 188 132 128 54
foreign debt 873 1078 1179 1334 1445 1528 1575 1666 1684

multilateral 410 419 445 515 589 600 601 650 651
on new addTitonal mulilateral disbursements 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 19 41
Paris Club 429 592 633 686 723 762 808 815 793
Brady Bonds 34 67 101 133 133 166 166 182 198

PDI 34 67 101 101 101 101 101 101 101
FULRS 0 0 0 32 32 65 65 81 97

new foreign disbursments 1250 674 734 752 641 483 387 238 102
Multilateral creditors 1071 318 386 349 291 213 164 92 0
Bilateral creditors 229 356 348 403 350 270 223 146 102

financing need (issuance of new comnwecial debt) 9 971 1957 2776 2467 2606 2723 2961 3036
domestic 0
foreign (residual) 9

total debt service 2169 2744 3532 4304 4057 4276 4527 4836 5000
debt service/tax revenue 32.08 36.83 46.29 55.05 50.65 52.11 53.85 56.15 56.67
totaldebtserviceas%ofGDP 3.8 4.6 5.7 6.6 6.0 6.0 6.1 6.2 6.2
Implict average Interest rate 5.39 5.42 7.27 8.15 846 8.93 9.33 9.65 9.95

domestic 6.20
foreign 5.14

Total debt as % of GDP 45A2 41.35 41.43 41.69 42.04 42.37 42.55 42.66 42.70
Total debt 25808 24838 25741 27054 28522 30053 31552 33107 34643

Stock of new commercial debt 1439 2401 4358 7134 9601 12206 14929 17890 20926
Total existing debt 24369 22437 21383 19920 18922 17847 16623 15217 13717

Existing domestic debt stock (incL. BR) 5793 5477 4928 4065 3760 3572 3440 3312 3258
Existing stock MLT External Debt

oftheNon-FinancialPnblicSector(A+D) 18576 16960 16455 15855 15162 14275 13183 11905 10459

BUY BACK OPERATION
Eurobond issue 1430
FLiRB Brady
Outstanding principa (nominal) 1212
Discount rate 77
Market Value in percent of noninal 930
Additional financing 500

Debt Servicing 2.17 2.74 3.53 4.30 4.06 4.28 4.53 4.83 5.00
Exports 7.92 8.53 9.33 10.55 11.83 13.11 14.57 15.98 17.40
TDS/Export 0.27 0.32 0.38 0.41 0.34 0.33 0.31 0.30 0.29
TDS/GDP 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06
Fmancing Need/ GDP 0.00 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04
Debt Servicing/Revenue 19.07 23.54 29.58 35.18 32.37 33.30 34.41 35.89 36.21
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Table A4: Scenarios with shocks (10% depreciation in real exchange rate and adiustment for continrent liabilities)

Scenario A: Baseline (in million of Ica) 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010

P j. P Proj. Proj. Pro Proj Proj. Proj. Proj.

Icu$ 3.77 3.77 3.77 3.77 3.77 3.77 3.77 3.77 3.77

NoninatGDP 203,280 213,314 223,843 237,220 251,643 266.943 283,173 300,684 318,966

real growth 3.7 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0

Deflator 0.9 0.9 0.9 1.9 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.1 2.0

average Interest paid on new debt 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10

primary balance incLcontliab.% of GDP 0.8 1.0 1.5 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.8 1.8 1.8

primarybalanceas%otGDP 0.28 0.51 1.04 1.25 1.26 1.36 1.44 1.48 1.52

Interest payments incudIng cont.lab 5362.56 5957.89 7292.80 8032.01 8340.58 8901.37 9444.04 928.1410429.15

newly issued commercial debt 0 320 878 1508 2235 2931 3678 4493 5368

interest payments as % of GDP inclcontliab. 2.6 2.8 3.3 3.4 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.3

overal fiscal balance as % of GDP -1.9 -1.8 -1.8 .1.7 -1.7 -1.6 -1.5 -1.5 -1.4

privatization receipts 2264 2264 1509 177 170 170 151 151 151

amortization of existing debt 3807 5173 6387 8123 6437 6270 6236 6476 6148

domestic debt 558 1192 2071 3256 1151 709 498 483 204

forcign debt 3292 4068 4447 5034 5453 5764 5941 6325 6401

multilateral 1547 1581 1679 1943 2222 2264 2268 2452 2456

on new additional multilateral disbursements 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 111 205

Paris Club 1619 2234 2388 2588 2728 2875 3049 3075 2992

Brady Bonds 127 253 380 503 503 625 625 686 748

PDI 127 253 380 380 380 380 380 380 380

FLIRB 0 0 0 123 123 245 245 306 368

newforeigndisbursements 4716 4135 4362 4430 4011 3415 3052 2490 1977

Multilateralcreditors 4041 2792 3049 2909 2690 2396 2211 1939 1592

Bilateral creditors 864 1343 1313 1521 1321 1019 841 551 385

financing need (issuance of new commercial debt) -1244 769 4496 7595 6435 6967 7418 8326 8617

Dornesdc 0

foreign (residual) -1244

total debt service 8184 10145 12694 15169 13792 14186 14695 15418 15591

totaldebtserviceas%ofGDP 4.0 4.8 5.7 6.4 5.5 5.3 5.2 5.1 4.9

lhnpUit average Interest rate 5.39 528 6.75 7.31 7.33 7.56 7.75 7.87 7.99

doxnestic 6.20

foreign 5.14

Total debt as % of GDP (rer adjusted) 47.27 43.32 42.23 41.39 40.71 40.07 3932 38.55 37.75

Total debt as % of GDP (rer adJusted+contingent liab.) 52.12 47.94 46.63 45s5 44.63 43.76 42.80 41.83 40.84

Total debt 96095 92411 94524 98190 102451 106956 111349 115919 120422

Stockofnewcomnmercialdebt 4151 6165 10661 18256 24691 31658 39076 47402 56019

Total existig debt 91944 86246 83863 79934 77760 75298 72273 68517 64403

ExIsting domestic debtstock (icL BR) 21857 20665 18593 15337 14186 13477 12979 12496 12292

Existing contingent liab(year 1998) 9859 9859 9859 9859 9859 9859 9859 9859 9859

Extig stock MLT External Debt

of the Non-Financial PubUc Sector (A+D) 70087 65582 65270 64597 63574 61820 59294 56021 52111
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Table AS: Scenarios with shocks (10% depreciation in real exchanee rate and adiustmnent for contingent liabilities)

Scenario B: (in mnillion of Icu) 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010

Pro;. ProO prj ProrO Pro. Pro Oj ProPj Proj Proj.

Icu$ 3.77 3.77 3.77 3.77 3.77 3.77 3.77 3.77 3.77

Nominal GDP 203,280 215,365 228,168 244,129 261,462 280,026 299,908 321,516 344,344

real growth 3.7 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0

deflator 0.9 0.9 0.9 1.9 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.1 2.0

average Interest paid on new debt 7,5 7.5 7. 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5

primary balance% of GDP incl.cont.liab. 0.6 0.8 13 1.5 1.4 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5

primary balance as % ofGDP 0.28 0.50 0.98 1.15 1.12 1.19 1.24 1.26 1.28

interest payInents incLcontliab. 5116.09 5616.71 6757.11 7285.79 7361.52 7699.34 8008.82 8243.33 8480.38

interest paynents as % of GDP 2.2 2.3 2.6 2.7 2.5 2.5 2.4 2.3 2.2

interest payments as % of GDP incl.cont.liab. 2.5 2.6 3.0 3.0 2.8 2.7 2.7 2.6 2.5

overall fiscal balance as % of GDP .1.9 -1.8 -1.7 -1.5 -1.4 -1.3 -1.2 -1.1 -1.0

privauzaion receipts 2264 2264 1509 177 170 170 151 151 151

anmortization of existing debt 3807 5173 6387 8123 6437 6270 6236 6476 6148

domestic debt 558 1192 2071 3256 1151 709 498 483 204

fOreign debt 3292 4068 4447 5034 5453 5764 5941 6391 6534

multilateral 1547 1581 1679 1943 2222 2264 2268 2452 2456

on new additional multilateral disbursements 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 178 338

Paris Club 1619 2234 2388 2588 2728 2875 3049 3075 2992

Brady Bonds 127 253 380 503 503 625 625 686 748

PDI 127 253 380 380 380 380 380 380 380

FLIRB 0 0 0 123 123 245 245 306 368

new foireign disbursements 4716 5267 5493 5561 5143 4546 4184 3622 3109

Multilateral creditors 4041 3924 4180 4041 3822 3528 3343 3071 2724

Bilateral creditors 864 1343 1313 1521 1321 1019 841 551 385

financing need (issuance of neW commercial debt) -1244 -439 3162 6123 4813 5179 5449 6158 6234

donaestic 0

forein (residual) -1244

total debt service 8184 10050 12405 14670 13059 13230 13506 13980 13889

total debt service as % of GDP 4.0 4.7 5.4 6.0 5.0 4.7 4.5 4.3 4.0

implicit average interest rate 539 5.18 6.45 6.83 6.66 6.74 6.80 6.79 6.80

domestic 6.20

foreign 5.14

Total debt as % of GDP 47.27 42.87 41.30 39.97 38.76 37.56 36.26 34.90 33.49

Total debt as % of GDP (rer adjusted+condtngent liab.) 52.12 47.45 45.63 44.01 42.53 41.09 39.55 37.97 36.36

Total debt 96095 92334 94245 97572 101342 105190 108746 112214 115332

Stock of new comnercail debt 4151 4956 8118 14242 19054 24233 29682 35840 42074

Total existing debt 91944 87378 86127 83330 82288 80957 79064 76374 73259

ExIstng domestic debt stock (mncL BR) 21857 20665 18593 15337 14186 13477 12979 12496 12292

Existing contingent liab.(year 1998) 9859 9859 9859 9859 9859 9859 9859 9859 9859

Existng stock MLT External Debt

of the Non-Financial Public Sector (A+D) 70087 66714 67533 67993 68101 67480 66085 63878 60966
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Table A6: Scenarios with shocks (10% denreciation in real exchanee rate and adiustFent for contingent liabilities)

Scenario C: (in "ilion of lcu) 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010

Proj. Proj Proj. Proj Proj Proj. Pro Proj Proj.

lcu$ 3.77 3.77 3.77 3.77 3.77 3.77 3.77 3.77 3.77

Nominal GDP 203,280 210,237 217,433 227,103 237,436 248,239 259,534 271,609 283,967

real growth 3.7 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5

deflator 0.9 0.9 0.9 1.9 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.1 2.0

average interest paid on new debt 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12

primary balance % of GDP incL ConLBab. OA 0.7 1.5 1.9 2.1 2A 2.6 2.8 3.0

prLmary balance as % of GDP -0.22 0.18 0.94 1.38 1.60 1.90 2.16 2.37 2.57

interest payments incL ContL iab. 5559.74 6361.91 8122.52 9296.92 10053.35 11047.14 12026.63 12953.96 13900.42

interest payments as % of GDP incLconLiab. 2.7 3.0 3.7 4.1 4.2 4.5 4.6 4.8 4.9

overall flscal balance as % of GDP -2.4 -23 -2.3 .2.2 -2.1 .2.1 -2.0 -2.0 -1.9

privatization receipts 2264 2264 1509 177 170 170 151 151 151

amortization of existing debt 3807 5173 6387 8123 6437 6270 6236 6476 6148

domestic debt 558 1192 2071 3256 1151 709 498 483 204

foreign debt 3292 4068 4447 5034 5453 5764 5941 6284 6352

multilateral 1547 1581 1679 1943 2222 2264 2268 2452 2456

on new additlonal multilateral disbursements 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 71 156

Paris Club 1619 2234 2388 2588 2728 2875 3049 3075 2992

Brady Bonds 127 253 380 503 503 625 625 686 748

PDI 127 253 380 380 380 380 380 380 380

FLIJR 0 0 0 123 123 245 245 306 368

new foreigndisbursements 4716 2543 2769 2837 2418 1822 1460 898 385

Multilateral creditors 4041 1200 1456 1317 1098 804 619 347 0

Bilateral creditors 864 1343 1313 1521 1321 1019 841 551 385

financing need (issuance of new commercial debt) -228 3288 7001 10086 8912 9429 9865 10757 11032

donestic 0

foreign (residual) -228

total debt service 8184 10351 13327 16237 15307 16134 17080 18247 18865

tomaldebtserviceas%ofGDP 4.0 4.9 6.1 7.1 6.4 6.5 6.6 6.7 6.6

hnplldt average interest rate 5.39 S.4 732 8.23 8.57 9.07 9.51 9.86 10.19

domestic 6.20

foreign 5.14

Total debt as % of GDP 47.77 44.40 4432 44.44 44.67 44.90 44.96 44.97 44.91

Total debt as % of GDP (rer adjusted+contingent Bab.) 52.62 49.09 48.85 4tL78 48.83 48.87 48.76 48.60 48.38

Total debt 97112 93338 96363 100929 106075 111449 116697 122146 127520

Stockofnewcommercialdebt 5167 8684 15685 25771 34683 44112 53977 64734 75766

Total existing debt 91944 84654 80678 75158 71391 67337 62720 57412 51754

Exlstingdomesticdebtstock(incLBR) 21857 20665 18593 15337 14186 13477 12979 12496 12292

ExistIng contingent liab4year 1998) 9859 9859 9859 9859 9859 9859 9859 9859 9859

ExIstIng stock MLT External Debt

of the Non-FnacIa Publc Sector (A+D) 70087 63989 62085 59820 57205 53859 49740 44916 39462
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THE FISCAL EFFORT REQUIRED FOR A
SUSTAINED STRUCTURAL DEFICIT1

We estimate the required riscal adjustment that is consistent with the path for more
sustainable debt-to-GDP ratios calculated in Annex A. Fears of excessive fiscal deficits stem
from the likelihood that they may be unsustainable in the long run. The fiscal effort in question is
calculated in terms of the path that the structural deficit (as opposed to the actual deficit that
incorporates a cyclically adjusted component) must follow to be consistent with debt and debt-
service sustainability. So, first, a structural primary balance is calculated, consistent with
maintaining and even reducing the overall NFPS debt as a ratio of GDP, both in terms of
principal and servicing requirements. Second, we estimate the fiscal adjustment required to
achieve sustainability on the assumption that the cyclical component of the primary balance will
approach zero over the 10-year forecast period. The fiscal effort is estimated under three
alternative scenarios and its sensitivity analyzed according to alternative interest rate, financing,
and output growth assumptions. The underlying assumptions, target debt-to-GDP and primary-
surplus-to-GDP ratios, as well as the implicit average interest rates on total debt follow from the
analysis in Annex A.

Rationale for Using the Structural Balance and Methodology to Calculate It

It has long been recognized2 that the nominal budget balance is an imperfect indicator of the
government's true fiscal stance. The problem is that, in general, the fiscal balance depends not
only on the authorities' tax and expenditure decisions but also on the extent to which autonomous
spending decisions by the private sector reflect themselves on the country's output and national
income levels and thereby on tax collection. Thus, if the economy enters a recession, because,
say, a reduction in private investment, tax revenue automatically declines, irrespective of the
authorities' fiscal stance, and the fiscal balance worsens. Conversely, if an autonomous increase
in private spending leads to and increase in national income, tax revenue increases and the fiscal
balance improves. These changes in the fiscal balance take place automatically for a given tax
structure. This implies that, as its stands, the nominal fiscal balance is a distorted measure of
whether government fiscal policy is expansionary or contractionary. A given fiscal stance is
consistent with a worsening or an improvement in the nominal balance, depending on whether
private spending decreases or increases.

To address the issue of the need to have a measure of fiscal policy that is independent of the
particular position of the economy in the business cycle, the concept of cyclically adjusted or
structural budget balance has been developed in the macroeconomics literature3. The basic idea
is to carry out a simple decomposition of the nominal budget balance (B) into two unobservable
components, namely, the structural component (SB) and the cyclical component (CB) in such a
way that the following equation holds for period t:

B(t) = SB(t) + CB(t) (B.1)

l This Annex was also prepared with technical assistance from Rashmi Shankar.
2 See, for instance, Dornbusch and Fischer (1990).
3 See, for instance, Brown (1956), de Leeuw et al. (1980), and Hagemann (1999). For a criticism of this approach, see

Fellner (1982).
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Under the admittedly inaccurate, simplifying assumption that government spending is not a
function of the state of the business cycle, the structural component is defined by:

SB(t) = SR(t) - G(t) (B.2)

Where SR(t), the structural revenue, is the fiscal revenue that would be collected if actual output
in t were the level of output determined by the long-run trend, which will be called trend output.
G(t) is total government spending. SR is estimated by means of the following equation:

SR(t) = R(t)[TY(t)NY(t)] 6 (B.3)

Where R(t) is the observed value for the government revenue; TY(t) is the economy's trend
output, Y(t) the actual level of output, and B the income elasticity of total government revenue.
Completion of the calculations implied by equations (B2) and (B3) requires that estimates for
both trend output and the income elasticity of revenue be generated. These two issues are
addressed in the forthcoming paragraphs.

The revenue elasticity of the cyclical component over the 1970-2001 period was estimated. It
was found to be 1.144.

For the purpose of estimation trend output, the estimation method proposed by Hodrick and
Prescott (1997) is used. In terms of this method, if the logarithm of Y(t) is denoted y(t), the time
series for y(t) can be decomposed in its trend component ty(t) and its cyclical component cy(t):

y(t) = ty(t) + cy(t) ; for t = 1, . ..,T (B.4)

then the Hodrick-Prescott (HP) trend output, hpy (t), is the series that minimizes the expression:

E Cy(t)2 + X E {[ty(t) - ty(t-1)] - [(ty(t-1) - ty(t-2)]12 (B.5)

Where the sums are carried out from t = 1 to t = T and X is a parameter that determines how
smooth the trend line will be. The method's idea is to minimize the sum of two terms where the
first term is the sum of squares of the cyclical component and the second term is the sum of
squares of the trend component's second differences. While the first term in (B.5) penalizes
large residuals (i.e. poor fit)5, the second term penalizes lack of smoothness in the trend. If X is
zero, the trend will simply equal the original series for all t; but, if X is very large, changes in the
slope of the trend are avoided, and, in the limit, the trend will simply be a straight line. For
quarterly data there is a consensus among practitioners around the value of X = 1600, originally
proposed by Hodrick and Prescott (1980)6. Although there is no consensus, however, for data of
other frequencies and originally Dolado et al. (1993) used X = 400, Backus and Kehoe (1992),
Giorno et al. (1995), and the European Central Bank (2000) use = 100 for the structural deficit
of the European Union countries. Econometric software like Eviews also uses the latter value.
Hence, a value of X = 100 is assumed.

4 This is different from the revenue elasticity of 0.98 assumed for the main debt sustainability analysis for a shorter
period, since what is considered here is the elasticity of cyclical tax revenues with respect to cyclical output.

The cy(t) values are deviations from trend and the conceptual framework implies that, for a good fit to exist, their
average over long time periods must be close to zero.
6 This part of the discussion relies heavily on Maravall and del Rio (2001)
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Figure 2.12 (see Chapter II) above shows actual output and estimated structural or cyclically
adjusted output for Peru in the period 1990-2002. Figure 2.13 shows actual and estimated fiscal
balance.

Calculation of the structural balance allows us to carry out the next steps in the simulation
exercise, namely:

1. Estimation of the required primary surplus consistent with the target debt-GDP ratio in period
"t+n" where n is the number of forecast periods. This requires a forecast of future real
interest and growth rates.

2. Estimation of the structural primary surplus in "t+n", whose present value must equal the
present value of the primary surpluses over the n periods in the forecast horizon.

3. Estimation of the fiscal effort required: Here a time horizon of 9 years is assumed since the
purpose of the exercise is to capture the transition dynamics in terms of the permanent, or
long-run fiscal adjustment required. The issue is then explored of how the debt-GDP ratio
would evolve under alternative assumptions on interest rates, growth, and financing. The
purpose here is to capture the impact of changes in the assumptions regarding the values
taken by key parameters on the target permanent primary surplus that is consistent with
sustainable debt and debt servicing.

Scenarios and assumptions. Following the above indicated methodological steps, three
simulation scenarios for the period 2002-2010 are run. The assumptions defiIing each scenario
are similar to those in Annex A and are summarized in what it follows 7.

The baseline scenario assumes a moderate growth rate of 4.0 percent that is slightly higher than
the average growth rate of the Peru's economy in the nineties (3.6 percent). This scenario
incorporates the preliminary figures for the Brady buy-back under which all outstanding Front-
Loaded Interest-Reduced Bonds have been exchanged. It is assumed that maintain moderate
levels. The average interest rate on new debt is fixed at 10% throughout the period. It is also
assumed that there will be reduced balance-of-payment support from the multilaterals (being
phased out in 2003) but that this reduction will be partly offset by sector-investment. There is
limited resort to commercial borrowing. The financing mix is such that the implicit average
interest rate on the total stock of NFPS debt grows gradually from 5.4% and 7.9% over the period
2002-2010.

A second, optimistic best-case scenario assumes a higher average growth rate of GDP (5.0
percent). The interest rate on new debt will be 7.5% over the simulation period. The
multilaterals are assumed to provide full balance of payments support. The mix of multilateral
financing and (limited) commercial borrowing is such that the implicit average interest rate on
total NFPS debt stays at lower levels than in the other two scenarios, growing slowly from 5.4%
to 6.1% over 2002-2010.

7 There is a set of assumptions common to all scenarios. They are as follows: (i) by 2010, automatic stabilizers will
ensure that the cyclical component of the primary balance is close to zero. (ii) The permanent primary balance is -
0.43% in 2001. (iii) Receipts from privatization will be US$600 million for 2002 and 2003, and will fall to less than
$50 million per year thereafter. (iv) Inflation in the GDP deflator (US$ terms) will increase from 0.9% in 2002 to
approximately 2% over the period 2006-2010. (v) Continued rollover of short-term debt over the entire period 2002-
2010. (vi) The permanent primary surplus grows "smoothly" to the required level. (vii) The non-financial public sector
elasticities of actual unadjusted revenues and expenditures with respect to GDP remain constant at 0.98 and 0.95
respectively. Elasticities are estimated over the 1994-2002 period.
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Finally, a pessimistic worst-case scenario assumes both a low average growth rate (2.5 percent)
and an even higher implicit interest rate on debt. The latter is the result of: (i) reduced multi-
lateral financing (no fast-disbursing loans and reduced new commitments from 2003 onwards),
and (ii) the interest rate on new commercial debt is assumed to be 12.0% and the country has to
rely more on this type of debt.

Results.For the baseline scenario a substantial fiscal effort is required. The primary balance will
have to be steadily increased from the 2001 deficit of -0.4 percent of GDP to a surplus of 1.2
percent of GDP by 2010, for a net fiscal correction of 1.6 percent of GDP (Table B.1).

In the optimistic scenario a lighter but still considerable fiscal effort in its own right will be
required. The goal would be to reach a surplus of 0.3 percent of GDP by 2009-2010, for a net
fiscal correction of 0.7 percent of GDP. This is consistent with higher growth and fiscal
discipline.

Not surprisingly, the pessimistic scenario would entail an extremely demanding fiscal effort. The
(structural) primary balance would have to be reduced to zero immediately. With no delay,
increasingly high primary surpluses would have to be attained and the net fiscal correction in the
nine-year period through 2010 would amount to 3.4 percent of GDP.

Table B.1: Required Fiscal Effort for Debt Sustainability
(diagonal elements corresponding to main Est. Projections
DSA)____
(as a percentage of GDP) 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010
Primary surplus -0.6 _
Permanent primary surplus -0.4 __ =
Cyclical component of primary surplus -0.3
Scenario A: Baseline
Interest rate (implicit average on NFPS debt) 6.6 5.4 5.3 6.7 7.3 7.3 7.5 7.7 7.8 7.9
Rate of growth of potential output (annual, %) 3.7 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0
Target Debt stock (% of GDP) _ _ 36.2
Target permanent primary surplus (% of GDP) -0.4 -0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.5 0.7 0.9 1.1 1.2
Fiscal Correction (% of GDP) _ 1.6
Scenario B: Best Case
Interest rate (implicit average on NFPS debt) 6.6 5.4 5.1 6.3 6.6 6.4 6.4 6.3 6.2 6.1
Rate of growth of potential output (annual, %) 3.7 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0
Target Debt stock (% of GDP) ____34.0
Target permanent primary surplus (% of GDP) -0.4 -0.3 -0.2 -0.1 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.3
Fiscal Correction (% of GDP) 0.7
Scenario C: Worst Case
Interest rate (implicit average on NFPS debt) 6.6 5.4 5.4 7.3 8.2 8.5 9.0 9.4 9.7 10.1
Rate of growth of potential output (annual, %) 3.7 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5
Target Debt stock (% of GDP) - = 42.7
Target permanent primary surplus (% of GDP) -0.4 0.0 0.4 0.7 1.1 1.4 1.8 2.2 2.5 3.0
Fiscal Correction (% of GDP) _ _ 3.3
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QUESTIONNAIRE ON PUBLIC FINANCIAL
MANAGEMENT 1

AGGREGATE FISCAL DISCIPLINE

A. Budget preparation and approval

la. Are there formal constraints (constitutional or legislatively mandated) on aggregate spending
and/or deficits? Yes. The objective of the Law of Fiscal Prudence and Transparency is to establish the
guidelines for a better management of the public finances in order to contribute in the economic stability,
essential condition to obtain rates of a sustained economical growth and social welfare. At the same time,
the Law establishes macro fiscal rules for the General Government, the Consolidate Public Sector, and it
creates the Fiscal Stabilization Fund. Besides discipline on the expenditure side, the support of the fiscal
equilibrium needs to generate fiscal savings in booms in order to face negative internal or external
situations. It is. necessary to establish fiscal goals for the medium-term. In this way, the law contributes to
the formation of expectations for the economic agents, in a period of three years. For that reason, the Law
establishes ceilings to the levels of expenditures and debt.

lb. Is the Government required to publish actual figures relative to these constraints? Yes. MEF is in
charge of the elaboration of the Multi annual Macro-Economic Framework (MMM) and the evaluation of
its execution and publication. The MMM includes the Declaration of Principles of the Fiscal Policy, the
goals of fiscal policy, in the next three years, and the targets for macro economic indicators in the next
three years. It also contains the projection of fiscal revenue and expenditure, the sum of public investment
and the level of public debt.

lc Are these constraints imposed and monitored by donors? No, they are not, but all economic agents
observe the fiscal performance.

2a Are there formal constraints (constitutional or legislatively mandated) on public debt and
domestic/external borrowing by (i) central government (ii) sub national governments; and (iii) public
enterprises? In the Law, it is established that the public debt in the medium term should be consistent with
the principle of fiscal equilibrium. It is necessary to establish limits to the levels of expenditures and debt.
There are not formal restrictions in the inner of the components of public debt but limits from the Annual
Law of Public Debt.

2b. Is this monitored by the Central Bank? Yes. Debt ceilings are established in the projections of the
MMM and are coordinated with the General Direction of Public Credit at the Ministry of Economy and
Finances(MEF).

2c. Are these constraints imposed and monitored by donors? No, but all-economic agents observe
fiscal performance.

2d. Is the government required to publish actual figures relative to these borrowing constraints? Yes.
They are in the MMM

3a. Is there a medium-term expenditure framework which projects and aggregate expenditure
ceiling over a three to five year horizon, consistent with the macroeconomic targets? The MMM has a
horizon of three years and the Sector Strategy Plans (SEPs) a horizon of 5 years.

'Nelson Shack. Budget General Director, and Oscar Pajuelo, Accountant General of Peru responded this questionnaire.
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3b.- Is this published? Yes, the MMM and the SEPs are published in " El Diario Oficial " and in the
MEF's "Portal de Transparencia" Website.

3c. What is the percent difference between the aggregate spending in the projection and the annual
budget? Very small, because the annual budget is elaborated as a function of the levels of expenses and
incomes, consistent with the revised fiscal projections that the MMM realizes every year.

4a. What is the percent deviation between the aggregate spending in the budget as proposed by the
central agencies (i.e., Minister of Finance in the Budget Call Circular) and that approved by cabinet
at the end of budget discussions? No response.

4b. What is the percent deviation between aggregate spending proposed by the cabinet and the
legislature? There is no deviation. Congress cannot alter the level of aggregate expenditure proposed by
the Executive.

B. Budget execution and monitoring

la. Are there formal rules that guard against overspending by agencies relative to budgeted amounts
(e. g., central agencies, chief accountants or banks having the authority to refuse expenditures if
there are insufficient funds in the ministerial account?) Yes. No agency can spend more than the
budget authorized by the National Office of the Public Budget (DNPP). Moreover, the SL9F contributes to
respect those rules.

lb. Is there a published reconciliation of actual expenditures versus budgeted amounts? Yes.
Monthly Treasury report , the quarterly and annual one from the DNPP and the annual one from the
DGAES (General Office of Economical and Social Affairs). All are available in the web site.

ic. Is there punitive action taken against overspending agencies? Yes, but it depends on a case - by -
case basis. There are administrative, civil and penal responsibilities. The system of authorization in the
SIAF allows a permanent and continuing evaluation of the authorizations of commitments and payments of
checks. In this way, there is an efficient control of expenditure.

2a. Is there a formal or informal requirement to report on aggregate fiscal outcomes relative to
targets? Yes. The report about the MMM's execution must be published semiannually. MEF goes to
Congress annually to inform about the execution of the budget. On the other hand, it is legally consistent
with the revised fiscal projections that the MMM realizes every year.

2b. Are these published? Yes, in the website.

2c. If so, with what lags? The access of information in the SLAF is virtual and has information aggregated
up to the last month.

2d. What is the percent deviation between the aggregate spending in the annual budget and the total
amount actually spent at the end of the fscal year? No response.

A. EXPENDITURE PRIORIZATION AND ALLOCATIVE EFFICIENCY

Budget preparation and approval breadth of consultations

la.- What percent of expenditures are allocated by the central government (as opposed to sub
national governments)? Approximately 90%.

lb. Which of these activities do sub national governments have constitutional responsibility for in
allocating their budgetary expenditures: (i) primary education; (ii) secondary education; (iii)
university education, (iv) hospitals, (v)health clinics ? Check only those which apply. There exist the
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Transitory Councils from the Regional Administration (CTARs) in which one can find the Regional
Offices of Health and Education. The local Government, at the provincial or district level, does not have
the responsibility to provide education and health services.

2a. Are there explicit pre-budget consultations about budgetary priorities between government and

the following groups in the private sector: (i) business community;(ii) public interest groups (e.g.
NGOs), (iii) labor unions; (iv) farmers associations? Check only those which apply. The Budget is

formulated internally in the public sector. There is not a framework that involves the participation of other
sectors of the society yet.

2b. How large a change vis-a-vis existing priorities in the current budget have emerged from such
consultations: negligible, modest or large? It is not applicable but incoming pilot participatory budgeting
will address investment expenditure.

2c. Are there post-budget consultations with the same group, which attempt to reconcile pre-budget
understandings with actual allocations? No, there are not.

3a. At the start of budget preparation, is there a session in the legislature about budget priorities?
No.

3b. How large a change vis-a-vis existing priorities in the current budget have emierged from such a
session: negligible, modest or large? It is not applicable

4a. Rank the folowing in terms of their relative influence of the foUowing in deciding upon broad

priorities for the composition of expenditures: (i) Ministry of Finance/Planning; (ii) the Cabinet,(iii)
the Legislature; (iv) Donors, (v) private sector-government consultation committees. That ranking is
ok.

4b. What is the average percent deviation in the allocation for the major sectors and programs: (i)

between the budget as proposed by the central ministries and that by the cabinet; and (ii) between
the budget ad proposed by cabinet and that approved by the legislature? Range: negligible (0-10%),
modest (10-30%), high (more than 30%). Negligible (0-10%)

5a. Does the government publish expenditure priorities corresponding to the following levels of

disagreegation: (I) sector expenditures; (ii) programs; (iii) projects? Check only those that apply.
Yes, it does, but at the level of sectors and programs. These priorites are included in the MMM.

5b. If so, are these expressed in terms of outcomes (i.e. impact on beneficiaries e.g., infant mortality)

or outputs (i.e., goods' and services produced eg., number of health clinics or immunizations
provided)? No, they are not.

5c. Are actual achievements of sector expenditures published? Yes, they are in the website.

5d. If so, is there a public or published reconciliation with the targets? Yes, there is.

6a. What percentage of public spending is financed by donors? It is less than 2% of the budget.

6b. Is there a prior agreement among donors about the composition of expenditures that are being

coUlectively financed? No.

6c. if so, is this agreement induced by the leadership of a central donor? It is not applicable.
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B. BUDGET PREPARATION AND APPROVAL ALLOCATION RULES AND CRITERIA

la. Are expenditure allocations across ninistries and programs increased or decreased in the same
proportion across-the-board? The variations, which could happen in the different assignments of
expenses, are not proportional. They depend on the level of the expenditure priority.

lb. Are there formulae or rules which earmark funds for specific expenditures? What proportion of
total expenditures do they constitute? No.

2a. Is there a formal or informal rulel which requires an explicit consideration of whether individual
programs or projects that are to be funded by the budget can be undertaken by the private sector?
No.

2b. For which sectors is this done? For what percentage of programs/projects is this actually done
(100%, 50-99%, 20-49%, less than 20%)? It is not applicable.

3a. Is there a requirement to conduct and ex ante quantitative analysis of costs and benefits before a
new program/project is initiated? Yes, in the case of projects, the Law of National System of Public
Inversion requires such analysis.

3b. For which sectors is this done? Indicate the percentage of programs/projectsfor which this is
actually done (100%, 50-99%, 20-49%, less than 20%)? Since 2001, is is 100%.

4a. Is the distributional impact of public spending explicitly quantified and considered in allocating
resources among programs and projects? No.

4b. For which sectors is this done? Indicate the percentage of programs/projects for which this is
actually done (100%, 50-99%, 20-49%, less than 20%)? Not applicable.

C. BUDGETING PREPARATION AND APPROVAL NORMS

la. Is there a system of forward estimates which projects the future cost implications of existing and
proposed porgrams and projects? No.

lb. Are these automatically roiled over into the next budget, adjusted only for key national
parameters such as inflation rate? Not applicable.

Ic. Are these forward estimates published? Not applicable.

Id. Does the government publish a reconciliationstatement explaining any significant deviations in
the composition of expenditures between the original forward estimates and the annual budget? Not
applicable.

2a. Are line agencies required to identify cuts in their existing programs to match new spending
proposals? No.

2b. Are various new spending proposals and offsetting cuts discussed systematically at a Cabinet or
sub-Cabionet level? Yes.

D. BUDGETING PREPARATION AND APPROVAL CAPITAL/ RECURRENT BUDGETING

la. Are there separate budgets for capital and recurrent expenditures? Yes,there are.

lb. Is there a requirement to estimate the recurrent cost implications of new capital investments?
Yes, there is.
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Ic Are there different ministries responsible for preparing capital budgets (e.g., Mistry of Planning)
and recurrent budgets (e.g., Ministry of Finance)? The investment office (ODI) at MEF does it.

Id. What percent of public investments is donor rmanced? Non available.

E. BUDGETING PREPARATION AND APPROVAL DONOR RULES

la. Is there a donor conditionality on the overall composition of expenditures? No.

lb. Has expenditure composition been changed in accordance with this conditionality? Not applicable.

Ic. What percent of donor financed expenditures are earmarked for particual programs and
projects? Non available

F. BUDGETING EXECUTION AND MONITORING

la. What is the average percent deviation between the composition of expenditures as approved in
the annual budget and the actual allocation at the end of the budget year? Non available.

lb. On what basis was the compositon changed: (I) arbitrary/ad hoc; (ii) related to specific
problems? It was changed in relation of specific problems such as internal shocks of natural character (El
Nifno phenomenon), political,and external shocks (financial crisis and the world recession).

Ic. What was the relative role of the following in inducing these changes: (I) Ministry of
Finance/Planning; (ii) the Cabinet; (iii) the Legislature; (iv) private sector-government consultation
committees? Rank these in order of importance, with 1 for the least influence and 4 the most. Non
available

2a. Is there a requirement for carrying out ex post evaluation of programs/projects ? By whom:
central agencies, line agencies, or by independent external agencies? Check all those that apply. They
are done by the ODI, Special Programs, MEF

2b. Are the results used in expenditure allocations for the next budget? Yes.

3. Are client surveys routinely carried out as part of these evaluations? No.

ACCOUNTABILITY

la. Is there a clear specification of the output to be produced by: (I) a ministry; (ii) a department
within a ministry; and (iii) a division, program or project unit within a department? Yes there is
financially for the ministry ruled by the norms issued by the Nation Public Auditor's Office and they are in
agreement with the Principles of the "Generally Accepted Accounting" which includes, according to the
case, the development of the International Norms.

lb. If so, are these outputs published?. They are published, with limited distribution, to the Executive and
the Legislative bodies. They are available in the Nation Public Accountant' Office Web site.

2a. Are performance indicators specifically linked to senior manager (I) tenure, (ii) promotion; and
(iii) compensation? No.

2b. Are these performance indicators based on the achievement of outputs (i.e., goods and services
produced, e.g., number of immunizations of health clinics) or outcomes (i.e. , impact of beneficiaries
e.g, lower infant mortality). They are collected by the National Office of Public Budget with little details.

2c. Have chief executives been fired on account of nonperformance? No.
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3a. What is the percentage deviation between public and private pay for different grade levels? It is 5
to 1 in proportion with respect to staff.

3b. Is there an explicit link between pay and performance? No.

4a. Is competitive bidding required for the procurement of major expenditure items? Yes, procedures
are under standard. The Superior Council of Contractings and Procurements from the State -
CONSUCODE -supervises their fulfilment.

4b. Are the rules for bidding made public? Yes. When the bidding amount is larger, the publication is
larger too.

Sa. When are financial accounts of line agenciesprepared: (I) quarterly during the budget year; (ii)
semestral during the budget year; (ill) within six moths from the end of the fiscal year; (iv) more than
six months but less than one year; (v) between one and three years; (vi) more than three years. Yes,
for the budget. Yes. The budget program is conciliated with the numbers rendered by the entities of
accounts, the National Office of Public Budget and the Nation Public Auditor's Office. (iii) (iv) (v) and
(vi) No.

Sb. Are there punitive actions taken against (I) delays; and (ii) discrepancies? Under the law, there are
actions, but in the practice it depends on the actions of the Republic General Auditor's Office which is the
entity in charge of that. It is not frequent to see actions by the General Account of the Republic.

Sc. Are these accounts tabled before a separate session of the Legislature? The procedure indicates that
the General Account of the Republic is forwarded to the Republic General Auditor's Office in order to
create the Auditor's report. After that, it is forwarded to the Presidency of the Republic, to the Ministry of
Economy and Finances and to the Review Commision of the General Accounts of the Congress.

Sd. Are they made public? They are distributed to the Executive and Congress. They are in the Public
Auditor's Office Web Site for fiscal year. They are divulged in the training, local, domestic or international
competitions.

6a. Are the agency accounts audited? In the mayority of cases, specially those of public enterprises
entities of the Central Government, the Republic General Auditor's Office is in charge of the auditing of
the General Account from the Republic.

6b. If so, by whom: internal agency auditor, the government auditor within the Executive,
independent auditor? No response.

6c. When are audits of agency accounts undertaken: (I) quarterly during the budget year, (ii)
semestral during the budget year; (iii) within six months from the end of the fiscal year; (iv) more
than six months but less than one year; (v) between one and three years (vi) more than three years. It
is once per year.

6d. What percent of programs have been audited in the last five years? As a percentage of the number
of entities, approximately 20%. In Budget amounts, it is approximately 80%.

6e. What percent are financial audits as opposed to performance audits? Approximately 35%

6f. Are the result published? No, they are not.

6g. Has there been punitive action or promotion based on these audits? Yes there has been. The
Republic General Auditor Office, with the help of the General Attorney' Office, is in charge of that.

7a. Are there client surveys undertaken? Depends on each case. Part of the control of procedures
includes actions with the providers and clients.
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7b. How frequently? There is not an establish schedule. It depends on the Control Plans.

7c. Are the results published? No, they are not.

7d. Do these surveys measure satisfaction with srevice delivery ( i.e. outputs), or with success of the
program (i.e. outcomes), or both?. No.

8a. How many major donors provide projects fnancing?. There is no data available.

8b. Do these projects specify the amount and type of expenditures on which project resources will be
spent? There is no data available.

8c. Does each donor have its own rules about disbursement, procurement, accounting and auditing of
projects funds? Yes. We are working in order to adapt those requirements with the Integrated Financial
Management System in the area of funtional and operational competence.

8d. Do these rules match those of the government? Yes.
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A PUBLIC EXPENDITURE TRACKING
SURVEY: METHODOLOGICAL ISSUES

A. Sample Design

Measuring leakages in transfers to subnational governments, local organizations and program
beneficiaries is not an easy task since it involves two central problems. First, all parties affected
by the leak have no interest in having it revealed. Second, leakages can occur at so many levels
that tracing them all requires a complex methodology. Those are the two challenges that this
report faced and, to a considerable degree, overcame.

The core of our methodology was to collect data at each stage in the transference of public funds
from the top of the chain, namely that of the central government, down to the bottom, namely that
of the beneficiary. In order to gather data on each of these levels, the study carried out in Peru
involved an extensive amount of fieldwork based upon a series of questionnaires. The
questionnaires themselves are attached to Apoyo Institute (2002a). In this Annex, we briefly
describe how we went about gathering the data.

The project began with a pilot study in Lima, Peru. The objectives, of the pilot included an
assessment of the duration of the fieldwork and a test of its effectiveness for the purposes of the
study (for example, to explore whether the information collected in the fieldwork would be
sufficient to rigorously estimate leakages). The pilot consisted of 20 districts of the department of
Lima (out of a total of 177 districts). Each district included: a survey for the municipality; 3, 4, or
5 surveys' for the VDL mother's committees; and 16 surveys for beneficiary households 2 (4 per
VDL committee). Additionally, Lima was selected for the pilot because it considerably differs
from the rest of the country and needs a separate treatment. The advantage to do it in this way
was that we were able to report comparisons between Lima and the rest of the country, which in
many cases were quite large.

Based on the experience of the Lima sample, and after a thorough process of consultation, and
with guidance from the INEI (Peruvian Institute of Statistics and Information), a national sample
selection methodology was agreed upon. The following departments were chosen to be
representative of Peru (excluding Lima & Callao): Ancash, Arequipa, Cajamarca, Cusco, Loreto,
and Piura. These departments gave us the broadest range of geography, population density and
poverty distribution, while reducing our field costs to reasonable levels (i.e., we did not have the
resources to include municipalities from all of Peru's provinces). We then selected a total of 100
municipalities in which the surveys were carried out. Our method of selecting the municipalities
was focused on poverty as a central stratification variable since the Vaso de Leche program was
meant to deal directly with poverty. The sample, then, represents Peru (when the Lima sample is
included) and the 100 municipalities selected are stratified by level of poverty so that the
efficiency of the sample would be maximized (stratification reduces sampling error). The sample
is self-weighting, making it easy to work with when complex multivariate programs are
employed. Our method of municipality selection followed next steps:

For the Pilot the following rule was established: 3 glass of milk committees if there were less than 30 committees
total ; 4 if the number of committees was between 30 and 70; and 5 if there were more than 70 committees.
2 When the pilot was carried out, the project had not formally included surveys to household beneficiary yet. A
tentative instrument was tested on households to evaluate the importance and viability of including beneficiaries.
Therefore, the pilot survey was shorter than and different from the survey applied to beneficiaries during the final
fieldwork.
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Stratification according to poverty

A database consisting of the entire universe of districts in Peru, excluding Lima & Callao (Total
of 1,651 districts) was used as a starting point.
* The MEF's continuous index of poverty FGT23 was used to calculate poverty population

deciles.
* The deciles were arranged into three groups such that group 1 consisted of deciles 1-3, group

2 contained deciles 4-7 and group 3 had deciles 8-10. These three groups approximate the
categories of "not poore, "poor&7 and "extreme poor" and were used to stratify the districts of
our sub-population (Ancash and Piura) into three strata.

* The three strata represent 14 percent, 41 percent, and 45 percent of the districts in Peru
(excluding Lima and Callao) respectively.

* In order for the sample to be self-weighted 14, 41, and 45 municipalities (total of 100) were
chosen from each stratum respectively (from the sub-population of six departments). The
selection for each stratum was done using PPS4 relative to district population.

Once the above procedure was carried out, individual municipalities were selected according to
PPS criteria, using a complete listing of all districts selected that were ordered within the stratums
by geographic order to allow a systematic selection that ensured geographic heterogeneity.

Within each municipality, the field used the roster of Vaso de Leche committees and used
systematic sampling to select four of those, unless there were fewer than four in a given
municipality, in which case all were selected. The only restriction was that if travel time to a
given committee would have required more than 24 hours, a substitute was used. This means that
the sample slightly under represented remote areas within the neighborhoods of the selected
committees, the field team selected four households from the beneficiary lists that are maintained
by each committee. Recalls were not made, but the next household on the list was used as a
substitute when blanks were encountered.

The survey was carried out from February 3, 2002 through February 17, 2002. Descriptive
statistics for the samples are provided in the full report. Within each municipality we interviewed
the mayor, obtained municipal level data from him/her, and also obtained the municipal roster of
committees participating in the Vaso de Leche program. The committees were selected from the
roster using a systematic selection. Once we met with at least one committee member and
interviewed that individual with our survey instrument, we obtained from that member a list of
individual beneficiary households, and interviewed four households in each committee
catchments area, using the survey instrument intended for households.

B. Description of Transfers from Central Government to Municipalities and
Downwards

Municipal resources come from two primary sources: central government transfers and local
revenues. Central government transfers are a very important source of revenue, particularly for
small and rural municipalities, which have very little income collection capacity. Central

3 FGT I 2(PL - EXPpc, 2 where PL=Poverty line, EXPpc=per capita household expenditures, Q=Number of
FGT2 Nf L )

poor, and N=Population
4 Probability Proportional to Size (PPS) is a method used in sample selection whereby the probability that a given
element enters the sample is proportional to some quantity (in our particular case, the district's total population).
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government transfers include FONCOMUN and Vaso de Leche (VDL) for all municipalities and
Canon Minero and Canon/Sobrecan6n Petrolero for some of them. Central government transfers
represent an important percentage of total district-level income (for the districts outside of Lima
in our sample, transfers, on average, represent 72% of total income and among the districts of the
extreme poor stratum they can represent in excess of 90% of total income).

In 2001, these four major central government transfers totaled at the national level 1.9 billion
Nuevos Soles (roughly $560 million) (Table D1).5 For these reasons the leakages, delays,
volatilities, and inefficiencies associated with the execution process of these transfers have
considerable impact on municipal-level finances and their understanding is, consequently, of
paramount importance.

Of these four transfers, only the Canon Minero is not variable month-to-month. In theory, the
VDL transfer should not be variable month to month, but as the following table shows this is not
true in practice. Foncomun and the Canon/SobreCanon Petrolero are percentages of a variable
quantity (primarily the national sales tax in the case of Foncomun and the ad-valorem petroleum
production in the case of the Canon/Sobrecanon Petrolero). The implicit volatility in these two
transfers is a source of hardship for municipalities, whose budget depends heavily on them.

Table Dl. Total Transfrs to Municipalities in 20011
(in U.S. dollars)

-___________________ .1 Pion I .ano I Sobrecanon I d h
Fonco=un Canon Minero Petrole-ri' VJs de'4che ; Total 

Peru $400,023,180 $23,765,654 $37,461,817 $97,148,245 $558,398,895
Lima $72,466,783 $714,003 NA $33,753,411 $106,934,197

Urban $69,482,021 $691,650 NA $33,359,639 $103,533,311
Rural $2,984,762 $22,353 NA $393,772 $3,400,887

No. Observations 177 171 NA 177 N.A.

Rest of Peru $327,556,397 $23,051,651 $37,461,817 $63,394,833 $451,464,698
Not Poor $76,066,085 $5,692,301 $9,924,653 $15,642,446 $107,325,483
Poor $132,062,598 $8,603,523 $17,670,749 $24,705,129 $183,041,999
Extreme Poor $119,427,714 $8,755,827 $9,866,416 $23,047,259 $161,097,216

Urban $152,245,705 $9,629,748 $20,840,016 $30,939,959 $213,655,428
Rural $175,310,692 $13,421,902 $16,621,801 $32;454,874 $237,809,270

Small $65,758,919 $3,206,004 $3,916,796 $8,990,266 $81,871,986
Medium $50,188,784 $3,515,896 $5,744,644 $10,333,395 $69,782,718
Large $211,608,694 $16,329,751 $27,800,377 $44,071,173 $299,809,994

More accessible $239,125,681 $17,287,765 $22,227,123 $46,727,882 $325,368,452
Less Accessible $88,430,716 $5,763,885 $15,234,694 $16,666,951 $126,096,246

Non-Provincial capital $188,468,161 $11,999,547 $18,319,805 $41,422,875 $260,210,387
Provincial capital $139,088,236 $11,052,104 $19,142,013 $21,971,958 $191,254,311

No. Observations 1641 1296 142 1641 N.A.
/IInformation based on national official statistics

Source: MEF

5 Using MEF statistics at the national level.
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Month-to-month percentage changes in amounts for each of the four major transfers were
calculated. The volatility of the transfers was defined as the standard deviation of these month-to-
month changes. The following Table details the volatilities of Foncomun, Canon/Sobrecanon
Petrolero, and Vaso de Leche in the year 2001.6 The measure of dispersion is the degree to which
the volatilities vary within each of these sub classified categories. The volatility of the
Canon/Sobrecanon Petrolero transfers is the combination of the variations in world petroleum
prices as well as the variability of local production and is, on average, twice as high as that of the
Foncomun transfer. Foncomun's volatility is not considerably different between urban/rural
districts or between poverty strata but is twice as high in larger districts (as measured by their
projected 2001 populations). The volatility of the Canon/Sobrecanon Petrolero, on the other
hand, is quite a bit higher in poor, rural, remote districts of Peru. The former finding is quite
interesting given that the assignment formula does not vary within the year. Therefore, a
percentage change in the sales tax revenue (and/or any other component of the Foncomun) should
imply an equal percentage change in the amounts allocated to the districts across the board.
However, we see that the standard deviations of the monthly percentage changes are not
equivalent. This is partly due to the fact that these transfers have a built-in floor (15,600 Nuevos
Soles) and therefore their variations are asymmetrical. The VDL transfer, surprisingly enough,
also suffered from considerable volatility in the year 2001 in the districts outside the department
of Lima. The poorest districts were the most affected with a standard deviation of percentage
changes on the order of 15 percentage points for the.year. This figure is in sharp contrast to the
average volatility of 0.3 percent experienced by the 177 districts of Lima and Callao (Table D2).

Table D2. Voladlity of Transfers to Muncipalities'

PFneomon Canon/Sobreeaona PeL - Vaso de Lecbe
Volalithi Dispersin volatility D%pergon_ Volfifity - Diqsensiun

Lm. 49% dl 94 NA 2/ NA 0 3% 16%

Urban 5.5% 4.2% NA NA 0.2% 1.2%
Rural 2.9% 3.2% NA NA 0.5% 2.6%

No. Observations 177 NA 177

Restof Peru 6.3% 3.4% 13.4% 6.9% 11.6% 30.3%
Not Poor 6.1% 3.8% 9.2% 3.1% 10.0% 56.8%
Poor 6.0% 3.6% 11.6% 4.7% 8.1% 22.2%
Extreme Poor 6.5% 3.2% 18.8% 8.4% 15.4% 23.9%

Urban 5.7% 3.8% 10.4% 4.1% 5.2% 19.5%
Rural 6.5% 3.2% 15.7% 7.7% 14.7% 33.9%

Small 4.0% 3.1% 13.2% 5.0% 10.7% 34.9%
Medium 8.2% 1.7% 15.5% 9.4% 15.3% 26.3%
Large 9A% 0.8% 12.4% 5.7% 10.5% 21.7%

More accessible 6.8% 3.3% 10.3% 5.0% 9.5% 27.5%
Less Accessible 5.5% 3.5% 16.4% 7.2% 14.2% 33.3%

Non-Provincial capital 5.8% 3.4% 13.4% 6.8% 12.1% 28.9%
Provincial capital 9.6% 0.5% 13.8% 7.4% 7.7% 39.7%

No. Observations 1642 142 1642

Source: National Official Statistics, MEF
1/ Standard Deviation of the percent changes month-over-month 2001
2/. 77h department of Lima does not receive Canon/Sobrecanon Petrolero

6 The volatilities are estimated by calculating the standard deviation of the rate of change of the monthly
amounts for each of the three transfers.
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FONCOMUN

The Fondo de Compensaci6n Municipal (FONCOMUN) is mentioned in subsection 4 of article
193 of the Constitution of the Republic of Peru. It is comprised of two percent of the federal sales
tax (know as IGV), 8% of gasoline sales, 5% of recreational embarkations, and 25% of the net
income generated by casinos and other gambling establishments. The contribution from the sales
tax accounts for approximately 93% of FONCOMUN revenues and therefore constitutes its main
source of variability. The law which permits the redirection of a portion of the federal sales tax
under the name of "Impuesto de Promoci6n Municipal" is dictated by article 86 of Legislative
Decree 776 of the Law of Municipal Taxes.

The Fund is calculated on a monthly basis and is distributed with monthly frequency to all the
municipalities, based on a predefined allocation formula of the Ministry of Economy (MEF). The
process for disbursing the transfer from the central government to the municipalities is the
following. The collection of funds is centralized at the Banco de la Naci6n (BN). Within the first
five days of each month, the BN informs the National Direction of Public Budget (DNPP) of the
MEF regarding the amount collected. This office in turn informs the General Direction of Fiscal
Policy (DGPF) of the MEF, which is in charge of estimating the amount to be distributed to each
municipality. Once the distribution is determined, DGFP informs DNPP, which issues the transfer
order to the BN. Finally, the BN deposits the money in the account of each municipality on the
13t to 15th day of the month (see diagram).

According to MEF personnel our team interviewed, the process is automatic and should not take
any longer than the terms established.7 The distribution criteria do not change frequently
although there are certain minimums established which require a complicated re-allocation if
there is a downturn in resources for a given month. Nonetheless, as the results of the fieldwork
indicate, the municipalities do face some delays. In principle, the transfer process funds from the
central government to the municipalities is straight forward and does not suggest ex ante that
there will exist a leakage in this segment of the chain. At this stage, the process is quite
systematic and the Treasury (BN) serves a limited function: electronically transferring funds from
one account to another and issuing arrival notifications.

The DGFP office of the MEF has a formula used to calculate the way it will distribute the total
amnount of funds the each municipality. For the districts outside of Lima and Callao, the formula
allocates amounts to each province based on the infant mortality rate and the total population of
the province. The formula further assigns amounts to the districts based on district-level
populations with a bias towards rural populations (rural inhabitants count twice as much as urban
inhabitants do). For Lima and Callao the objective is to prioritize urban marginal districts. The
allocation criteria considered are the following: population; illiteracy rate for those older than 15
years old; households with at least one child attending school; households without a water
connection in the home; households without sewerage; households without electricity; households
that occupy makeshift homes; households with three or more inhabitants per room. All these
indicators are provided by the national institute of statistics (INEI) and are based on the 1993
census. Until December of 2001 (December 29h), the law established that only up to 30% of
FONCOMUN could be used to for current expenditures. At least 70% of the fund had to go
towards capital expenditures. Since January of 2002, the Foncomun is not subject to the 70-30
ratio any longer and can be freely utilized as the municipalities best see fit.

7 FONCOMUN transfer, as well as the other municipality transfers and finances in general are still not incorporated in
SLAF. At the time this report was under elaboration, SLF's office was working with a pilot sample of at least 25
municipalities to integrate them (see Chapter IH).
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FONCOMUN TRANSFER PROCESS

Municipality
Bank of the Nation __ Receives the

(BN) transfer on the
Centralizes tax 13th or 15th of the

collection month
Within first 5 days of 4 DNPP requests BN to
the month BN deposit the transfer in
informs DNPP of the municipality account
amount collected

National Direction
of Public Budget

(DNPP)

DNPP informs DGPF j i DGFP informs the
of the total amount transfer amount that
available for corresponds to each
distribution to the municipality
municipalities

General Direction
of Fiscal Policies

(DGPF)

Canon Minero
Dictated by supreme decrees 88-95-EF and 041-97-EF, the Canon Minero is a Central
Government transfer, which distributes a portion of the mining sales to the localities in which the
mineral ore was extracted. A 20% of the income tax paid by the mining companies is distributed
among the municipalities in the following manner: 40% for Provinces and districts in the region
or regions8 in which the ore was extracted or in which the mining company's economic
headquarters are located; and 60% for Provinces and districts in the department or departments in
which the ore was extracted or in which the mining company's economic headquarters are located
(in addition to the 40%).

The total amount allocated to a set of municipalities is then distributed by the MEF according to a
formula similar to the one used for FONCOMUN. Within a region, the allocation to provinces is
based on the infant mortality rate and the total population of the province. Of that amount, 20%
remains at the provincial municipality (provincial capital) and the remaining 80% is distributed
among the municipalities of the Province based on their respective populations (once again giving
a two-to-one preference to rural populations). For Lima and Callao, where the objective is to give
priority to the urban-marginal districts, the additional criteria used in the distribution of the
FONCOMUN are also used for the Canon Minero. The process of disbursement of the Canon
Minero is simple. The tax agency, SUNAT, deposits the taxes collected in a special account at the
BN. The DNPP then distributes the total amount among municipalities (following the criteria
mentioned above) in twelve equal monthly installments made by the BN by way of electronic
deposits. There is a restriction in place governing the usage of the Canon Minero funds:

8 Under the administration of Alan Garcia regions (several adjacent departments) were created.
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Municipalities are only authorized to use the resources obtained through this transfer to cover
capital expenditures.

Canon v SobreCanon Petrolero
These transfers were established by Law Decree 21678 in November of 1976 and are comprised
of a percentage of the ad-valorem petroleum production. The Canon is 10% of the ad-valorem
petroleum production and is distributed among the districts within the department where the
petroleum was extracted. The SobreCanon is 5% of ad-valorem petroleum production and is
distributed among the districts that are not within a department that produces petroleum but are
within the same region. The Canon/SobreCanon is equally distributed among the provinces9 in
the department and then distributed to the district-level based on criteria such as'0: population;
geographic area; whether it is a Provincial or departmental capital; and whether the population is
greater than 100,000 inhabitants.

Glass of Milk (Vaso de Leche - VDL)
The Glass of Milk program was started by the Mayor of Lima in 1984 for the Metropolitan area
and as its name reflects it originally consisted of distributing glasses of milk to school aged
children. Since then, the program has grown to national coverage (in 1985), not only restricted to
milk products, and has become one of the most significant transfers from the central to local
governments (only second to FONCOMUN). It came to its current form under Law 24059 and
Article 7 of Law 27470 (2001). Although the spirit of the program remains the same, its
organization has undergone considerable changes due to an increased coverage. By Law, the
intended primary beneficiaries are: Children 6 years old or less and pregnant and breastfeeding
mothers. Priority is given to those showing clear signs of malnutrition or tuberculosis. The Law
also establishes that if there are resources left over after attending the needs of the primary
beneficiaries then attention may be provided to secondary beneficiaries: children between 7 and
13 years old; the elderly and those suffering from tuberculosis.

The main goal of the program is to improve the nutritional level of infants, small children and
pregnant or breastfeeding mothers, and improve the quality of life of the poorest segments of the
population. Given empirical evidence, which identifies milk as an important nutritional source, a
decision was made to distribute milk and milk-related products. Unfortunately, organizational
hurdles, inefficiencies, leakages, and low nutritional value of the products chosen for distribution
are aspects that limit the effectiveness of the VDL program to accomplish its original goals.
Because of the program's flawed design organization and the way in which it functions, there are
no effective mechanisms that enforce its priorities.

Currently, the MEF makes monthly transfers to municipalities for use in the Vaso de Leche
Program. The transfer amounts are calculated by the MEF using distribution indices that are
based primarily on poverty and demographic indicators, supplied by the National Institute of
Statistics. Local governments are solely responsible for the operation of the VDL program in
their jurisdiction and have autonomy, except for the definition of the beneficiaries, from the
Central Government as far as the product they wish to distribute and other operational details.
However, three additional restrictions are placed upon the municipalities by the Central
Government. First 100% of the Vaso de Leche funds must go towards the purchase of the
product(s) to be distributed. Second, the product(s) should have a minimum of 90% of national
inputs (up to 100% in the areas in which the local supply can cover the entire demand). The

9 The departments of Loreto and Ucayali, the distribution at the province-level is in proportion to their share of
production. In Piura and Tumbes the distribution makes no distinction between the provinces.
10 In the case of the province of Puerto Inca, Huinuco, the distribution among districts is simply in equal parts.
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products distributed can be milk in any form and/or milk substitutes, and/or other products such
as soybean, oatmeal, quinua, kiwicha or others." Third, the Central Govemment requires that
each municipality creates an Administrative Committee (VDLC) with a certain membership
composition: the mayor; a municipal employee; a representative from the Ministry of Health;
three representatives of the Mother's Associations (elected by the mothers following the rules
established in their own statutes); and a Representative of the local agriculture/farming
association duly accredited by the Ministry of Agriculture.

By Law, the municipalities or committees should not charge anything to the beneficiaries for the
products distributed. However, some municipalities and many committees charge some money
(or require that in-kind contributions be made) to cover some of the expenses that the program
implies. Requests for contributions are more common in poor municipalities that need to cover
distribution expenses, and in committees that prepare the product on-site and need to pay for
things such as fuel and other inputs. In general, larger districts have an entire office dedicated to
the Vaso de Leche, including a director and other full-time employees. In smaller districts, often
times, the mayor himself or one of his regidores12 administers and directs the program. It is quite
noteworthy to mention that beneficiaries (the mothers) organize themselves into Comites/Clubs
de Madres (mother's associations), which have noticeably increased the social capital of the
communities. These mothers' associations span the entire country, including the most remote
areas, and together form a huge national network. The social network that results from the
mother's associations has become a way for these rural and impoverished communities to gain a
voice at the local level even on matters unrelated to the Glass of Milk program.

The transfer process takes on the following scheme:
* The municipality receives the transfer from the Central Government. A monthly transfer is

deposited in the Banco de la Naci6n (Treasury) local branch office and the Municipality is
notified. The monthly amount does not vary in a given year except in very particular
situations, and the transfer usually arrives around the same day each month.

* The Product is chosen and, in most cases, a public bidding process is used to select a
provider, normally for a year and for the whole municipality jurisdiction. The selection of the
product or products is done differently in different districts. In some cases, mothers have a
direct say in the choice of product via surveys or direct vote. In other cases, the
Administrative Committee makes the decision. Finally, in some cases it is the Mayor's
decision.

* A roster of all direct beneficiaries in each committee by category (children form 0 to 6 years,
pregnant or breastfeeding mothers) is elaborated. The mothers' committees normally do this
process, which is supposedly closely supervised by the municipality. This roster should also
be frequently revised. However, in most cases these rosters are not updated and the
municipality does not supervise the process. Using these registers, the municipality
determines the product allocation to each of the mothers' committees of its jurisdiction.

* The municipality (or the provider) distributes the product to the mothers' associations. These
usually cover a given neighborhood and can have a variable number of beneficiaries. A
president, a vice-president, treasurer and secretary usually lead them. The officers are voted
into office for extended periods of time and they are rarely voted out of office unless
problems arise. Depending normally on the size of the municipality, the products are directly
distributed to the committees or to intermediate instances: groups of committees or "centros

Recently, a new law has been passed that requires that distributed products have a minimum of 207 calories.
Mothers, however, are not pleased with this requirement because it implies that milk substitutes will be distributed and
they do not like them. Mothers made street protests demanding evaporated or fresh milk.
12 Municipal council member
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de acopio" (special locations where the products are collected by areas and from where the
committees pick up their allocations). The mothers' committees should follow the rosters of
beneficiaries to determine the allocation per household or beneficiary, but in most cases,
rosters are only "referential" and follow other criteria.

* The mothers (or the intended beneficiary) pick up their ration(s) at the mothers' association
headquarters. Usually the headquarters is the house of the president of the mothers
association and there is a certain time of the day/week/month that the distribution is made
depending on the frequency with which the product is distributed. The committees either
distribute a product already prepared to the beneficiaries or in its raw form. The decision may
depend on the type of product, on the resources availability, or on the geographical dispersion
of the beneficiaries. In the cases in which the products are not prepared by the committee,
mothers use them at their home at their total discretion (usually distributing the products
among all children or household members).

C. Technical Definitions of Leakages in the Vaso de Leche Program

Leak 1. From the Central Government to the municipalities. Leak 1 is defined as the percentage
of the transfer reported by the MEF that is unaccounted for by the municipality. We compare the
amount the Ministry of Finance reports as outgoing with the amount the municipality reports to
have received. This leakage is estimated with municipal-level data of December 2001.

L 1_FAmt. Municipality Reported1
L Amt. MEF Reported J

Leak 2. Within Municipality. This leak is defined as the percentage of the amount transferred to
the municipality "i" from the Central Government for the month of December 2001 that is
unaccounted for by the total expenses of the municipality for that month (in terms of products
purchased for the VDL program). Leak 2 is zero if the municipality spends the entirety of the
resources available in December 2001 under the Glass of Milk program on products to be
distributed by the program. This leakage is estimated based on municipal-level data.

(Quantity, xPrice;)

MUNk, Transfer AmountbW

Leak 3. From Municipality to VDL Committees. This leak is defined as the percentage of the
amount listed in the municipality not accounted for by the VDL committee. This leakage is
estimated using municipal and committee data and is computed at the committee-level. This
leakage indicates how much is lost in this segment of distribution, but does not allow one to
attribute it to one of the two parties involved at this stage. In other words, we estimate the
leakage from the municipality to the individual VDL committees, but do not know if the leakage
is a result of misappropriation or inefficiencies of the municipality, the VDLC, or both.

Lek3 = I Amount Received,,, 
COM I Amount listed in Municipal RostercoM u

Leak 4: From VDL committees to Beneficiaries/Households. Leak 4 is the loss due to the
difference between what VDL committees receive according to beneficiaries registered and what
they actually distribute to households. The estimation of the leakage at this level is done by
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calculating the monetary value of each of the products (using municipal price figures) and adding
these up. This allows a comparison of the monetary value of the amount of all the products
received by the VDL committee per beneficiary with the monetary value of the amount received
by the individual households per beneficiary (excluding the committees that distribute prepared
products). The first variable is obtained from the quantities declared by the mothers' committee
representative in the VDL committee survey (in the four committees surveyed in each
municipality). The second variable is obtained from the quantities declared by the beneficiaries'
household representative in a beneficiary household survey (on four households surveyed for
each VDL committee).

( (Quantity, x Price,))

I Beneficiary J
Lealk4 -1- ((QuantityjxPrice,)

Beneficiary j

Leak 5: Inside the Household. This leak is attributed to beneficiary dilution at the household
level. It is defined as one minus the percentage of household members who consume Vaso de
Leche products, which are direct beneficiaries. This leakage is estimated using household-level
data.

L 5= 1 [Beneficiaries 1L Consumers HH J
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PUBLIC ENTERPRISE REFORM IN PERU:
INTRODUCING MANAGEMENT

CONTRACTS AT FONAFE1

In 1999, as part of some isolated efforts of state modernization in Peru, FONAFE, an institution of no
more than 30 employees became a useful instrument to increase public savings and improve the
efficiency and effectiveness of public enterprises. FONAFE is the public entity assigned to the
Ministry of Economy and Finance, which is in charge of directing the entrepreneurial activity of the
state. Temporarily, it has extended its management instruments to regulatory and revenue collecting
agencies in Peru's public sector. Enterprises under FONAFE's control include those in which the state
owns either the total of the social capital or the majority of shares. In those cases in which the state is
a minor partner, FONAFE only exercises stockholder options corresponding to its shares. Its main
functions are: (i) to approve the consolidated budget of the enterprises in which it holds the majority
of shares; (ii) to approve management norms for those enterprises; (iii) to exercise stockholder options
and administer resources resulting from its shareholder status; and (iv) to name representatives to the
board of those enterprises in which it is a shareholder (in those cases in which the state holds the total
of shares, FONAFE names a board of five members).

Upon introducing reform, FONAFE developed and implemented four basic management tools:
* An Integrated Expenditure on Personnel, which sets a global amount that enterprises and other

public entities under its supervision are authorized to use for this purpose, while allowing
management flexibility within that limit.

* A Maximum Salary Limit, which establishes the maximum annual salary any employee may
receive, excluding the productivity bonus.

* A Productivity Bonus, an annual monetary incentive to personnel which can sum up to 6% of the
payroll and that is only granted if 90% or more of the annual objectives are achieved.

* A Management Contract that establishes the specific terms of the agreement between FONAFE
and the enterprise or public entity under its supervision. These instruments have shifted
management from being focused on inputs and procedures to outcomes and results.

A key element of the system is the capability to develop adequate indicators in the areas of cost,
quality, coverage and internal efficiency. FONAFE's approach has been to let each enterprise to
develop its own indicators based on its strategic planning processes, which are then analyzed and

validated by FONAFE. According to its key officials, this allows for greater legitimacy and
applicability. Indicators proposed by each entity need to fulfill usually recommended requirements:
* Appropriateness.- They should be the expression of the processes and products of the institution

in order to properly reflect the fulfillment of the institutional objectives.
* Independence.- Should be independent of each other and respond to the actions developed by the

institution. Indicators depending on external factors should be avoided when possible (e.g.
situation of the country, demand variations, third party decisions, tariff changes, etc.).

* Measurement.- Availability of data and methodological issues should be considered in the
proposal.

* Control.- Basic data should be part of a system that can be audited.
* Cost.- Information for the management indicators should be collected and processed within

reasonable limits of cost and time.

This Annex was prepared by Gabriel Ortiz de Zevallos.
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Introducing these instruments has not been easy. Preliminary results have been very positive (see
Table). However, some difficulties encountered are:
* Reactions to implementing change have been uneven and diverse. Enterprises under FONAFE

operate in different sectors, can be old or relatively new, may or may not have data easily
available, and have different levels of managerial capabilities, as well as their personnel may not
have the same willingness to be part of a change of this sort,

* Managers have often started with unrealistic goals. In the first year of their implementation, most
enterprises overestimated the results they would be able to achieve. After the first year, during
which most targets were not met, managers changed to more modest, realistic goals.

Characterisecs Year | Goal
1999 2000 2001 2002

Enterprise SEDAPAL (Lima's Water and Sewerage
Service)

Indicator: Service continuity 15.9 17.6 19.3 22.0
(in hours)

Enterprise SEAL (South-West Electricity Society)
Indicator: Energy loses in the distribution system 21.7% 21.25% 18.12% 16.40%
Entity OSIFrEL (Telecommunications Regulation

Agency)
Indicator: Supervision in the delivery of the 364 524

telecommunications public service (supervision
actions)

Note: Starting on year 2001, Osiptel is no longer under the scope of FONAFE, but management instruments continue to be negotiated
directly with the Ministry of Economy and Finance.

Besides political will, leadership and a strong technical team, two factors have been key for success:
* Its legal and administrative status has allowed FONAFE not to be burdened by administrative

procedures. FONAFE was created as a line unit of the Ministry of Economy and Finance budget,
so its budget does not have to be approved by Congress, but by the Council of Ministers. It has
sufficient authority to dictate its norms, including budgetary issues, and the legal capacity to
control management of the enterprises under its supervision.

* Its approach to transition has been incremental and case-by-case, enabling it to adapt to specific
difficulties. For instance, FONAFE's 1999 agreement with EGASA, the electric-generating
company of Arequipa, set up as its initial performance indicator to develop a strategic plan for the
next decade. Subsequent goals and indicators have been based upon the implementation of new
systems and plans.

FONAFE has extended management contracts to other public agencies-regulatory and revenue
collecting. Although desirable, extending them to the central government implies new difficulties:
* Productivity bonuses come from savings, but generating surpluses to finance bonuses

through the improvement of management is easier in State-owned enterprises than in
ministries. The Education Ministry, for example, spends almost 90% of its budget in payroll,
making it much harder to maneuver and generate savings to reward thousands of teachers.
However, the current administration is barely tackling with the very difficult issue of identifying
how many "ghosts" are currently parts of the teacher's payroll.

* Different personnel regimes coexist within the public sector. While in public enterprises there
are very few cases of workers not registered in the payroll, central government agencies tend to
have large numbers of employees contracted as professional service staff outside the payroll.
Legally, it is hard to justify a bonus in those cases.

* Reliable data are fundamental, but extremely scare. The need of having quality administrative
systems that generate and constantly update data is central for the success of management
contracts. A recent study of twenty social programs that implied a budget of US$ 770 million in
year 2000, found that only three of those programs, accounting for US$17 million, have
institutionalized proper monitoring and evaluation systems in manuals.
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A METHODOLOGY FOR FUNCTIONAL
REVIEWS AND FOR ANALYZING

FUNCTIONAL PROSPECTS

The absence of an implementation strategy in the Framework Law for Modernization may
result in rather haphazard efforts to apply it to specific ministerial or sectoral contexts. Such an
implementation strategy is imperative. Below, Moore (2002) proposes some initial elements for
conducting functional reviews as part of this implementation strategy. The basic questions that
guides the methodology is how are these functions organized currently in the structure of the
ministry/sector? and how can or should they be organized in the future, either by units or levels of
the ministry? Its central premise is that in order to be efficient any organization must fulfill seven
basic functional subsystems. The strategic management of the organization requires an analysis
of how these are structured and how they interact. Each of these functions consists of sets of
activities that can be identified, and several levels of the organization may exercise each of these
activities either exclusively or concurrently. A matrix for identifying functions, activities, levels
and exclusivity can be designed for the application to the organizational structure. These
subsystems include the following:

* The programmatic function that provides the why of the organization and its vision and
mission. This function defines the substance of the institution and explains its purpose and
linkages to other sectors or institutions.

* The planning function that provides the how for carrying out the institutional vision and
combines activities related to policy formulation and planning, and their budgetary
expression. At the same time, the function incorporates those activities related to
investigation (for strategic planning).

* The financial administration function that provides for the identification of the processes
related to what resources (financial) are needed and utilized to carry out the how. This
function is delimited by financial analysis, the administration of resource generation, budget
execution, and the control of the use of financial resources.

* The human resource administration function that provides for the management of what
resources (human) are necessary to carry out the activities of the institution and relates to the
various subsystems of human resource management (recruitment, selection, promotion,
development, evaluation, etc.).

* The management control, supervision and evaluation function(s) that determine how the
institution is regulated, how supervision takes place, how resource execution of projects and
plans is carried out to assure accountability in policy execution.

* The administrative support function that guarantees the acquisition of goods and services,
assures the capacity to carry out institutional actions, and includes those activities related to
acquisitions, maintenance, construction and their organization.
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* The information function for producing, processing, distributing and consolidating the
information requirements to guarantee opportune and efficient decision-mnaking, management
and execution and the appropriate diffusion of information.

Each of these consists of activities, and these can be identified (current, future) by units and levels
in the form of a matrix of activities. Such an initial matrix for identification has been utilized
recently in Ecuador's Ministry of Education.' In real terms, the carrying out of the exercise is
organized in a series workshops/seminars of relevant (primarily internal) persons to arrive at the
completed matrix. The matrix is then applied to a reorganization strategy.

lSee Annex 3 in Moore (2002) for a full description of details of the Ecuadorian experience.
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Table Al. Combirned Public Sector Operatlona
Mtons ot tuevo Soles

1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2tO0 7D0 if

L irrentFlevenues 4115 7485 11474 17025 21470 25288 29712 31261 30653 33077 32382
t NDbi-lnanclilexpendi6ures 3682 7268 10915 16824 21335 24136 27795 29728 32956 34425 33620

1. Qjrrentexpendiures 2932 5475 7903 11871 15289 17813 20523 22614 25396 27610 27755
2. ftapexpandJtures 750 1794 3011 5153 6046 6323 7272 7115 7560 6815 5864

1 Otiera 33 57 -28 357 329 613 224 571 577 554 316
IV. PrwuryBelance 466 273 531 558 463 1785 2141 2104 -1726 -793 -922
V. hterest 1042 2007 2908 35688 4064 3332 2844 3174 3729 4120 4122
Vl. Overall Blance -577 -1734 -2 377 -3031 -3 601 -1587 .704 -1070 -5 455 -4 913 -5044

Vil. Not nanclng 577 1734 2377 3031 3601 1567 704 1t070 5455 4913 5044
1. Bcternae 954 1426 2141 2453 2878 1081 12 561 -313 2097 1980
Z Donestb -379 239 -64 -4454 -1428 -4792 -800 -255 4449 1389 1930
3. Privatttaton 1 69 300 5032 2151 5279 1492 764 1318 1 427 1 134

1/ PreITinary
Source: t Banco de la IaN1cdn, BCaP, Sunat, Aduanas, EsSatud, pubic bteneblary socrtettas. cat govemnent and pubic Institutions.

Table A2. Combined Public Sector Operations
Percent of GOP

1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1998 1997 1998 1999 2t00 2001 1/

L Current Rvenues 15.4 16.7 18.8 17.3 17.8 18.5 18.9 18.8 17.5 17.7 17.1
L licn-llnanctfa expendtures 13.8 16.2 15.8 17.1 17.7 17.6 17.7 17.9 18.9 18.4 17.7

1. OQrrentexpenditures 11.0 12.2 11.4 11.8 12.7 13.0 13.0 13.6 14.5 14.8 14.6
Z Capial expendltures Z8 4.0 4.3 52 5.0 4.8 4.6 4.3 4.3 3.6 3.1

iL Other 2/ 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.4 0.3 0A 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.2
IV. Airrary Batance 1.7 0.8 0. 0.6 0.4 1.3 1.4 1.3 -1.0 -0A -0.5
V. hterest 3.9 4.5 4.2 3.6 3.4 2.4 1.8 1.9 2.1 2.2 22
VI. Overall Balance -22 -a9 -3.4 -3.1 -ao -1.1 -0.4 -0.6 -3.1 -2.6 -2.7

VU. Noat Rnancrng 2.2 3.9 3.4 3.1 3.0 1.1 0.4 0.6 3.1 2.6 2.7
1. Extemal 3.8 32 3.1 2.5 2.4 0.8 0.0 0.3 -0.2 1.1 1.0
2. Domsatlc -IA 0.5 -0.1 -4.5 -1.2 -3.5 -0.5 -0.2 a5 0.7 1.0
3. Privatization 0.0 0.2 0.4 5.1 1.8 3.9 0.9 0.5 0.8 0.8 0.6

GiP(AUblon soles) 26,686 44.953 69.262 98,577 120,858 136,929 157.274 166,514 174,719 186,756 189,532
Source: Statistical Appendix, Table Al

Table A3. Combined Public Sector Operations.
h MUons 1994 Soles

1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2tO 2001 1/

L OurrentR Fevenues 13127 13761 14197 17025 19319 20399 22081 21681 20527 21348 20495
L NDbn-flnancla expendlures 11746 13363 13505 16824 19198 19470 20656 20599 2069 Z218 21278

1. Ourrentexpencitures 9352 10065 9779 11671 13758 14370 15252 15669 17007 17819 17567
2. Capta expenditures 2394 3298 3726 5153 5441 5101 5404 4930 5082 4398 3712

Ul Others 2/ 105 104 -35 357 296 495 167 395 387 358 200
iV. Alrnary Balance 1486 502 657 558 417 1424 1591 1458 -1156 -512 -583
V. hterest 3328 3689 3598 3588 3657 2688 2114 2199 2497 2659 2609
Vl. Overall Blance -1839 -3187 -2941 -3031 -3240 -1264 -523 -741 -3653 -3171 -3192

VIl. Hot Rnanclng 1839 3187 2941 3031 3240 1264 623 741 3653 3171 3192
1. BExernat 3045 2621 2649 2453 2590 872 9 389 -209 1354 1253
2 Domestic -1210 439 -80 -4454 -1285 -3868 -595 -177 2979 896 1222
3. Pivatgzation 5 127 371 5032 1935 4258 1109 529 883 921 717

AverageCPIDelator 31 54 81 100 111 124 135 144 149 155 158
Source: StatistIcal Appendix. Tatte Al
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PERU: RESTORING FISCAL DISCPLINE FOR POvERTY REDUCTION

Table A4. Central Govemment Operations
Mlmons of kievos Soles

1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 11 2002 2(
I. Currentrevenues 3193 609 9424 14386 18319 21522 25001 26174 25334 27515 26733 28341

la. TAXF£Ve45*S 2958 5416 8478 12866 16212 19036 22122 22995 21873 22663 23383 23919
1.hcometax 250 749 1406 2526 3462 4981 5710 5861 5072 5130 5630 6030
2.Propertytax 177 201 254 85 30 3 3 1 11 0
3. Bcport tax
4.rporttax 336 650 1228 1700 2144 2308 2471 2891 2848 2913 2738 3015
5.Value-addedtax 765 1702 3534 5954 7648 8578 10344 11040 11029 11996 11806 12462

-Dorrestic 437 911 1992 3563 4217 4723 5929 6384 6470 7004 6866 7035
-tnpons 328 791 1543 2391 3429 3856 4415 4655 4559 4993 4940 s427

6.BEcsbetax 1196 1743 1611 2267 2486 2761 3365 3427 3446 3421 3533 3417
-Fuel 781 995 991 1288 1493 1599 1931 2000 2092 2118 2318 2211
-Others 415 748 620 979 993 1162 1434 1426 1354 1303 1215 1206

7. Other tax revenues 312 442 528 834 1 160 1268 1737 1569 1568 1873 2 507 2 412
8. Tax retund -78 -71 .84 -499 -715 -863 -1509 -1794 -2101 -2 669 -2832 -3 417

b. NON-TAXFEVENtES 238 643 946 1520 2108 2485 2879 3179 3460 4651 3350 4342

11. Non-intereatexpenditures 2842 5839 8992 14270 18575 20729 23729 25379 27697 28989 28253 29426
1. Currentexpendtures 2319 4401 6448 9929 13545 15680 17934 19756 21797 23757 23857 25004

a. Wagesandsaearls 911 1770 2659 3866 5098 5433 6397 6979 7774 8180 8389 8643
b. Goodsandservices 552 966 1413 2570 3928 5129 5319 6022 6210 7068 7068 7236
c. Transfers 858 1665 2375 3493 4518 5118 6217 6756 7813 8608 8400 9045

2. Cpftalexpendctures 523 1438 2544 4341 5031 5048 5795 5623 5900 5232 4396 4422
a. Captalfomsaton 504 1115 2150 3342 3955 3921 4448 4964 5652 4749 3901 4221
b. Transfers 4 122 45 4 109 16 0 0 0 254
c. Others 15 200 349 995 967 1111 1347 659 248 229 494 201

mll. Others 3/ 23 28 -58 324 274 578 192 533 539 530 291 603

IV. Prlmarybalance 375 248 373 440 18 1371 1465 1327 -1825 -944 -1229 -603

IL Interest 1035 1998 2888 3560 4023 3289 2789 3119 3674 4074 4062 3819
1.Dorrstiodebt 86 91 61 107 90 76 116 176 238 543 466 3417
2.Fctemaldebt 949 1907 2827 3453 3933 3213 2673 2944 3436 3532 3596 6C3

VI. Overall Belance -660 -1 750 -2515 -3120 -4005 -1 918 -1 324 -1792 -5 499 -5 019 -5 291 -4422

VIl. MtRnancing 660 1750 2515 3120 4005 1918 1324 1792 5499 8019 5291 4422
1. Extamal 954 1426 2141 2453 2878 1077 12 561 -313 2097 1980 1407
2. Domestic -296 256 74 -4365 -1023 -4438 -160 487 4493 1494 2177 603
3. Privatzation 1 69 300 5032 2151 5279 1492 764 1318 1427 1134 2412

1/ Prebrinary
2/ Estrrete
3t Less payrments to Armrican kitemaftonal Group and Convenbo Pern-Aferrnla.
Source: MfY, Banco de ta Nacioin, BCR, Sunat Oustorrs, Enpressa Natclna de Corrrcliazacldn de hsunos SA. (EncQ,

BEpresa CoDmrcisazadora de AleTntos S.A. (Ecasa) and FPtroperi. Wand World Bankstaff estbrmtesfor2002.
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STATISTICAL APPENDIX

Table A5. Central Govemment Operations
Percent of GDP

1ast 1tlS 1993 1994 1916 1996 1997 1996 1999 200S 200 11 2002 2V

L Current revenues 12.0 13.5 13.8 14.6 152 15.7 15.9 15.7 14.5 14.7 14.1 14.1

te TAX RJ8EVENL 11.1 12.0 122 13.1 13.4 13.9 14.1 138 12.5 12.1 12.3 11.9

1. hnconr tax 0.9 1.7 2.0 2.6 2.9 3.6 3.6 35 2.9 2.7 3.0 3.0

2. roperty tex 0.7 0.4 0.4 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

3. rpvort tax
4. tmpon tax 1.3 1.4 1.8 1.7 1.8 1.7 1.6 1.7 1.6 1.6 1.4 1.5

5. Vakje-added tax 2.9 3.8 5.1 6.0 6.3 6.3 6.6 6.6 6.3 6.4 62 6.2

Downsstic 1.6 2.0 2.9 3.6 3.5 3.4 3.8 3.8 3.7 3.9 3.6 3.5

-tports 12 1.8 22 2.4 2.8 2.8 2.8 2.8 2.6 2.7 2.6 2.7

6. Excise tax 4.5 3.9 2.3 2.3 2.1 2.0 2.1 2.1 2.0 1.8 1.9 1.7

-Riel 2.9 2.2 1.4 1.3 12 1.2 12 12 1.2 1.1 12 1.1

-Ofers 1.8 1.7 0.9 1.0 0.8 0.8 0.9 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.6

7. Olartaxrevenues 12 1.0 0.8 0.8 1.0 0.9 1.1 0.9 0.9 1.0 1.3 12

8.Tax retund -03 -0.2 -0.1 -05 -0.6 -0.6 -1.0 -1.1 -1.2 -1.4 -1.5 -1.7

b. NON-TAX FEVENIB 0.9 1.4 1.4 1.5 1.7 1.8 1.8 1.9 2.0 2.6 1.8 22

11. bn-intereatexpenditures 10.6 13.0 13.0 14.5 16.4 15.1 15.1 15.2 15.9 15.5 14.9 14.6

1. Ourrentaxpenditures 8.7 9.8 9.3 10.1 11.2 11.5 11.4 11.9 12.5 12.7 12.6 12.4

a. Wags and saraies 3.4 3.9 3.8 3.9 42 4.0 4.1 42 4.4 4.4 4.4 4.3

b. Goods and services 2.1 2.1 2.0 2.6 3.3 3.7 3.4 3.6 3.6 3.8 3.7 3.6

c. Transfers 32 3.7 . 3.4 3.5 37 3.7 4.0 4.1 4.5 4.6 4.4 4.5

2. Cpta expenaures 2.0 3.2 3.7 4.4 4.2 3.7 3.7 3.4 3.4 2.8 23 2.2

a. CpItaifomrtln 1.9 2.5 3.1 3.4 3.3 2.9 2.8 3.0 32 2.5 2.1 2.1

b. Trarsfemr 0.0 0.3 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1

C. Othem 0.1 0.4 0.5 1.0 0.8 0.8 0.9 0.4 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.1

IL Others 21 0.1 0.1 -0.1 0.3 0.2 0.4 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.3 02 0.3

IV. Primary bance 1.4 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.0 1.0 0.9 0.8 -1.0 -0.5 -0.6 -0.3

tL Interest 3.9 4.4 42 3.6 3.3 2.4 1.8 1.9 2.1 2.2 2.1 1.9

1. Donestic dbt 0.3 02 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.3 02 1.7

Z EKtema debt 3.6 42 4.1 3.5 3.3 2.3 1.7 1.8 2.0 1.9 1.9 0.3

VL OversdiBilance -2.5 -3.9 -3.6 -32 -3.3 -1.4 -0.8 -1.1 -3.1 -2.7 -2.8 -.2

VIL Hot Nnanclng 2.5 3.9 3.6 3.2 3.3 1.4 0.8 1.1 3.1 2.7 2.8 22

1. 1tenmal 3.6 3.2 3.1 2.5 2.4 0.8 0.0 0.3 -0.2 1.1 1.0 0.7

2. DDm9stic *1.1 0.6 0.1 -4.4 -0.8 -32 -0.1 0.3 2.6 0.8 1.1 0.3

3. ffvatzatdin 0.0 0.2 0.4 5.1 1.8 3.9 0.9 0.5 0.8 0.8 0.6 12

GM (MEon soies) 28.686 44,953 69262 98577 120,858 136,929 157,274 166,514 174,719 186,756 189,532 201,000

Source: Statitical Annsx, Table A4, WB catcubatons.
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PERU: RESTORING FISCAL DISCIPLINE FOR POVERTY REDUCTION

Table A& Central Govemnment Opeatons
In Itlkm 1994 Soles

1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 199 19989 2W0 201 V 2092 21
1. CImwrsw0vembs 10187 11139 11681 14386 18485 17381 18580 18136 69e6 17758 169ts 17620la. TAX PEVENUES 9435 9967 10491 12886 14588 15356 16440 15933 14648 14627 14799 148711ljnaoetax 796 1377 1740 2526 3115 4018 4243 4061 3398 3311 3564 37492. Prpertytax 665 370 315 85 27 2 2 I 7 0

3. E0ot tax
4. Importtax 1070 1195 1520 1700 1929 1862 1836 2003 1907 1880 1733 1874
S. Vale-addeL d tax 2441 3128 4373 5954 6880 6920 7688 7649 7386 7742 7472 7748

-Do c 1395 1674 2468 3563 3795 3810 4406 4424 4333 4520 4346 .4374-Imponis 1045 1454 1909 2391 3085 3110 3281 3226 3053 3222 3127 33746. EFds. tax 3816 3205 1994 2267 2237 2228 2501 2374. 2308 2208 2236 2124
-Ful 2493 1829 1227 1288 1343 1290 1435 1386 1401 1387 1487 1375
-Oltem 1323 1375 767 979 883 937 1088 988 907 841 769 7507. Otertax mvemsje 996 813 654 834 1044 1023 1291 1087 1050 1209 1587 1500S. Tax efu -249 -131 -104 -499 -643 -696 -1121 -1243 -1407 -1723 -1792 -2124

lb. NON-TAXPEVENUES 752 1182 1170 1520 1897 2005 2140 2203 2317 3131 2120 2699

IL Non.trestmpundhaus 9066 10734 11127 14270 16715 16721 17634 17585 18548 16710 17662 182s61. Currerlxapenditura 7398 8082 7978 9929 12188 12649 13328 13889 14597 15333 15100 15546a. Wages and a9a91 s 2906 3254 3291 3886 4587 4383 4754 4835 5208 5280 5310 5374
b. Goods and senvices 1761 1776 1749 2570 3535 4137 393M 4172 4159 4562 4474 4499c. Transfers 2701 3061 2939 3493 4066 4129 4620 4681 5232 6491 5316 56232 Capia erqultr 1667 2643 3148 4341 4527 4072 4307 3596 3961 9377 2782 2749
e Cit fmration 1609 2050 2661 3342 3589 3163 3306 3439 3785 3066 2489 2624b. Trarlers 12 224 S5 4 96 13 0 0 0 154
C. O es 47 369 432 995 670 896 10o1 456 166 148 313 125

19. o urs 2 75 51 -72 324 248 468 143 369 361 342 184 312

IV: Pnlmmybelanas 1198 455 462 440 16 1106 1089 920 -1222 -60 -778 -375

IL Inthert 3302 3670 3573 3560 3620 2663 2073 2161 2460 2630 2571 2374
1. Domesic d* 275 166 75 107 81 62 as 122 189 350 295 2124
2. Exteral dent 3027 3507 3498 3463 3539 2592 1987 2040 2301 2279 2276 375

VL OvailBalance -2106 -216 -3111 -3120 -4604 -1547 -984 -1242 -62 -3239 -3349 -2749

VIL N a RPhu ng 2106 3218 3111 3120 3604 1547 984 1242 36s2 3239 3349 2749
1. Extmal 3045 2621 2649 2453 2590 869 9 389 -20 1354 1253 875
2. Domeswc -944 471 91 -4365 -81 -3580 -134 323 3009 964 1378 375
3. PtvaIzatu 5 127 371 5032 1935 4258 1109 529 883 921 717 15s0

CPI Do r 31 54 81 108 III 124 135 144 149 156 158 161
Foototes and source: See Tabe 4 WB cecaon.
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Table A7a. Structure of Central Govemments Fixed Capital Formation
MiDlons of Mevo Soles

1991 1992 199 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000

EONOMIC SETORS 384 885 1344 1942 2169 2222 2810 2434 3220 2563

1. Agrlcuriure 233 373 544 589 580 510 615 809 1089 911

2.Transportandcommnnicatons 116 360 568 904 1162 1096 1688 1194 1596 1132

3. Energy and nlning 2 63 151 380 365 544 483 420 494 483

4.industry,cofmerce,tourism 3 3 11 20 20 19 22 11 21 16

6. Pshing 10 66 71 49 52 53 22 0 19 21

SOCIAL SECTOR9 59 122 489 738 994 751 684 939 1085 910

1. Education 34 41 188 368 509 356 377 416 608 496

2. mWth 15 28 37 88 186 271 159 323 271 260

3. HDusig and Construcfon 4 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

4.8pb1ynsmntandothers 7 49 285 282 299 125 148 200 187 154

OTHER SEiTORS 2t 28 90 231 411 371 726 571 902 728 702

MtLTISECTORAL PROGRAMS S/ 53 38 88 251 421 222 383 690 639 573

TOTAL 504 III1 2150 3342 3955 3921 4448 4964 56S2 4749

1/ Preotinary

2 Inckides: Mnitry of the Preskdent. Mnistries of Jusfice, Interior, Btterbor iallons, Econorry and Fnance, nsterlD Pbbilco,

Jurado Naclonal de Becciones and knsituto Nacionai de Planioacin, arrong ofters.

3 inchludes projects w 1h diverse sectoral scopes. The latest periods Incorporate expenditures In the n1croreglons.

Source: MF, WB staff esf mates

Table A7b. Structure of Central Govemrments Fixed Capital Formadon
Percent of Total

1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000

ECONOMIC SECTORS 72.1 77.6 62.5 5S1 54.8 56.7 63.2 49.0 57.0 54.0

1. Agricuture 46.1 33.4 25.3 17.6 14.7 13.0 13.8 16.3 19.3 19.2

2. Transport and conmunicatlons 23.1 32.3 26.4 27.0 29.1 28.0 37.9 24.1 282 23.8

3. Energysandn1ntng 0.3 5.7 7.0 11.4 9.2 13.9 10.4 8.5 8.7 10.2

4. hdustry, commrce. tourism 0.5 0.3 0.5 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.2 0.4 0.3

5. Plshtng 2.0 5.9 3.3 1.5 1.3 1.3 0.5 0.0 0.3 0.4

SOCIAL SErTORS 11.8 10.9 22.7 22.1 25.1 19.2 ISA 18.9 18.8 19.2

1. Edwfucaon 6.7 3.7 7.7 11.0 12.9 9.1 8.5 8.4 10.8 10.4

2. Hlsaith 3.0 2.2 1.7 2.6 4.7 6.9 3.6 6.5 4.8 5.5

3. HiusSg and Construecon 0.8 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

4. Empbyrment and others 1.4 4.4 13.3 8A 7.5 3.2 3.3 4.0 3.3 3.2

OTHERSECTORSV2 5.6 8.1 10.7 12.3 B4 18.5 12.8 182 12.9 14.8

M ILTISWTORALPROGRAMS31 10.5 3.4 4.0 7.5 10.7 5.7 8.8 13.S 113 12.1

TOTAL 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

1 Pretlrinary

2/ hccides: Ninistry of the President, Mnistriss of Justce, Interior, hlerior Pelations. Economy and Finance. Mnisterbo Pbco,

Jurado Nacional de Bocotones and hsituto Nacionai do Pianflcact6n, asfong others.

3v inchkdes projects w hit diverse saectorel scopes. The latest periods Incorporate expenditures In the rrncroregons.

Source: M3E, WB stafl estimates
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PERU: RESTORING FISCAL DISCIPLiNE FOR POVERTY REDUCTION

Table ABa. Operadtors of the Non-Finandal Pubtic Sector
Mililos of Nuevo Soles

1991 1ss2 iass 1994 1S95 1996 1997 1998 iNS9 200 m fl
L PrmaryBaianoe 4H0 5s4 1038 972 481 2113 3210 194 -1675 -1706 -59s

1. PimaryfsmneiotfBe CO 375 248 373 440 18 1371 1465 1327 -182 -944 -t120
a. Ourenlrrenues 3193 8069 9424 143886 8319 21522 25001 28174 28334 27515 28733

.Texmvemss 2968 5416 6478 12868 16212 19038 22122 22995 21 73 22863 23383
lI.Nn-taxrevewues 236 643 948 1520 2108 2485 2879 3179. 3460 4851 3350

bt Nn-fnancialJepedtes 2842 5839 8992 14270 18575 20729 23729 25379 27697 2389s 28253
i.Current 2319 4401 6448 Os2 13545 15680 17934 19758 21797 23757 23857

IL. capli 523 1438 2 544 4341 5031 5048 5 798 5 623 5900 5232 4 398
caOt8s 21 23 28 -58 324 274 578 192 533 539 Yo 291

2. PrIsmrfytmewPsft w05 2s9 s65 532 443 745 1746 6s8 150 -72 ass
a. Restd ofCenrl Govenmn 75 57 97 107 371 409 o7n 689 233 109 143

Lo 0W Govemments 16 -32 61 11 74 -15 -3 117 -134 42 154
c.StfEnerprlses 14 273 507 414 -2 349 1089 -158 S1 -913 377

H.Ltaest 12Z5 2302 3159 5727 4281 3507 2987 3275 3807 4235 431
a.EAenmaldebt 958 1919 2844 3488 3948 3220 2697 2972 3469 3582 3888
bt Domestcdedt 289 383 314 241 314 287 259 302 338 854 584

atl.Oveussnceg4l) -745 -1755 -2121 -27ss 4800 -1394 253 -132 4482 -8942 -4823
IV. NMtFlnancdng 745 1758 2121 275s 3800 1394 -zs3 1329 8482 5942 4823

a.Esemal NetFinadncg 1108 1447 2107 2383 3048 1092 -591 642 -11t 2280 1755
tl.W OfUS$) 1372 1052 106S 1190 1741 443 I30 224 21 654 49w
£ DlsbsenonS 3 874 320 16as 496 028 3w 1566 657 812 1299 1318
n. Amdortidns 31 1032 770 931 941 s3 842 735 7f9 883 635 77n

HE OftusS/ 1531 152 a6 1535 1545 904 -0o0 365 50 -t0 -4S
b. Net ODnstc nanckng -3m3 239 -a28 -4 80 -1 398 -4976 -1 55 -77 4274 2235 1 935
c.PritizatIonPlenaies 1 69 300 6032 2151 5279 1492 784 1318 1427 1134

1/ Prnirr irry
2t Less paynxtt to Amertcan Intemnaion Grup and to Coverio Pen-Aeranla
3' Includes exceponal and sh1oh-teirn linasing.
Soume: MEF, Banco dea Nacidn, BCRP, Swet Custwn EsSa paubic bensflisy sdcieties, local g9ne tam enterpss mid puald s kittutian

Table A8b. Opertions of the Non-Financial Public Sector
Percent of GDP

199 s 199 3 1994 S 19SEi 1S97 1i98 use 20oo 20M0 2
1. Prnary Balace 1.8 1.2 1.5 1.0 . 0.4 1.5 tO 1.2 -1.0 -0.9 -0.3

1. Pdmwy Baiae of ts tG 1A 06 0.5 0.4 0.0 1.0 0.9 0.8 -1.0 0.5 -0.8
a. Ouren revenues 120 13.5 13.8 14.6 152 15.7 15.9 15.7 14.5 14.7 14.1

STaKrevenues 11.1 120 12.2 13.1 13.4 1&9 14.1 138 12.5 12.1 12.3
II. Non-tax rvenues 0.9 1.4 1.4 1.5 1.7 1.8 1.8 1.9 tO 2.6 1.8

b. Nonlnendlspeutires 10.6 13.0 13. 14.5 15.4 15.1 15.1 15.2 15.9 155 14.9
LCunent 8.7 9.8 9.3 10.1 11.2 11.5 11A 11.9 12.5 t? 12.8

II. Cepito 2.0 3.2 3.7 4A 4.2 3.7 3.7 3.4 3.4 28 23
c. Oltrs2 0.1 0. 40.1 0.3 0.2 0.4 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.2

Z PdaetyBisacef the Rest 0.4 0.7 1.0 0.5 0.4 0.5 t.1 0.4 O.1 -0.4 0.3
a.RestctnGoemmrnnt. 0.3 0(1 0.1 O.1 3 0.3 0.4 0.4 O.1 0.1 0.1
bLocalGovenents 0.1 -0.1 0.1 0.0 0.11 0O 0.0 0.1 41 0. 0.1
c Staterftatprses 0.1 0.8 0.7 OA 0.0 0.3 0.7 -0.1 0.0 -0.5 02

tt lntelt 4. 5.1 4.6 3.8 3.5 26 1.9 20 22 2.3 2.2
a.Esidematddet 3.8 4.3 4.1 3.5 3 Z4 1.7 1.8 20 1.9 1.9
b. Donestdc et 1.0 0.9 0.5 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.3

lovea tian"oQ -2.8 -39 -3. -2.8 -.1 -1.0 0.2 48 -31 -32 -2P5
TV. NstFintndg 28 3.9 3. 2.8 a1t t. 40.2 0.8 3. 3a2 2.5

a.ExtemaiNotFnsnidng 4.1 32 3.0 24 25 0.8 44 0.4 -Qt 1.2 0.9
t Dlsbusenat s 3.3 0.7 2.0 0s 0.5 0.3 1.0 0.4 s 0.7 0.7

U. An 1d8scY3 3.9 1.7 1.3 1.0 0.7 0.8 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.3 0.4
iN. o01) 3f 5.7 3.3 09 1.6 13 0.7 -0.7 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0

b. Nat Dwesm FRnandng -1.4 0.5 4.4 -4.7 -1.2 -68 4.7 0.0 3.4 12 1.0
c. Prlvaation PRewnu 0.0 0.2 0.4 5.1 1.8 39 0.9 0.5 08 0.8 0.

GDP (MMn scies) 26,688 44,953 69,262 9AS77 120,858 138.929 157,274 165,514 174.719 186,786 189.532
Footnotes anrd source See Tatle A8a
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Table Pc. Operationos o the Non-Friandal Public Sector
In MtIors 1994 Sole5

19t1 1992 1993 1994 1996 1998 1997 1996 1999 2000 2001 2V

1. Rn3ay aianoe 1631 1004 12e4 972 415 1706 2385 1348 -1122 -1101 -375

1. PimaryldericeoltheCG 1196 455 4682 440 16 1106 1089 920 -1222 -0 -778

a. CLu5revues 10187 11139 11661 14386 16485 17361 18680 18138 16966 17758 16920

i. Tax rnsnvm 9435 9957 10491 12566 14588 15356 16440 15933 14648 14627 14799

H. bNsaxvewums 752 1182 1170 1520 1897 2D05 2140 2203 2317 3131 2120

b. NonfwiOol q,i8 9D06 10734 11127 14270 167rS 16721 17634 17585 18548 71o 0 1782

1. Qjrmrt 7398 S099 7978 9OM 1218 12649 13328 13689 14597 1t333 15100

U. clt 1887 2543 3148 4341 4527 4072 4307 3896 3951 3377 2782

C. hwe VJ 75 51 -72 324 248 466 143 389 361 342 184

2. PrimwyB oee d theRPst 335 549 823 562 399 599 1267 428 100 -492 403

L Ro ofCe ljsGovew4 238 106 120 107 334 330 504 467 156 70 91

b. Loct MGoveffnu 52 -68 75 1 67 -12 -2 81 -90 27 97

cS4tse 1errpises 45 502 627 414 -2 281 794. -110 34 -689 239

IL Intest 3907 4232 3908 3727 3834 282s 2197 22e9 2549 2734 2678

a. Ithene debt 3051 3528 3520 34e8 3661 2095 90 2869 232 2312 2321

b Drnesbcdebt 867 704 389 241 263 232 193 209 226 422 357

IlL O1.vei lalance(I-II) -2378 -37 -2e24 -2756 -3419 -1124 168 -921 -3871 -383 -3053

IV. NotFbiwkg 2376 3227 2824 2756 3419 1124 -188 921 3671 3805 3053

a Extemal Nstllrssng 3530 2661 2607 2383 2742 881 439 445 -74 1471 1111

L Dsbusemnts S 2787 589 1718 496 u66 308 1164 455 544 838 834

B.Anaxlim 3' 3292 1418 1152 941 749 679 546 554 591 410 492

S.I o s'Y 4883 2761 749 1536 1390 728 -788 253 33 -7 -27

b Nt Domestic Fnanidng -11568 440 -354 4880 -12568 -4014 -858 -53 2868 1443 1225

a Pvlaon Pavenmes 5 127 371 609 135 4258 1109 520 883 921 717

AveageCPIDdleltor -. 31 54 81 100 111 124 135 144 149 155 158

Fownotes and swe See Tane Afa

Table A9. Local Govemment Operations
Mlrtons of Nuevo Soles

1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001

CuirrentRevenues 495 825 1 338 1713 2170 2539 3144 3454 3279 3549 3754

IL N'f tinancialexpendttures 488 888 1307 1735 2151 2588 3175 3374 3451 3784 3832

1. Currentexpenditures 317 582 920 1 086 1 285 1 483 1 840 2022 2079 2239 2289

2. Capitalexpenditures 172 303 387 649 866 1106 1335 1352 1372 1545 1543

IL thers 9 29 30 33 55 35 28 38 38 278 233

IV. Rimary Balance 16 -32 61 11 74 -15 -3 117 -134 42 154

V. bIterest 2 9 19 28 40 42 53 53 54 45 59

Vl. Overall Balance 14 -40 42 -17 34 -56 -56 64 -188 -2 95

Source: Local governrnents and Contadurfa RFblica de la Nacl6n.
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PERU: RESTORING FISCAL DISCIPLINE FOR POVERTY REDUCTION

Table AlO. Operations of the Non-Flnancial State Enterprilse
Mtons of tNuevo Soles

1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1996 1999 2000 2001
I. CurrentRevenues 4083 6105 8917 11272 12486 12304 11386 9524 10700 12914 11581

I. F6tropeni 1691 2716 3867 5154 5681 6187 5216 4285 5370 7724 6797
z t3clropeni 238 356 618 869 1108 1 390 1 388 1 450 1 265 1 214 1 221
3. Fegonates deo Elrtcidad na na na na 736 625 975 1197 1454 1 568 1339
4. SedapeJ 66 133 208 356 418 507 821 581 626 643 665
5. Centrorrin 311 515 738 1018 1336 1440 1554 603 546 258 202
6. Others 1 778 2386 3488 3875 3027 1 953 1 635 1406 1 438 1 507 1 358

n. Non-financtalCurrent Expenditures 3833 5503 7825 9985 11575 10932 9450 8306 9047 12568 10495
I. tbtropet 1 694 2685 3 754 4 878 5774 5 828 4 782 4212 5 344 7823 6343
2. tectroperu 124 254 391 591 755 899 1 019 1126 675 782 858
3. Pegionales de Dectrckidad na na na na 608 619 652 893 1122 1509 958
4. Sedapel 55 116 138 246 300 331 391 379 357 447 400
5. Centrorrin 333 456 684 899 1205 1323 1169 606 385 507 203
6. Otros 1 628 1 992 2 861 3 371 2 934 1 932 1 436 1 092 1 184 1 520 1 732

Ill.Gastosdecapoitel 280 459 684 954 1115 1387 1t71 2025 1711 1312 783
1. Fttropen) 35 48 124 150 449 182 23 41 29 22 40
2. Bectropeni 95 106 127 157 77 450 101 526 533 453 150
3. Regionales de Bectrioldad na na na na 96 114 Z9 204 428 367 244
4. Sedapel 24 38 91 124 68 170 371 426 453 264 196
5.&Csntronin 21 7 28 23 39 61 65 46 28 42 8
6. Ohers 105 20 315 500 366 389 783 779 241 154 147

IV. Others 44 129 100 82 202 344 703 650 108 73 75
V. Primary elance Q-IltkttV) 14 273 507 414 -2 349 1069 -156 51 -913 S77
VL Interest 182 295 251 139 197 175 112 101 78 115 107
Vil. Overall s3snce -168 -22 256 275 -199 173 957 -259 -27 -t 028 270

I. wtopero -87 -59 -53 97 -484 90 385 7 -18 -154 398
Z Bectropenr -1 -36 99 102 263 22 241 -220 56 -21 214
S Pagmnales de S 3ectrlcidad na na na na 26 86 68 182 *96 -333 182
4. Sedapal -8 -9 -20 -19 48 37 -56 - 4 -167 -109 27
5. Oantrorrin -57 35 -7 s0 69 41 308 -60 144 -298 -15
6. Others -15 46 236 14 -141 -103 -9 -103 44 -114 -538

na not evaibtle
Source: Stae t terprises, Ftond Nctona de Rinarnc nto dol aActvkdad tmrewsartt del tstado (F*.lAli.

Table All. Operat9onsof the Restof the Central Govemment I/
Mions of f4.jevo Soles

1991 1992 1993 1994 199S 1996 1997 1998 1999 20t0 2001
L Currentrevenues 707 1147 1558 2314 3070 3731 4715 5169 6090 6557 66S67

I. Contrbulc sto EsSahidndOOP2/ 539 933 1335 1745 2194 2378 2804 2795 2945 3112 3166
2. Others 169 214 22 565 875 1354 1911 2374 3145 3446 3501

IL Nton-finenlal expenditures 633 1 090 1 461 2 207 2807 3324 4040 4510 5857 6449 6 524
1. Current 577 1 037 1 381 2045 2549 3155 3898 4370 5569 6157 6396
2. Cplts 56 53 80 162 258 169 142 140 287 291 129

Ill. Others 0 0 0 0 109 1 4 0 0 0 0
IV. Prinmary Balance(I-1iII) 75 57 97 107 371 409 679 659 233 109 145
V. Interest 5 0 0 0 0 1 2 1 1 1 1
VI. Overall Defence 70 57 97 106 371 407 677 658 m 108 141

1. sSaludY3 65 tt 98 211 179 338 531 414 142 -100 92
2. OW3/ 0 0 0 -126 142 -2 -34 10 -39 65 19
3. ttCR 0 0 0 0 0 0 112 72 26 97 53
4. Fonahpu 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 42 42 103 -53
5. Others 4 48 -t 50 72 67 119 62 -57 30

I/ tncktdes: EtSatud, O3ichr do Normahacl6n Pwvlionel (01), pubic beneficiary societies, Fondo Consoidado de Peservas (CQ,
el Rondo tMalonol de Ahorro Utbico (Fonahpu), regulated organlzattcns and registrIes.

21 CW> receives the revenues correspondlng to the colecobns of the Sistena taonel do Peisbones (SMNW.
3Y Up to 1993, 6 shows the operatIns of IPSS In EsSatud, consoidating the provisional pension and heath regins.
Source: MEF, Sunet, Aduanas, EsSalud, pubic beneticsy socIetIes and regulated organioatlins.
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Table A12a. Functional Classification of Central Govemment Budget Expenditures
Millions of Nuevos Solas

1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 20021/

Planning and Admirtistration 8,847 6,601 8.246 9,253 8,701 9,514

Pensions and Social Assistance 5,593 5,885 7,149 7,717 7.931 8,196

Pensions 4.041 4,675 5.330 6,127 8.294 6,480

Social Assistance 1,552 1,310 1,819 1,590 1,637 1,716

Education 4,172 4,529 5.230 5,403 5,323 6,067

Pro-primary 303 382 455 448 415 612

Primaly 1,518 1,598 1,910 1,957 1,818 2,048

Secondary 1.130 1,134 1,308 1,400 1,424 1.676

Tertiary 743 836 970 955 965 1,039

Others 478 579 587 642 700 692

Defense and Natlonil Security 4,523 4,858 4,958 8,366 4,709 4,189

Health and Water 228 2,465 2709 2,914 3,052 3,328

Waterand Sewage 283 271 269 333 207 159

Heaithcaro 1,975 2,194 2440 2,581 Z845 3,169

Transportatlon 1,709 1,532 1,752 1,383 1,286 1,318

Agriculture 968 1,205 1,289 1.25 1.049 961

Justice 556 621 678 703 733 862

Energy and Natural Resources 269 311 338 288 257 297

Other2/ 691 808 1,008 1,109 1,034 1,039

TOTAL 20,586 28,815 33.357 35,369 34,075 35,772

Memorandum /tems:
Total Social Expenditure. Pensions 14,937 15,451 17,667 18.835 18,972 20.286

Total Social Expenditure 10.896 10,876 12337 12,708 1278 13,806

Budget social epenciture 3/ 7,982 8,304 9,758 9,907 10,012 11.111

Essaiud 4/ 1,735 2,025 Z489 2,801 2,666 2,695

FonavtSt 1,179 547 90

Echange Rate 3A49 3.43 3.54

1/Budget
2a Includes toreign retations, begisatve, housing and urban development, Industry, commerce and seMces,

fishing, communications, end employment
3t Inludies education, hesath, and sanitation and other sodai assistance.

4/ Total expendlIture by Essaiud, the public health insurance admlnistraton

5/ Incudes net operations of the national housing fund (FonavilHoan dlsbursements and amortizations received

Source: MEF, IMF

Table Al2b. Functional Classification of Central Government Budget Expenditures

Percent of GDP
1997 1998 1999 2000 20t1 2002/1

Plannlng and AdminIstraton 5.6 4.0 4.7 5.0 4.6 4.7

Pensions and Social Assistance 3.6 3.5 4.1 4.1 42 4.1

Pensions 2.6 27 3.1 33 3.3 3.2

Socia Assistance 1.0 0.8 1.0 0.9 0.9 0.9

Education 2.7 2.7 3.0 2.9 2.8 3.0

Pro-primary 0.2 02 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.3

Primary 1.0 1.0 1.1 1.0 1.0 1.0

Secondary 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.8

Tediary 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.5

Otherm 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.3

Detense and Nationas Secudty 2.9 Z9 2.8 29 2.5 2.1

Health and Water 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.7

Water and Sewage 02 0.2 02 0.2 0.1 0.1

Heoathcare 1.3 1.3 1.4 1.4 1.5 1.6

Transportation 1.1 0.9 1.0 0.7 0.7 0.7

Agriculture 0.6 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.6 0.5

Justce 0.4 0.4 . 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4

Energy and Natural Resources 02 02 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1

Other 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.5 0.5

TOTAL 18.8 17.3 19.1 18.9 18.0 17.8

Memorandum Items:
Total Social Expenditure 8.9 6.5 7.1 8.8 6.7 8.9

Budget social expenditure 5.1 5.0 5.8 5.3 5.3 5.5

Essatud 1.1 12 1.4 1.5 1.4 1.3

Fonavi 0.7 0.3 0.1

Footnotes and source: See Table Al 2a
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Table A13. Central Govemrnent Spending by Minisby or Insdtution
Maons ot N4evos Soies

1999 2i00 2001
Sectors Budgeted Actual 0Dif % Hudgeted Actual Dlft % Budgeted Actuad Ot%

01 Presidency of the C4unc o WMnisters 268 292 8.8 360 399 10.9 368 279 -242
04 JuftaisPbwer 413 454 9.9 459 477 3.8 471 482 2.4
08 Jstbe 307 269 -127 310 392 28.6 381 382 -4.8
07 hiterr Z424 2891 19.3 2778 3,029 9f1 2931 2,888 -1.5
08 Biterbr Fealins 293 348 181 341 382 120 366 374 2.3
09 Bconorry and Fnance 10,362 10.009 -3.4 12128 12533 3.4 13,382 12,741 -4.8
10 Educaubn 2713 3,040 121 Z534 Z825 3.8 Z478 2,154 -13.1
1 1 Hah 1,623 1,664 2.5 1,828 1,728 -5.5 1,859 1,939 4.3
12 LaborandSocisiAsalstance 126 51 -59.3 25 50 989 38 38 5.4
13 Agrbufture 648 827 27.6 749 810 8.1 664 787 18.5
14 hdustry, Tourism hiaegraion and

htenatianor Oxmrercia
Nlgaotist 79 81 2.7 93 95 1.4 103 85 -18.8

15 Transport, Corrrruncations,
Hobusing and 0onstructiDn 1,817 1,793 -1.4 1,599 1,348 -15.7 1,496 1,196 -2D.1

16 Energy andM tig 490 325 -33.7 359 259 -27.9 281 254 -9.7
18 Fisherles 90 150 68.6 83 97 16.6 102 110 8.1
19 Ganer]iOrptrodler 52 49 -8.0 52 48 -7.4 48 49 3.3
20 fficeofthe Faoes O budsperson 12 19 521 16 22 33.9 17 21 25.9
21 Naiort furidoftheMegistrate 3 3 -8.8 3 4 15.9 5 7 44.8
22 Mnislryofthe RA,t 156 158 1.2 160 152 -4.8 157 179 13.8
24 CoestUlonalTrbunal 7 7 3.2 8 8 -0.9 9 8 -29
25 Mrdstry o the FResierncy 6,384 6.698 4.9 5.961 6.122 2.7 6,075 5,802 -4.5
26 Defense 2773 3,396 22.5 3228 3,684 14.1 3,488 3,148 -9.7
28 Ccgress 247 236 -4.4 282 288 Z2 299 304 1.9
31 NftBnaletebn Body 12 15 280 10 26 157.0 11 41 272.9
32 Ntirna ffIce of the EecW Frocess 9 34 290.0 12 141 1060.3 14 281 1857.1
33 N n$ PalFegistryc idIentfsa1bn andCOvD State 112 72 -36.0 75 113 49.5 87 79 -92
34 Advancen ent d Worrn and

linrn Dvebpent 524 474 -9.5 597 539 -9.8 588 468 -20.7
TOrAL 31,947 33,357 4.4 34,046 35,368 3.9 35,712 34,M75 -46

Source: MEF. SiAF for 2001

Table A14. Social Spending by Type
MDins ci tevos Soles

1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000
Education 578 1,037 1,944 3,310 4,255 4,287 5,011 5,3D0 4.827 5,657
SocisiSecurity 403 827 1,524 1,933 3,161 3,430 4,712 5,300 4,603 5,305
Nrftion 44 78 155 359 677 587 817 843 776 964
Histh 264 459 634 1,037 1,547 1.814 2200 Z372 Z215 2.143
iustie 37 70 170 194 194 374 547 498 586 622

OlherSociajinvestrrant 90 243 815 1,111 1281 1,480 1,682 2.144 Z132 1,783
Total 1,416 2712 5,242 7.944 11,116 11.971 14,968 16,457 15,139 16,474

Parcent o GDP 5.3% 6.0% 7.6% 8.1% 92% 8.7% 9.5% 9.9% 8.7% 8.8%
Source: MEF,ntes ths table has ntincor knnsistencies with the cther tabbs
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Table A15. Composition of Social Expenditures
(Mlillons Nuevo Soles)

1999 2000 2001 it 002

1. UNIVERSAL SOCIAL EXPENDITURE 6 821 7 207 7 448 8 439

EDUCATION 4 552 4 812 5 042 5 797

HEALTH 2 268 2 395 2 405 2 643

11. EXTREME POVERTY PROGRAMS 3 287 3 043 2 979 3 531

FONCODES 758 489 350 537

Apoyo Social 232 184 19

Strengthening Social Programs 42 56 32 38

Social InvestmenV Productive Development 483 228 207 179

Programa de Emergencla Social Productiva na na 92 320

EDUCATION 377 315 163 355

Improving primary education 260 219 102 55

Improving oducation of other levels 116 96 61 271

LIteracy 29

HEALTH 126 136 205 291

Lucha contra epidemias 8 39 42 43

Family Planning 32 11 20 9

Seguro Escolar/Malemo InfanUlI (Prog. Apoyo Reforma Sector Salud -SALUD) 87 86 143 239

AGRICULTURE 317 293 416 276

Agricultural support In Emergency Zones 62 74 257 40

Pronamachs 191 185 143 219

Land Tlilng 64 34 15 17

PRONAA 237 258 221 216

Food Assistance/Support In Emergency Cases 211 233 201 195

Proyectos de Aalstencla Allmentaria 26 25 20 21

PROG.APOYO REPOBLACION Y DESARROLLO ZONA DE EMERG. 22 29 21 17

Programa de Apoyo a la Repoblaclon 22 29 21 17

ECONOMY AND FINANCE 338 350 357 363

Vaso de Leche (Goblemos Locales) 305 325 332 343

Apoyo Social -PL 480 33 25 25 20

ENERGY AND MINING 77 90 108 111

Dlstribution infrastructure for energy 77 98 108 111

TRANSPORT AND COMMUNICATIONS 190 112 59 160

Rural roads 190 112 59 160

MIPRE 102 336 312 329

Prog.Naclonal de Agua Potable y Alcantarillado 92 63 89 102

Targeted Investment to reduce extreme poverty 10 8 14 20

Prog. Equlpamlento Basico Municipal na 256 209 207

Water for All na 9

COOPOP a 6 12 9

Multisectoral Projects 8 6 12 9

INIEDPINFES 77 50 31 50

Education Infrastructure 77 50 31 50

COMISION DE FORMAUZACION DE LA PROP. INFORMAL 86 76 49 61

PROMUDEH 70 84 68 42

Llteracy/Educatonal development 70 84 s8 42

BASIC SOCIAL EXPENDITURE 472 433 606 713

Educaton 39 34 33 59

Health 305 264 255 316

Insfftuto Nacdonal de Satud 83. 93 268 300

Others 45 42 50 38

Ill NON-TARGETED SOCIAL PROGRAMS 9,468 10,826 10,625 10,906

ESSALUD 2489 2801 2668 2695

Fonavl 90

Tertiary and Other education 1557 1597 1665 1731

Pensions 5330 6127 6294 6460

TOTAL 19 544 20 775 21051 22 877

Memo Items:
Total budgeted soclal expendilture as (% of GDP) 3/ 6.7% 6.3% 6.4% 6.8%

Total social expenditure and pensions as (% of GDP) 11.2% 11.1% 11.1% 11.4%

Total poverty reduction programs (% ol GDP) 5.8% 5.5% 5.5% 8.0%

Poverty reduction (% of total budgeted social expenditure) 86.6% 88.5% 86.2% 87.4%

Non-targeted social programs (% of total social expenditure and perisn) 48.4% 50.7% 50.5% 47.7%

1/ Preliminary
2/ Eatimated
3/ Budgeted social expenditure excludes ESSALUD, Fonavi, and pensions

Source: MEF
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Table A16. PESEM: Projected Social Spending by Insitutlon, 2002-2006
2002 2003 2004 2005 2006

Nminal Million NS
Social Sectors 11898 12554 13224 14307 15260

Education 6068 6662 7457 8232 9062
Justice 356 386 416 452 491
Fbafth 3224 3377 3580 3776 3978
FPesident 1788 1653 1223 1256 1093
Wonsn and H4mun Devebprnrnt 462 476 548 592 636

Defense and hterlor 5346 5573 5573 5720 5881
Total 35991 38034 39026 40861 42761
Percent of Budget

SocIl Sectors 33.1 33.0 33.9 35.0 35.7
Education 16.9 17.5 19.1 20.1 21.2
kustlce 1.0 1.0 1.1 1.1 1.1
Fhath 9.0 8.9 92 9.2 9.3
PFestent 5.0 4.3 3.1 3.1 2.6
Woman end inen Devebpnent 1.3 1.3 1.4 1.4 1.5

Defense and hterlor 14.9 14.7 14.3 14.0 13.7
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Percent of GDP

Soclal Sectors 5.9 5.8 5.7 5.8 5.7
Education 3.0 3.1 3.2 3.3 3.4
Justice 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2
FHsath 1.6 1.6 1.5 1.5 1.5
rsadeMnt 0.9 0.8 0.5 0.5 0.4

Worrn and Ijinun Deveopuent 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 02
Defense end hterbor 2.7 2.6 2.4 2.3 2.2

Total 17.9 17.6 16.8 16.4 16.1

GOPANominal 201000 216300 232523 246799 266215
Source: NU9 and World Bank staff est*nates, based on nuti-ennual sectoral prograwm (IBE4

Table A17. Pledges at the 2002 Consultative Group for Peru
Country Pledges

Concessonal DebtSwaps Loans Total

Spean 212.4 9.0 - 271.0
BeligIm - 20.5
Canada
Dennmrk
Fnand - - - 1.4
France
Gemrny- 22.5 36.1
laly 14.0 127.0 - -
Japan -
Luxernburg
Nwrwey
Sw aden
Swizerland
The Natherlands - - -
Uhled Kngdom
Unfed States
TOTAL 226.4 156.5 - 329.0
Inatlutlon
IADB - - 400.0
World Food Pog . .
Euopean Commission - - 90.0
WB - 120.0
European nvest Bank - 20.0
FAD 25.0 -
GAF - - 321.0 -
TOTAL - 880 90.0
GRAND TOTAL 226.4 156t5 886.0 410.0
Source: W
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Table A18. Privaizatlons and Concesdons, 2001-04
MUbns of LIS$

2001 2002 2003 2004
Sale of partktcpatory stocks 14f 100 0 0

Edeknor stocks (36%) s0
iRlapasa stocks (32%) 88
tscaycruz stocm (25%) 18
Bevensa stocks (38%) 39
ErTp. Bectriba Rura stocks (40%) 20

f ectric Distributors 0 220 160 0
BEERBectrlctty (JORESA) 220
Other distrbutors (100%): Puno, Oriente. Sur, etc 10

Bectric Generators 220 0 350 300
Orrplete Ftdntaro (CH 1008 Ivw): COncessin (up front) 300
BectroAndes (CH 183 Mm) 220
Egasa(CT154fMN and CH165lMN) 200
Egesur (CT28.6 FM and CH35fM) 30
Egersa (CH 70 1,m) 60
San Gaban (CH 110) 60

BectricTransmission:fecenandflesur 0 330 0 0
Becen (LT 3000 Im) 240
Besur (LT880 krrj 90

Petroperu 0 0 35 0
Tablra refinery (62 TBD): Concession (up front) 15
Conchan ref Inery (12 TDB) and tquitos (105 TBD) 20

Concessions 10 0 55 0
Teoephone: Fxed Unes 10
Peg,bnal ports and from Ctlao 45
Teeophonla Wfitnedlos (other bands) 10

Sale of aiildings 0 0 45 0
Swiler sales and other privatisations 88 50 5f 50
TOTAL 460 700 700 3S0
Manrm 1: Revenues of the Public Treeriry and Fonahpu
A. Public Treasury 328 600 316 350

Prtvatizatfn revenues 90 50 201 50
DCdducted for the assunptlon of debt 238 550 115 300

B. Fonahpu 127 100 0 0
C. Revenue FEF 5 0 384 0
TOTAL 480 700 700 350
Memo 5 Deduction for assuming debt

tscaycruz (by Mnero Peru) 18
Bectro Andes (by Centrorrln) 220
EE PPR Bectricdad: JORBSA (by Bectroperu) 220
Becen and Besur (by Bectroperu) 330
Oorrpteo fMntaro (by Bectroperu) 300
Egasa and Egesur (by Bectroperu) 80
Oochan and kultos iefinerles (by Bectroperu) 35

TOTAL 21 238 550 118 300
Dtasta: CT COentral Trrnlca, CH = Centrat Hldrtca, FM =M fgaw atta, LT - Transrrfslon tWm, TBD thous. barreb a i
/Of this total. S18 n1n from caycuz does not hncde resourcea fromFonahpu.

2VThedeductins for debt assunmd fromand captazation of Bectroperu are for atotalof $930 ntn.
Source: Copri, August 2001

Table Alg. Current Revenues by Awarded Concessions
Mftons of 1JS$

2001 2002 2003 2004
Jorge Chavez airport I/ 0 35 40 50
Canisea 0 0 0 90
Conptejo Nntaro (15%) V 0 0 0 40
Purts (16%) 0 0 0 15

TOTAL 0 35 40 195
Governrrent 0 23 40 155
Enterprises 0 12 0 0
Fonahpu 0 0 0 40

TOTAL 0 35 40 198
1/ In 2002, $12 rrfn was destined to Copac and $23 rrn to the government
2) Pevenues of Fonahpu
Source: Copri, August 2001
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Table A20. Comparative Performance In Social Indicators
Life Expectancy Nsit Prlmary Enrollment

Country-level Divided by Dvided by Country-level Divided by Divided by

efficiency region avg. world avg efficiency region avg. world avg

Latin America/Caribbean 83.5 103.2 76.4 103.1

Argentina 85.3 102.2 105.5 84.8 110.9 114.4

Bahaimas, The 85.0 101.8 105.1
Borivia 73.6 88.1 91.0 80.6 105.5 108.8

Brazil 80.6 96.6 99.7 76.8 100.5 103.7

Chle 89.3 106.9 110.4 72.2 94.5 97.5

Colombia 84.1 100.7 104.0 65.7 85.9 88.6

Costa Rica 91.0 109.0 112.5 72.6 95.0 98.0

Ecuador 82.1 98.4 101.6 77.7 101.7 104.8

B Salvador 83.6 100.1 103.3 69.8 91.3 94.2

Guateffala 79.1 94.8 97.9 69.6 91.1 93.9

Guyana 76.2 91.3 94.3
laiti 69.4 83.1 85.8

Honduras 84.7 101.5 104.8 83.5 109.3 112.7

Jamaica 90.3 108.2 111.7 83.2 108.9 112.3

Mexico 86.0 104.0 106.3 85.5 111.9 115.4
Ncaragua 83.1 99.5 102.7 74.1 97.0 100.0

Panama 88.3 105.7 109.2 77.5 101.3 104.5
Paraguay 83.2 99.7 102.9 77.0 100.7 103.9

Peru 81.6 97.7 100.9 77.1 100.9 104.1

Trinidad & Tobago 86.5 103.6 107.0

Uruguay 86.8 104.0 107.4 75.3 98.5 101.6
Venezuela, RB 87.0 104.2 107.5 72.8 95.3 98.2

Source: Wodon (2001)
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Table A21. Main Tax Breaks
Sector Types of Tax Bresim Estimated Cost

o% at GDP)

Mining Reinvestment of proflts accelerated depredation;agreements on tax stabilIty; 0.4

advanced recovery of IGV/IVM; reducod tadfs extended on capitsi good Imports.

Hydrocarbons Accelerated deprecdtion; agreements on tax stabUiity; advance recovery of IGVAIVM; 0.1
exemption of IGVAPM and ISC for Imports of Inputs during exploraton; exempton of
IGV/IPM and ISC on fuel In three regions In the country.

Agdculture Exempton of IR for small producam (50 Urr) and reduced tarifts d 15% tor the 0.4
sector, reinvestment 0 profits (up to 20%); acceblrated depreclatlon for Irigation
Infrastructure; exoneration from tES; Issuance of documents cancelling taxes for the
Imports f certaln Inputs and capital goods for agro-Industryg IGV d 5% for rice

Industry (forest and Exoneratlon from IR for Industrial enterprtses; relnvestment 01 profits; exoneration <0.05

fronUer) from IGV/fPM and Peru-ColombIa protocol dutes; agreements on tax stability; reduced
tarile on capital good Imports.

Housing Exoneration 01 IGV/APM on the tirst housing saie of less than $35,000; exemption 01 < 0.05
IGV on construction contracts and housing sales In the Amazoria.

Tourism and HoteLs Accelerated depmreciaton; exemption from IGV/IPM for services borrowed In favor 1 < 0.05

extemal operators.

Public Works and Agreements on tax stability; advanoed reovery o IGV/APM; exemption from IES. < 0.05
Concessions
Educcation Relnvestment of profits (up to 50%); accelerated deprefation; exemption from < 0.05

IGV/APM; exemption from IES.

CETICOS Exoneration of IR, IGV/IPM ISC, tadris; duties 18% for local commerIalIzaton; 0.1
exoneration of IES and other national and municipal taxes and tadffs

Amnazonba Reduced IR tadf (0, 5, and 10%); reInvestment of profits; exemption from IGV/IPM; 0.9
fiscal credit 0 25 and 50% for IGV on sates In the Intedor; IES exemption.

Other Sectors Agreements on tax stabilty. <0.05
TOTAL 2
Source: SUNAT. IMF (2000)

Table A22. Altemative Measures for Tax Reform by Sector or Region
Proposed Measures Codtection impact Sector or Region whose

(% of GDP) privileges will be atlected

* EtEminate exempton 01 goode In Appendix 1, of the IGV law. 0.25 Agdculture
* Eliminate exoneration to financial proflts 0.27 Finandal

Etminate zero-rate tax regime In the Amezonla 0.25 Amazonra
* EtEmlnate exoneration of IGV and ISC to fuels 0.10 Amazonla
* Etiminate CETICOS regime 0.13 CETICOS
* Unify income tax rates 0.05 Agdculture and Amazonra

Source: Schenons (2001)
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Table A23a. Latin Amerca General Govemments Tax Revenue8, 19981/
Percent of GDP

Liruguay Brazil Argentina Chile Mexoio Colombia Venezuela Ecuador Peru

TOTAL 27.8 24.5 23.5 20.4 20.3 18.8 18.4 18.1 14.8

Fesources non renewable 2 0 na na 1.1 4.3 1.6 7.6 4.5 0.1

Past of tax revenues 27.8 24.5 23.5 19.3 16 17.2 10.8 13.6 14.7
Drect taxes 3/ 5.1 4.8 3.4 3.9 4.6 5.0 2.0 1.8 3.5
Socil security 6.5 5.1 4 1.5 1.7 3.4 0.7 2.2 1.7
VAT 8.5 8.4 7.1 8.9 3.3 4.5 4.3 4.2 6.1
Special taxes 4 1.8 2.3 2.2 2.3 3.1 1.2 0.6 1.9
Tradetaxes 1.2 0.7 1.0 1.8 0.6 1.2 2 3.1 1A
Other revenues 2.5 3.7 5.7 1.0 3.5 0 0.6 1.7 0.1

Memorandum:
Productivity of VAT 4/ 0.37 na 0.34 0.49 0.22 0.28 0.26 0.42 0.34
1/ hcludes tax revenues and non-tax revenues of non-renewable resources. For Mxico and Peru, data Is for the year 1999.
21 Excludes VAT, tariffs and special taxes on petrol derivatives. h Che includes payrrents net of taxes by CODELKO ( the state enterprise that
extracts and exports copper) which is 0.4% of GDP the estimted payrrents of the rest of the rrinig corrpanles is about 0.7% of GDP.
3/hi Peru includes taxes a la platba (LE).
4/ Colection as a percentage of GDP, divided by the legal rate.
Source: MF

Table 23b. Latin American Economies: Outline of Fiscal Policy Rules 1/
Rule/Country Effective Coverage essa Rule scape Addtlional Statute 4/ Sanction 5

Date 2/ 3Y Clause 3/ FRt 3__ /

Budget Rule
Argentina 2000 NG 6/ OBIL CF EL L J
BrazDl 2001 NG,SG CB WL C,L J
CoDorrbia 2001 SG CB WL L J
Ecuador proposal NG OB CF/MY L J
Mexico 1917 SG CB C R
Mexico proposal NG OB 0 C J
Peru 2000 NG OB/DL CF EL L J
Venezuela 2000 NG C CF/MY TL C, L R

Debt Rule
Brazil 2001 NG, SG SL C L J
Cobrrbia 1997 SG FL L F
Ecuador proposal NG SG FL L J

1/ Enconpasses perrrenent restritions on aggregate fiscal perforrrance Indicators. Table excludes prohliton or fikts on
financhig from specific sources, notably from the central bank
2/ General governrrant (GG), or lrimted to nationa (central federal governunrt (NG) or subnafional (including loal) govemnent (SG).
3/ Budget rules consist of
4/ ODnstilulon (C), legal provision (L), or policy guideine (P).
5/ Sancions for noncornplance: reputational (FQ, fudicial (J), or financial (F).
6@ Refers to the national nonfinancial public sector.
Source: Kopits, 2002
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Table A24. Basditliesof Social Spending tD Total Spending of the ConelidatBd Public Sector In Peru (1997-202) l/
Spending Category Aveage masicity to a Level of Beaticity to an Level of Point of Point of

sh1e of change in toted sgnflcnce Increase In total signifkcme elastiity elasticity
total public pubk sloendlng In 1998 Iuh2001

spending spending (1993 2000)

farng nAd A rabl 25.7 z06 0.05 1.82 0.05 376 1.43
PfUoslcandSocleAssistance 21.46 1.37 0.16 1.43- 0o01 020 -0.14

Peneamr 16.57 1.32 031 1.44 0.17 -0.56 -0.13
SociaAsstatnce 4.89 1.41 01E 1.36 054 Z48 -0.17

Mcation 1556 0.92 Q2 0.84 O.1° -0.13 0.61
fe-puay 1.32 1.12 0.55 0.81 0.36 -1.68 1.68
NRy 5.5 1.03 0.08 1.02 0.17 0.19 1.64
Secbdary 4.08 121 0.18 099 0.01 0.69 0.05
Terty Z79 0.56 0.41 0.60 0.46 -0.50 0.16
Chera 1.86 0.68 0.94 0.15 0.75 -1.26 -1.17

bldathernl Water .47 0.74 0.36 0.67 0.13 40.18 40.47
WaterandSewaee 0.78 40.24 0.94 0.55 0.71 1.18 8.73
1-eaftare 7.69 0.77 0.51 0.64- 0.01 40.36 -1.37

Oher/2 287 1.38 0.27 1.69 0.05 40.90 1.57
Toted Sodial kpendrkfttr 721 0.73" 0.04 0.63 0.19 0.75 0.39
1/ Fstirebt

2t clkjdas lorgi ralons, eft hJa eni rbn devedp.t kidtry camwe and services .islhg, comnrans, snd enToyt
*hdicats s anceat 10%l; -bioate sgneat5% hoatsslDaela 1%
Socer Talhe A12a aid WV Stall esthnee

Table A25. Dege of Tranpamency In the PublIcation of Insdiltuional Information
Type d lelnation Rted

MEW
Oisoootbed Ribc Sector Pelance Avalable frn2002
Flevernus and Bancures d fhe cental G rvenweit and Dawalrazed reqLests Yes
Riam. of the B1etary Law, bdebteress and RInaIlb E brkium Yes
Balance and r"ile ofthe sutc and EOtnal Rd tkD YeS

asbjserranta and Arnmtiaons dt the Daesatic andJ S derrrabt Yes
LMer Priz rwe t r arm of tha 1.200 UTs Yes
Badance d the Facl Stbkaton rFnd Avaigabie from2002

Bualualin IIaai*s d Apiable h sta Avafble Ir2002

aFE

Gonsoidated St^Dat Yes
Gnrad lBalance Yes
Staienn cd Rwnwci Auats Availabblefrom2002
Rogress tators to beagted Yes
Resuits o the Biaen cd the Rogress els AvaDable Irom2002

FnarcialStaternm d the ondonsodkado de lbserva PrevlIou (RFQ audrd by 2001 Avalablefrom2O68
RFnanal Statrt othe Fof a tcii e Ahorro Rtfco (F -R mfed by 2001 Avalable froem2002
Fnancil Assels o dFAFPJand Fl81rveed . Yes

COff;U>XE '

M4wbr Acens and w- Clg of tee 50 Ulas Yes

Table A26. Published Information of the Budget in 2002
Mnistries CTARS Superintendencies Public Enterprises

Original Budget 100% 100% 83% 100%
Executed Budget 100% 100% 83% 100%
Econorrdct hfornatlon on
hnvestrmnt Plans 100% 100% 33% 100%
Info on Contracting and
AcquisItions 63% 88% 33% 25%
Strategic Plans 100% 0% 83% 100%
Source: MEF
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Table AzT. Composite Governance Indlcators, Intematonal Compartions, 1998
(Global ranldngs - low or Is fnra posaive)

Voice and Government
AccountabUlity Polldcal Instability Efecttvenesa Rbgulatory Qusaty Rule of Law Conuption

1998 2001 1998 2001 1998 2001 1998 2001 1998 2001 1998 2901

Peru 125 70 112 95 54 9J 37 61. 111 109 74 72
Argentina 59 56 48 51 48 66 38 70 59 66 81 88
Bolivia 63 67 88 122 84 101 22 39 98 100 96 119
Brazi 57 57 96 57 83 89 88 84 88 87 56 70
aC8e 54 52 51 30 23 23 18 13 24 24 25 17
Ccbinta 91 112 141 149 74 95 69 93 129 132 103 89
Ecuador 68 92 109 131 111 129 61 95 122 130 125 140
Mixlco 90 73 101 81 52 59 42 46 108 101 82 82
Venezuela 68 106 93 100 133 124 92 115 118 136 116 107
No. of Coun/eas 173 173 155 161 t56 159 168 169 166 170 155 161

LAC Median 64 60 91 69 84 87 46 66 105 88 87 86
PeruPankhILAC 25/28 17/26 20/24 17/25 8124 16/25 10t26 13126 15/26 16126 10t24 9/25

Source: Kauffunn, Kraay, and Zoldo-Lob6ton, lanuary 2002

Table A28. Volatility In Latin America
(Standard devabiors of grow th rate. by decade, percent)

GDP PHVATE
Oounhty 1980. 1990s 1980s 1990.

Argentina 5.6 5.5 5.9 5.7
Bolvia 2.9 1.0 3.3 0.5
Brazi 4.6 3.0 4.4 4.9
ChOe 6.4 3.5 9.4 3.4

Cobrnta 1.5 3.3 1 2 1.9

Costa Fba 4.5 24 6.1 32
Dorrinican Fbpubtc 2.7 4.4 4.5 8.7
Ecuador 4.5 3.4 25 0.3
E Salvador 5.7 1.9 6.0 6.9
Guateirala 2.7 0.8 2.4 1.0
Fonduras 2.5 2.5 3.1 1.9
Hard 2.9 6.4 4.4

Janrlca 4.3 2.2 7.6 16.5

Mexico 4.4 3.6 4.9 5.1

Ncaragua 5.4 2.3 15.8 14.4

Panarna 6.5 2.6 11.3 102

Peru OA 5.2 8.3 4.8

Paraguay 5.3 1.5 11.2 1Z5

TrInldad and Tobago 5.7 6.8 14.0 17.6

Uruguay 6.6 2.8 9A 5.4

Venezuela 4.8 5.0 3.5 4.7

Linw elghted aerage 4.7 3.3 6.6 6.5

Overaml mudlan 4.6 3.0 5.9 5.0

Weighted average 4.6 35 4.9 4.7

Source: WB staHff estirnates
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Table A29. Economic Distribution of General Government Revenue end Expenditure, Selected Countries

r9ollX Aiglr_e Bl Cl Chl Colenilo Cost Rita Quatnat. mado. Pana P.1y P..u venewela LAC
(1900s) (1939) (199) (199) (19W) (19) (1997) (197) (197) (197) 200i) (199) (85-99)

FPrcat or Gap
TolaRov 24.0 19.4 29.2 25.8 27.4 24.8 11. na no 18.7 142 322

Tasx venue 19.0 17.9 24.5 19.7 19.7 23.5 s.9 na 16.1 11.9 11.9 102

Tota Eop Nm 27.4 21.9 29.3 234 29.7 28.0 129 22A 28.8 202 19s' 303 20.4
CWrM E xctors 21.7 20.2 29. 19.0 1a. 25.9 a.1 19.1 23.0 14.8 146 21.s 17.6

bt94,9 1.9 1.9 2.5 0. 3.0 5.3 0.9 4.3 3.1 o.s z21 2.9 3.9
Othw 7.1 1. 9.4 A4 2.1 0.8 1. .. .. 2.0 3.7 0.8 3.7
T7ans1. 4.1 4.4 1.0 5.3 69 34 2.1 6.7 1.7 0.5 3.3 3.2 40
Wag" e a i9 adz 8.3 7.3 11.9 4.5 8.9 58 3.4 2.8 102 8.5 6.9 4.2 6.3

C4pt9aIEM.n9turn 9.0 1.7 2.5 4.4 79 2.4 4.9 3.7 3.9 5.4 22 9.5 3.0

Pmnrtoftotda
Toot Revenue 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Taxrevemue 79.2 91.9 93.9 77.0 71.8 94.8 77.4 .. .. 63.1 7.4 31.7
Toot Epdwx 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Cwrenk Ejwtm 79.2 92.2 91.5 812 s9.5 91.4 6z. 93.9 95.9 73.3 84.5 71.9 86.3
httres 6.9 8.7 s.5 2.6 11.4 1a9 7.0 18.9 11.7 2.5 10.9 9.6 15.9
0bev 25.9 7.2 28.7 35.9 9.1 z9 14.0 .. .. 9.9 21.5 zs 19.1
Tnt19. 16.0 290.1 3.4 22.9 25.7 12.1 15.9 29.4 6.3 2.5 13.0 10.9 19.8
Wages mdSoSakto 30.3 33.3 40.6 19.2 24.7 20.7 29.0 11.8 38.1 42.1 39.1 13.9 33.6

Ce E)undore 21.9 7.9 9s 1.9 29.3 A9 . 7.2 1a.1 142 29.7 15.5 29.1 14.3
Data conesponds to te cnwtol eo e
Souae: Wodd Bank BdbU PER. Sta e0nat.s

Table A30. Disributlon of Soclal Investmnent by Different Social Programs and by Docile of Poverty Severity
Deci1 PopulaUon Investment(SI.),2001 Amount US$ Assigned

2001 PRONAA FONCONDE- VASO DELECHE RURAL ROADS" PESP-UtRBANO
Foorest 2,636,584 21,976.075 93,159,772 39.915.381 53,932,215 0.035
Decte 2 2,616,108 20.682,281 69.530,728 37.123,636 40,256.685 0.018
Decie 3 2,645,999 18,493,705 39,663,491 33,902,357 34,483.305 0.049
Decle 4 2,645,123 12,976,223 16,299,443 31,566,264 21,225,735 0.178
Declo 5 2,631,770 12,23,801 8,013.721 30,507,673 6,081,100 0.190
Decle 6 2,655,524 19,120.704 3,451.029 35,518.612 1,785,900 0.150
DCcbe 7 2,655,539 18,153,031 1,974,642 38.062.931 240.000 0.143
Decte 8 2,607,142 13,421.899 1,577,795 39,703.391 160.200 0.118
Decb 9 2,616,694 9,699.637 3,983,925 29,057,248 1,528.755 0.085
Leastpoor 2,636,362 6.675,468 3.025,690 16.889,527 .. 0.035
TOTAL 26,346,845 154.022,822 240.680,236 332,247,000 161,693.895 1.000

Percent
Poorest 10 14.27 38.71 12.01 33.35 3.50
Decb 2 10 13.43 28.89 11.17 24.90 1.80
Decil 3 10 12.01 16.48 10.20 21.33 4.85
Decb. 4 10 8.42 6.77 9.50 13.13 17.75
Decib5 10 8.33 3.33 9.18 5.00 19.00
Decle 6 10 12.41 1.43 10.69 1.10 15.00
Decie 7 10 11.79 0.82 11.48 0.15 14.30
Decbe8 10 8.71 0.66 11.95 0.10 11.80
Decle 9 10 6.30 1.66 8.75 0.95 8.50
Leastpoor 10 4.33 1.26 5.08 .. 3.50
TOTAL 100 100 100 100 100 100

*nckJdes theTE;P-RURAL
Accunsated to 2001. Rrelninary date. (EsUtntion based on US$ 15,000Acnf

Source: NS
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Table A31a. Average Monthly Per Capita Income of Households, 2000 (US$)
Geographic area Total I II Ilil IV V VI vni ViDI Xl x

TOTAL 95.6 13.7 25.0 34.7 44.6 53.9 64.3 81.1 103.9 t61.6 385A

Urbana 129.1 18.6 35.7 48.1 60.7 72.9 86.3 108.4 139.9 203.2 518.2

Rural 38.1 4.5 7.9 11.5 16.4 20.6 25.9 33.3 42.2 61.6 156.8

Source: Diaz (2001) based on ENAHO 2000-1

Table A31b. Household Accessto Social Programs by Income Per Capita Deciles, 2000
Percent of Total

Geographic area Total I II IlIl IV V VI VIl Vill Xi X

Total 5.632,815 7.4 8.6 8.9 9.1 9.0 9.6 9.8 11.0 12.1 14.5

Benetlclarles 3,330,760 10.6 12.2 11.9 11.1 10.0 10.6 9.9 8.7 8.3 8.8

Non-beneflclarles 2,302,055 2.7 3.4 4.6 6.4 7.5 8.1 9.6 14.3 17.7 25.6

Urban 3,607,764 7.8 8.5 9.0 9.3 8.9 9.5 10.4 11.3 12.2 13.1

Beneficlarles 184,157 12.2 13.9 13.6 11.6 10.8 10.2 10.7 7.3 6.1 3.7

Non-benefilcarles 1,773,607 3.2 2.9 4.1 7.0 7.0 8.7 10.1 15.4 18.6 22.9

Rural 2,025,051 6.7 8.8 8.8 8.8 9.1 9.8 8.6 10.5 12.0 16.8

BenefIclaries 1.496,602 8.7 10.1 9.8 10.4 9.0 11.2 8.9 10.4 10.9 10.5

Non-beneliclarles 528,449 1.0 5.1 6.0 4.3 9.2 6.1 7.8 10.6 14.9 34.8

Source: Dlaz (2001) based on EIANA 2000-1

Table A31c. Household Access to Social Programs by Income Per Capita Dociles, 2000
Percent of Sub-total

GeographIc ares Total I II 1II IV V VI VII Vil Xi X

USS 95.8 13.7 25.0 34.7 44.6 53.9 64.3 81.1 103.9 151.6 385.4

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

BenefIcIarIes 59.1 85.2 83.8 79.1 71.6 65.8 65.4 59.8 46.8 40.2 27.6

Non-beneficiaries 40.9 14.8 16.2 20.9 28.4 34.2 34.6 40.2 53.2 59.8 72.4

Urban 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Beneliclaries 50.8 79.9 83.2 77.3 63.3 61.4 54.6 52.2 32.8 25.3 14.3

Non-beneficiaries 49.2 20.1 16.8 22.7 36.7 38.6 45.4 47.8 67.2 74.7 85.7

Rural 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
BeneficlarIes 73.9 98.0 84.8 82.3 87.2 73.4 83.7 76.2 73.6 67.5 46.1

Non-beneficlaries 26.1 4.0 15.2 17.7 12.8 26.6 16.3 23.8 26.4 32.5 53.9

Source: Diaz (2001) based on ENAHO 2000-I
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Table A32. Mla4argeting by Types of Food AssIstance, 2000
Soclal Program N' de Total Pove Non

Beneficaries Extreme Not Oreme Total Poor
TOTAL
Desayuno Escolar 2,972,859 100.0 51.1 18.7 69.8 30.2
Vaso doe Leche 2.283,919 100.0 40.1 24.1 642 35.8
C dorp Fc,ular 748,134 100.0 402 14.5 54.7 45.3
IFBAND
Desayuno Escolar 1,000,349 100.0 21.3 345 55.9 44.1
VasodeLeche 1,104,018 100.0 15.7 34.6 50.2 49.8
Corirdor Fcpular 383,769 100.0 18.3 18.8 36.9 83.1
RURAL
Desayuno Escolar 1,972,510 100.0 662 10.7 76.9 23.1
Vaso de Leche 1,179,901 100.0 63.0 14.2 77.2 22.8
Oorridor Fopular 382,365 100.0 61.1 10.6 71.7 28.3
Source: Dlaz (2001) based on ENAHO 2000-l

Table A33. Mle4argetdng by Types of Health Programs, 2000
Sochl Program N de Total Pover Non

Beneficlaries Etreme Not Brtreme Total Poor
TOTAL
Flagulang chid growth 1,729,899 100.0 33.7 18.4 52.1 47.9
School health Insurance 1,157,912 100.0 36.8 20.6 57.4 42.6
Fanuly plannIng 870,947 100.0 22.1 24.8 46.8 53.2
toAN
Regulating chAd growth 908,742 100.0 9.2 24.5 33.7 66.3
School heath lnsurance 636,888 100.0 15.8 31.6 47.4 52.6
FaMfly plannIng 585,964 100.0 11.7 26.0 37.7 62.3
RURAL
Regulatingchldgrowth 621,167 100.0 60.8 11.8 72.5 27.5
School heath Insurance 521,024 100.0 62.5 7.1 69.6 30.4
FaM)y plannIng 284,984 100.0 434 22.3 65.8 34.4
Source: Diaz (2001) based on ENAHO 2000-1

Table A34. M1s4argeting by Types of Education Programs, 2000
Socal Program N' de Total Poverty Non

Benefilcares Extreme I Not0Mtreme I Total Poor
TOTAL
School text and nfterlas 2,970.567 100.0 44.4 19.7 64.1 35.9
URBANA
School text and rraterlis 1,513,755 100.0 22.3 28.7 51.0 49.0
RURL
School text and fsterlbs 1.456,812 100.0 673 10.4 77.6 22.4
Source: liaz (2001) based on BiAHCO 2000-1

Table A35. Evolution of Household Access to Social Programs, 1998-2000
198 199 2000 Var %

thousands thousands thousands 99198 2000199 20001W
Total 5,408 5,490 5,633 1.5 2.6 4.2

Benefclaries 2,848 3,279 3,331 15.1 1.6 17.0
One program 1,004 937 755 -6.7 -19.3 -24.8

bre than one 1,843 2,342 2,575 27.1 10.0 39.7
hon-beneficlarles 2,561 2,211 2,302 -13.6 4.1 -10.1

trban 3,546 3,72 3,608 0.7 1.0 1.7
Beneticrles 1,624 1,915 1,834 17.9 -42 12.9

One program 669 633 536 -5.4 -15.3 -19.8
Mbre than one 955 1282 1,298 342 1.2 35.8

Non-benefllarles 1,921 1,657 1,774 -13.7 7.0 *7.7
Rural 1,663 1,918 2,025 3.0 5.0 8.7

Benaftblarbas 1,223 1,364 1,497 11.5 9 . 22.3
One program 335 304 219 -9.4 -27.9 -34.7
Morethanone 888 1,060 1278 19.4 20.5 43.9

Non-benetlclarlas 639 554 526 -13.3 -46 -17.3
Source: lYaz (2001) based on ENAHO 2000-0
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PERU: RESOIRING FISCAL DISCIPLINE FOR POVERTY REDUCTION

Table A36. Annual Private Expenditure on Education by Per Capita Income Decile, 2000
By type and level of education attending, M1Ions of US$

DecIles ot Per Capita Income
ElucatIon Level Total I II III IV V VI VIl Vill Xi X

TOTAL 4445.4 2.0 2.4 2.5 3.6 5.7 5.5 7.6 10.3 16.8 43.5
hital 459.7 0.9 1.6 0.9 2.5 3.9 1.1 1.3 7.4 14.6 65.8
Rinwary 967.1 4.5 3.5 5.2 4.7 3.6 6.4 7.2 13.4 10.5 41.0
Secondary 762.1 3.3 3.0 4.1 3.7 9.0 11.9 8.7 12.6 15.1 28.5
Bachilerato 6.1 24.8 7.9 5.8 10.2 4.9 11.9 8.4 26.1 0.0
Supplemental Non-Univ. 588.4 1.3 3.0 2.9 6.0 3.6 5.7 19.7 11.3 23.6 23.0
Supplmental Univ. 1476 0.4 1.8 0.7 2.8 4.6 3.6 5.4 8.5 21.1 51.2
Post-graduate 185.9 23.5 3.6 6.1 66.8

PUBLIC 1099 5.3 5.7 7.0 8.1 6.5 10.1 9.5 10.3 17.5 20.0
kiltial 53.6 3.5 13.4 4.3 6.9 9.7 5.0 7.0 14.8 18.9 16.6
limary 298.7 11.0 10.8 11.3 9.2 7.1 9.7 8.3 13.9 8.3 10.4

Secondary 260.8 7.7 6.3 11.3 7.2 10.5 15.2 9.5 10.8 13.2 8.5
Bachflerato 6.1 24.8 7.9 5.8 10.2 4.9 11.9 8.4 26.1 0.0
Supplerental Non-UnIv. 98.6 2.3 2.3 5.1 10.7 8.0 10.2 31.0 15.2 12.6 2.5
Supplemental UnIv. 286.8 1.4 2.1 9.8 3.2 10.5 6.9 4.6 37.2 24.3
Post-graduate 94.5 7.0 3.0 90.0

PRIVATE 3346.3 0.9 1.4 1.1 2.2 5.5 4.0 7.0 10.3 16.5 51.2
hiltial 406.1 0.6 0.0 0.4 1.9 3.1 0.6 0.6 6.5 14.0 72.3
Primary 668.4 1.6 0.2 2.5 2.7 2.1 4.9 6.7 13.2 11.5 54.7
Secondary 501.3 1.1 1.3 0.4 2.0 8.2 10.1 8.4 13.6 16.0 38.9
Supplerrental Univ. 489.8 1.0 3.1 2.4 5.1 2.7 4.8 17.5 10.4 25.8 27.2
Supplemental Non-Univ. 1189.3 0.5 1.9 0.4 1.1 4.9 1.9 5.1 9.4 17.2 57.7
Post-graduate 91.4 47.9 9.4 42.8

Note: Exchange rate of S. 3.50
Source: Diaz (2001) based on ENAHO 2000-0

Table A37. Annual Expenditure on Health by Per Capita Income Decile
By place of consultation, Mns of US and respecttve percentage of total by place of consultation

Deciles of Per Capita Income
Place of Treatment Total I II Ill IV V VI VIl Vill XI X

Total Expenditure 742 2.6 5.7 8.8 6.0 7.0 7.6 10.9 11.2 13.2 27.1
RPesto,Central Mnsa 137 5.4 16.5 8.7 11.3 9.6 9.0 11.7 11.4 13.4 3.0
Pbsta, bolicHnico IPSS 16 0.2 20.3 5.5 1.9 0.7 7.9 0.4 48.3 9.0 5.9
Hospital MNSA 196 3.4 6.5 21.5 4.7 10.5 8.9 15.9 10.1 4.3 14.3
Hosptal ESSALUD 58 0.3 0.9 4.1 5.4 5.2 13.6 5.0 8.2 23.1 34.2
HospRal FF.AA. Polica Nac. 27 3.0 0.2 0.7 1.0 0.2 4.4 0.0 15.0 18.7 56.7
Consuitorio Medico Part. 148 0.7 8.0 0.5 5.3 5.1 6.1 15.3 13.0 20.2 25.8
Various clinics 146 1.1 0.4 2.6 3.1 3.4 0.6 2.5 9.3 11.1 65.8
Pharracy 18 6.0 7.6 14.6 13.1 9.8 8.6 16.8 6.3 7.5 9.6
Home 23 2.7 2.2 8.5 0.1 1.4 9.3 21.5 22.9 18.2 13.1
indigenous treatment 12 2.9 7.0 7.6 2.4 15.8 9.9 6.6 9.0 34.1 4.7
Others 20 0.7 5.6 1.9 23.4 11.0 13.2 17.5 3.8 8.3 14.7
Self-treatment 38 1.1 7.5 5.6 1.4 17.0 10.7 7.4 4.6 27.6 17.1
Source: Diaz (2001) based on ENAHO 2000-0
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STATET1ECAL APIPEDEX

Table A38. Dfinitions of thG Consolidated Public Sector (CPS)

Consolidated Public Sector

Mnistries, Regional Governmnants,
Publ1c Insitutions, Lin,versities and ONP

(without funds)
* Organized Supervisors of Special Gneral Government

Funds (FCR, FEF, FONAHI-J and Fondo
Mvivienda), Baneficiary Societies

ESSALUD, Public corrqanles, Rest of PubDlc Sector
Regulatory bodies

Local governrrrnt and their comipanies Local Govermeisnt
Source: ME

Tabil A39. Cental Government Nattional and Regional Budget Composition, 2002

National Win NS Rsgional Mln NS
Congress 265 Arfrfzonas 250
CiYM 9 Ancash 637
General Croptroller 53 Apurirrrac 448
Defense 2,226 Arequipa 583
Fubbc Dafense 18 Ayacucho 411
Econofrry and Fnance 1,688 CaJanurca 618
titerior 2,117 Callao 225
JNE 12 Cusco 666
Justice 341 Huancavelica 322
Publc Minitry 228 Hudnuco 381
ONPE 13 Ica 325
Judicial FPw er 467 Junhn 526
PC?A 260 La Ubertad 530
F84M 90 Lambayeque 397
Exterior Relations 616 LiUna 2,408
Constitutional Tribunal 10 Loreto 520
National Admrnistration 1,220 Madre de Dios 100

Moquegua 121
Pasco 160
Rura 739
Puno 713
San kiartin 452
Tacna 200
Turrbes 167
Ucayall 256

Total gm33 Total 12,152

Nino USS Mlne US$
Ourrent expenditure 2,468 Current expenditure 2,342
Capital expenditure 253 Capital expenditure 1,091

44% 56%

Debt Service 2,200
Previsional obigatlons 1,752

Source: hEF
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PERU: RESTORING FIScAL DISCIPLINE FOR POVERTY REDUCTION

Table A40. Main Revenue Sourcesfor MunicipalitieEs Table A41. Departnental Budget - Educaton
2002 and Health by Expenditure Category, 2002

NS Percent MMlons of NS
Ttl General 1865 100 epartment EduraUon Health
Current ihyanues 1835 98 Regional Dgitrlbutlon -Percent
'Taxs S2W 28 Limn 34.4 50.9

Gaptal 433 Puno 4.9 3.9
Froducton / Oonsurrpton 41 Pura 4.7 3.8
Others 45 Loreto 4.4 3.8

- .,''-, '- : '1 345 - 451 La Lbertad 4.3 3.6
General Adrrnstratlon 34 Cusco 4.3 3.5
Educatlon 6 Cajanrca 4.3 2.9
Heath 308 Arequlpa 4.2 2.8
Housing and Oonstruction 131 Ancash 4.2 2.7
Agrohdustry and Mneral Flesources 1 Junhi 4.1 2.6
kdustry, Mning and Gamerce 67 Larrbayeque 3.0 2.3
Trenporl and Caerrunicatlons 149 Ayacucho 2.8 2.0
Others 138 Ica 2.8 1.9

_,tvne. 1*. .1 San Vlth 2.5 1.9
For PensIns 1 Huanuco 2.5 1.7
For RJflc Works 7 Ucayali 1.8 1.6
Others 3 lusncavelca 1.8 1.4
_.-of . 56 _ Apurnac 1.6 1.4
Agrokndustry and Mneral FPsources 25 Arm3zonas 1.4 1.2
hdustrles 22 Pasco 1.4 1.1
Transport, Camnmmcatlon and Storage 0.1 Tacna 1.4 0.9
Education, Fecreathon, and Culture 0.1 Turrbes 1.3 0.7
Health 2 Nbquegua 0.8 0.6
Others 7 Cablo 0.7 0.5

P v _e =< Wdre de Oos 0.4 0.5
Transport, oranrucation and Storage 10 TOTAL 100 100
Educatlon, Recreaffon, and Cufture 3
Health 15 By Epnditure Category- Mins N
Others 86 Goods and Services 892.1 1510.0

jg,t-;r*- ; .s ; 99 j3 hiveatnunt 576.6 481.6
Fal Estate 90 Personal and Social Oblgations 4388.4 1076.7
Rnanclal 1 Others 210.0 279.8
Ohers 8 TOTAL 6007.2 3328.1

17*c _ nalOtOU ers - ' , 199t lt
Rnes 135 By EendIture Ca tgory- Percent
Sancffons 54 Goods and Services 14.7 45.4
Others 11 Investrrent 9.5 13.9

11sf svQenes .~ 4- ,, : ,, 0- Personal and Social Obligatfons 72.3 32.4
p* of'As*et 1 , ' 0 t A - , ,0 Others 3.5 8.4

udkngs (except land) 7 TOTAL 100.0 100.0
Ukan and rural bnd 15
Vehicles, Equpment and Machines (used) 0.3
Others 8

Source: fF
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PERU: RESTORING FISCAL DISCIPLINE FOR POVERTY REDUCTION

Table A44, Eq xen by Deplnu1 2W
I*d 

Tt Bq2endte Capigimsbew Oods a9d vi.s
Seat S tete

apwbaents . d 1 f Ptelon Seletd S e a d B d Seated m e xgt Seated Sxbetd
1 A rrl 12 4ae6 2287 2153 941 97A 8m6 87.8 3061 17 7s
2 Arish 27 1,OWM 6192 SA.4 9s5 16B2 127.3 76 78s5 s2 810
3 ApfW 14 455W 307 213 299.0 sA6 127. 1256 983 41.9 215 799
4 ArWa 19 1,a67,46 811.5 9138 1126 20.0 245t 119.3 108 101.1 983
s AyadD 20 54427 413B 4551 1124 183 18ts3 13510 8B 499 748
6 Q*nwm 20 1,4D63 Ma9 547.0 104. 141.3 154.7 1095 638 512 833
7 t 13 774,674 421.7 547.0 12V7 1249 83. Su9 119.6 1211 1004
8 Qac 17 1,194275 7P9 716s6 11.9 2MI 297 1032 1152 916 767
9 FLmam 11 4,86 WA7. 215.6 949 Wa2 M99 94. 497 249 7o9

10 H*Io 12 813543 3463 3210 91o 1102 79.6 722 469 3.3 83.9
11 1a 14 6769 4482 4646 1M7 819 4a5 71.3 543 47.3 87.1
12 Jih 20 1=,3 8383 SSD2 73a5 1815 18aC5 6gB 2s79 72.3 24.0
13 La Le32 1,43,61 6W7 741.1 107.9 3.9 87.7 914 840 712 847
14 Uaitmeqa 14 1,11Q12s 5182 .5 18188 72.8 653 89.6 723 M69 81.0
15 Lkm 194 7,617,193 24A 0 Z37472 966 1lo4 12stB 762 4A437 46727 1CQ6
16 Loreto 18 834,37 54 511.7 101.0 127.8 1158 9A6 Sa1 72.7 87.6
17 MXVedsaC 8 9703 859 80D 910 0 3sA 27.6 7Q0o 15A 144 933
18 N 6 1sw13 1321 147.7 1016 4'.6 51.3 1O8a4 17 13.9 s81
19 lbsw 8 2%137 191.7 172.7 911 31A 13M 74.3 293 226 77.1
2D RJa 16 1.ll1573 7933 71I1 937 267.9 262 817 109.3 181 91.6
21 RIo 33 1247A,4 646.3 6512 1914 18Z2 1702 93A 932 741 795
22 W Mt 23 74M20 4052 448.1 1.9as 148 1859 1260 912 4D2 0AO

23 T 9 a59 2 27.1 2A2 97.9 63.6 518 812 320 2&1 87.7
84 Tube 8 197,805 171.3 17At1 104.6 83.5 E62 s3A 182 17. 9s8
25 Ld 16 453 237A 2256 s1 sso 57.5 87.1 46.0 352 7S4

T*di ss 3740 35a33 34M7 97.3 4AS7 3,ME2 812 %3tso 6,9@5 4.O
Tdcw/oUm S50 18,7E,47 10D2 1a0676 101.1 28733 6245A 921 167$3 1MS8 76.B

Se: NF
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STATISTICAL APPENDIX

Table A4. Expenditure Coefficients by Departmet 2001 Povey rankings by dofinitions

Departments No.ofUta Popuiaton Bpenditure Coeffidentof Coefficientof Poverty Bitreme MF INI INS
(Mine of NS) Expenditure Expenditure rate poverty Poverty Extreme

by tE by Popuistion rate Poverty

I Amnzonas 12 420,6W 21529 17.9 61.2 74.5 41.1 9 7 10

2 Aneash 27 1.092,862 591.41 21.9 54.1 61.1 33.3 3 15 12

3Apwurbr 14 '465.a37 298.97 21.4 66.6 78.0 47.4 5 4 5

4 Areqtu%pa 19 1.067.469 913.80 48.1 85.8 44.1 14.5 15 19 18

5 Ayacucho 20 641,427 465.12 23.3 85.9 72.6 46.4 4 8 8

6 Cawrarca 20 1,480,690 546.98 27.3 38.9 77.4 50.8 6 5 4

7 Calao 13 774.604 546.98 42.1 70.6

8 Cusco 17 1.194.275 716.58 42.2 60.0 75.3 51.3 11 6 3

9 WIancavetba 11 435,596 215.68 19.6 49.6 88.0 74.4 2 1 1

10 Huanuco 12 800,543 321.97 26.8 402 78.9 61.9 7 2 2

11 Ica 14 6768249 484.60 33.2 68.7 41.7 6.6 20 20 20

12 Jmh 20 1.232343 660.23 33.0 63.6 57.5 24.3 10 16 14

13 La Ubertad 32 1.483,681 741.07 23.2 49.9 52.1 18.3 8 17 17

14 Larntayequa 14 1,110,129 563.60 39.5 49.9 63.0 19.9 17 14 16

15 LUr 194 7,617,193 23,747.19 122A 311.8 33.4 3.1 16 22 24

16 LoreSto 18 894307 511.69 28.4 57.2 70.0 47.2 13 10 6

17 Madrede Dos 8 96,703 79.99 10.0 .82.7 36.7 11.6 23 21 19

18 rquagtia 6 163,383 147.72 24.6 96.3 29.6 7.8 21 24 21

19 Posco 8 259.137 172.66 21.6 666 66.1 33.2 18 12 13

20 Ptura 16 1.811,573 788.8 49.3 48.9 63.3 21.4 14 13 15

21 Puno 33 1.247,494 651.20 19.7 52.2 78.0 46.1 1 3 7

22 San rhn 23 746.202 445.11 19.4 69.7 66.9 36.2 12 11 I1

23 Tacna 9 286.539 22224 24.7 77.6 32.8 5.2 24 23 23

24 Tunteas 8 197.605 179.08 22.4 90.6 46.8 7.4 22 18 22

25 Llcayai 16 450,693 225.66 14.1 50.1 70.5 44.9 19 9 9

Total 584 26,326.740 34,422.69 58.9 130.8

Totalw/oLlkm 390 18.709.647 10,875.50 27.4 67.1

Source: LW

Tabe AMff Decentralization In LAC

Politial Functional Fl

Federal countries

Argenina Federal country reves to type Secondary education and health Minor adjustrnents in revenue sharing

MdnofeTed to provinces

Br8zil Fedeaal contry reverts to type, No explicit reallocation of ftmctions Increase in revenue sharing to

with new consdtutional guarantees municipalities

for nuntidpalides
Colombia Intduces dection of mayors and Transfers pimary education, bealth Increases earmarked tr8nsfers for social

govenors to provinces service expenditures in provinces,

general revenue sharing to municipalities

Venezuela Introduces lection of governors, Introduces optional decentalization Increase in funding is to follow

direct election of mayors of social servicer, infnastrctte to decentrlization of functions

states

Mexico Concedes opposition victories in Transfers education and hath to Increases earmarked transfers for social

staer, municipaities states water supply, paving, public services in stares

semirtv to rnmuncioalities

Unitary contrIes
Chile Reverts to elected mayors in smal Transfers primary education, bealth Increaser earmarked transfers fur socal

mnimcipalities, introduces election to munidpalites services to municipalities

of mayors in cides
Bolivia bh¢duces eecton of mayors Transfers prmary schools, clinics Increases general revenue sharing to

(physical assets only) to municipalities

municipalities

Guatemrala Reverts to elected mayors - Increaser eenerai revenue shacitn

Source: Burki et al., 1999
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PERU: RESTORING FISCAL DISCIPLINE FOR POVERTY REDUCTION

Table A47. Principal Revenue Sources of Subnational Governments
Municipal Government

Argentina Varying shares of provincial taxes and transfer revenues, fees
Brazil Fixed shares of state VAT and central income and excise taxes, property

and service taxes

Colombia Fixed shares of total central government taxes; property tax; industry and
commerce tax, gasoline surcharges

Mexico Fixed shares of federal taxes (passed through states), property tax,
business licenses

Peru Shares of central government revenues, property tax, mining cannon

Venezuela FLxed shares of state revenue-sharing receipts, taxes on property, vehicle
tax

Chile Earmarked capitation grants for education, health, property tax
Ecuador Fixed shares of central government oil revenue; taxes on property,

business assets, vehicles, business registration
Guatemala Fixed shares of total central government revenue, miscellaneous local

taxes
Bolivia Fixed shares of total central government revenues; taxes on vehicles and

property
Source: Burki et al., 1999

Table A4a Summary of Mining Taxation Authority for Selected Taxes and Fees

Cwoiet Milneral royatty Dividend Exclaes mx on VAT on Propert tax Fee basd on Stmp tx1Country In ome ax vIolding e I equp a aves Impord land amea
N P I L N P L N P L N P L N P I L N P L N P L N P L

x x X x X X
Argenilna X X X X 1 I
BolMa X X X X X
Burluna Faso X X X X
Canada (Ont.) X X X X X
Chie X X X X X X
China X X X X X X X
Ghana X X X X
Greenland X X X X
Indonesia 21 X X X X 3
Ivory Coast X X X X. X X X
Kazakhatan X X X X X X
Mexdco X X X 4 4 4 4 4 4
Papua NG 51 X X X X X x x x
Peu X X X X
Philippines x X 6 X x x x x
Poland X 7 7 X X X
South Africa X 8 X X X
Sweden X X X X x
Tanzanla X X X x X x
USA X X 9 9 X X X X
Uizbeldstan X X X X X X
Wea Australia X X X X X X X X
Zimbabwe X X X X
N- National govemment P -Provincial government L- Local government
Notes: Where an X is given, the tax exists amloup a prolect may sometimes be exemptedc where ther I a blank the tax does not appty to a ypical mine; where
a number is given, refer to that attached note with tiat number.

1/ BolivIa. 70% to nationas government, 30% to provincial
21 Indonesia. 6th generaton contract, taxes under sater COWs may differ.
3/ Indonesia. Status of property tax is unclear trom author's data sourcea.
41 Meico. This tax may go to the national, provincial, or local govemment depending on ownership.
SI Papua New Guinea. For larger mines specially negotiated revenue shadng agreements between national, provincial, and affected communties may apply.
al PhIllppines. lI minerals are located on *ancestral iands', a special royalty Is assessed.
7/ Poland. H a *baslc mineral, paid to the naHonas govemment; H a common mineral (industrlal mlneras, paid to local govemment.
81 South Aftrica A royalty Is paid to national govemment for mineral in federal iands. Most minerals are prIvately owned.
9/U SA. Royalties are not assessed for most mineras unless they are found In special types of land.
Source: Otto (2002)
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STATISTICAL APPENDIX

Table A49. Mining Fiscal Methods and their Amenability to Fiscal Decentralization
National Provincial Local

Tax type government government government
Income or profits based tax Y P N
Import duty Y N N
Export duty Y N N
Royalty (profit based type) Y P N
Royalty (ad valorem type) Y Y P
Royalty tax (unit type) Y Y Y
Royalty tax collected nationally and % distributed Y Y Y
Ucensing fees Y Y Y
Surface rental or land use fees Y Y Y
Withholding taxes on loan Interest, dividends, services Y N N
VAT on goods and services Y P N
Sales & excise tax Y P P
Stamp duty Y Y Y
Property tax (on book or assessed value) Y Y Y
Payroll based taxes Y P N
Surtaxes Y Y Y
User fees Y Y Y
Source: Otto (2002)

Table A50. Total Transfers in Soles
(by poverty quantile)

Poverty quantile Vaso de Leche Canon Minero Foncomun
Poorest 20,740,034 4,506,219 106,413,060

19 19,067,753 5,411,235 103,179,580
18 18,685,593 7,590,344 100,253,079
17 18,545,614 8,705,941 88,758,658
16 18,320,393 10,719,708 99,828,182
15 17,343,102 8,497,593 94,686,509
14 15,464,843 8,564,754 86,423,873
13 14,205,007 3,133,694 70,217,236
12 14,694,335 2,562,790 71,139,439
11 17,086,913 4,805,701 78,724,575
10 15,225,805 1,599,191 58,443,408
9 19,317,850 536,952 55,406,923
8 18,394,082 2,992,030 38,575,661
7 14,362,596 613,003 46,552,702
6 20,370,958 899,337 47,543,907
5 24,174,523 1,432,527 32,616,105
4 13,518,762 2,052,245 44,596,654
3 15,839,307 1,833,122 33,461,090
2 11,384,530 849,128 82,591,765

Richest 5,504,997 3,973,021 28,666,869
Total 332,246,997 81,278,535 1,368,079,275
Source: Apoyo Institute (2002)
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